CONDITIONS OF SALE - Public Auction

THE PLACING OF A BID SHALL CONSTITUTE ACCEPTANCE OF THESE CONDITIONS OF SALE BETWEEN BIDDER AND DANIEL F. KELLEHER AUCTIONS, LLC (“KELLEHER”)
BIDDING
1. Unless announced otherwise by the auctioneer, all bids are per lot, as numbered in the
printed Catalogue. Kelleher, as agent for the consignor or vendor, shall regulate the bidding
and shall determine the manner in which the bidding shall be conducted. Kelleher reserves
the right to withdraw any lot prior to sale (without liability to any potential purchaser or
agent), to re-offer any withdrawn lot, to divide a lot or to group two or more lots belonging
to the same consignor or vendor, and to refuse any bid believed not made in good faith.
Estimates of sales prices contained in the printed Catalogue reflect the best judgment of
Kelleher and are not minimum or upset prices.
2. (a) Bids shall be made in the steps set forth on the bidding page (ii). (b) The highest bid
acknowledged by the auctioneer shall prevail. Should a dispute arise between bidders (including a dispute between a floor or internet bidder and the auctioneer acting on behalf of a
mail bidder, consignor or vendor), the auctioneer alone shall determine who the successful
bidder is and whether to reoffer the lot in dispute. Should a dispute arise after the sale, the
auctioneer’s sale records shall be conclusive. On all lots sold, a commission of 20% * on
the hammer price is payable by the buyer to the auctioneer together with any sales and use
tax or customs duties.
3. (a) The auctioneer reserves the right to bid on behalf of clients (and consignors or vendors) but shall not be liable for errors and omissions in executing instructions to bid, however received, and whether such errors or omissions be those of the bidder or agent or those
of the auctioneer.
(b) Lots are offered subject to a reserve price. The auctioneer will implement such reserve
price by bidding on behalf of the consignor vendor. (c) It may also be assumed that all
consignors have been advanced monies against the sale of their consigned material and
Kelleher therefore has a security interest in the consigned material over and above the
normal auction commission.
(d) Purchases made by a consignor or vendor or his agent on his own lots shall be considered as a sale subject to commissions and sales tax as applicable.
(e) Agents are responsible for the payment of the purchase price for all purchases made on
behalf of their clients, unless other arrangements with the auctioneer have been confirmed
in writing prior to the auction.
PAYMENT FOR PURCHASES
4. (a) Payment for lots, including those on which opinions are desired (Condition of Sale),
shall be as follows:
(b) Floor Bidders. Payment of the purchase price, or such part there of as Kelleher shall
require, shall be made by the purchaser in cash or bank or certified check or in such other
manner as Kelleher may determine. The name and address of the purchaser of each lot shall
be given to the auctioneer immediately following the sale of such lot.
(c) Mail Bidders. A successful mail bidder will be notified of lots purchased. Before Kelleher will send such lots, payment in full must be received by Kelleher within three (3) business days of receipt of the aforesaid notification by the mail bidder. However, a purchaser
known to Kelleher at its option may have purchases delivered or forwarded for immediate
payment (by a dollar draft on a U.S. bank in the case of overseas purchasers). Mailed
delivery will be to the address on the bid sheet and proof by Kelleher of receipt of a sending at the advised address shall constitute delivery. All charges for handling, delivery and
insurance obtained by Kelleher on behalf of the purchaser shall be added to the purchase
price; a minimum charge of $20.00 will be made.
(d) Prompt Payment Discount - Successful bidders whose payment is received within
15 calendar days from the date of the auction, shall be entitled to a 2% prompt payment
discount of the hammer price of each lot, regardless of the method of payment.
5. Title shall not pass to the purchaser until full payment has been received by Kelleher as
agents for the consignor or vendor.
6. (a) Purchasers agree to pay for lots as specified in Condition of Sale 4 (or as the same
may be modified by Condition of Sale 8), and no credit is extended; a late payment charge
of 2% per month or fraction thereof shall be added if payment is not made in accordance
with the aforesaid conditions.
(b) In the event that a bidder shall fail to comply with these Conditions of Sale (“Non-Complying Bidder”), then, as to any lot with respect to which such failure to comply occurs,
Kelleher, may, in its sole discretion, re-offer such lot during the same auction or at an auction at a later time, or by private treaty at such time as Kelleher Auctions, in its sole discretion, deems appropriate and the Non-Complying Bidder shall be liable for the deficiency,
if any, between the hammer price and the net proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser,
whether at auction or by private treaty, as well as for all costs and expenses of both sales,
all other charges due thereunder, including commissions with respect to both sales, whether payable to Kelleher or to a third party and all incidental damages. It shall be in Kellehers’
sole discretion to determine whether to re-offer the lot theretofore hammered-down to a
Non-Complying Bidder at the same auction, or by private treaty in due course, or at a subsequent auction conducted by Kelleher. In no event shall any surplus arising from the sale
of a re-offered lot be payable to a Non-Complying Bidder.
(c) A defaulting purchaser shall be deemed to have granted Kelleher a security interest in
property in Kellehers possession owned by such purchaser. Kelleher shall have all of the
rights afforded a purchase money secured party under the Connecticut or Massachusetts
Uniform Commercial Code with respect to such property and may apply against such
obligations all monies held or received by it for the account of, or due from Kelleher to
such purchaser. Kelleher is authorized to file a Financing Statement in order to perfect its
rights as a secured party.
(d) If Kelleher takes any legal steps to secure payment of a delinquent account, the defaulting purchaser shall be liable for all legal and other expenses incurred by Kelleher to
secure such payment, including but not limited to a reasonable allowance for attorneys’
fees. For purposes of this paragraph, the term legal steps shall be deemed to include any
and all consultation by Kelleher with its attorneys with respect to all matters arising out of
a delinquent account.
(e) Unless otherwise acceptable to Kelleher, payment is to be made only in the form of
cash, bank check or certified check, personal check (which must clear prior to delivery of
lots), credit card (AMEX, Visa, MasterCard and Discover), PayPal or a bank wire transfer.
Payments made by credit card are accepted as a courtesy without surcharge, if paid within
15 days of sale date.

WIRING INSTRUCTIONS:
Please contact us for our wiring instructions.
EXHIBITION AND INSPECTION OF LOTS; QUALITY AND AUTHENTICITY
7. (a) See viewing schedule for on-premises viewing. Ample opportunity is given for on
premises inspection prior to the auction date, and, upon written request and at Kelleher
discretion. Live video viewing is also available, please contact our offices to arrange
same.
(b) Each lot is sold as genuine and correctly described, based on individual description
as modified by any specific notations in this Catalogue.
(c) Quality. Any lot which a purchaser considers to be incorrectly described may be
returned to Kelleher within two weeks of its receipt by such purchaser (“Returning Purchaser”), provided, however, that the same is received by Kelleher within four weeks
of the date of the auction; however, Kelleher may, in its discretion, refuse acceptance of
such returned lot. If an opinion of a mutually acceptable authority is desired, the period
of time within which a lot must be received by Kelleher will be extended in accordance
with Condition of Sale 7(g). In the event that a dispute cannot be resolved by reference
to a mutually acceptable authority, and Kelleher thereupon undertakes to re-offer the lot
with a description identical to the description disputed, the Returning Purchaser shall be
liable for the deficiency, if any, between the proceeds of the sale to the Returning Purchaser and the proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser, as well as for all costs and
expenses of the re-sale, including commission, and all incidental damages. Any lot, the
description of which is disputed, must be returned intact and in the original packaging
and in the condition received (unaltered) by the purchaser. The following lots are not
returnable except at the discretion of Kelleher: (i) lots from purchasers who attended
the exhibition of the lots; (ii) lots examined by postal viewers; (iii) lots on account of
their appearance, if they are illustrated in this Catalogue or online; or (iv) lots described
as having repairs, defects or faults for any reason. (v) lots containing more than ten (10)
items. (d) Authenticity. Any lot which is declared otherwise than genuine by a mutually
recognized authority is returnable, provided such lot is received by Kelleher within four
weeks of the date of the auction. Proof that a mutually acceptable authority declines to
express an opinion is not grounds for the return of a lot.
(e) Expenses incurred a purchaser in the submission and the return of a lot under Conditions of Sale 7 is not subject to refund.
(f) Numerical grading is subjective and is based upon the condition of each issue. Lots
may not be returned if a third party grades a stamp at lower than our grade.
(g) Lots with existing certificates from the Philatelic Foundation (PF) or Professional
Stamp Experts (PSE), British Philatelic Association (BPA), Royal Philatelic Society
(London (RPSL) and Australia (RPSA), Vincent Graves Greene Foundation (VGG) or
any other expertizing authority as recognized by the International Association of Philatelic Experts (AIEP), for items within their specialty and dated within the last seven (7)
years from the date of sale, will be offered and sold on an “as-is” basis and as so stated
on the certificate. Such lots may not be returned for any reason, including but not limited
to a contrary verbal or written opinion or certificate.
SALES TAX/CUSTOMS DUTIES
8. Unless presentation of satisfactory proof that it is exempted by law, a purchaser shall
pay to Kelleher the Connecticut, Massachusetts or any compensating use taxes of any
other State claiming jurisdiction. Buyers outside the U.S. are responsible for all customs duties. A purchaser shall indemnify Kelleher and hold it harmless of and from
any claims of any jurisdiction for sales taxes relating to the purchase of articles at the
auction, whenever the same may arise.
APPLICABLE LAW, JURISDICTION, ETC.
9. All matters arising out of this auction shall be governed by the laws
of the State of Connecticut without giving effect to the choice of law principles thereof.
ARBITRATION
10. Any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this auction shall be settled
by arbitration in the City of New York, State of New York in accordance with the Rules
of the American Arbitration Association and judgment upon the award rendered by the
Arbitrator or Arbitrators may be entered in any Court having jurisdiction.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE OF ACTIONS
11. The purchaser at this auction (a) consents and submits to the jurisdiction of the
Courts of the State of Connecticut and of the Courts of the United States for a judicial
district within the territorial limits of the State of Connecticut for all matters arising out
of this auction sale, including, without limitation, any action or proceeding instituted
for the enforcement of any right, remedy, obligation and liability arising under or by
reason thereof; and (b) consents and submits to the venue of such action or proceeding
in the City of Danbury, County of Fairfield, State of Connecticut (or such judicial district of a Court of the United States as shall include the same, and (c) further consents
that service of process in any action relating thereto may be effected by registered mail,
return receipt requested address to the purchase at the address given to the auctioneer
at the time of the sale.
BIDDING STEPS
12. Bidding Steps are as published on page (ii); bids made out of increment will be
reduced to the next increment. Example: $603 bid will be reduced to $600, etc.
BIDS BY TELEPHONE
(a) Must be confirmed in writing unless waived by the auctioneer.
(b) Any errors are the responsibility of the bidder.
(c) No bids accepted less than 1 hour before the commencement of the sale.
BIDS BY FAX OR EMAIL
Bids must be received 1 hour before sale commences — be sure to use
FAX: (203) 297-6059 or EMAIL: bids@kelleherauctions.com
PHONE BIDDING DURING THE SALE
Phone bidding space is limited and available on a first come, first served basis. The
importance of reserving early cannot be overstated!
Please call us at (203) 830.2500 to reserve your phone bidding space
STAMP AUCTION NETWORK (SAN) Live internet bidding. To bid, you must be
registered and be approved by both Stamp Auction Network and Kelleher. Please contact us for further instructions or go to www.stampauctionnetwork.com and find the
Kelleher link.
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Session 1: General Foreign and
U.S. Essays, Proofs and Specimens
Tuesday, Feb. 27, 2018, at 10:00 AM
British Commonwealth
Great Britain . . . . . . .
Australia & States . . . .
Australia . . . . . . . . .
Basutoland . . . . . . . .
Canada and Provinces .
Cayman Islands . . . . .
Cyprus . . . . . . . . . .
Gibraltar . . . . . . . . .
Hong Kong . . . . . . . .
India . . . . . . . . . . .
Ireland . . . . . . . . . .
Nyasaland . . . . . . . .
St. Helena . . . . . . . .
Somaliland Protectorate .
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.1001-1003
. . . . .
.1004-1010
. . . . .
.1011-1016
. . . . .
. . . .1017
. .
.1018-1314
. . . . .
. . . .1315
. .
. . . .1316
. .
. . . .1317
. .
. . . .1318
. .
. . . .1319
. .
. . . .1320
. .
. . . .1321
. .
. . . .1322
. .
. . . .1323
. .

Europe and Colonies
Austria . . . . . . . .
Bulgaria . . . . . . .
Finland . . . . . . . .
France and Colonies.
German Area . . . .
Greenland . . . . . .
Hungary . . . . . . .
Iceland . . . . . . . .
Italian Area. . . . . .
Luxembourg . . . . .
Poland . . . . . . . .
Russia . . . . . . . .
San Marino. . . . . .
Spain . . . . . . . . .
Sweden . . . . . . .
Switzerland . . . . .
Tannu Tuva . . . . .
Yugoslavia . . . . . .
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Asia, Middle East and Africa
Iran . . . . . .
Israel . . . . .
Liberia . . . .
Nepal. . . . .
Saudi Arabia .
Sudan . . . .
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.1413
. .
.1414
. .
.1415
. .
.1416
. .
.1417
. .
.1418
. .

Latin America
Bolivia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1419-1420
. . . . .
Mexico . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1421
. .

U.S. Essays, Proofs and Specimens
Essays . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1422-1443
. . . . .
Proofs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1444-1564
. . . . .
Specimens . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1565-1583
. . . . .

Session 2: U.S. Regular and
Commemorative Issue Singles
Wednesday, Feb. 28, 2018, at 10:00 AM
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. . . .1324
. .
. . . .1325
. .
.1326-1327
. . . . .
.1328-1332
. . . . .
.1333-1360
. . . . .
.1361-1364
. . . . .
.1365-1366
. . . . .
.1367-1369
. . . . .
.1370-1387
. . . . .
.1388-1390
. . . . .
. . . .1391
. .
.1392-1406
. . . . .
. . . .1407
. .
. . . .1408
. .
. . . .1409
. .
. . . .1410
. .
. . . .1411
. .
. . . .1412
. .

U.S. Stamps
Postmasters’ Provisionals . . . . . . . . . . .
1847 Issue (#1-4) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1851 Issue (#5A-17) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1857 Issue (#18-47) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1861-1866 Issue (#56-78a) . . . . . . . . . .
1867 Grilled Issues (#83-101) . . . . . . . . .
1861-1866 Re-issues (#102-111) . . . . . . .
1869 Pictorial Issue (#112-131) . . . . . . . .
1870-1888 Bank Note Issues (#134-217) . . .
1890 Issue (#219D-226) . . . . . . . . . . . .
1893 Columbian Issue (#230-245) . . . . . .
1894-1898 Bureau Issues (#248-284). . . . .
1898 Trans-Mississippi Issue (#285-293) . . .
1901 Pan-American Issue (#294-299). . . . .
1902-1908 Issues (#300-330) . . . . . . . . .
1908-1911 Washington-Franklins (#335-396).
1913-1915 Panama-Pacific Issue (#399-404) .
1912-1917 Washington-Franklins (#407-518).
1918-1923 Issues (#523-546) . . . . . . . . .
1922-2017 Modern Issues (#567-5036a) . . .

.1584-1586
. . . . .
.1587-1599
. . . . .
.1600-1642
. . . . .
.1643-1715
. . . . .
.1716-1753
. . . . .
.1754-1775
. . . . .
.1776-1783
. . . . .
.1784-1819
. . . . .
.1820-1884
. . . . .
.1885-1890
. . . . .
.1891-1952
. . . . .
.1953-1990
. . . . .
.1991-2009
. . . . .
.2010-2016
. . . . .
.2017-2059
. . . . .
.2060-2155
. . . . .
.2156-2162
. . . . .
.2163-2265
. . . . .
.2266-2286
. . . . .
.2287-2314
. . . . .
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Session 3: U.S. Regular and
Commemorative Issue Blocks and
Plate Blocks

Session 4: U.S. Airmail,
Back-of-the-Book and Possessions,
including Blocks and Plate Blocks

Thursday, Mar. 1, 2018, at 10:00 AM

Friday, Mar. 2, 2018, at 10:00 AM

U.S. Blocks and Plate Blocks

U.S. Airmail and Back-of-the-Book Issues

1851-1860 Issues (#9-39) . . . . . . . . . . .
1861-1866 Issue (#56-78) . . . . . . . . . . .
1867 Grilled Issues (#79E-99) . . . . . . . . .
1869 Pictorial Issue (#112-133) . . . . . . . .
1870-1888 Bank Note Issues (#134-218) . . .
1890 Issue (#219-229). . . . . . . . . . . . .
1893 Columbian Issue (#230-244) . . . . . .
1894-1898 Bureau Issues #246-284) . . . . .
1898 Trans-Mississippi Issue (#286-293) . . .
1901 Pan-American Issue (#294-299). . . . .
1902-1908 Issues (#300-330) . . . . . . . . .
1908-1911 Washington-Franklins (#331-381).
1913-1915 Panama-Pacific Issue (#397-404) .
1912-1917 Washington-Franklins (#406-518).
1918-1923 Issues (#523-550) . . . . . . . . .
1922-1925 Regular Issue (#551-573) . . . . .
1923-2002 Modern Issues (#575-3557) . . . .

.2315-2365
. . . . .
.2366-2392
. . . . .
.2393-2420
. . . . .
.2421-2443
. . . . .
.2444-2547
. . . . .
.2548-2564
. . . . .
.2565-2619
. . . . .
.2620-2676
. . . . .
.2677-2685
. . . . .
.2686-2696
. . . . .
.2697-2721
. . . . .
.2722-2765
. . . . .
.2766-2780
. . . . .
.2781-2888
. . . . .
.2889-2947
. . . . .
.2948-2958
. . . . .
.2959-2997
. . . . .

Airmail . . . . . . .
Special Delivery . .
Postage Due . . . .
Offices in China . .
Officials . . . . . .
Newspaper Stamps
Parcel Post. . . . .
Booklet . . . . . . .
Locals . . . . . . .
Postal Stationery. .
Revenue . . . . . .
Duck Stamps. . . .
Confederate States
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Bidding Increments:

Bidding shall proceed in accordance with the following schedule:
Up to $50.00; increase by $5.00				
Over $50 to $200; increase by $10				
Over $200 to $500; increase by $25				
Over $500 to $1,000; increase by $50				
Over $1,000 to $3,000; increase by $100			
Over $3,000 to $7,500; increase by $250

Over $7,500 to $15,000; increase by $500
Over $15,000 to $30,000; increase by $1,000
Over $30,000 to $70,000; increase by $2,500
Over $70,000 to $130,000; increase by 5,000
Over $130,000 at discretion of auctioneer.
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Symbols Used

êê
Mint Never Hinged								* Cover							NYFM New York Foreign Mail
ê
Mint with Gum										
Used							TC		 Trial Color Proof
		(ê)			Unused, No Gum/Regummed			S			Specimen					SL		 Straight Line
		R				Reprint														E			Essay							MS			Manuscript
		P				Proof															r
Piece		
		o.g.			Original gum														Block											

Grading and Condition
Superb			
Extraordinary item in the finest condition
Extremely Fine		
Outstanding and exceptional quality
Fine-Very Fine (F-VF)
Stamp and/or cover in sound condition; if a stamp, it is less well-centered than Very Fine but better
			centered than Fine.
Fine			
Sound in all aspects. Perforated stamps will have the perforations clear of the design; the designs of
			
imperforate stamps will not be cut into to any significant degree.
Very Good (VG)		
Imperfect centering (stamps) or poor general appearance.
Covers & Cancels
Minor imperfections, including but not limited to nicks, edge or flap tears or slight reductions are normal conditions for 19th-century
envelopes that have been postally transmitted. Folded letters would have at least one file fold. Acceptable forms of conservation include
light cleaning and edge mending. Covers may have an ordinary stamp with a minor defect. The above exist on most 19th-century covers and are not always described and are therefore not grounds for return.
Catalog Values
Unless otherwise noted, the currently available Scott Catalog values (2018 edition) are quoted in U.S. dollars and rounded to the
nearest dollar. Other catalogues are often used for foreign countries or specialized areas as required.
Collection Lots and Condition
Please note that ALL collection lots are sold on an “as-is” basis and are therefore not returnable for any reason. Every attempt has been
made to provide an accurate description, and images for most are available on our website. Most collection lots will contain stamps/
covers with varying degrees of imperfections/faults. We strongly suggest that lots of interest be viewed in advance of the sale.
Please also note that late payment for purchases may, at Daniel F. Kelleher’s option, be considered just cause to revoke all return privileges.

Session 1
Tuesday, February 27, 2018
Beginning at 10:00 A.M.
At our offices in Danbury, CT

Lots 1001-1583
British Commonwealth
Europe and Colonies
Asia, Middle East and Africa
Latin America
United States Essays, Proofs and Specimens

1

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Great Britain

British Commonwealth
GREAT BRITAIN

1001

Great Britain, 1837, Mary Shelley, Author of Frankenstein, clipped autograph reading “Yours
truly/MShelley”; a tremendous addition to any autograph or book collector’s collection, F.-V.F., one of the most desirable signatures from English literature.
Estimate $500 - 750
Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley was an English novelist, short story writer, dramatist, essayist, biographer, and
travel writer, best known for her Gothic novel Frankenstein: or, The Modern Prometheus (1818). She also edited
and promoted the works of her husband, the Romantic poet and philosopher Percy Bysshe Shelley. Her father
was the political philosopher William Godwin, and her mother was the philosopher and feminist Mary
Wollstonecraft.

1002

1003

1002 H
Great Britain, 1840, 1d black (1), plate 7, position LH, ample to large margins and neat red Maltese
cross cancel, Very Fine, Scott $320. SG 2; £400 ($550).
Estimate $200 - 300
1003 H
Great Britain, 1867, Queen Victoria, 1s green, Spray of Rose watermark (SG 117), fresh and bright
with full, lightly hinged o.g., F.-V.F.; signed A. Diena, SG £800 ($1,100). Scott 54; $825.
Estimate $300 - 400

1004 HH/Ha Great Britain, 1881, Queen Victoria, 6d gray, Imperial Crown watermark (SG 161), block of 4, plate
17, o.g., upper left stamp lightly hinged, others never hinged, fresh and well centered; minor separation, light horizontal bend across top stamps, otherwise Very Fine, SG £1,700 as hinged singles ($2,330). Scott 86; $1,760 as
hinged singles.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Great Britain

1005 H
Great Britain, 1884, Queen Victoria, 10s pale ultramarine on white paper, Anchor watermark (SG
183a), fresh and beautifully centered with full, lightly hinged o.g.; inconsequential, light natural gum bend, Very
Fine, SG £2,500 ($3,430). Scott 109 var.; $2,250+.
Estimate $600 - 800

Ex 1006

1007

1006 HH
Great Britain, 1924, King George V, ½d-2d Watermarked sideways (187a-190a), o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F., Scott $305. SG 418a-421b; £288 ($400).
Estimate $150 - 200
1007 H
Great Britain, 1902, King Edward VII, De La Rue printing, £1 dull blue green (SG 266), most o.g.;
small natural gum crease; slight overall toning not visible on face, otherwise Fine, SG £2,000 ($2,750). Scott 142;
$2,000.
Estimate $250 - 350

1008 HH
Great Britain, 1913, King George V “Seahorse”, Waterlow printing, 10s indigo blue (SG 402), deep
rich color and bright white paper with full, never hinged original gum; signed A. Diena, SG £1,200 for hinged
($1,650). Scott 175; $2,000.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

1009 HH
Great Britain, 1942, King George VI, 2s6-10s, original colors (SG 476, 477, 478), horizontal pairs,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, SG £750 ($1,030). Scott 249, 250, 251; $865.
Estimate $350 - 500
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Great Britain

1010 HHa
Great Britain, 1997, Queen Elizabeth II, deep green (as used for 2p), light grey (as used for the 29p),
flame (as used for 1st class, undenominated trials), full panes of 100, a limited supply of these were discovered,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; each with photocopies of 2017 R.P.S.L. certificates that were issued for the discovery
set of sheets (no photo).
Estimate $12,000 - 18,000
Sheets of three trials of the Machin head, produced in 1997, have come to light in this the 50th anniversary of the
introduction of Arnold Machin’s iconic portrait of Queen Elizabeth II. The Machin definitives were first printed in
lithography in 1980 as Royal Mail expanded its range of suppliers. However, by the mid-1990s it had decided that
all the standard definitives should be printed in gravure. At the time The House of Questa, based in south London,
did not have gravure capability. As the company wished to participate in all future tenders for Royal Mail stamps,
whether printed by litho or gravure, in gummed or self-adhesive versions in sheets or stamp booklets, it decided
to make a major investment in a gravure press and an automated booklet maker. To achieve the best, Questa
partnered with a number of highly qualified and renowned organisations to deliver the skills, processes and
technology required to ensure it would be ready for production in less than 18 months. Courvoisier, based in
Switzerland, was at that time arguably the finest gravure stamp printer in Europe. The company agreed to assist
Questa with technical advice and cylinder making. As part of this process Royal Mail gave permission for a print
trial at Courvoisier using the Machin head: the original material to enable the trial to take place was supplied by
Questa. Part of the thinking at the time was that Courvoisier might undertake the production of the cylinders
needed for final stamp printing on behalf of Questa, but this did not materialise. The undenominated trials were
produced in October 1997 in sheets of 100 (from larger sheets of 200 guillotined in two) with the Courvoisier
imprint along the vertical margins. They exist in three colours: deep green (as used for the 2p), light grey (as used
at the time for the 29p), and flame (as used for 1st class). Courvoisier had printed the then current Kenya
definitives, these being of the same overall size as the Machin definitives. As a consequence, the trials were
printed on coated paper without phosphor bands, and have perforation 15 x 14. However, the stamp image is
slightly smaller than that used on Machin definitives. Barry Robinson, then Design Director of Royal Mail, visited
Courvoisier to see the preparations. It is believed the trial sheets were printed on one of the small gravure printing
presses at Courvoisier, some being printed during the visit. The gravure press and the automated booklet line
were produced by ATN in France. The new machinery would not fit within Questa’s original base in Camberwell:
the move to Byfleet was part of the development. Courvoisier was founded in 1880 and started printing stamps in
1937. It was noted for the high quality of its photogravure work, but sadly it ran into financial difficulties and
ceased trading in 2001.

4
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Australia

AUSTRALIA

1011

1012

1011 HH
Australia, 1918, King George V, 1d rose red on rough unsurfaced paper, Die II, inverted watermark
(21e var.), o.g., never hinged; slightly rounded lower right corner, otherwise Fine; with 2013 M. Drury certificate. SG
47iw; £1,100 for hinged ($1,510).
Estimate $500 - 750
1012 S
Australia, 1924, Kangaroo and Map, £1 gray, overprinted “Specimen” type C (57S var.), 3rd watermark, shaved “P” in “SPECIMEN”, fresh and perfectly centered with barely hinged o.g., Extremely Fine. A rare
Specimen variety. SG 75s. ACSC 53 xf.; $1,000 ($800).
Estimate $200 - 300

1013

1014

1013 HHa
Australia, 1928, 3d Kookaburra (95), Small Multiple watermark, 3rd watermark, complete sheet of 4,
o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $200. SG 106.
Estimate $150 - 200
1014 HH
Australia, 1928, 3d Kookaburra miniature sheet (95a), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $300. SG
MS106a.
Estimate $150 - 200

1015

1016

1015 S
Australia, 1930, Kangaroo and Map, £2 black & rose (102S), Small Multiple watermark, o.g., lightly
hinged, bright, fresh and virtually perfectly centered, Extremely Fine, ACSC $900 ($900). SG 114s. ACSC 57x.
Estimate $200 - 300
1016 H
$775.

Australia, Postage Due, 1908, 5s dull green (J36), perf 11½x11, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott
Estimate $350 - 500
www.kelleherauctions.com
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Basutoland - Canadian Provinces

BASUTOLAND
1017 HHa
Basutoland, 1951-52, 1d & 2d Postage Dues on chalky paper, St. Edward’s Crown watermark error
(J1c, J2b), full pane of 60 of each value, with the error occurring once in each pane, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine,
Scott $320+. SG D1bb, D2ac; £340+ ($470). (Photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

CANADIAN PROVINCES

Ex 1018

Ex 1019

1018 P
New Brunswick, 1851-90, 3d & 6d reprints and 1s plate proof on card (1R, 2R, 3P), fresh and bright,
Extremely Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
1019 H
New foundland, 1857-62, “Rectangulars”, 2d to 1s, Oneglia-engraved forgeries (2F//23F), the six
values se-tenant in two sheets of 36 (six of each value in vertical rows of six): one sheet in red orange on wove, ungummed, the other in rose brown on thin paper without mesh, gummed and never hinged; also included are single
lithographed forgeries of the 2d, 6d & 1s in red on card, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

1020

1021

1022

1020 m
New foundland, 1857, 6d scarlet vermilion (6), four nice, perfectly balanced margins with bright color
and a light grid cancel along with partial red cancel lower right; tiny thin spot, Very Fine appearance, Scott $5,000.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
An exceptionally attractive example of one of the most difficult of the Pence issues.
1021 (H)
New foundland, 1857, 6½d scarlet vermilion (7), unused without gum, small margins to just touching
frame at lower left, good color, almost Fine, Scott $5,000.
Estimate $400 - 600
1022 m
New foundland, 1857, 6½d scarlet vermilion (7), bright and neatly canceled with two large margins,
close to just in at left and bottom; two tiny tears along the left edge, Fine appearance, Scott $4,000.
Estimate $400 - 600
6
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Canadian Provinces

1023

1024

1025

1023 HH
New foundland, 1860, 3d green (11A), sheet square margin pair, o.g., stamps never hinged, bright and
fresh with large margins all around, Extremely Fine, Scott $400 as singles. Unitrade C$1,080 as singles ($810).
Estimate $400 - 600
1024 (H)
New foundland, 1860, 2d orange, watermarked (11 var.), showing large portion of “WIS”, unused without gum, ample to large margins, Very Fine; signed Bühler, Scott $475+. Unitrade 11i; C$800 ($600).
Estimate $200 - 300
1025 HHa
New foundland, 1861, 6d rose (20), full sheet of 20, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh, Extremely
Fine, Scott $900 ++.
Estimate $350 - 500

1026

1027

1028

1029

1026 m
New foundland, 1861, 6½d rose, watermarked (21 var.), partial “WIS”, huge, well-balanced margins
and lovely color with a neat oval grid cancel, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $275+. Unitrade 21i; C$300 ($220).
Estimate $200 - 300
1027 m
New foundland, 1861, 8d rose (22), generous, well-balanced margins, choice color and light grid cancel, Extremely Fine, Scott $300. Unitrade C$375 ($280).
Estimate $150 - 200
1028 HH
New foundland, 1861, 1s rose, watermarked (23 var.), large part “STA”, bottom sheet margin single
with huge margins all around, o.g., never hinged (hinged in margin only), Post Office fresh, a Superb gem, Scott
$85+. Unitrade 23i; C$200 ($150).
Estimate $150 - 200
1029 m
New foundland, 1861, 1s rose, watermarked (23 var.), partial “SE”, fresh and bright with large, perfectly balanced margins and a light grid cancel, Extremely Fine, Scott $200+. Unitrade 23i; C$240 ($180).
Estimate $150 - 200

www.kelleherauctions.com
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Canadian Provinces

Ex 1030

Ex 1031

Ex 1032

1030 P
New foundland, 1868, 1¢ Prince of Wales, 10 different plate proofs on India (32P, TC), six still on
card, Very Fine, Unitrade C$980 ($740).
Estimate $300 - 400
1031 P
New foundland, 1868, 1¢ Prince of Wales, re-engraved, seven different plate proofs (32AP, TC),
bright colors; blue green with slight thin, otherwise Very Fine, Unitrade C$680 ($510). Unitrade 32APi, TCi, iii, iv, vi,
viii, ix.
Estimate $200 - 300
1032 Pa
New foundland, 1870, 6¢ carmine rose & green plate proofs on india (35P, TC), top sheet margin
blocks of 4, with partial imprint captures, first still on card, Very Fine, Unitrade C$680+ ($510). Unitrade 35P, TCii.
Estimate $200 - 300

1033

1034

1035

1036

1033 SHH
New foundland, 1897 Discovery of New foundland, Specimen overprints complete (61S-74S), o.g.,
never hinged, a choice, incredibly fresh set, Very Fine. Only 100 sets exist, Unitrade C$1,500 ($1,120).
Estimate $500 - 750
1034 H
New foundland, 1897 Discovery of New foundland complete, plate proofs on india on card
(61P-74P), includes both blue and black 12¢ proofs, Very Fine, Unitrade C$775 ($580).
Estimate $250 - 350
1035 H
$825.

New foundland, 1897, 1¢ on 3¢ gray lilac (77), o.g. (short-gummed along the right edge), F.-V.F., Scott
Estimate $250 - 350

1036 m

New foundland, 1897, 1¢ on 3¢ gray lilac (77), neat, circular grid cancel, Fine, Scott $700.
Estimate $200 - 300

8
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Canadian Provinces

1037

1038

1037 H
New foundland, 1898, 1¢ yellow green, imperf horizontally (80b), bottom sheet margin vertical pair,
disturbed o.g., Very Fine for this. Most examples of this error are poorly centered, Scott $450.
Estimate $150 - 200
1038 H

New foundland, 1898, 3¢ orange, imperf (83b), vertical pair, o.g., F.-V.F., Scott $425.
Estimate $150 - 200

1039

1040

1041

1039 H
New foundland, 1910, 1¢ Guy Tercentenary, perf 12 x 14, imperf between (87g), horizontal pair, o.g.,
fresh and well-centered; shallow hinge thin, Extremely Fine appearance, Scott $750.
Estimate $150 - 200
1040 H
New foundland, 1910, 2¢ Guy Tercentenary, perf 12 x 11½ (88c), o.g., very lightly hinged, exceptionally fresh with brilliant color, F.-V.F., Scott $725.
Estimate $200 - 300
1041 H
New foundland, 1910, 6¢ Guy Tercentenary, type I, imperf left margin (92 var.), o.g., very lightly
hinged, wonderfully fresh and perfectly centered, Superb, Unitrade C$500 ($380). Unitrade 92ii.
Estimate $250 - 350

1042 H
New foundland, 1910, 8¢ Guy Tercentenary lithographed, imperf (93 var.), horizontal pair, o.g., large
balanced margins, Extremely Fine. Not listed by Scott or Unitrade, Newf. Spec. $250 ($190). Newf. Spec. 85b.
Estimate $150 - 200
www.kelleherauctions.com
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Canadian Provinces

1043

1044

1043 (H)
New foundland, 1911, 9¢ Guy Tercentenary engraved, imperf (100a), horizontal pair, without gum as
issued, huge margins all around, Extremely Fine, Scott $325.
Estimate $200 - 300
1044 H
New foundland, 1911, 9¢ Guy Tercentenary engraved, imperf (100a), vertical pair, o.g., lightly hinged,
large margins, Very Fine, Scott $325.
Estimate $200 - 300

1045

1046

1045 HH
New foundland, 1911, 10¢ Guy Tercentenary engraved, imperf (101a), full bottom sheet margin horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged (lightly hinged in selvage only), large margins, Extremely Fine, Scott $450.
Estimate $250 - 350
1046 HH
New foundland, 1911, 10¢ Guy Tercentenary engraved, imperf (101a), horizontal pair, o.g., never
hinged, large margins, Extremely Fine, Scott $450.
Estimate $250 - 250

1047

1048

1047 (H)
New foundland, 1911, 12¢ Guy Tercentenary engraved, imperf (102a), without gum as issued, huge
margins, Extremely Fine, Scott $325.
Estimate $200 - 300
1048 H
New foundland, 1919, 15¢ Trail of the Caribou, Prussian blue shade (124b), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh
and amazingly well-centered, Extremely Fine, Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200
10
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Canadian Provinces

1049
1049

s

$240.

1050

New foundland, 1920, 3¢ on 15¢ scarlet (128), tied on piece by Sandy Point c.d.s., Very Fine, Scott
Estimate $150 - 200

1050 HH
New foundland, 1926, Ayre & Sons 40¢ Booklet (Unitrade BK1), complete and unexploded with pristine unfolded covers, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine. As fine an example of this rare booklet as exists, Unitrade
C$3,500 ($2,620). Scott 131a, 132a (2); $1,550 ++. SG SB1; £1,900 ($2,610).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Ex 1051

Ex 1052

Ex 1053

1051 HH
New foundland, 1923, 1¢, 2¢, 4¢ & 8¢ Small Pictorials, imperf (131b, 132b, 134a, 137a), horizontal
pairs, o.g., never hinged (1¢ without gum as issued, 8¢ gummed), Very Fine, Scott $1,050. Estimate $350 - 500
1052 HH
New foundland, 1929, 1¢ green & 3¢ orange brown, imperf sheet margins (163 & 165 vars.), 1¢ at
right, 3¢ at bottom, both in pair with normal, o.g., never hinged, 1¢ Very Fine, 3¢ Fine, Unitrade C$650 ($490).
Unitrade 163i, 165i.
Estimate $200 - 300
1053 H
New foundland, 1929, 1¢-4¢ Pictorials, imperf (163c-166a), horizontal pairs except 3¢ vertical, 1¢ & 3¢
without gum as issued, 2¢ & 4¢ o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $555.
Estimate $200 - 300
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Canadian Provinces

1054 SHHa New foundland, 1929, 6¢ ultramarine, perforated Specimen in large letters (168S), vertical block of 8
showing the entire word “SPECIMEN”, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; with 2011 Gratton certificate.
Estimate $300 - 400

1055

1056

1055 HH
New foundland, 1932, 40¢ Booklet with 1¢ green & 2¢ rose, buff cover (Unitrade BK2), complete unexploded booklet, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Unitrade C$1,200 ($900). Scott 183a, 185b (3), 187c. SG SB2; £500
($690).
Estimate $300 - 400
1056 HH
New foundland, 1932, 40¢ Booklet with 1¢ green & 2¢ rose, buff cover (Unitrade BK2), complete unexploded booklet, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Unitrade C$1,200 ($900). Scott 183a, 185b (3), 187c. SG SB2; £500
($690).
Estimate $300 - 400

1057

1058

1057 HH
New foundland, 1932, 40¢ Booklet, with 1¢ gray black & 2¢ green die I, buff cover (Unitrade BK3),
complete unexploded booklet, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, Unitrade C$900 ($680). Scott 184b, 186b (3),
187b. SG SB2b; £500 ($690).
Estimate $250 - 350
1058 HH
New foundland, 1932, 40¢ Booklet, with 1¢ gray black & 2¢ green die II, cream cover (Unitrade
BK4a), complete unexploded booklet, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Unitrade C$750 ($560). Scott 184a, 186ai (3),
187a. SG SB2b; £500 ($690).
Estimate $250 - 350
12
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Canadian Provinces

1059

1060

Ex 1061

1059 HHa
New foundland, 1932, 1¢ green, imperf bottom margin (183iv), the bottom stamps in a block of 4, o.g.,
never hinged, small, faint toned spot below right stamp, otherwise Extremely Fine. Unitrade 183iv; C$750 ($560).
Estimate $200 - 300
1060 H
New foundland, 1932, 3¢ orange brown, imperf between and at bottom (187e), vertical pair, o.g.,
lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $300+.
Estimate $200 - 300
1061 HH/H New foundland, 1932, 10¢, 14¢, 20¢ & 25¢ Resources, imperf (193a, 194a, 196a, 197a), horizontal
pairs except 20¢ vertical, 10¢ & 14¢ without gum as issued, others o.g. (25¢ never hinged), Very Fine, Scott $665.
Estimate $250 - 350

1062

1063

1062 SHHa New foundland, 1932, 25¢ gray, perforated Specimen in large letters (197S), bottom sheet margin
block of 6 showing “SPECIME”, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
1063 HH
New foundland, 1932, 25¢ gray, imperf between (197c), corner sheet margin vertical pair, o.g., stamps
never hinged; couple very faint toned spots—virtually invisible on front, Extremely Fine appearance, Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300
www.kelleherauctions.com
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1064

1065

1066

1064 SHH
New foundland, 1933, 1¢ Gilbert, perforated Specimen (212S), top sheet margin horizontal pair perforated “CIMEN”, o.g., never hinged (lightly hinged in selvage), Very Fine, Unitrade C$400 ($300). Unitrade 212ii.
Estimate $200 - 300
1065 HHa
New foundland, 1933, 1¢ Gilbert, full offset on reverse (212 var.), top margin block of 4, o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F. A marvelous example; with 2009 Gratton certificate, Unitrade C$640 for Fine ($480). Unitrade 212i.
Estimate $350 - 500
1066 H
New foundland, 1933, 8¢ Gilbert, brownish red (color error) (218a), o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine. A
rare and seemingly undervalued stamp; according to the Unitrade Catalogue, only 200 examples are believed to
exist, Scott $525. SG £500 ($690).
Estimate $350 - 500

Ex 1067

1068

1067 HH/H New foundland, 1937, King George VI Long Coronation, 1¢ & 8¢-48¢, without watermark (233,
236-243 vars.), each in a horizontal pair with a normally watermarked example, o.g., 14¢, 15¢ & 25¢ never hinged,
others lightly hinged, bright and fresh, Very Fine. The 20¢, 25¢ & 48¢ are not lised by Unitrade, SG £1,620 for NH
($2,220). SG 257a, 260a-267a. Unitrade 233ii, 236i-243 var.
Estimate $500 - 750
1068 (H)
$400.

14

New foundland, 1937, 14¢ black, imperf (238a), vertical pair, without gum as issued, Very Fine, Scott
Estimate $200 - 300
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1069

Ex 1070

Ex 1071

1069 (H)
New foundland, 1937, 48¢ dark violet, imperf between (243a), vertical pair, regummed, fresh and perfectly centered, Extremely Fine, Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
A choice example of this rare error—only 10 pairs are recorded.
1070 HH
New foundland, 1938 Royal Family, 2¢, 3¢ & 4¢ without watermark (245-247 vars.), o.g., never
hinged, Unitrade C$975 ($730). Unitrade 245ii, 246iii, 247ii.
Estimate $350 - 500
1071 HH/H New foundland, 1938 Royal Family complete, imperforate (245a-248a), horizontal pairs, o.g., never
hinged except 4¢ very lightly hinged, Scott $645.
Estimate $300 - 400

1072

1073

1072 H
New foundland, 1938, 3¢ Royal Family, perf 14 (246b), o.g., very lightly hinged, bright, fresh and
well-centered, Extremely Fine. A marvelous example of this rare perforation variety, Scott $750.
Estimate $400 - 600
1073 m
New foundland, 1938, 3¢ Royal Family, perf 14 (246b), canceled face-free St. John’s c.d.s., Very Fine,
Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 1074
1074 HH
New foundland, 1941-44, Royal Family Re-Issues, Waterlow Printing, 2¢, 3¢, 7¢ & 8¢ without watermark (254, 255, 258 & 259 vars.), each in a pair with a normally watermarked example, all but the 8¢ horizontal,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Unitrade 254iii, 255iii, 258i, & 259i; C$1,200 ($900).
Estimate $500 - 750
www.kelleherauctions.com
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1075

1076

1077

1075 Pa
New foundland, 1941, Caribou, 5¢ violet, die I, plate proof on watermarked stamp paper (257TC),
block of 4, each with a small security punch, the block with a large central security punch, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine. Newf. Spec. 240ad; $590.
Estimate $200 - 300
1076 HH
New foundland, 1941, 5¢ violet, double impression (257c), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. A lovely
mint example of this striking error, only 36 of which are recorded, Scott $900.
Estimate $400 - 600
1077 HH
New foundland, 1941, 5¢ violet, double impression (257c), an unmistakable double, o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F., only 36 examples recorded, Scott $900.
Estimate $350 - 500

1078

1079

1078 HH
New foundland, 1947, 4¢ Princess Elizabeth, imperf vertically (269b), horizontal pair, o.g., never
hinged, typical centering, Very Fine for this; with 2002 Greene Foundation certificate, Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300
1079 HH
New foundland, 1947, 4¢ Princess Elizabeth, imperf vertically (269b), horizontal pair, o.g., never
hinged, typical centering, Very Fine for this, Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300

1080 HH
New foundland, 1947, 5¢ Cabot, full offset on reverse (270 var.), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine.
Unitrade 270ii; C$600 ($450).
Estimate $250 - 350
16
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1081 HH
$350.

New foundland, 1947, 5¢ Cabot, imperf (270b), vertical pair, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott
Estimate $200 - 300

1082 HHa
New foundland, Airmail, 1919, $1 on 15¢ “Trans-Atlantic” varieties (C2, C2a, C2b, C2ii), se-tenant
in a block of 4, clockwise from top left: without comma or period; normal; small comma; without comma, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine; with 2012 Greene Foundation certificate, Scott $1,725 ++. Unitrade C$3,860 ($2,900).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
A rare multiple—only 400 each of the missing period and the small comma varieties were issued, and very few of
them still exist in multiples.

1083

1084

1085

1083 H
New foundland, Airmail, 1919, $1 on 15¢ “Trans-Atlantic”, without comma after “Post” or period
after “1919" (C2b), o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine. Only 400 were issued; signed A. Brun, Champion, Scott $450.
Estimate $250 - 350
1084 H
New foundland, Airmail, 1919, $1 on 15¢ “Trans-Atlantic”, “A” of “AIR” under “a” of “Trans” (C2c),
o.g., F.-V.F. Only 400 were issued, Scott $450.
Estimate $200 - 300
1085 H
New foundland, Airmail, 1919, $1 on 15¢ “Trans-Atlantic”, small comma after “POST” (C2 var.),
o.g., F.-V.F. Only 400 were issued, Unitrade C$400 for Fine ($300). Unitrade C2ii.
Estimate $200 - 300
www.kelleherauctions.com
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1086

Ex 1087

1086 Ha
New foundland, Airmail, 1921, 35¢ “Halifax” varieties (C3, C3b, C3f, C3h), se-tenant in a block of 4,
clockwise from top left: narrow spacing with period; wide spacing with period; narrow spacing without period; wide
spacing without period, o.g., Very Fine. Unitrade price includes a premium of 25% above the sum of the singles,
Scott $940+. Unitrade C$1,531 ($1,150).
Estimate $350 - 500
1087 )
New foundland, Airmail, 1921, 35¢ “Halifax”, 12 covers with various plate varieties (C3 & vars.), all
canceled between Nov 18 and Nov 26; six of each spacing, three of each of those with period after “1921” and one
of each with “1” under “f”, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1088

1089

1090

1088 H
New foundland, Airmail, 1921, 35¢ “Halifax”, “1921" below ”f" of “Halifax” (C3d), o.g., lightly hinged,
Very Fine. Only 556 were issued., Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300
1089 m
New foundland, Airmail, 1921, 35¢ “Halifax”, first “1" of ”1921" below “f” of “Halifax” (C3d), light
wavy-line cancel, F.-V.F., Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300
1090 H
New foundland, Airmail, 1921, 35¢ “Halifax”, narrow spacing, first “1" of ”1921" below “f” of “Halifax” (C3j), o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300

1091

18

New foundland, Airmail, 1921, 35¢ “Halifax”, narrow “AIR MAIL”, “1921" below ”f" of “Halifax”
(C3j), tied on piece by St. John’s machine cancel, Nov 26, 1921, Very Fine. Only 556 were issued, Scott $550.
Estimate $200 - 300

s
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1092 HH
New foundland, Airmail, 1931, $1 blue, imperf (C8c), pair, o.g., never hinged; couple small natural gum
skips, Very Fine, Scott $1,100.
Estimate $500 - 750

1093 HH
New foundland, Airmail, 1931, 50¢ green, imperf between (C10a), horizontal pair with right sheet margin, o.g., never hinged, Post Office-fresh and choice, Extremely Fine, Scott $1,400.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1094 H
New foundland, Airmail, 1931, 50¢ green, imperf vertically (C10c), horizontal pair, o.g., lightly hinged,
Very Fine, Scott $950.
Estimate $400 - 600

1095 H
New foundland, Airmail, 1932, $1.50 on $1 Dornier DO-X Flight, slanting overprint (C12 var.), overprint slanting noticeably upward, o.g., Very Fine; with 2004 Gratton certificate, Unitrade C$900 ($680). Unitrade
C12i.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1096

1097

1096 )
New foundland, Airmail, 1932, $1.50 on $1 Dornier DO-X Flight (C12), tied by May 20 St. John’s slogan cancel on small cover to London, England; not backstamped, Very Fine, Scott $400. Estimate $250 - 350
1097 HH
New foundland, Airmail, 1933, 30¢ blue, imperf (C15a), lower left corner sheet margin pair, slightly
toned o.g., never hinged, enormous margins, Extremely Fine, Scott $725 for hinged.
Estimate $500 - 750

1098

1099

1100

1098 H
New foundland, Airmail, 1933, 75¢ bister, imperf (C17a), upper left corner sheet margin vertical pair,
interesting variety with ink smeared during printing process, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $725.
Estimate $200 - 300
1099 H
New foundland, Airmail, 1933, $4.50 on 75¢ Balbo Flight (C18), o.g., very lightly hinged, Very Fine,
Scott $325.
Estimate $150 - 200
1100

20

New foundland, Airmail, 1933, $4.50 on 75¢ Balbo Flight (C18), tied on piece by St. John's c.d.s., Jul
26, 1933, F.-V.F., Scott $325.
Estimate $150 - 200

s
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1101

1102

1101 )
New foundland, Airmail, 1933, $4.50 on 75¢ Balbo Flight (C18), tied by St. Johns c.d.s., Jul 26, on
flown cover addressed to Rome; green flight cachet, backstamped Shoal Harbour c.d.s. (Jul 28) and Rome receiver
(Aug 12); marked by sender to be returned to him in St. John’s, with additional backstamps of Turin (Aug 15) and St.
John’s (Aug 28), Very Fine, Scott $800.
Estimate $350 - 500
1102 )
New foundland, Airmail, 1933, $4.50 on 75¢ Balbo Flight (C18), tied by St. Johns c.d.s., Jul 26, on
flown cover addressed to the sender in St. John’s, blur flight cachet, backstamped Rome (Aug 12) and forwarded to
sender with additional backstamps of Turin (Aug 15) and St. John’s (Aug 28); the cover is reduced at left and repaired, but Fine appearing and the stamp is unaffected, Scott $800.
Estimate $200 - 300

1103

1104

1103 )
New foundland, 1928 (May 28), “Bremen” Relief Flight (AAMC FF-29), cover franked with a 15¢ pictorial (#156) tied by grid cancel and with an uncanceled Canada 2¢ Confederation, endorsed “By Bremen Relief Expedition Planes/Via Greenly Isl./from St. Georges, Nfld.”; posted in New York with a U.S. 10¢ Lindbergh (#C10) tied
by May 28 Washington DC duplex and backstamped Sandy Point, Newfoundland, Jun 1; also bears Roessler “By
Air Mail” pictorial label; Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
1104 )
New foundland, 1936 (Oct 29), Harbour Grace - London (AAMC FF-56), cover with Floyd Bennett
Field, New York corner card franked with U.S. 6¢ Winged Globe (#C19) tied by Oct 28 Brooklyn, N.Y. machine cancel; endorsed “Carried by: [signed] J.A. Mollison [pilot], on record Transatlantic flight, N.Y. - London, 30 Oct, 1936”;
addressed to one Sidney Ross at Floyd Bennett Airport in Brooklyn and re-posted with 2½d British postage tied by
Nov 6 Croydon c.d.s., Very Fine, AAMC $800.
Estimate $400 - 600
1105 )
New foundland, 1921-22, Six First Flight Covers (AAMC FF-5, FF-6, FF-14, FF-19), all franked with 3¢
Caribou and bearing the appropriate cachets: two St. John’s - Fogo, two St. John’s - St. Anthony (one without
backstamp), one St. John’s - Twillingate (no backstamp), and one Mar 1922 St. John’s - Fogo; a Fine group (photo
on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
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1106

1107

1106 )
New foundland, 1930 (Oct 9), Columbia Flight, St. Johns - London & Harbour Grace - London (AAMC
FF-35a, c), two covers, each franked with 20¢ & 30¢ Pictorials (#C157, C159) tied by Sep 25 St. John’s slogan cancel: one backstamped London Oct 13 (flap missing), the other backstamped Harbour Grace, Oct 9; the latter bears
a St. John’s G.P.O. corner card and was sent personally by St. John’s Postmaster, J. Milley, to the Postmaster General of London; Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
1107 )
New foundland, 1930 (Oct 9), Harbour Grace - London (AAMC FF35c), cover franked with 4¢ Pictorial
(#148) tied by one of two strikes Oct 9 Harbour Grace c.d.s.; signed by both the pilot, J. Erroll Boyd, and the navigator, Harry P. Connor; marked blue crayon “T 30” for 30¢ due but scratched out, apparently because of the American
Consular Service corner card, although marked “Personal” and addressed to the American Vice-Consul in Charlottetown P.E.I.; backstamped London on Oct 13; Very Fine and most unusual, AAMC $475.
Estimate $500 - 750

1108

1109

1108 )
New foundland, 1931 (Jun 24) Liberty Flight, Harbour Grace - Denmark (AAMC FF-43), specially-printed cover franked with 15¢ Airmail (#C6/C9) postmarked Harbour Grace, Jun 24 and backstamped St.
John’s (Jun 26) and Copenhagen (Jul 3); signed by both the pilot, Holger Hoiriis, and Liberty’s owner/navigator &
photographer, Otto Hillig, to whom the cover is addressed, via General Delivery, Copenhagen, AAMC $300.
Estimate $200 - 300
1109 )
New foundland, 1931 (Jul 20), Corner Brook - St. John’s (AAMC FF-45), three nearly identical Registered covers addressed in red ink to “Mr. Jas Newell, Corner Brook, Via St Johns”; all are postmarked Corner Brook
on Jul 18 and bear the flight cachet “First Air Mail Corner Brook-St. John’s”, the only thing differentiating the trio is
the franking, which consists of various combinations of 4¢, 5¢ & 10¢ Pictorials, totaling 25¢, 28¢ or 35¢; none are
backstamped, F.-V.F., AAMC $450.
Estimate $200 - 300

22
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1110 )
New foundland, 1931 (Jun 24) Liberty Flight, Harbour Grace - Denmark (AAMC FF-43), a matching,
specially-printed cover, postmarked Liberty, N.Y., on the occasion of the christening of Hillig’s plane, Liberty; it was
then franked and postmarked on Jul 3 in Copenhagen and addressed to Hillig in Liberty; signed by Hillig & Hoiriis on
the front and, on the back, Hillig has written, “This letter is part of my personal mail carried in Plane ‘Liberty’ U.S.A. to
Denmark. (signed) Otto Hillig.”; Very Fine, AAMC $300.
Estimate $300 - 400
1111 HHa
New foundland, Postage Due, 1949, 10¢ dark violet, watermarked (J7), full pane of 100 with all 4 plate
varieties ‘POSTAGE LUE’ (positions 23, 28) and period after DUE (positions 90, 91) stamps a little curled, still a nice
reference piece, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $1,900 + as singles (no photo).
Estimate $400 - 600

1112

1113

1115

1112 HH
New foundland, Postage Due, 1949, 10¢ dark violet, watermarked, imperf between (J7a), top pair in
a top sheet margin vertical strip of 3, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh and perfectly centered, Extremely Fine,
Scott $1,500. Unitrade C$2,400 ($1,800).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
An extraordinary example of this rare error, only 30 of which are recorded.
1113 H
New foundland, Official Seal, 1905, black on blue (OX1), o.g., fresh and perfectly centered, Very Fine
to Extremely Fine, Scott $750.
Estimate $300 - 400
1114 P
New foundland, Collection of Plate Proofs, 1865-1932. 54 pieces including a few pairs and blocks of 4;
mostly different between #24//86 plus #105, 191 & 195, with both issued colors and trial colors; all fresh and Very
Fine See our website where the entire lot is displayed (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1115 P
Nova Scotia, 1860-63, 12½¢ die proof in black (13P), approximately 39 x 41 mm, appears to be India
on card; slight surface damage at lower left, otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
www.kelleherauctions.com
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CANADA

1116

1117

1118

1119

1116 m
Canada, 1852, Beaver, 3d orange red, thin paper (4d), vertical pair, bright color and nice margins with
neat target cancels, Very Fine, Scott $450+.
Estimate $200 - 300
1117

Canada, 1855, Prince Albert, 6d slate gray (5), clear to mostly large margins, tied on large part of cover
by Montreal 4-ring “21” cancel; small corner crease at upper right (not mentioned on the accompanying certificate),
F.-V.F.; with 2004 Greene Foundation certificate, Scott $1,200+.
Estimate $250 - 350

s

1118 m
Canada, 1855, Jacques Cartier, 10d blue, strong re-entry (7 var.), position 90, the re-entry particularly
noticeable in the left inner frame line, strong color with large margins to just clear at top and right, F.-V.F.; with 2014
P.F. certificate, Scott $1,650+. Unitrade 7v; C$2,000 for Fine ($1,500).
Estimate $500 - 750
1119 m
Canada, 1855, Jacques Cartier, 10d blue, strong re-entry (7 var.), position 53, four margins, though a bit close at bottom, with slight thin lower right corner; repaired, F.-V.F. appearance, Unitrade C$1,000 for VG ($750). Unitrade 7iv.
Estimate $200 - 300

1120 ma
Canada, 1857, Queen Victoria, ½d rose (8), used block of 12 (2 x 6), positions 21-22/81-82 from the sheet of 120; pen-canceled and cut in virtually all
around, with the lower right stamp rejoined, but a rare large multiple for the specialist, the top five stamps in the second column—positions 22, 34, 46, 58 & 70—all
showing re-entries, Scott $8,400 as singles.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1120
24
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1121

1122

1123

1124

1121 m
Canada, 1858, Queen Victoria, ½d rose (11), indistinct bluish numeral cancel, nicely centered; single
pulled perf at bottom and a tiny corner crease at upper right, otherwise F.-V.F., Scott $1,900.
Estimate $200 - 300
1122 m
Canada, 1859, Beaver, 3d red (12), unobtrusive partial numeral cancel, bright, fresh and reasonably
well-centered, ink notation on reverse (not mentioned on certificate), nearly Very Fine for this difficult stamp; with
2009 C.P.E.S. certificate, Scott $1,350.
Estimate $500 - 750
1123 m
Canada, 1859, Beaver, 5¢ vermilion, major re-entry (15 var.), position 28, bright and lightly canceled
so that the dramatic re-entry is plainly visible, Fine. An exceptional example of this spectacular variety. Unitrade
15v; C$500 for Fine ($380).
Estimate $200 - 300
1124 m
Canada, 1859, Beaver, 5¢ vermilion, major re-entry on very thick paper (15 var.), a gorgeous example of this striking variety featuring a strong doubling of virtually the entire design, stunning color and neat grid cancel, leaving the entire left side—where the most dramatic doubling can be seen—uncanceled. Adding to the allure
of this example is that it is from the rare printing on very thick paper, Unitrade C$1,000 ++ ($750). Unitrade 15v/iii.
Estimate $500 - 750

1125 m
Canada, 1859, Prince Albert, 10¢ chocolate brown, perf 11 (16 var.), light Prescott, C.W. “35” numeral
cancel (RF5), deep rich color; bottom perforations a bit irregular as per photo, F.-V.F., Unitrade prices the chocolate
brown the same as the black brown; with 2013 Greene Foundation certificate, Scott $6,500. Unitrade 16i.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
A very nice example of this rare first printing with a premium cancel.

1126 m
Canada, 1859, Prince Albert, 10¢ black brown (16), neat grid cancel; small thin at top, F.-V.F. appearance, Scott $6,500 .
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1127

1128

1127 (H)
Canada, 1859, Prince Albert, 10¢ red lilac (17), unused without gum, fresh, rich color; couple slightly
nibbed perfs at right, otherwise F.-V.F., Scott $1,100.
Estimate $200 - 300
1128 m
Canada, 1864, Queen Victoria, 2¢ rose (20), fresh and bright with a large part of the sheet margin imprint captured at top, F.-V.F., Scott $300+.
Estimate $150 - 200

1129 HH/Ha Canada, 1882, Small Queen, ½¢ black (34), gutter block of 8, o.g. (4 end stamps never hinged); slight
wrinkle just left of gutter, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $270 as stamps. Unitrade 34iii; C$800 as two gutter pairs
($600).
Estimate $150 - 200

1130

1131

1132

1130 H
Canada, 1882, Small Queen, ½¢ black, imperf (34a), horizontal pair, o.g., Very Fine. Only two sheets
of 200 are recorded; with 2003 Gratton certificate, Scott $650.
Estimate $350 - 500
1131 H
Canada, 1882, Small Queen, ½¢ black, imperf between (34b), horizontal pair, toned o.g.; slightly
nibbed upper left corner perf, Fine, Scott $1,000.
Estimate $200 - 300
1132 m
Canada, 1870, Small Queen, 1¢ yellow, “strand of hair” variety (35 var.), the right stamp in a horizontal pair, neatly canceled Halifax, N.S., Apr 19, 1895, Very Fine, Unitrade C$600 ($450).
Estimate $200 - 300
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1133

1134

1135

1133 (H)
Canada, 1873, Small Queen, 5¢ slate green, perf 11½x12½ (38a), unused without gum, F.-V.F., an attractive example of this rare Small Queen; signed Sismondo, with his 2004 certificate, Scott $1,250 for o.g.
Estimate $150 - 200
1134 (H)
Canada, 1873, Small Queen, 6¢ yellow brown, perf 11½-12 (39b), unused without gum, fresh with rich
color, Fine, Scott $1,000 for o.g.
Estimate $100 - 150
1135 (H)
Canada, 1877, Small Queen, 10¢ dull rose lilac (40), unused without gum, fresh and beautifully centered with lovely pastel color, Extremely Fine, Scott $1,600 for o.g.
Estimate $200 - 300

1136

Ex 1137

1136 H
Canada, 1888, Small Queen, 3¢ bright vermilion, imperf (41b), horizontal pair, o.g., large balanced
margins and brilliant color, Extremely Fine, Scott $500. Unitrade C$600 ($450).
Estimate $300 - 400
1137 P
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, ½¢-50¢ plate proofs on card (50P-60P), bright fresh colors;
½¢ cut a little close, 10¢ just a little toned with mounting remnants on reverse, otherwise Extremely Fine, Unitrade
C$2,300 ($1,720).
Estimate $500 - 750

Ex 1138
1138 P
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, ½¢-$5 complete, plate proofs on card, blocks of four, large
margins and brilliant fresh color, several sheet margins, Extremely Fine. Unitrade 50P-65P; C$28,000 ($21,000).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
www.kelleherauctions.com
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Ex 1139

1140

1139 HH/H Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, ½¢ to 5¢ & 20¢ (50-54, 59), all selected for freshness and
choice centering, the ½¢ being a corner margin single, o.g., all never hinged but the 20¢, which is regummed (½¢
with a couple natural gum skips), Very Fine to superb, Scott $923.
Estimate $250 - 350
1140 HH/Ha Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, ½¢ black (50), a fresh, nicely centered block of 4, o.g., top
stamps never hinged (upper right with a small gum skip), F.-V.F., Scott $840.
Estimate $200 - 300

1141

1143

1141 HH/Ha Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, 8¢ dark violet (56), top plate no. 20 block of 4, o.g., lightly
hinged in ungummed selvage only, Post Office fresh and quite well-centered, Very Fine. Unitrade estimates imprint
blocks of 4 at double the price of the singles, Scott $1,300 ++.
Estimate $500 - 750
1142 m
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, 10¢ to $2 (57-62), an attractive used group with fresh colors
and light cancels (even the $2’s Toronto roller is relatively light), F.-V.F., Scott $1,990 (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400
1143 HHa
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, 10¢ brown violet (57), block of 6, o.g., never hinged, gorgeous
proof-like color; tiny little spot of gum disturbance on top right stamp, Very Fine, Scott $2,400.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
28
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1144

1145

Ex 1146

1147

1144 P
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, 20¢ vermilion, plate proof on card (59P), large balanced margins and blazing color, Extremely Fine. Only 850 issued, Unitrade C$375 ($280).
Estimate $150 - 200
1145 P
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, 20¢ vermilion, plate proof on card (59P), left sheet margin
single, Extremely Fine. Only 850 issued, Unitrade C$375 ($280).
Estimate $150 - 200
1146 S
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, 20¢-$5 overprint Specimen (59S-65S), 20¢ & 50¢ have o.g.,
dollar values without gum, fresh and bright except $4 badly faded and with a pulled perf, otherwise F.-V.F., Unitrade
C$2,600 for Fine ($1,950).
Estimate $600 - 800
1147 P
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, 50¢ ultramarine, plate proof on card (60P), vertical pair, fresh
and brilliant, Very Fine. Only 800 are recorded, Unitrade C$750 ($560).
Estimate $200 - 300

1148

1149

1150

1151

1148 HH
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, 50¢ ultramarine (60), o.g., never hinged, wonderfully fresh
with marvelous color, F.-V.F., Scott $775.
Estimate $200 - 300
1149 H
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, $1 lake (61), o.g., lightly hinged, exceptionally fresh and virtually perfectly centered, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $1,000.
Estimate $350 - 500
1150 H
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, $2 dark purple (62), o.g., lightly hinged, nicely centered with
rich, intense color, Very Fine, Scott $1,400.
Estimate $500 - 750
1151 H
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, $3 yellow bister, re-entry in “POSTA” (63 var.), position 19,
o.g., bright and fresh; perforations just clear at top, Fine; with 2016 Greene Foundation certificate, Scott $1,100+.
Unitrade 63i; C$1,200 for Fine ($900).
Estimate $250 - 350
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1152

1153

1154

1155

1152 P
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, $5 olive green, plate proof on card (65P), right sheet margin
single, bright and fresh, Very Fine. Only 800 are recorded, Unitrade C$800 ($600).
Estimate $200 - 300
1153 H
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, $5 olive green, re-entry in “P” & “T” (65 var.), position 10,
sweated disturbed o.g., fresh and beautifully centered; with 2005 Greene Foundation certificate, Scott $1,400+.
Unitrade 65ii.
Estimate $350 - 500
1154 HH
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria “Maple Leaf”, ½¢ black, major re-entry (66 var.), position 1R79, an exquisite mint single, o.g., never hinged, post office fresh and mathematically centered amid large, perfectly balanced
margins, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2003 Greene Foundation and 2006 P.F. certificates, the latter graded
XF-S 95J. Unitrade 66i; C$270 ($200).
Estimate $150 - 200
1155 H
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria “Maple Leaf”, 1¢ blue green (67), top sheet margin pair with partial imprint, exceptionally fresh and virtually perfectly centered, Extremely Fine to Superb. A truly choice pair, Scott
$230+. Unitrade C$420 ($320).
Estimate $200 - 300

1156 (H)
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria “Maple Leaf”, 5¢ bright blue, imperf (70a), horizontal pair, without
gum as issued. Only 200 each of the gummed and ungummed imperfs are recorded, Scott $500. Unitrade 70i;
C$600 ($450).
Estimate $250 - 350

1157 HHa
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria “Maple Leaf”, 6¢ brown (71, 71 var.), block of 4, the lower right stamp
with the “engraver’s slip”, o.g., never hinged; partly separated, F.-V.F.; with 2016 Greene Foundation certificate for
the original block of 8, Scott $1,400 as normal. Unitrade 71, 71i; C$1,420 for Fine ($1,060). Estimate $350 - 500
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1158

1159

1160

1158 HH
Canada, 1898, Queen Victoria “Numeral”, ½¢ black, imperf (74a), o.g., never hinged; light vertical
bend left stamp, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $800.
Estimate $200 - 300
1159 (H)
Canada, 1898, Queen Victoria “Numeral”, ½¢ black, imperf (74a), horizontal pair on horizontally
wove paper, without gum as issued, Extremely Fine, Scott $500. Unitrade 74v; C$500 ($380).
Estimate $300 - 400
1160 (H)
Canada, 1898, Queen Victoria “Numeral”, 1¢ pale green, imperf (75a), horizontal pair, without gum
as issued, Very Fine, Scott $1,250. Unitrade 75vi; C$900 ($680).
Estimate $400 - 600

1161

1162

1161 Ha
Canada, 1899, Queen Victoria “Numeral”, 2¢ purple, on thick paper (76a), block of 4, o.g., hinge remnants sensibly re-enforcing some perforations, F.-V.F., Scott $700. Unitrade 76a; C$700 ($520).
Estimate $200 - 300
1162 (H)
Canada, 1898, Queen Victoria “Numeral”, 8¢ orange, imperf (82a), left sheet margin horizontal pair,
without gum as issued, Extremely Fine, Scott $1,200. Unitrade 82ii; C$900 ($680).
Estimate $400 - 600

1163 Ha
Canada, 1903, King Edward VII, 2¢ carmine, imperf (90A), top margin plate no. 14 block of 8, o.g.,
lightly hinged, huge margins all around; few light bends, otherwise Extremely Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1164

1165

1166

1164 (H)a
Canada, 1903, King Edward VII, 2¢ carmine, type I, imperf (90c), left sheet margin block of 4, without
gum as issued, bright and fresh with large margins all around; tiny ink marks in margins, otherwise Very Fine. Only
two sheets of 200 of Type I imperfs are known, one each from plates 1 & 2; with 2014 Greene Foundation certificate,
Scott $1,700.
Estimate $350 - 500
1165 (H)
Canada, 1908, 15¢ Quebec, imperf (102a), vertical pair, without gum as issued, large margins; tiny, virtually unnoticeable abrasion on top stamp (we wouldn’t have seen it if it wasn’t noted on the accompanying certificate), otherwise Very Fine; with 2012 Greene Foundation certificate, Scott $750.
Estimate $200 - 300
1166 m
Canada, 1908, 20¢ Quebec, major re-entry (103 var.), position 41, canceled light Port Moody, B.C.
c.d.s., Aug 24, 1908, F.-V.F., Unitrade C$400 for Fine ($300). Unitrade 103i.
Estimate $150 - 200

1167

1168

1169

1167 HH
Canada, 1923, King George V “Admiral”, $1 orange (122), a gorgeous mint single, o.g., never hinged,
virtually perfectly centered with large balanced margins and brilliant color, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $240.
Unitrade C$450 ($340).
Estimate $250 - 350
1168 HHa
Canada, 1924, King George V “Admiral”, 3¢ carmine coil, imperf horizontally (130a), block of 4, natural straight edge at left, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. The 3¢ part-perf block is one of the keys of the Admiral Issue., Scott $1,650.
Estimate $350 - 500
1169 m
Canada, 1915, King George V “Admiral”, 1¢ Toronto Experimental coil (131 var.), used pair, canceled by two strikes violet registration “R” in oval, fresh and unusually well-centered, Very Fine. Rarely seen in a
used pair, Scott $220. Unitrade 131iv.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1170

1171

1172

1170 (H)
Canada, 1917, 3¢ Confederation, imperf (135a), vertical pair, without gum as issued, Very Fine. Only
200 pairs are recorded, Scott $550.
Estimate $300 - 400
1171 ma
Canada, 1917, 3¢ Confederation, imperf (138a), used bottom margin plate no. 126 block of 8 with type
D lathework, canceled two partial Winnipeg c.d.s.’s, Very Fine, Unitrade C$640 ($480).
Estimate $200 - 300
1172 HH
Canada, 1926, King George V “Admiral”, 2¢ on 3¢ carmine, misplaced surcharge (140 var.), o.g.,
never hinged, bright, fresh and beautifully centered, Extremely Fine, Unitrade C$400 ($300). Unitrade 140iii.
Estimate $200 - 300

1173
1173 H
Canada, 1926, King George V “Admiral”, 2¢ on 3¢ carmine, double surcharge, one inverted (140c),
left sheet margin horizontal pair, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $800.
Estimate $350 - 500

Ex 1174

Ex 1175

1174 HH/H Canada, 1927 Confederation complete, imperf (141a-145a), horizontal pairs except 3¢ vertical, o.g.,
1¢ & 5¢ lightly hinged, others never hinged, Very Fine. It’s estimated that only 250 pairs were produced., Scott
$790.
Estimate $350 - 500
1175 HH/H Canada, 1927 Confederation complete, imperf vertically (141b-145b), horizontal pairs, o.g., never
hinged except 2¢ lightly hinged, Extremely Fine. It’s estimated that only 250 pairs were produced, Scott $845.
Estimate $350 - 500
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Ex 1176

Ex 1177

1176 HH
Canada, 1927 Confederation complete, imperf horizontally (141c-145c), vertical pairs, o.g., never
hinged; the 12¢ pair has light vertical bends that appear to have been caused during production, otherwise Very
Fine. It’s estimated that only 250 pairs were produced, Scott $900.
Estimate $400 - 600
1177 HH
Canada, 1927 Historical complete, imperf (146a-148a), pairs (5¢ horizontal, others vertical), o.g.,
never hinged, 12¢ a little close at right, F.-V.F. It’s estimated that only 250 pairs were produced, Scott $540.
Estimate $150 - 200

Ex 1178

Ex 1179

1178 H
Canada, 1928, 1¢-$1 King George V “Scroll” definitives complete (149-159), bright and fresh; light
creases on a couple lower value portraits, F.-V.F., Scott $755.
Estimate $250 - 350
1179 HH/H Canada, 1928, 1¢-20¢ King George V “Scroll” definitives, imperf (149b-157a), a bright, fresh set of
horizontal pairs, o.g., never hinged except 3¢ with disturbed gum, 20¢ lightly hinged, Very Fine except the 1¢ & 8¢
are Fine (a little close). It’s estimated that only 250 pairs of each were produced, Scott $1,720.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1180

Ex 1181

1180 H
Canada, 1928, King George V “Scroll”, 1¢ orange, imperf, tête-bêche pair from booklet pane sheet
(149b var.), o.g., lightly hinged, Extremely Fine. It’s believed that five imperf sheets of 60 panes were produced and
that at least two of those sheets were cut into pairs and blocks, Unitrade C$375 ($280). Unitrade 149cvi.
Estimate $200 - 300
1181 HH/H Canada, 1928, King George V “Scroll” definitives, 1¢-50¢ imperf vertically (149d-157b), horizontal
pairs, o.g., 1¢, 4¢ & 8¢ never hinged, others lightly hinged (5¢ disturbed gum), Very Fine. It’s estimated that only
250 pairs of each were produced, Scott $1,420.
Estimate $600 - 800
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Ex 1182
1182 HH/H Canada, 1928, King George V “Scroll” definitives complete, imperf horizontally (149e-159c), vertical pairs, o.g., 5¢, 50¢ & $1 lightly hinged, others never hinged; 1¢ pair with a light crease, otherwise Very Fine. It’s
estimated that only 250 pairs of each were produced, Scott $3,245.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

1183

1184

1183 HH
Canada, 1929, 50¢ Bluenose, imperf (158a), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, large balanced margins; small, barely noticeable natural paper inclusion right stamp, Very Fine. It’s estimated that only 250 pairs were
produced, Scott $1,150.
Estimate $500 - 750
1184 H
Canada, 1929, 50¢ Bluenose, imperf vertically (158b), horizontal pair, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. It’s
estimated that only 250 pairs were produced, Scott $800.
Estimate $350 - 500

1185

1186

1185 H
Canada, 1930, 12¢ Quebec Citadel, imperf (174a), vertical pair, slightly glazed o.g., Extremely Fine.
Only 75 pairs are recorded, Scott $900.
Estimate $400 - 600
1186 H
Canada, 1931, 10¢ Sir Georges Cartier, imperf (190a), horizontal pair with full bottom sheet margin,
glazed o.g., Very Fine. Only 150 pairs are recorded, Scott $475.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1187

1188

1189

1187 HH
Canada, 1932, King George V, 3¢ on 2¢ deep red, die II, misplaced surcharge (191 var.), o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine, Unitrade C$300 ($220). Unitrade 191ii.
Estimate $100 - 150
1188 HH
Canada, 1932, King George V “Medallion”, complete type II 25¢ booklet (195a, 196a, 197d), English
inscriptions, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Unitrade C$400 ($300). Unitrade BK23b.
Estimate $150 - 200
1189 H
Canada, 1933, 5¢ U.P.U. Meeting, imperf (202a), vertical pair, slightly glazed o.g., Very Fine. Only 75
pairs are recorded, Scott $625.
Estimate $300 - 400

1190

1191

1192

1190 (H)
Canada, 1933, 20¢ Grain Exhibition, imperf (203a), vertical pair, regummed, Very Fine. Only 75 pairs
are recorded, Scott $625.
Estimate $200 - 300
1191 H
Canada, 1933, 5¢ Royal William, imperf (204a), vertical pair, o.g., very lightly hinged, Extremely Fine.
Only 75 pairs are recorded, Scott $700.
Estimate $350 - 500
1192 HH
Canada, 1934, 3¢ Jacques Cartier, imperf (208a), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Only
125 pairs are recorded, Scott $1,050.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1193

1194

1193 (H)
Canada, 1934, 10¢ United Empire Loyalists, imperf (209a), horizontal pair with top sheet margin, without gum, Extremely Fine. Only 50 pairs are recorded, Scott $1,400 for o.g.
Estimate $500 - 750
1194 HH
Canada, 1934, 2¢ New Brunswick, imperf (210a), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Only
45 pairs are recorded, Scott $1,150.
Estimate $500 - 750

Ex 1195

1196

1197

1195 H
Canada, 1935, 1¢, 2¢ & 5¢ Silver Jubilee, imperf (211a, 212a, 214a), horizontal pairs, the 1¢ & 5¢ with
right sheet margins, o.g., lightly hinged, Extremely Fine. Only 100 pairs of each are recorded, Scott $825.
Estimate $500 - 750
1196 HH
Canada, 1935, 10¢ Silver Jubilee, imperf (215a), vertical pair, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine. Only
130 pairs are recorded, Scott $425.
Estimate $200 - 300
1197 HH
Canada, 1935, King George V, 1¢ green, imperf (217c), corner sheet margin horizontal pair, o.g., never
hinged, Extremely Fine. Only 150 pairs are recorded, Scott $290.
Estimate $150 - 200

1198 HH
Canada, 1935, King George V, 5¢ blue, imperf vertically (221a), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine. Only 150 pairs are recorded, Scott $340.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1199

1200

1199 HH
Canada, 1935, 13¢ Charlottetown, imperf (224a), corner sheet margin vertical pair, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine. Only 150 pairs are recorded, Scott $450.
Estimate $200 - 300
1200 H
Canada, 1935, 20¢ Niagara Falls, imperf (225a), horizontal pair, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine. Only
150 pairs are recorded, Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200

1201

1202

1201 HH
Canada, 1935, 50¢ Parliament, imperf (226a), horizontal pair with right sheet margin, o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F. Only 150 pairs are recorded, Scott $450.
Estimate $200 - 300
1202 HH
Canada, 1935, $1 Champlain Monument, imperf (227a), horizontal pair with right sheet margin, o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F. Only 150 pairs are recorded, Scott $525.
Estimate $250 - 350

1203

1204

1205

1203 H
Canada, 1937, King George VI, 5¢ blue, imperf (235a), horizontal pair with right sheet margin, o.g., very
lightly hinged, Extremely Fine. Only 100 pairs are recorded, Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200
1204 H
Canada, 1938, 10¢ Memorial Chamber, dark carmine, imperf (241b), horizontal pair with top sheet
margin, o.g., lightly hinged, Extremely Fine. Only 75 pairs are recorded, Scott $500.
Estimate $250 - 350
1205 H
Canada, 1938, 10¢ Memorial Chamber, carmine rose, imperf (241c), horizontal pair with top sheet
margin, o.g., lightly hinged, Extremely Fine. Only 75 pairs are recorded, Scott $500.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1206

1207

1208

1206 H
Canada, 1938, 20¢ Fort Garry, imperf (243a), vertical pair with right sheet margin, o.g., lightly hinged,
Extremely Fine. Only 75 pairs are recorded, Scott $500.
Estimate $250 - 350
1207 H
Canada, 1938, 50¢ Vancouver Harbor, imperf (244a), vertical pair with right sheet margin, o.g., lightly
hinged, Extremely Fine. Only 75 pairs are recorded, Scott $500.
Estimate $250 - 350
1208 HH
Canada, 1979, $2 Kluane National Park, silver inscriptions omitted (727a), o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F., Scott $325.
Estimate $150 - 200

1209 HH

Canada, 1979, 35¢ Christmas, gold (and tagging) omitted (841a), o.g., never hinged, Scott $1,100.
Estimate $400 - 600

Ex 1210
1210 HH
Canada, Airmail, 1928, 5¢ brown olive, imperf & part-perf pairs complete (C1a, C1b, C1c), o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $1,055.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1211

1212

1211 HH/Ha Canada, Airmail, 1932, 6¢ on 5¢ brown olive, double surcharge (C3b), lower right corner block of 4
with straight edge at bottom and split arrow lower right, o.g., lightly hinged at top, never hinged at bottom, Fine; with
2014 Greene Foundation certificate, Scott $3,150.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1212 Ha
Canada, Airmail, 1932, 6¢ on 5¢ brown olive, triple surcharge (C3c), block of 4 with natural straight
edge at bottom, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $1,200.
Estimate $350 - 500
1213 HHa
Canada, Airmail, 1935, 6¢ red brown (C5), full pane of 50, fresh mint pane with Unitrade C5iv AIR variety (position 10) plus used pane of 20¢ olive Niagara Falls with reentry (position 35), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.,
Scott $600 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

1214 HH
Canada, Airmail, 1935, 6¢ red brown, imperf (C5b), vertical pair, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine.
Only 150 pairs are recorded, Scott $900.
Estimate $500 - 750

1215 HH
Canada, Airmail, 1938, 6¢ blue, imperf (C6a), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott
$1,100.
Estimate $500 - 750
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Pioneer Airmail Flights

1216 )
Canada, 1918 (June 23), Montreal - Toronto Inaugural Service (AAMC PF-6a), Registered cover, a
2¢ stamped envelope uprated with a 1¢ Admiral plus a 5¢ Admiral for Registration; two strikes red Montreal flight
cachet, Jun 23, backstamped Jun 24 at Toronto, Very Fine, AAMC $2,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Only 124 pieces of mail were carried, and only a few of those were registered.

1217 )
Canada, 1918, July 9, Calgary - Edmonton (AAMC PF-7), folded letter on Calgary Industrial Exhibition
letterhead detailing the flight by American aviatrix Katherine Stinson; franked with a 2¢+1¢ War Tax stamp (MR4)
tied by special Calgary flight cachet, Jul 9, and backstamped Edmonton the same day; cachet somewhat faded, as
usual, F.-V.F., AAMC $3,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
250 covers were carried—most of them on this folded letterhead—but very few have survived.
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1218 )
Canada, 1919 (Sept. 19), Charlottetown - Truro First Flight (AAMC PF-19a), cover (with Stamp
Dealer’s corner card) franked with a 3¢ Admiral tied by Sep 29 Charlottetown slogan cancel and backstamped
Truro the same day, Very Fine, AAMC $800.
Estimate $500 - 750

1219 )
Canada, 1919, October 9, Parrsboro, N.S. - Greenport, N.Y. (AAMC PF-20), real photo postcard of the
Handley Page HP.15 V/1500 franked with a 2¢ Admiral and tied by two-line flight cachet “(H)andley Page Aerial
Mail/ From Parrsboro, N.S.”, postmarked Oct 10 Greenport, NY, c.d.s. at the left when the card entered the mails;
sender has endorsed the cover “Souvenir Parrsboro - New York Flight, 9th Oct 1919”, Very Fine, AAMC $1,200.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1220 )
Canada, 1926, March 27 & April 6, Toronto & Pogamasing - Red Lake (AAMC 2601, 2601b), two covers, first bearing the green flight cachet and franked with a 3¢ Admiral tied by a Mar 20 Toronto slogan cancel; second postmarked Pogamasing Apr 6, franked with a strip of three 1¢ Admirals, and signed by the pilot, W.R. (Roy)
Maxwell; both backstamped Red Lake, Apr 12, Very Fine. Only 20 covers were carried from Pogamasing and very
few were signed by Maxwell.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1221

1222

1221 HH
Canada, Airmail Special Delivery, 1942, 16¢ bright ultramarine, imperf (CE1a), vertical pair, o.g.,
never hinged, Extremely Fine. Only 75 pairs are recorded, Scott $1,025.
Estimate $500 - 750
1222 HH
Canada, Airmail Semi-Official, 1918 (25¢) Aero Club of Canada, Toronto-Ottawa (CLP2d), first
printing on rough, off-white paper, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $1,000.
Estimate $400 - 600

1223

1224

1223 H
Canada, Airmail Semi-Official, 1918, 25¢ Aero Club of Canada, Toronto-Ottawa, tête-bêche pair
(CLP2e), first printing on rough, off-white paper, o.g.; couple light, virtually unnoticeable abrasions, Very Fine appearance, Scott $1,600.
Estimate $350 - 500
1224 H
Canada, Airmail Semi-Official, 1919, $1 Aero Club of Canada, Toronto-New York (CLP3), o.g.,
lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $350.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1225 )
Canada, Airmail Semi-Official, 1919, $1 Aero Club of Canada, Toronto-New York (CLP3), tied by
blue flight cachet/cancel on reverse of a Roessler “Winged Letters” cover to NJ via New York; front bears a 3¢ Admiral tied by an Aug 25 Toronto slogan cancel along with a purple “Via Aeroplane” handstamp, Very Fine, Scott $850.
Estimate $350 - 500

1226

1227

1226 H
Canada, Airmail Semi-Official, 1924 ($1) Estevan-Winnipeg, inscription inverted (CLP5a), o.g.,
lightly hinged; light horizontal crease and slight discoloration at right, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $2,000.
Estimate $500 - 750
Still a fresh, attractive example of this great rarity, only 12 of which are recorded.
1227 H
Canada, Airmail Semi-Official, 1924 ($1) Estevan-Winnipeg, type I (CLP5), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh
and well centered, Extremely Fine, Scott $350.
Estimate $200 - 300

1228 )
Canada, Airmail Semi-Official, 1924 ($1) Estevan-Winnipeg, type I (CLP5), tied on specially prepared
envelope by Oct 1 Estevan flight cachet/cancel, another strike tying a strip of three 1¢ Admirals; backstamped Winnipeg the same day, Very Fine, Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1229 )
Canada, Airmail Semi-Official, 1924 ($1) Estevan-Winnipeg, types I & II (CLP5, 5b), each on an appropriately franked and canceled specially prepared envelope, the type II cover with a bit of toning, Very Fine, Scott
$575 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

1230 H
Canada, Airmail Semi-Official, 1928 ($1) Moose Jaw Flying Club (CLP7), bright and fresh, straight
edge at top, o.g.; slight wrinkle at bottom, small shallow hinge thin and two tiny staple holes, Very Fine appearance;
signed Kessler, Scott $3,750.
Estimate $500 - 750
An attractive example of this very rare mint stamp—approximately 200 were issued, but 161 of them were used
on covers.
1231 HHa
Canada, 1927, Western Canada Airways, (10¢) black & pink (CL40) full pane, full pane of 50, o.g.,
never hinged, lovely fresh and scarce, F.-V.F. Unitrade CL40; C$525 as pane ($390). (No photo).
Estimate
$200 - 300

1232

Ex 1233

1232 )
Canada, Airmail Semi-Official, 1927, Western Canada Airways (10¢) black & pink (CL40), tied by
Jun 1 Western Canada Airways, Lac du Bonnet datestamp on special W.C.A. envelope to Winnipeg via Slate Lake
franked with a 2¢ Admiral tied by Jun 1 Lac du Bonnet c.d.s.; reverse, featuring a map of Central Manitoba and the
Red Lake Mining District, bears a violet W.C.A. First Flight handstamp signed by the pilot, F.G. Stevenson; no other
markings but endorsed “Via Slate Lake, Man.”, Very Fine. Only 65 covers carried, Scott $450. AAMC CL40-2701d.
Estimate $150 - 200
1233 )
Canada, Airmail Semi-Official, 1927, Yukon Airways & Exploration Co., 25¢ dark blue (CL43), six
different Mar 9 flight covers: Goldpines to Sioux Lookout; Sioux Lookout to Red Lake, Rainbow Lake and Jackson
Manion; Red Lake to Sioux Lookout; and Jackson Manion to Sioux Lookout all properly backstamped, Very Fine,
Scott $1,350. AAMC CL43-2802a-c, e, g, h; $800.
Estimate $500 - 750
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Ex 1234

Ex 1235

1234 )
Canada, Airmail Semi-Official, 1927, Yukon Airways & Exploration Co., 25¢ dark blue (CL42), set of
four matching covers flown Nov 24 from White Horse to Mayo Landing, Wernecke, Keno Hill and Dawson; each
franked with a 2¢ Admiral and all properly backstamped, Very Fine, Scott $700. AAMC CL42-2703-2703c; $800.
Estimate $350 - 500
1235 )
Canada, Airmail Semi-Official, 1927, Yukon Airways & Exploration Co., 25¢ dark blue (CL42), 10
different flight covers: six flown White Horse - Carcross - Atlin on Apr 13, 1928 (A.A.M.C. CL42-2801-2801b &
2801e-g); Telegraph Creek - White Horse on Dec 8, 1928 (CL42-2802, pilot signed); White Horse - Telegraph
Creek on Feb 28, 1929 (CL42-2900); and White Horse - Champagne and Champagne - Whitehorse on Jun 23,
1929 (CL42-2901, 2901a), all but Apr 13 Carcross - White Horse are properly backstamped; the Jun 23 Champagne - Whitehorse has slightly damaged postage, otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 1236

1237

1236 )
Canada, Airmail Semi-Official, 1930, Commercial Airways Ltd. (10¢) purple (CL49), three different
flight covers from Edmonton: Jul 23 to Fort McMurray, Dec 12 to Peace River, and Feb 24, 1931 to Athabaska; all
with stamps on back and all properly backstamped, Very Fine. AAMC CL49-2900 (CL49)-3000 (CL49)-3100b.
Estimate $200 - 300
1237 )
Canada, Airmail Semi-Official, 1928, British Columbia Airways Ltd., 5¢ ultramarine (CL44), three
different flight covers: Jul 3 Experimental flight Victoria - Vancouver (no special stamp), and Aug 3 Victoria - Vancouver (stamp on back) and return; all properly backstamped, Very Fine. AAMC CL44-2800, 2801, 2801a.
Estimate $150 - 200
1238 HHa
Canada, 1928, Blue British Columbia Airways Ltd., 5¢ ultramarin (CL44), full rouletted pane of 55,
lovely scarce fresh airmail item, o.g., never hinged, lovely chopice multiple of this popular airmail, Very Fine.
Unitrade CL44; C$688 as pane ($520). (No photo).
Estimate $300 - 400
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1239

1240

1241

1239 HH
Canada, Airmail Semi-Official, 1924 (25¢) Laurentide Air Service, 2nd issue (CL2), with booklet
pane tab at top, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $250.
Estimate $150 - 200
1240 H
Canada, Airmail Semi-Official, 1925, 25¢ Northern Air Service, tête-bêche pair (CL5a), o.g., Very
Fine, Scott $700.
Estimate $250 - 350
1241 E
Canada, Airmail Semi-Official, 1926 (25¢) Jack V. Elliot Air Service, unofficial essay (CL6E), frame
and text only in blue on gummed white paper, imperforate, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Unitrade C$750 ($560).
Estimate $300 - 400

1242 HHa
Canada, Airmail Semi-Official, 1926 (25¢) Jack V. Elliot Air Service, zig-zag background (CL6),
pane of 8, o.g., never hinged (slight black offset in top selvage and barely affecting one stamp), Very Fine, Scott
$825 as NH singles.
Estimate $250 - 350

1243 H
Canada, Airmail Semi-Official, 1926 (25¢) Elliot Air Service, swastika background, imperf (CL7b),
pair sheet margin pair, left stamp with “AIR SERVICE” inverted, o.g.; few small thins, Extremely Fine appearance;
with 2002 P.F. certificate, Scott $550.
Estimate $150 - 200
www.kelleherauctions.com
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1244

1245

1244 Ha
Canada, Airmail Semi-Official, 1926 (25¢) Jack V. Elliot Air Service, swastika background (CL7),
block of 4, each a different type, o.g., lightly hinged (lower right stamp n.h.), Very Fine, Scott $360 as singles.
Estimate $100 - 150
1245 HH
Canada, Airmail Semi-Official, 1926 (25¢) Elliot-Fairchild Air Transport Ltd. (CL10, 10a), vertical
strip of 5, 4th stamp with white dot over “O” variety, o.g., never hinged, Scott $620.
Estimate $250 - 350

1246

1247

1246 HHa
Canada, Airmail Semi-Official, 1926, Fairchild Air Transport Ltd. (25¢) deep blue (CL11), pane of
10, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $650.
Estimate $250 - 350
1247 )
Canada, Airmail Semi-Official, 1927, Patricia Airways & Exploration Co. 10¢ Haileybury & Rouyn
overprint in light red on (25¢) yellow (CL14g), tied by Apr 11 Haileybury duplex on back of cover to Rouyn,
franked with a 2¢ Admiral tied by another strike of the same postmark; backstamped Rouyn, Apr 12, Very Fine,
Scott $350.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1248

1249

1250

1248 H
Canada, Airmail Semi-Official, 1927, Patricia Airways & Exploration Co. 5¢ yellow, “Sioux Lookout/Red Lake District” overprint in red, descending (CL15b), o.g., Very Fine. Only 200 were issued, Scott
$650.
Estimate $250 - 350
1249 H
Canada, Airmail Semi-Official, 1927, Patricia Airways & Exploration Co., “Red Lake” descending
in black on (25¢) yellow (CL16a), glazed o.g. with some slight gum-soaked perfs at top center, otherwise Very
Fine. Only a total of 200, ascending and descending combined, were issued, Scott $1,000.
Estimate $200 - 300
1250 H
Canada, Airmail Semi-Official, 1927, Patricia Airways & Exploration Co., “Red Lake” descending
in black on 10¢ yellow Haileybury & Rouyn (CL17a), o.g., very lightly hinged, Extremely Fine. Only a total of 200,
ascending and descending combined, were issued, Scott $900.
Estimate $400 - 600

1251

1252

1251 )
Canada, Airmail Semi-Official, 1926, Patricia Airways & Exploration Co., 10¢ Haileybury & Rouyn
overprint in red on (50¢) blue (CL19), on cover flown from Haileybury to Rouyn on Jun 23; franked with a pair of 1¢
Admirals tied Jun 17 Richmond Hill duplexes; backstamped Haileybury, Jun 21, and Rouyn, Jun 23; Airmail stamp
canceled on arrival at Rouyn on Jun 23, Very Fine. A unusual cover in that the Semi-Official Airmail is on the front,
Scott $550. AAMC CL19-2700.
Estimate $250 - 350
1252 HH
Canada, Airmail Semi-Official, 1926, Patricia Airways & Exploration Co., 5¢ Sioux Lookout & Red
Lake District in red on (50¢) blue Woman Lake (CL20b), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine. Only 200 issued,
Scott $1,125.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1253

1254

1253 H
Canada, Airmail Semi-Official, 1926, Patricia Airways & Exploration Co., “Red Lake” descending
in black on (50¢) blue Woman Lake (CL21), o.g., very lightly hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $1,500.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
A choice example of this extreme rarity—only 24 were issued.
1254 (H)
Canada, Airmail Semi-Official, 1918 (25¢) Aero Club of Canada, Toronto-Ottawa (CLP1), unused
without gum; horizontal crease and a couple of smaller light creases, barely noticeable on face, Very Fine appearance. Only 194 were issued, of which 167 were used on covers—leaving only 27 unused examples in existence,
Scott $1,750 for o.g. Unitrade CLP1.
Estimate $500 - 750

1255 HH/Ha Canada, Airmail Semi-Official, 1926, Patricia Airways & Exploration Co., 5¢ Sioux Lookout/Red
Lake District on (50¢) yellow, rouletted (CL25), plate no. 15 sheet of 8, o.g. (6 stamps never hinged), Very Fine,
Scott $700 as singles.
Estimate $250 - 350
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Ex 1256

1257

1256 )
Canada, Airmail Semi-Official, 1927, Patricia Airways & Exploration Co., 5¢ Sioux Lookout/Red
Lake District overprints in black, red & green on (50¢) yellow (CL26, 26c, 26e), each on a separate Mar 9,
1928, cover; first Goldpines to Sioux Lake, other two Red Lake to Narrow Lake (postmarked Red Lake); the cover
with the red overprint is franked with a vertical pair 1¢ orange Admirals imperf horizontally, the green overprint with a
perf 8 coil pair of 1¢ orange Admirals; all three addressed to A.C. Roessler, Very Fine, Scott $765.
Estimate $300 - 400
1257 )
Canada, Airmail Semi-Official, 1927, Patricia Airways & Exploration Co., 5¢ Sioux Lookout/Red
Lake District on 10¢ Haileybury & Rouyn on (50¢) yellow (CL27), tied by green Aug 31 Sioux Lookout Patricia
Airways & Exploration Limited handstamp on back of cover flown from Goldpines to Sioux Lookout on Aug 31;
franked with a 2¢ Admiral tied by an Aug 31 Goldpines duplex; backstamped Aug 31 Goldpines and Sep 1 Sioux
Lookout c.d.s.'s, Very Fine, Scott $550. AAMC CL27-2701.
Estimate $200 - 300

1258

1259

1258 )
Canada, Airmail Semi-Official, 1927, Patricia Airways & Exploration Co., 5¢ Sioux Lookout/Red
Lake District on 10¢ Haileybury & Rouyn on (50¢) yellow (CL27), tied by Sep 17 Sioux Lookout c.d.s. on back of
cover flown from Red Lake to Sioux Lookout on Sep 17; franked with a 2¢ Admiral tied by a Sep 13 Red Lake c.d.s.;
stamp with slight abrasion at upper left, erasing the “S” of “Special”, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $550.
Estimate $150 - 200
1259 )
Canada, Airmail Semi-Official, 1927, Patricia Airways & Exploration Co., “Red Lake” ascending in
purple, inverted, on (50¢) yellow rouletted (CL30v), tied by Mar 9 Sioux Lookout c.d.s. on back of cover franked
with a 2¢ Admiral tied by a Mar 9 Red Lake c.d.s., F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1260 HHa
Canada, Airmail Semi-Official, 1927 (10¢) Western Canada Airways, full pane of 50, great airmail
item, o.g., never hinged; minor perf separations, F.-V.F. Unitrade CL41; C$750 as singles ($560) (photo on web
site).
Estimate $250 - 350
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1261

1262

1261 )
Canada, Airmail Semi-Official, 1927, Western Canada Airways (10¢) Jubilee Issue (CL41), tied by
Jul 1 Red Lake c.d.s. and by violet flight cachet on cover to Rolling Portage franked with pair of 1¢ Admirals also tied
by Red Lake c.d.s., backstamped green Jul 1 W.C.A. datestamp and Rolling Portage c.d.s., Very Fine. Only 90 covers carrie., Scott $425. AAMC CL41-2700.
Estimate $150 - 200
1262 HHa
Canada, Airmail Semi-Official, 1930, Commercial Airways, Ltd. (10¢) “Via Air”, purple (CL49), full
pane of 10 with selvage at left, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $2,750 as singles.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

1263 HH
Canada, Airmail Semi-Official, 1934, Canadian Airways Limited, 10¢ on (10¢) blue & orange, inverted surcharge (CL52a), o.g., never hinged (though with some colorless fingerprints), Very Fine. Only 100 were
issued, Scott $1,000 for hinged.
Estimate $500 - 750
1264 H/m/) Canada, Semi-Official Airmail, 1919-34, Balance of Collection (CLP3//CL52). An exceptional collection of about 150 stamps and more than 50 covers, with moderate duplication, neatly arranged in two large
stockbooks; highlights include (mint unless noted) #CLP3 (unused without gum, used & on cover), CLP5b (on
cover), CL3 (never hinged & used), CL4 (mint & used), CL4a (mint), CL5 (mint & used), CL5b (mint & on cover), CL8
(7, two n.h., plus an n.h. pane of 8, a tête-bêche gutter pair (without gum), and 6 covers), CL10 (3 mint & 2 covers),
CL27 (2 covers - Feb 3 & Mar 9), CL28 (2 mint & 2 covers), CL28a (mint, small thin), CL29 (mint & cover); CL29b, c,
d, f, i, j; CL30, a, b, c (mint & cover), j, l (inverted); etc., etc., etc. Also includes seven early Canadian Airline baggage
labels and a group of 1936 Tipex Rocketmail stamps & covers; other than the CLP3 cover, which has slight problems, just about all clean and F.-V.F., a marvelous lot, Scott $32,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
1265 )
Canada, 1919-34, Semi-Official Airmail, Balance of Cover Collection. More than 130 covers arranged by Air Line in two large stockbooks; includes #CLP5 (2), CL2 (2), CL3 (9), CL4 (2), CL5 (4), CL6 (6), CL7,
CL9 (3), CL10, CL10a, CL11 (4), CL13 (5), CL18 (4), CL40 (27), CL41 (3 plus a front), CL42 (6), CL46 (31), CL47
(2), CL48 (14), CL50 (6) & CL51 (4), plus a few Pioneer Flights without special stamps; just about all clean and
F-VF. A terrific lot., F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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1266 )
Canada, Western Canada Airways Ltd., “Punch” Dickens Flights, May-July, 1929 (CL40). 65
mostly different covers, all bearing #CL40, and most with the blue octagonal June 29th flight cachet, at least one
signed by Dickens, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

Ex 1267

1268

1267 HH/H Canada, Special Delivery, 1927, 20¢ Confederation, imperf & part-perf pairs complete (E3a, E3b,
E3c), o.g., lightly hinged, never hinged & regummed, respectively, Very Fine. Only 250 pairs of each are recorded,
Scott $690.
Estimate $250 - 350
1268 H
Canada, Special Delivery, 1933, 20¢ henna brown, imperf (E5a), vertical pair, o.g., lightly hinged, Very
Fine. Only 75 pairs are recorded, Scott $650.
Estimate $300 - 400

1269

1270

1269 Ha
Canada, Postage Due, 1906, 2¢ violet (J2), left margin block of 4 with partial imprint, plate no. 3 and a bit
of type A lathework, o.g., lightly hinged at top. A very scarce plate block.
Estimate $250 - 350
1270 HH
Canada, Postage Due, 1924, 2¢ violet, thin paper (J2a), left sheet margin single with full type D
lathework in the selvage, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Unitrade C$1,600 ($1,200).
Estimate $400 - 600

1271 HH
Canada, Postage Due, 1934, 1¢ dark violet, imperf (J11a), horizontal pair with left sheet margin, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine. Only 100 pairs are recorded, Scott $575.
Estimate $300 - 400
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Ex 1272

1273

1274

1272 H
Canada, Postage Due, 1935, 1¢, 2¢, 4¢ & 10¢ imperfs complete (J15a, J16a, J17a, J20a), horizontal
pairs, first three with sheet margins, o.g., lightly hinged, Extremely Fine. Only 100 pairs of each are recorded, Scott
$980.
Estimate $500 - 750
1273 m
Canada, War Tax, 1915, 20¢ olive green, 2-line overprint, canceled neat Sarnia, Ont. c.d.s., May 19,
1916, fresh and well-centered, Very Fine. Choice used examples are seldom offered, Unitrade C$150 ($110).
Unitrade MR2C.
Estimate $100 - 150
1274 HH/Ha Canada, War Tax, 1915, 20¢ olive green, 4-line overprint, block of 4, o.g., left stamps never hinged,
right very lightly hinged, F.-V.F. A very scarce multiple, Unitrade C$1,360 for fine ($1,020). Unitrade MR2Ci.
Estimate $400 - 600

1275

Ex 1276

Ex 1277

1275 Ha
Canada, War Tax, 1916, 2¢+1¢ brown, die II (MR4), bottom plate no 39 block of 4 with type D lathework
below left stamp and split arrow at right, o.g., lightly hinged at top, Very Fine. A very scarce plate block.
Estimate $150 - 200
1276 HH
Canada, 1939 Royal Visit complete, 5-hole “OHMS” perfins (OA246-OA248), o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine, Scott $375 ++.
Estimate $350 - 500
1277 HH/H Canada, 1937, King George VI, 1¢-8¢ complete, 5-hole “OHMS” perfins (OA231-OA236), 1¢ is a
pair, 4¢ a pair and a single, 5¢ three singles, o.g., 1¢ & 4¢ pairs never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $178 ++.
Estimate $200 - 300
1278 HHa
Canada, 1938, 10¢-$1 Pictorials, 5-hole “OHMS” perfins (OA241-OA245), a choice set of mint blocks
of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $2,440 ++ (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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Ex 1279

Ex 1280

Ex 1281

Ex 1283

1279 m
Canada, 1898-1935, Special Deliveries with 5-hole “OHMS” perfins (OAE1-OEA6), a nicely canceled used group, Very Fine, Scott $2,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1280 m
Canada, 1928-38, Complete Airmails with 5-hole “OHMS” perfins (OAC1-OAC6), lightly canceled,
F.-V.F., Scott $1,905.
Estimate $600 - 800
1281 m
Canada, 1933-34, Commemoratives with 5-hole “OHMS” perfins (OA202-OA210), F.-V.F.; #OA202
with 1998 Saskatoon Stamp Centre certificate, Scott $1,095. Unitrade C$1,520 for VF ($1,140).
Estimate $350 - 500
1282 m
Canada, 1939, Royal Visit complete, 5-hole “OHMS” perfins (OA246-OA248), a pretty used set, Very
Fine, Scott $375 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1283 m
$610.

Canada, 1938, 10¢-$1 Pictorials, 5-hole “OHMS” perfins (OA241-OA245), nice set, F.-V.F., Scott
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 1284
1284 m
Canada, Officials, 1923-25, Six different “Admirals” with 5-hole “OHMS” perfin omitted
(OA104//OA117), comprises 1¢ green, 1¢ yellow, 3¢ brown, 3¢ carmine (die I), 5¢ violet & 10¢ blue, all in vertical
pairs with an unperforated stamp; the two 1¢ pairs are uncanceled, the 1¢ yellow with a nibbed corner, otherwise
F.-V.F., extremely scarce; Wrigley’s catalogue gives a rarity factor of 10.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

1285 H
Canada, 1930, 5¢ Allegory, 5-hole “OHMS” perfins (OAC2), orientation F, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F.,
Wrigley states mint stamps are “almost non-existent” for 5-hole perfin issues, Scott $425 ++.
Estimate $350 - 500
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1286

Ex 1288

1286 m
Canada, Officials, 1918, 3¢ brown “Admiral”, perf 8 coil, with 5-hole “OHMS” perfin (OA129), missing pin in “S”, choice centering, Extremely Fine. Exceedingly rare, ex-MacDonald; with 2011 Saskatoon Stamp
Centre certificate, Scott $450+. Unitrade C$900 ($680).
Estimate $300 - 400
1287 HHa
Canada, Official Airmail, 1938, 6¢ Steamer and Monoplane, 4-hole perfin (OC6), 4 panes of 50, four
panes, three different plate positions, one sheet toned, rare multiples and great reference pieces; catalog $300+
per pane, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. C$1,600 + as singles ($1,200). (Photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
1288 m
Canada, Officials, 1923-25, 1¢-$1 King George V “Admirals” complete, 5-hole “OHMS” perfins
(OA104-OA122), selected for centering; 4¢ with light toning, $1 with a pulled perf, otherwise Very Fine, Scott
$1,515. Unitrade C$2,100 ($1,580).
Estimate $500 - 750

Ex 1289

1290

1289 m
Canada, Officials, 1927 Confederation issues complete, 5-hole “O.H.M.S.” perfins
(OA141-OA148), a Very Fine used set (12¢ blue uncanceled), Scott $1,630. Unitrade C$2,260 ($1,700).
Estimate $500 - 750
1290 m
Canada, Official, 1927, 12¢ Confederation, 5-hole “OHMS” perfin doubled (OA145 var.), straight
edge at bottom, Fine, Wrigley rarity factor 3, Scott $360+.
Estimate $150 - 200

Ex 1291

1292

1291 m
Canada, Officials, 1928-29, 1¢-$1 King George V “Scroll” complete, 5-hole “OHMS” perfins
(OA149-OA159), a nice used set, 1¢ & 5¢ missing pin in “S”; 12¢ with minor wrinkles, F.-V.F., Scott $2,265.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1292 m
Canada, Official, 1929, 50¢ Bluenose, 5-hole “OHMS” perfin (OA158), very lightly canceled; fresh
and well centered, Very Fine, Scott $650.
Estimate $200 - 300
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Ex 1293

Ex 1294

Ex 1295

1293 m
Canada, Officials, 1930-31, 1¢-$1 King George V “Maple Leaf” complete, 5-hole “OHMS” perfins
(OA162-OA177), an excellent used set, 1¢ green, Scott $1,903.
Estimate $500 - 750
1294 HH/H Canada, Official, 1930, 1¢ orange, 2¢ green & 2¢ red, 5-hole “OHMS” perfins (OA162, OA164,
OA165), o.g., 1¢ & 2¢ red never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $235 ++.
Estimate $200 - 300
1295 HH
Canada, Official, 1931, 3¢ red & 10¢ olive green, 5-hole “OHMS” perfins (OA167, OA173), o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine, Wrigley states mint stamps are “almost non-existent” for 5-hole perfin issues, Scott $85
++.
Estimate $100 - 150

1296

Ex 1297

Ex 1299

1296 ma
Canada, Official, 1930, 50¢ Grand Pré, 5-hole “OHMS” perfin (OA176), used block of 4, left stamps
orientation A, right B, canceled two strikes large “R” in circle, normal; perfin impinges on perforations, F.-V.F. A rare
multiple, Scott $1,080+.
Estimate $300 - 400
1297 m
Canada, Officials, 1932 Ottawa Conference complete, 5-hole “OHMS” perfins (OA192-OA194),
lightly canceled, perfin impinges on perforations on 13¢, Very Fine, Scott $540.
Estimate $150 - 200
1298 m
Canada, Officials, 1932, 1¢-13¢ King George V “Medallion” complete, 5-hole “OHMS” perfins
(OA195-OA201), an outstanding used set, various orientations, 1¢, 3¢, 8¢ & 13¢ with missing pin in “S”, Very Fine,
Scott $570+. Unitrade C$790+ ($590). (Photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
1299 HH/H Canada, Official, 1932, 1¢, 5¢ & 8¢, 5-hole “OHMS” perfins (OA195, OA199, OA20), o.g., 1¢ & 8¢
never hinged, Very Fine, Wrigley states mint stamps are “almost non-existent” for 5-hole perfin issues, Scott $230
+++.
Estimate $200 - 300
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Ex 1300

Ex 1301

1302

1300 m
Canada, Officials, 1935 King George V Silver Jubilee complete, 5-hole “OHMS” perfins
(OA211-OA216), 1¢ missing pin in “S”, Very Fine, Scott $1,270.
Estimate $400 - 600
1301 m
Canada, Officials, 1935, 1¢-$1 King George V Pictorial complete, 5-hole “OHMS” perfins
(OA217-OA227), a very nice used set, 3¢ & 8¢ missing pin in “S”, Very Fine, Scott $1,180. Unitrade C$1,770 for VF
($1,330).
Estimate $350 - 500
1302 HH
Canada, 1935, Official, 2¢ brown, 5-hole “OHMS” perfin (OA218 var.), the bottom stamp in a top
sheet margin vertical pair with a non-perforated stamp, orientation C, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine. An
extreme rarity; unlisted in Wrigley.
Estimate $250 - 350

1303 ma
Canada, Official, 1935, 10¢ Mounted Police, 5-hole “OHMS” perfin (OA223), used block of 4, all orientation A; nearly separated vertically, F.-V.F. Scarce, Scott $440.
Estimate $150 - 200

1304 H
Canada, Official, 1935, 13¢ Charlottetown & 20¢ Niagara Falls, 5-hole “OHMS” perfins (OA224),
13¢ missing pin in “M”, 20¢ missing 2 pins in “H” and 1 in “M”, o.g., F.-V.F., Wrigley states mint stamps are “almost
non-existent” for 5-hole perfin issues, Scott $245 ++.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1305

1306

1307

1305 HH
Canada, Official, 1937, 3¢ carmine coil, 5-hole “OHMS” perfin (OA240), horizontal pair, orientation E,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $240 ++.
Estimate $250 - 350
1306 HH
Canada, Official, 1949, 50¢ Lumbering, “O.H.M.S.”, no period after “S” (O9a), o.g., never hinged;
single barely noticeable lightly toned perf at top (not mentioned on the accompanying certificate), F.-V.F.; with 2007
Greene Foundation certificate, Scott $1,000.
Estimate $300 - 400
1307 m
Canada, Official, 1949, 50¢ Lumbering, “O.H.M.S.”, no period after “S” (O9a), a choice used single,
canceled light Montreal c.d.s. in the lower right corner, Extremely Fine, Scott $600.
Estimate $350 - 500

1308

1309

1310

1308 HH
Canada, Official, 1949, $1 Ferry, “O.H.M.S.”, no period after “S” (O10a), the bottom stamp in a vertical pair with a normal overprint, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. A marvelous example of this rare variety, which Scott
prices in italics, Scott $6,000+.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
1309 H
Canada, Official, 1950, 4¢ dark carmine, “O.H.M.S.”, no period after “S” (O15b), the left stamp in a
horizontal pair with a normal overprint, Extremely Fine, Scott $400.
Estimate $250 - 350
1310 m
Canada, Official, 1950, 4¢ dark carmine, “O.H.M.S.”, no period after “S” (O15b), neat Kamloops Dominion Day Stampede slogan cancel, Extremely Fine, Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300
1311 HHa
Canada, Official, 1950, 5¢ deep blue, “O.H.M.S.” (O15A), full pane of 100, with #O15Ac variety no period after S (position 78), o.g., never hinged; lower corners slightly damaged, F.-V.F., Scott $300 (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200
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1312

1313

1312 H
Canada, Official, 1950, 10¢ Fur, “G” overprint omitted (O26a), the bottom stamp in vertical pair with
normal, o.g., lightly hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $850 for n.h.
Estimate $300 - 400
1313 m
Canada, Official, 1950, 10¢ Fur, “G” overprint omitted (O26a), the middle stamp in a vertical strip of 3,
canceled Campbellton, N.B., Sep 10, 1952, F.-V.F., Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400
1314 HHa
Canada, Official, 1951, $1 Fisheries, “G” overprint (O27), left marginal block of 6, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine, Scott $540 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

CAYMAN ISLANDS through SOMALILAND

Ex 1315

1316

1317

1315 m
Cayman Islands, 1935-36, King George V, ¼d-10s complete (85-96), a neatly canceled used set, Very
Fine, Scott $290. SG 96/107; £200 ($280).
Estimate $150 - 200
1316 HH
Cyprus, 1928, £1 Anniversary of British Rule (123), o.g., never hinged, wonderfully fresh, Very Fine,
Scott $275 ++. SG 132; £225 ++ ($310).
Estimate $200 - 300
1317 H
Gibraltar, 1940, King George VI Pictorial, 2d gray, perf 13½, watermark sideways (110d), o.g.,
lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $500. SG 124ab; £800 (for NH) ($1,100).
Estimate $200 - 300
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1318

1319

1320

1318 m
Hong Kong, 1862, Queen Victoria First Issue, 96¢ brownish gray (7), unwatermarked, canceled light
“B62” in blue, Fine, Scott $400. SG 7; £450 ($620). Yang 7.
Estimate $150 - 200
1319 )
India, 1948, Gandhi, 3 values on FDC (203-205), tied by 15 August 1948 cancels, addressed to New
York, Very Fine, scarce First Day Cover. SG 305/7.
Estimate $300 - 400
1320 HHa
Ireland, Sinn Féin Propaganda label, 1916 Female with Harp, broad crown, perf 11¼, left sheet margin block of 4, the upper left stamp inverted, o.g., never hinged, unusually bright and fresh, Fine, Hibernian €870
(2014) ($1,060).
Estimate $350 - 500

Ex 1321

Ex 1322

1323

1321 m
Nyasaland, 1908, King Edward VII, ½d-4s (1-8), 2s6d & 4s with nice squared circle cancels: 2s6d
Blantyre Jul 8, 1910, and 4s Zomba, Feb 22, 1909; also includes a 10s (Scott #9, SG #80) with a violet revenue cancel, F.-V.F., Scott $331+. SG 72-79; £327+ ($450).
Estimate $150 - 200
1322 m
St. Helena, 1922-27, King George V & Colony Badge ½d-10s less the 1s (79-86, 88-93), watermarked
Multiple Script CA, a neatly canceled used set, Very Fine and scarce, Scott $797. SG 97//111; £741 ($1,020).
Estimate $300 - 400
1323 H
Somaliland Protectorate, 1903, “BRITISH SOMALILAND” at bottom on India 3r brown & green,
overprint double, one albino, both inverted (18a), o.g., very lightly hinged, exceptionally bright and fresh, Very
Fine; with 2017 B.P.A. certificate as SG 12 var., Scott $1,000. SG 23a; £950 ($1,300).
Estimate $400 - 600
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: Austria through Finland

Europe and Colonies
AUSTRIA through FINLAND

1324

1325

1326

1324 HH
Austria, 1936, 10s Dolfuss (380), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $1,100. Michel 588; €1,400
($1,710).
Estimate $350 - 500
1325 H
Bulgaria, 1879, 10c black & green (2), large part o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine. A nice example of this
difficult mint stamp, Scott $900.
Estimate $200 - 300
1326 m
Finland, 1858, 5k blue, large pearls (3), two faint faint strikes of a high boxed cancel, cut just to oval on
all sides, about Fine, Scott $2,500.
Estimate $350 - 500

1327 )
Finland, 1930, 10m Graf Zeppelin overprint (C1), horizontal pair canceled Helsinki, 24. IX. 30, on Zeppelin Baltic Sea Flight cover to Friedrichshafen (backstamped 25 Sep), Very Fine, Scott $590. Sieger 89B; €675
($820).
Estimate $250 - 350
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FRANCE AND COLONIES

1328

Ex 1329

1330

1328 HH
France, 1929, 2fr Le Havre Philatelic Exhibition (246), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $1,325. Maury
257A; €1,600 ($1,950).
Estimate $350 - 500
1329 HH
France, 1945, Marianne imperf, complete set (548-556), o.g., never hinged (100fr has a few small
spots of gum disturbance), scarce; 100fr with light selvage crease, otherwise Very Fine. Maury 725-33; €2,390
($2,920).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1330 HH
France, Airmail, 1936, 50fr “Banknote” (C15), o.g., never hinged, post office fresh and beautifully centered, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $1,700. Maury PA 15; €1,700 ($2,070).
Estimate $500 - 750

1331 Ha
French Colonies, 1865, 80c rose (6), right sheet margin block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged, large margins all
around, Very Fine; signed A. Brun et al., Scott $540. Yvert 6; €600 ($730).
Estimate $250 - 350

1332 H
French Colonies: Wallis & Futuna, 1941-43, 85c green & brown, “France Libre” overprint inverted
(115 var.), o.g., very lightly hinged, remarkably fresh, Very Fine. Yvert 113a; €900 ($1,100).
Estimate $250 - 350
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: German Area

GERMAN AREA

1333

1334

1335

1333 )
Lübeck, 1865 (Nov. 19), Three-Color Franking on a Railway Invoice, #8, 9 & 13 on a complete invoice
form of the railway newspaper; clear K2 “Luebeck F.P.A. 19/11" (1865) cancel to Ratzeburg; small splits at folds,
Very Fine, an extremely rare three-color mixed franking, ex-”Romanow" collection; signed several times.
Estimate $400 - 600
1334 HH
Germany, 1912, 20pf “E. EL. P.” overprint (CL6), lower left corner margin single, o.g., never hinged,
Extremely Fine, Scott $350. Michel VI; €450 ($550).
Estimate $150 - 200
1335 HH
Germany, 1872, Small Shield, ¼gr violet (1), o.g., never hinged, fresh and exceptionally well-centered, Extremely Fine. A truly choice “Number One”; signed “G.D.” (Gustav Drager, handstamp), with 1998 M-W
Sommer certificate, Scott $1,200. Michel 1; €1,600 ($1,950).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1336

1337

1336 HH
Germany, 1930, IPOSTA souvenir sheet (B33), o.g., never hinged; usual faint paper bends caused by
gum, Very Fine, Scott $1,250. Michel Block 1.
Estimate $400 - 600
1337 m
Germany, 1930 IPOSTA souvenir sheet (B33), IPOSTA cancels, 20 Sep; small tear at top edge, otherwise F.-V.F., Scott $1,250. Michel Block 1; €2,000 ($2,440).
Estimate $250 - 350
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1338

1339

1338 H
Germany, 1933 Nothilfe souvenir sheet (B58), stamps o.g., never hinged; previously hinged in margin
only; full sheet margin; diagonal wrinkling at left outside perforations, Very Fine; with 2016 Schlegel certificate,
Scott $1,400. Michel Block 2.
Estimate $200 - 300
1339 H
Germany, Railroad Official Business Frank, 1874, black on yellow, o.g., lightly hinged, bright and
fresh with large balanced margins, Extremely Fine, Michel €750 ($920). Michel I.
Estimate $200 - 300

1340

1341

1340 )
German Offices in China, 1894, Forerunners, Germany 10pf medium carmine red & 50pf lilac
brown (Michel V 47c(a), V 50c), tied by Shanghai c.d.s.’s, 22 Dec 1894, on a pre-printed return envelope to the
Basel Fire Insurance Co. in Switzerland; backstamped Basel (27 Jan 1895), F.-V.F.; with 2014 R. Steuer certificate
identifying the 10pf as Michel 47c(a), the scarcer shade.
Estimate $300 - 400
1341 )
German Offices in the Turkish Empire, 1872, Forerunners, Germany Large Shield, 2gr blue and
2½gr orange (Michel V 20, V 21), tied by “Constantinopel” postmarks on an 1874 folded letter to Marseille, France;
backstamped; M. Colmar & Co. forwarder’s handstamp, manuscript “via Varna”, F.-V.F.; with 2000 Sommer certificate.
Estimate $400 - 600
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: German Area

Ex 1342

1343

1344

1342 m
German Colonies: Caroline Islands, 1899, Imperial Eagle, 3pf, 5pf, 10pf & 20pf with 48º overprint
(1a-4a), Ponape cancels of various dates, Very Fine, Scott $1,700. Michel 1 I-4 I; €1,920 ($2,340).
Estimate $400 - 600
1343

German East Africa, German Colonies: German East Africa, 1898, Forerunner, Germany Numeral,
2m dark carmine, vertical block of 10, used with overprinted 20pf Imperial Eagle (Mi. 9), all tied by Dar-Es-Salam
1898 postmarks on small piece; trivial margin flaw at top right, F.-V.F., a rare mixed-issue franking; with 1997
Sommer certificate. Michel V 37e.
Estimate $300 - 400

sa

1344 H
German Colonies: Kiauchau, 1905, $1½ black violet, 26x17 perforation holes (31), o.g., lightly
hinged, fresh and well-centered, Very Fine, Scott $1,200. Michel 26 A; €1,400 ($1,710).
Estimate $350 - 500

1345 HH
German Occupation of France, 1941, French Legion souvenir sheet, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Michel Block 1; €800 ($980).
Estimate $250 - 350
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1346

Ex 1347

1346 HH
German Occupation of Lithuania: Telsiai, 1941, 50k Agricultural Exposition, type I overprint
(Michel 24 I), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; signed Krischke BPP, Michel €450 ($550).
Estimate $150 - 200
1347 HH/H German Occupation of Russia: Luga, 1941, 20k & 60k surcharges on Russian regular issues complete (Michel I-V), 20k on 15k hinged, others never hinged, Very Fine; most signed, Michel €700 ($850).
Estimate $200 - 300

1348

Ex 1349

1348 s
German Local Issues: Altdöbern, 1946, 12pf red & violet (Michel 5 a), tied on piece by Altdöbern c.d.s., 21 Jan
1946, Fine; signed Busch, Michel €1,300 ($1,590).
Estimate $350 - 500

1349 )
German Local Issues: Bad Saarow, 1945, 10pf & 15pf
gray black, denomination on one line (Michel 1 I, 2 I, 3), on two
covers, the 10pf used with an Unauthorized 5pf to make up the 15pf
rate, 6 Jul 1945; the 15pf used on a window envelope, 10 Jul 1945,
Very Fine; 15pf signed Zierer BPP, Michel €1,850+ ($2,260).
Estimate $400 - 600
1350

s
German Local Issues: Eckartsberga, 1945, 6pf, 12pf &
24pf signed “Bu” (Michel 1 a I, 2 I, 3 I), each tied on piece, dated
and canceled 18 Sep, 6 Oct & 7 Sep, respectively, Very Fine; 12pf
signed Zierer BPP, Michel €1,010 ($1,230). Estimate $200 - 300
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: German Area

1351

Ex 1352

1353

1351 m
German Local Issues: Finsterwalde, 1946, Reconstruction souvenir sheet with 8pf + 32pf stamp
omitted (Michel Block 2), central Finsterwalde First Day cancel with full, never hinged o.g., Extremely Fine, Michel
€2,500 ($3,050).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1352 HH
German Local Issues: Freudenstadt, 1945, Second printing, 6pf black on yellow & 12pf black on
rose (Michel 4, 6), o.g., never hinged; 6pf signed Haferkamp, 12pf Richter, Michel €900 ($1,100).
Estimate $200 - 300
1353

German Local Issues: Glauchau, 1945, 25 (pf) on 15pf Swastika Official (Michel 38), tied on piece by
“Glauchau (Sachs) 1” c.d.s., 4 Jul 1945, Very Fine; signed Hans Zierer, Michel €1,200 ($1,460).
Estimate $250 - 350

s

Ex 1354

Ex 1355

1354 )
German Local Issues: Mindelheim & Kirchheim, 1945, 12pf, and 1946, 42pf types A & C (Michel 1w,
2A, 2C), each tied on cover, first and last addressed locally on 25 Feb 1946 (different postmarks), each with vertical
file fold not affecting stamps, 42pf type A sent Registered to Hamburg 8 Feb 1946 and backstamped 19 Feb, Very
Fine, Michel €780 ($950).
Estimate $150 - 200
1355 )
German Local Issues: Schönau, 1946, Six different numeral handstamps on sheet margins of
French Zone issues (Michel II, IV-XII), each on a separate cover sent by one Adolf Maier to various addressees
between Jul 1946 and Feb 1947; two bear additional French Zone issues in the same amount as the Local (12pf
and 42pf); three were sent Registered and are backstamped; all signed Zierer, some also by others, Michel €1,500
($1,830).
Estimate $400 - 600
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1356

Ex 1357

1358

1356 )
German Democratic Republic, 1953 (Apr. 13), registered cover from Lastau Kreis Rochlitz to
Strausberg, franked by pair of 2pf Kollwitz definitives along with an 80pf Thälmann (Michel #339xbXII), tied by
Lastau c.d.s.’s, with Strausberg next-day receiver on reverse, fresh, F.-V.F., the 80pf stamp is rare to begin with, exceptionally so on cover (Michel value €2400); signed Weigelt BPP “b” on reverse; Dr. Zempel on front.
Estimate $250 - 350
1357 H/m
German Democratic Republic, 1958, 5pf + 5pf to 15pf + 10pf Buchenwald Victims issue, constant
plate varieties, complete (B36-B38var), group of eight stamps comprising the complete set mint and used, o.g.,
never hinged; 5pf + 5pf mint stamp with three trivial perf tip tones, otherwise Very Fine; three of the four mint values
signed Weigelt BPP. Michel 635I-637II; €1,490 ($1,820).
Estimate $200 - 300
1358 )
Germany: Berlin, 1948, 5m Black Overprint (9N20), average centering, used with the 60pf-1m black
overprints and 5 different German Democratic Republic issues of the period on a Registered cover postmarked
“Berlin-Charlottenburg 2”, 26 Nov 1948 and backstamped “Berlin NW 21” the next day; central vertical file fold not
affecting stamps, otherwise Very Fine. A very scarce cover—Michel prices the 5m on a properly rated cover at
10,000€! Scott $940 ++. Michel 20.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1359

1360

1359 H
Germany: Berlin, 1949 Currency Victims souvenir sheet (9NB3a), Scott $1,200. Michel Block 1; €950
($1,160).
Estimate $250 - 350
1360 HH
Germany: Saar, 1948 Flood Relief airmail souvenir sheet (CB1a), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott
$800. Michel Block 2; €600 ($730).
Estimate $200 - 300
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: Greenland through Iceland

GREENLAND through ICELAND

Ex 1361

Ex 1362

1363

Ex 1364

1361 H
Greenland, 1945, 1öre-5kr Liberation overprints complete (19-27), Very Fine to Extremely Fine,
Scott $908. Facit 19-27.
Estimate $250 - 350
1362 H
Greenland, 1945, 1öre-5kr Liberation overprints complete (19-27), Very Fine to Extremely Fine,
Scott $908. Facit 19-27.
Estimate $250 - 350
1363 HH
Greenland, 1945, 10öre Liberation, scarcer carmine overprint (22a), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Only 2,500 were issued, versus 22,500 of the blue overprint, Scott $790. Facit 22v2.
Estimate $200 - 300
1364 HH/H Greenland, 1915-28, 1øre to 20øre Thiele II printing, perf 11¼ (Q1-Q6), o.g., 1ø, 2ø, 5ø & 20ø never
hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $1,110.
Estimate $350 - 500
1365 HH
Hungary, 1947, Roosevelt Memorial Issue complete (B198A-B198D, CB1-CB1C and vars.), both
souvenir sheets of 4, plus 8 normal miniature sheets & 8 tête-bêche miniature sheets, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine,
Scott $514+. Michel 985-992 KB, KBK, Blocks 11-12; €960 ($1,170). (No photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
1366 H
Hungary, 1951, Stamp Centenary souvenir sheets, perf & imperf complete (C95 & CB13-14), Very
Fine, Scott $600 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

1367
1367

Ex 1368

Ex 1369

Iceland, 1897, Crowned Numeral surcharged, small “3 þrir” on 5a green, perf 12 (32), tied on small
piece by partial Reykjavik c.d.s., F.-V.F., Scott $575. Facit 34; SKr 5,000 ($620).
Estimate $150 - 200

s

1368 H
Iceland, 1931-33, King Christian X redrawn, 1e to 10kr complete (176-187), o.g., lightly hinged,
F.-V.F., Scott $978. Facit 145,147-157.
Estimate $300 - 400
1369 H
Iceland, Officials, 1930 Parliament Millennium complete (O53-O67), o.g., F.-V.F., Scott $885. Facit
Tj59-74.
Estimate $250 - 350
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ITALIAN AREA

Ex 1370

Ex 1371

Ex 1372

1370 H
Italy, 1923, Manzoni complete (165-170), a fresh, exceptionally well-centered set, o.g., Very Fine, Scott
$958. Sassone 151-156; €1,300 ($1,590).
Estimate $250 - 350
1371 HH
Italy, 1930, Virgil complete (248-256, C23-C26), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $835. Sassone S.58;
€1,000 ($1,220).
Estimate $250 - 350
1372 HH
Italy, 1935, Aeronautical Salon at Milan complete (345-348), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $830.
Sassone 384-387; €1,500 ($1,830).
Estimate $250 - 350

1373 HH
Italy, 1988, 650L National Soccer Championships, error of color (1743 var), the “Milan blue”—with
yellow omitted, green areas of issued stamp appear blue; left marginal single, o.g., never hinged, turn Italy’s own
goal to your collection’s advantage; signed Avi, with 2005 SBPV/ASEP photo certificate. Sassone 1954B; €27,000
($32,940).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1374 HH
Italy, 1922-23, “B.L.P.”, 60c carmine lithographed overprint in black (B15), o.g., barest trace of
hinge; appears n.h., Fine. Only 1,200 were issued; signed Champion, Scott $4,000. Sassone BLP 11; €3,500 for
this centering ($4,270).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: Italian Area

Ex 1375
1375 H
Italy, Airmail, 1933 Balbo Trans-Atlantic Flight complete (C48-C49), eight sets, all different pilots:
Biani, Biseo, Borghetti, Baldini (“DINI”), Leone, Miglia, Questa, and Vercelloni, all bright and fresh, o.g., lightly
hinged, Very Fine, Scott $2,280. Sassone S.1509 var.; €2,800 ($3,420).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Ex 1376

Ex 1377

1376 HH
Italy, Parcel Post Authorized Delivery, 1956, 75L & 110L (QY8, QY10), Multiple Stars watermark, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $750. Sassone PIC9, 12.
Estimate $250 - 350
1377 H
Italy, 1946-54, Parcel Post (Q61-Q75), o.g., hinged (L300 value has slightly disturbed o.g.), F.-V.F.,
Scott $893 missing Q66.
Estimate $150 - 200
1378 HH
Italy: Trieste Zone A, 100L AMG-FTT overprint imperf pair, 1950 (107 var), unlisted in Sassone, which
catalogues the imperf pair without overprint for €9,000, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; with 1956 Friedl photo certificate (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

1379

1380

1381

1379 (H)
Italian Offices in Peking, 1918-19 Victor Emmanuel III $2 on 5L blue & rose, type I (30), unused without gum, exceptionally fresh and well-centered, Extremely Fine, Scott $650 for o.g. Sassone 27; €800 for o.g.
($980).
Estimate $150 - 200
1380

s
Italian Offices in Tientsin, 1917 Victor Emmanuel III 2¢ on 5c green (1), tied on small piece by “R.R.
POSTE ITALIANE/ TIENTSIN-CINA” c.d.s., Very Fine, Scott $650. Sassone 1; €800 ($980).
Estimate $150 200

1381 HH
Italian Offices in Tientsin, 1917-18 Victor Emmanuel III 20c brown orange, unwatermarked (9), o.g.,
never hinged (!), post office fresh and well-centered, Very Fine, Scott $750. Sassone 8; €1,250 ($1,520).
Estimate $250 - 350
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1382

1383

1382 H
Italian Offices in the Turkish Empire, 1908, 2pi on 50c violet (10), o.g., Fine and rare. Only 199 were
issued, Scott $3,250.
Estimate $500 - 750
1383 H
Italian Offices in the Turkish Empire, 1908, “1 PIASTRE” error on 25c blue (9a), o.g., fresh and Fine,
Scott $2,000. Sassone 4d; €2,500 ($3,050).
Estimate $400 - 600

Ex 1384

Ex 1385

1384 H
Italian Occupation of the Aegean Islands, 1934, World Cup Soccer complete (31-35, C28-C31),
o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $795. Sassone S.14; €920 ($1,120).
Estimate $200 - 300
1385 H
Italian Occupation of Rhodes, 1930, Hydrological Congress complete (29-37), o.g., Very Fine. A
very scarce set; 50c with 2011 Sismondo certificate, Scott $2,198. Sassone 12-20; €2,600 ($3,170).
Estimate $500 - 750

1386

1387

1386 HH
Italian Colonies: Oltre Juba, 1925-26, King Victor Emmanuel, 1L dark blue, perf 13½ (22a), o.g.,
never hinged, fresh and perfectly centered, Extremely Fine; signed En. Diena, Scott $1,600. Sassone 22; €2,350
($2,870).
Estimate $400 - 600
Unquestionably as fine an example of this rare perforation variety as exists.
1387 HH
Italian Colonies: Somalia, 1924-37, 25L Lion, perf 14 (155a), o.g., never hinged; offset on gum, Very
Fine. A rare “Animals on Stamps” topical, Scott $2,250. Sassone 229; €3,200 ($3,900).
Estimate $500 - 750
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: Luxembourg - Luxembourg

LUXEMBOURG

Ex 1388
1388 m
Luxembourg, 1935, Intellectuals complete (B65A-B65Q), favor cancels, with original gum; small thin
on 20c and light crease on 35c, F.-V.F., Scott $1,665. Michel 266-280; €2,200 ($2,680).
Estimate $500 - 750

1389

1390

1389 m
Luxembourg, Official, 1875, wide “OFFICIEL” on Arms (Frankfurt Print), 10c lilac (O3), Very Fine;
signed Bühler, with 1999 Bühler certificate, Scott $2,400.
Estimate $500 - 750
1390 m
Luxembourg, Official, 1875, wide “OFFICIEL” on Arms (Frankfurt Print), 12½c rose (O4), light town
postmark, Very Fine; signed Bühler, Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300

POLAND

1391 HH
Poland, 1948 Freedom Fighters / F.D.R. souvenir sheet (C26Cd), with 1950 Warsaw “Groszy” overprints (Fischer type 23A), o.g., never hinged; signed Gryzewski, Kessler, Scott $325 ++. Fischer Zloty 1,600 ($470).
Estimate $150 - 200
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RUSSIA

1392

1393

Ex 1394

Ex 1395

1392 (H)
Russia, 1858, First Issue perforated, 30k carmine & green (4), unused without gum as priced, fresh
and beautifully centered, Extremely Fine. An exceptional unused example of this rare stamp, Scott $5,750. Michel
4x.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1393 m
Russia, 1858, First Issue perforated, 30k carmine & green (4), canceled partial bold Riga c.d.s., Very
Fine, Scott $2,750. Michel 4x.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
1394 H
Russia, 1858-64, 1k-30k Arms issue complete (5-10), o.g., F.-V.F. Rarely offered as a complete set,
Scott $4,720. Michel 5-7,9-11.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1395 m
Russia, 1858-64, 1k-30k Arms issue complete (5-10), a fresh used set, F.-V.F. Rarely offered as a
complete set, Scott $467. Michel 5-7,9-11.
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 1396

Ex 1397

1396 HH
Russia, 1866-70, 1k-30k Arms issue complete, horizontally laid paper (19-25), o.g., never hinged,
Post Office fresh, Very Fine, Scott $816. Michel 18x-23x.
Estimate $350 - 500
1397 HH
Russia, 1866-70, 1k-30k Arms issue complete, horizontally laid paper (19-25), a lovely mint set, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $816. Michel 18x-23x.
Estimate $350 - 500

Ex 1398

Ex 1399

1398 HH
Russia, 1875-79, 2k-20k Arms issue complete, horizontally laid paper (26-30), 20k with
cross-shaped “T”, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $748. Michel 24x-28x.
Estimate $350 - 500
1399 HH
Russia, 1875-79, 2k-20k Arms issue complete, horizontally laid paper (26-30), a choice mint set,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $558. Michel 24x-28x.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1400 HHa
Russia, 1913, Romanov Tercentenary, 5r Nicholas II (104), full sheet of 50 with plate no. 2, o.g., never
hinged; few small, faint toned spots affecting 7 stamps on back only, Very Fine, Scott $4,000+. Michel 95.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Ex 1401

1402

1401 HH
Russia, 1935 Spartacist Games complete (559-568), a choice mint set, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine,
Scott $940.
Estimate $400 - 600
1402 HHa
$500.

76

Russia, 1946, 5k Soldier (615A), bottom sheet margin block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott
Estimate $200 - 300
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Ex 1403
1403 HHa
Russia, 1905 Orphans & Soldiers Fund, mixed perfs (B1b, B2, B3, B4a), full sheets of 40, 3k perf
11½, 5k & 7k perf 12x12½, 10k perf 13½, o.g., never hinged; usual minor edge flaws in selvage not affecting
stamps, Very Fine. A very scarce set of sheets, Scott $3,200 ++.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

1404

1405

1404 HHa
Russian Civil War Issues: Armenia, 1921, Fisherman on River Aras, 1000r sea green, imperf (287),
complete sheet of 2 panes of 90, with 15 tête-bêche interpane pairs, o.g., never hinged; some edge flaws, Very
Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1405 HHa
Russian Offices in China, 1904-08, 3.50r, overprinted for use in China (20), complete sheet of 25,
original gum, never hinged, an immaculate sheet with full selvage all around, Very Fine, rare thus. Chan FR20.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1406 (H)
Russian Offices in the Turkish Empire, 1865, brown and blue (2), four full margins all around, unused
without gum; light crease and thin speck at bottom, Very Fine; with 1980 E. Diena certificate, Scott $800.
Estimate $150 - 200

SAN MARINO THROUGH YUGOSLAVIA

Ex 1407

1408

1407 m
San Marino, Airmail, 1933, Graf Zeppelin complete (C11-C16), a fresh, neatly canceled set, Very Fine,
Scott $1,445. Sassone PA 11-16; €2,000 ($2,440).
Estimate $400 - 600
1408 H
Spain, Airmail, 1938 U.S. Constitution souvenir sheet (C97c), o.g. (stamp never hinged); small thin
and corner crease in margin, otherwise Very Fine; signed Bloch, Scott $1,200. Edifil 766. Estimate $350 - 500

Ex 1409
1409 H
Sweden, 1924 U.P.U. Congress, both sets, unwatermarked complete (197-211, 213-227), o.g.,
hinge remnants; couple slightly nibbed perforations at top of first 5kr, F.-V.F., Scott $1,387. Facit 196-210, 211-225;
SKr 10,300 ($1,280).
Estimate $400 - 600
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1410 HH
Switzerland, 1940, Pro Patria souvenir sheet (B105), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $325.
Zumstein 12.
Estimate $150 - 200

1411 HH
Tannu Tuva, Russia: Tannu Tuva, 1932, Pictorial Issue, 3k on 70k, inverted surcharge (31a), top
selvage example, o.g., never hinged, a beautiful stamp, Very Fine; with photocopy of 1990 P.F. certificate for block,
Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400

Ex1412
1412 HH
Yugoslavia, 1949, Railroad Centenary souvenir sheet, perf & imperf (C33, C33a), o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine, Scott $350.
Estimate $150 - 200
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Asia, Middle East and Africa
IRAN through SUDAN
1413 )
Iran, 1901-03, Iran Postal History to Russia, five covers or cards, including 1901 postal card from Persia to Germany via Russia, cover from Schemeran (Shemran) to Surrey via Russia, 1903 registered cover from
Tehran to London via Baku with wax seal on reverse of the Persian Telegraph Dept., and two other covers originating in Iran; some wear and edge flaws, overall F.-V.F. usages, scarce material. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

Ex 1414

1415

1414 HH
Israel, 1948, First Coins, 250m & 500m (7-8), tab singles, o.g., never hinged, fresh and well-centered;
each with a light crease in the tab (the 250m more of a bend), otherwise Extremely Fine, Scott $2,400 Estimated.
Bale 8-9; $2,650.
Estimate $350 - 500
1415 H
Liberia, 1916, 1¢ on L.F.F. 1¢ light green surcharge, double overprint (M1), o.g., hinged, Very Fine,
Scott $190.
Estimate $150 - 200

1416 (H)a
Nepal, 1959, 12p Admission to U.P.U., imperforate (119 footnote), upper left corner block of 4,
without gum as issued, Very Fine. A very scarce U.P.U. issue, Scott $800.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1417 HHa
Saudi Arabia, 1976, 40h Holy Ka’ba, type II imperforate (698 var.), gutter block of 4, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine, Scott $440 as singles.
Estimate $200 - 300

1418 ma
Sudan, “S.G.” Official, 1946, 1m orange and black, double overprint (O10 var.), an attractive used
block of 4, with the variety showing usual tight displacement of two impressions, cancelled by unclear 25 JAN 47
c.d.s., fresh, Very Fine, a very scarce multiple, only a small number of examples were discovered in the 1990s; each
stamp signed C.F. Hass.
Estimate $200 - 300

Please Visit Our Web Site
www.kelleherauctions.com
In addition to the color photos in our catalog, all lots are also imaged on our
website. Lots containing multiple items may be seen on our site as well.
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Latin America
BOLIVIA through MEXICO

1419 H
Bolivia, Airmail, 1930, 25c blue & black, double overprint in pair with inverted overprint (C15b,
C15a), o.g., very lightly hinged, bright and fresh, Very Fine, an exceedingly rare—perhaps "unique"—pair; signed
Bloch, Beltran, Scott $700 ++.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1420 P
Bolivia, Airmail, 1930, Graf Zeppelin, plate proof of the complete setting of 25 (C16P), printed in
brown on thin paper; a few insignificant creases, Very Fine; signed Beltran, Matthews.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
A marvelous, perhaps unique, showpiece for the Zeppelin specialist.

Ex 1421
1421 E
Mexico, 1991, Endangered Species, six different 1000p designs, cut from a composite proof sheet on
thick glazed paper, each imprinted “Prueba” (proof) on reverse, Very Fine. Only 45 sets are said to have been sold,
with just a single sheet being retained for the Postal Museum.
Estimate $200 - 300
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U.S. Essays, Proofs and Specimens
Essays

1422

Ex 1423

1422 E
Albany, N.Y., 1847, 5¢ essay, by Gavit & Co., in green (1Xa-E1d), die on bond, measuring 33 x 42 mm;
previously hinged, Very Fine. Scott $375. Brazer 1XaEc.
Estimate $200 - 300
1423 E
1851, 3¢ Washington essay, by Gavit & Co., all five colors (11-E4c), die on bond, each measuring
28 x 37 mm or larger; small / light thins on black, scarlet and blue values, Very Fine. Scott $2,000. Brazer 33E-Dc.
Estimate $500 - 750

1424

Ex 1425

1424 E
1851, 3¢ Washington essay, by Draper, Welsh & Co., in black (11-E8a), die on India, large margins,
Very Fine. Scott $300. Brazer 33E-Ha.
Estimate $150 - 200
1425 E
1851, 3¢ Washington essay, by Danforth, Bald & Co., in green, red brown, scarlet, black and dull
blue (11-E10b), die on India, off card, measuring 29 x 29mm or larger, brilliant color and impression; a few tiny
faults, Very Fine. Scott $2,000. Brazer 33E-Iaa.
Estimate $500 - 750

Ex 1426
1426 E
1851, 3¢ Washington essay, by Danforth, Bald & Co., in deep scarlet, black, green and dull blue
(11-E12b), die on India, measuring roughly 35 x 42 mm, fresh appearing; some light creases and thins, Very Fine.
Scott $1,200. Brazer 33E-Jb.
Estimate $250 - 350
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Ex 1427

Ex 1428

1427 E
1851, 3¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter, Casilear & Co., in 5 different colors (11-E17c),
die on proof paper, printed through mats, measuring between 48 x 54 mm and 62 x 75 mm (a couple slightly reduced); some faults, F.-V.F. Scott $875. Brazer 33E-Ob.
Estimate $200 - 300
1428 E
1861, 1¢ Franklin essays, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in black (63-E1a, 63-E3a), vignette only, and
vignette with side ornaments added, die on proof paper, Very Fine. Scott $1,325.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1429

1430

1431

1429 E
1861, 1¢ Bowlsby coupon essay, in blue (63-E13f), plate on white paper, perforated all around and between, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $175.
Estimate $100 - 150
1430 E
1861, 1¢ Bowlsby coupon essay, in red (63-E13f), plate on white paper, fully perforated, top right
margin strip of 5, o.g., never hinged (usual short gumming; slight gum disturbance spots on right stamp), F.-V.F.
Scott $875.
Estimate $400 - 600
1431 Ea
1861, 1¢ Bowlsby coupon essay, in blue (63-E13f), plate on white paper, fully perforated, block of 4,
o.g., lightly hinged (top two stamps never hinged with a couple tiny gum skips), F.-V.F. Scott $700.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1432

1433

1432 E
1861, 5¢ Jefferson essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in brown (67-E4b), complete design, die II on
brown toned paper, cut to shape (as issued); small thin and tiny nick at top, Very Fine, quite rare. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $200 - 300
1433 E
1864, 3¢ Lowenberg decalcomania essay, in rose, perf’d (79-E65P5b), plate proof on goldbeater’s
skin paper; impression of this issue are so fragile with flaking ink and weak paper easily creasing and breaking, that
larger multiples are scarce; a great large piece with 10 stamps, 6 of which are fully intact plus small portions of an
additional 5 stamps; a few light creases, F.-V.F. Scott $450 as six singles.
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 1434

1435

Ex 1436

1434 E
1869, 3¢ Locomotive essay, small numerals (114-E6d), plate on stamp paper, perforated, gummed
and grilled, seven different colors, each o.g., one n.h., F.-V.F. Scott $560. Brazer 114E-Ch. Estimate $300 - 400
1435 E
1869, 10¢ Lincoln essay, in light red brown (116-E1f), die on clear white thin bond, measuring 35 x 38
mm, choice and fresh; previously hinged, Extremely Fine; with 1992 P.F. certificate stating 116-E1e. Scott $1,000.
Brazer 116E-De.
Estimate $500 - 750
1436 E
1877, 1¢ & 2¢ P.B.N.C. Washington essay (182-E2d), frames only, die on proof paper, printed through
a mat, horizontal pair, seven different colors (bright carmine, dull carmine, scarlet, dark orange, black, black olive
and dark blue green); previously hinged with a few small thins and edge faults, Very Fine appearance. Scott $700.
Brazer 115aE-Fd.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1437

1438

1437 E
1877, 3¢ C.B.N.C. Indian maiden essay, “PORTAGE” error, in dark green (184-E15a), hybrid die on
India, mounted on card, Very Fine. Scott $900. Brazer 115aE-Fd.
Estimate $400 - 600
1438 Ea
1883, 2¢ red brown (210var), block of 4, on experimental horizontal watermark paper (resembling laid
paper), o.g., hinge remnants; some reinforced perforation separations and a couple small hinge thins at top, Fine
overall.
Estimate $400 - 600

1439

1440

1439 Ea
1883, 2¢ red brown essay; horizontally-laid Bavarian paper variety (210E var.), bottom plate block of
12, o.g., never hinged, magnificent example of this elusive horizontally-laid and watermarked paper; this popular
essay would make a terrific addition to any advanced collection, Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1440 Ea
1883, 2¢ red brown essay; vertically-laid Bavarian paper variety (210E), top plate block of 12, o.g.,
never hinged, fantastic top-quality example of the vertically-laid Bavarian paper variety, with watermark; a wonderful wide top position with unusually intense color, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1441 Ea
1883, 2¢ red brown, essay printed on experimental laid paper (210 var.), bottom plate block of 16,
o.g., hinge remnants, tremendous top-quality example of this scarce multiple with well-proportioned margins and
warm, rich color; separations at right not affecting the plate block and corner fault at top left corner of the upper left
stamp, otherwise F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1442 Ea
1883, 2¢ red brown, essay printed on experimental laid paper (210var.), top right plate block of 20,
o.g., never hinged, tremendous example of this terribly elusive essay; this could be considered a plate proof because it was printed from the original printing plate used to produce this stamp; vertical separations at right not affecting the plate block of 12, otherwise F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Ex 1443
1443 E
1898, Trans-Miss., 1¢ to $2 complete, large die hybrid bi-color proofs (285E8//293E7), 285-E8,
286-E8, 287-E9, 288-E5, 289-E4, 290-E4, 291-E8, 292-E6, 293-E7; india mounted on large india, mounted on reduced large card, each measuring approximately 114 x 102 mm; mounting remnants on reverse, F.-V.F. appearance, scarce complete set. Scott $6,550.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Proofs

1444 Pa
Providence, R.I., 5¢-10¢ black, plate proof on card (10X2P4), complete sheet of 12, 231 x 178 mm; a
little light soiling, slight rounded corners and repaired fault at top, F.-V.F., incredibly scarce. Scott $3,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1445

Ex 1446

1445 P
1847, 5¢ red brown, large die proof on white bond paper (1P1a), measuring 30 x 37 mm, Very Fine.
Scott $800.
Estimate $400 - 600
1446 P
1847 5c, 10c 1847 Reproductions, “Atlanta” Trial color proofs on card, complete set in all five colors (3TC4-4TC4), only one sheet of 50 was issued in each of the colors and only a few intact sets are available,
Very Fine. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1447

1448

1447 P
1847 (1875 Reproduction), 5¢ red brown, small die proof (3P2), white wove paper; a gorgeous small
die proof with extremely intense color, Extremely Fine. Scott $425.
Estimate $200 - 300
1448 P
1857, 12¢ black, plate III, proof on stamp paper (36BP5), detailed impression with extra frame line at
right, unused without gum, never hinged, Very Fine, incredibly rare; with 1982 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1449 P
1860, 24¢ lilac, hybrid large die proof on India (37P1), measuring 78 x 89 mm, Scott only notes large
die proofs with a dash; this may be the only way this large die proof exists; pencil inscription on back, Very Fine.
Scott $1,250 for india plate proof.
Estimate $600 - 800
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1450 P
1860, 30¢ orange, large die hybrid proof on India (38P1), single, on india backing, mounted on reduced card measuring 78 x 88 mm, never hinged; pencil inscription and lightly soiled on back, F.-V.F. appearance,
very scarce: Scott only notes large die proofs with a dash.
Estimate $500 - 750

1451 P
1860, 30¢ orange, plate proof on India (38P3), sharp color; previously hinged, Very Fine; with 1983
P.F. certificate. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $600 - 800

Ex 1452
1452 P
1857-60 (1875 Reprint), 1¢ to 90¢, “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card (40TC4-47TC4), complete set of all five colors for each of the eight denominations; most hinged or with remnants, Very Fine, scarce to
find a complete set. Scott $4,160.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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Ex 1453
1453 P
1857-60 (1875 Reprints), 1¢-90¢ complete, large hybrid proofs on India (40P1-47P1), india,
mounted on large india, die sunk on large card, each measuring 146 x 226 mm, Very Fine. Scott $3,300.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Ex 1454

Ex 1455

Ex 1456

Ex 1457

1454 P
1857-60 (1875 Reprints), 1¢-90¢ complete, small die proofs (40P2-47P2), each on original grayish
card from Roosevelt album; previously hinged, Very Fine, only 85 sets produced. Scott $2,800.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1455 P
1857-60 (1875 Reprints), 1¢-90¢ complete, plate proofs on card (40P4-47P4); most previously
hinged (1¢, 30¢ n.h.), Very Fine. Scott $425.
Estimate $200 - 300
1456 P
1857-60 (1875 Reprints), 1¢-90¢ complete, plate proofs on card (40P4-47P4); previously hinged
(some remnants); some with light toning on back, F.-V.F. Scott $425.
Estimate $200 - 300
1457 P
1857-60 (1875 Reprints), 1¢-90¢ complete, plate proofs on card (40P4-47P4); with paper/hinge remnants on reverse, F.-V.F. Scott $425.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1458 P
1857-60 (1875 Reprint), 1¢ bright blue, imperf proof on stamp paper (40P5), clear Type I, Very Fine,
an excellent spacefiller for #5; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $750.
Estimate $500 - 750
Handwritten note states, “I took it to Boston and showed it to Dan Kelleher whom I think knows as much about US
as anyone. He pointed out that #5 has several very distinct shifts. He feels that it is a proof from plate #12 which
was used to print the perforated type I”.

Ex 1459

Ex 1460

1459 P
1861-66, 5¢ brown and 12¢ black, large hybrid proofs (57P1, 59P1), reduced sunken proofs measuring 73 x 75 mm, deep color; hinge remnants, Very Fine, unlisted/ unpriced as such.
Estimate $500 - 750
1460 P
1861 Premier Gravure, Official large hybrid die proofs on india sunk on large gilt-edged cards
(62BP1//72-E7b), measuring roughly 140 x 217 mm, 62BP1, 63-E11a, 65-E15c, 67-E9d, 69-E6a, 70P1, 71-E2b,
72-E7b, a little light soiling on 5¢ card and light toning on 12¢, scarce hybrid set (some values not listed as large die
proofs), a great substitute for normal large die proofs, Superb appearance.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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1461
1461 P
$700.

1861, 1¢ blue, large die proof (63P1), measuring 140 x 214 mm; some light facial toning, Fine. Scott
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 1462

1463

1462 P
1861, 1¢-90¢, small die proofs (63P2//78P2), 63P2, 65P2, 68P2, 69P2, 71P2, 72P2, 76P2, 78P2, each
measuring 27 x 33 mm, except for 90¢ which is 28 x 29 mm; 3¢, 5¢ and 24¢ with small faults; previously hinged, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,800.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1463 Pa
$990.

92

1861, 1¢ blue, plate proof on India (63P3), horizontal block of 18, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott
Estimate $500 - 750
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Ex 1464

Ex 1465

1464 P
1861-67, 1¢-90¢, plate proofs on card (63P4//78P4), 63P4, 65P4, 68P4, 69P4, 70P4, 71P4, 72P4,
73P4a, 74TC4, 76P4, 77P4, 78P4; hinged, some with remnants, F.-V.F. Scott $1,185.
Estimate $600 - 800
1465 P
1861-67, 1¢-90¢, plate proofs on card (63P4//77P4), 63P4, 65P4, 68P4, 69P4, 71P4, 72P4, 73P4a,
74TC4, 76P4, 77P4; some n.h., some with hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott $610.
Estimate $300 - 400

1466

1467

1466 P
1861, 3¢ pink, large die proof (64P1), variety from National Bank Note Co., Salesman’s Book, with blue
“Specimen” overprint, measuring 144 x 196 mm; foxing on face, Fine. Scott $3,500.
Estimate $500 - 750
1467 P

1861, 3¢ rose, large die proof (65P1), slightly reduced, measuring 118 x 153 mm, Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1468
1468 P

1469

1861, 10¢ green, large die proof (68P1), measuring 149 x 227 mm, bright, Extremely Fine. Scott $650.
Estimate $300 - 400

1469 P
1861, 10¢ green, large die proof (68P1), no 113 and imprint below, die sunk on sensibly reduced card
measuring 76 x 89 mm, Very Fine appearing. Scott $650.
Estimate $200 - 300

1470

1471

1470 P
1861, 12¢ black, large die proof (69P1), india, mounted on large card, measuring approximately 128 x
190 mm, Very Fine. Scott $700.
Estimate $350 - 500
1471 P
1861, 12¢ black, large die proof (69P1), with light imprint below design “444, NATIONAL BANK NOTE
CO. N.Y.”, reduced measuring 69 x 67 mm, Very Fine appearing. Scott $700.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1472

1473

1472 P
1861, 12¢ black, large die proof (69P1), measuring 152 x 224 mm; light water spot at top right, Very Fine
appearance. Scott $700.
Estimate $200 - 300
1473 P
1863, 5¢ brown, large die proof (76P1), india, mounted on large card, measuring approximately 128 x
191 mm, Very Fine. Scott $700.
Estimate $350 - 500

1474 P
1866, 15¢ black, large die proof (77P1), mounted on card, reduced, measuring 41 x 53 mm; light overall
toning, small nick at bottom, creases and scuffs, Very Fine appearance. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $300 - 400
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Ex 1475

Ex 1476

Ex 1477

Ex 1478

1475 P
1869, 1¢-90¢ Pictorials complete, plate proofs on card (112P4-117P4, 120P4-122P4, 129P4 (2)),
Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,155.
Estimate $500 - 750
1476 P
1869 1¢-90¢ Pictorials complete, plate proofs on card, (112P4-117P4, 129P4, 120P4-122P4), includes original “1869 Proof Specimens” envelope, bright and fresh; some light toning spots, some creases on envelope, Very Fine. Scott $1,015.
Estimate $500 - 750
1477 P
1869, 1¢-90¢ Pictorials complete, plate proofs on card (112P4-117P4, 120P4-122P4), plus 15¢
(129P4), bright and fresh color; a couple with light toning on back, Very Fine. Scott $1,015. Estimate $500 - 750
1478 P
1869, 1¢-90¢ Pictorials complete, plate proofs on card (112P4-117P4, 120P4-122P4), bright and
fresh color; a couple with tiny thins and a few with light toning on back; previously hinged, Very Fine. Scott $875.
Estimate $300 - 400

1479 P
1869 (1875 Re-issue), 15¢ brown & blue, type III, large die proof (129P1), reduced, measuring 75 x 76
mm, brilliant color, Very Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 1480
1480 P
1870-73 1¢-90¢ Bank Note Issues, small die proofs on wove (145P2, 157P2-166P2), mounted to
original Roosevelt card squares cut down close, Very Fine, only 85 sets produced. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Ex 1481

Ex 1482

1481 P
1870, 1¢-90¢ National issue complete, large die proofs (145P1-155P1), each measuring approximately 139 x 200mm, from presentation book with partial cloth binding from presentation book at left and gilt edged
on other sides, deep and rich impression and color; 1¢ has minor scuff on face, minor soiling, Very Fine overall.
Scott $4,250.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1482 P
1870, 1¢-90¢ National issue complete, Hybrid large die proofs (145P1-155P1), each gilt edged, complete less 3¢, each measuring approximately 136 x 215 mm, deep and rich colors, some with a little light soiling
around edges, Very Fine overall.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Ex 1483
1483 P
1870-1873, 1¢-90¢ Bank Note Issues, Small die proofs on wove (145P2, 157P2-166P2), removed
from the Roosevelt presentation books; previously hinged; a few values with tiny paper creases, 1¢ has tiny thin at
top, otherwise Very Fine, only 85 sets produced. Scott $2,025.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Ex 1484
1484 P
Group of Roosevelt Small Die Proofs (145P2, 185P2, 283P2), still mounted on original grayish album
card; light inclusion on top of 283P2, Very Fine, only 85 of each were issued for the Roosevelt albums. Scott $775.
Estimate $300 - 400

Ex 1485

Ex 1486

1485 P
1870-73, 7¢ vermilion, large die proof (149P1, 160P1), 149P1 measuring 135 x 152 mm, 160P1 reduced measuring 72 x 82 mm, Very Fine appearing. Scott $500.
Estimate $150 - 200
1486 P
1873, 1¢-90¢ Continental issue complete, hybrid large die proofs (156P1-166P1), each card measuring approximately 146 x 216mm, gilt-edged pages from presentation book; 7¢ light toning spots on card, 24¢ repaired torn piece out of left, 90c a couple light soiling spots, overall Very Fine appearance.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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Ex 1487

Ex 1488

Ex 1489

1487 P
1881 American Bank Note Co. Roosevelt small die proofs on white wove paper (205P2-209P2),
mounted on original grayish album card backing, each measuring roughly 32 x 37 mm, Extremely Fine, rare, only
85 sets issued. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $500 - 750
1488 Pa
1882, 5¢ yellow brown and 2¢ red brown, plate proofs on India (205P3, 210P3), blocks of 4, bright
and fresh; a few small flaws on the right-hand stamps of 210P3 block, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $355.
Estimate $200 - 300
1489 P
1881-1883, 1¢-90¢ American Bank Note Co., plate proofs on card (205P4-211P4, 213P4-218P4);
hinge remnants, Very Fine. Scott $485.
Estimate $200 - 300

1490 P
1887, 1¢ ultramarine, large die proof (212P1), with imprint “C -178 / AMERICAN BANK NOTE
CO.N.Y.”, measuring 145 x 222 mm, fresh and Very Fine. Scott $650.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1491

1492

1491 Pa
1887, 1¢ ultramarine, plate proof on India (212P3), block of 4, a great large-margined block with the
brightest, most ravishing color we’ve ever seen on this issue; some light thinning, possibly caused by the unevenness of the paper in production, Very Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400
1492 P
1888, 90¢ purple, large die proof (218P1), reduced, measuring 75 x 89 mm, brilliant color; some light
foxing spots, Very Fine appearing. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 1493
1493 P
1890 1c-90c Issue, Large die on india sunk on card (219P1, 220P1-229P1), reduced, each measuring
roughly 77x76mm, each with imprint “American Bank Note Co, N.Y.”, great proof-like appearance; a couple with
light soiling on face and multiple hinge remnants on reverse, Very Fine appearance. Scott $3,625.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Ex 1494

Ex 1495

Ex 1496

1494 P
1890-93 1¢-90¢ Bureau Issue Plate proofs on card (219P4, 219DP4, 221P4-229P4), with original BEP
“United States Postage Stamps, Issue, 1890.” envelope (missing backflap), great color and impression, Very Fine.
Scott $585.
Estimate $300 - 400
1495 P
1890, 1¢-90¢ complete, small die proofs (219P2-229P2), all 11 values (219DP2 is not included),
mounted on original gray Roosevelt album card backing, each measuring approximately 28 x 29 mm; a couple tiny
toned spots and slight oxidation on 90¢, F.-V.F. Scott $2,200.
Estimate $600 - 800
1496 P
1890, 1¢-90¢, plate proofs on card (219P4, 220P4-229P4); hinged (some with remnants), Very Fine.
Scott $620.
Estimate $300 - 400

1497

1498

1497 Pa
1890, 2¢ lake, plate on stamp paper, imperf (219DP5), block of 4, unused without gum, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $160 as two pairs.
Estimate $100 - 150
1498 Pa
1890, 2¢ lake, plate on stamp paper, imperf (219DP5), block of 4, unused without gum, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $160 as two pairs.
Estimate $100 - 150

1499 Pa
1890, 3¢ purple, plate proof on India (221P3), top margin plate block of 12, gorgeous bright color; a
couple tiny thins, Extremely Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1500 P
1890, 4¢ dark brown, plate on stamp paper, imperf (222P5), horizontal pair, o.g., lightly hinged, Extremely Fine. Scott $210.
Estimate $200 - 300

1501

1502

1501 P
1890, 6¢ brown red, large die proof (224P1), measuring 150 x 227 mm; h.r. at top and bottom, Extremely Fine appearance. Scott $225.
Estimate $150 - 200
1502 P
1890, 10¢ green, large die proof (226P1), AMERICAN BANK NOTE CO .N.Y. imprint, india removed
from card, india measuring 60 x 59 mm; a couple tiny stains at top, Very Fine. Scott $225. Estimate $100 - 150

1503 P
1890, 10¢ green, plate proof on india (226P3), bottom margin strip of 3 with part imprint, never hinged,
Extremely Fine. Scott $135 as singles.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1504

1505

1504 Pa
1890, 10¢ green, plate on stamp paper, imperf (226P5), block of 4, o.g., previously hinged, a few small
spots of disturbed o.g., brilliant color and sharp impression; a couple tiny thin specks at top, Extremely Fine. Scott
$650 as two pairs.
Estimate $300 - 400
1505 P

1890, 30¢ black, large die proof (228P1), reduced, measuring 117 x 152 mm, Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $100 - 150

Ex 1506
1506 P
1893, Columbians, 1¢ to $5 complete, large die proofs (230P1-245P1), india die sunk on large card,
each measuring 154 x 101 mm, Very Fine. Scott $15,750.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
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Ex 1507
1507 P
1893, Columbians, 1¢ to $5 complete, large die proofs (230P1-245P1), 144 x 110 mm, deep and rich
colors, each proof with hinge remnants in corners, a few with minor soiling, Very Fine appearance. Scott $15,750.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Ex 1508
1508 P
1893, Columbians, 1¢ to $5 complete, small die proofs (230P2-245P2), mounted to original grayish
Roosevelt album card; some light oxidation and fading, 30¢ repaired internal tear, otherwise Very Fine, only 85 sets
produced. Scott $5,850.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Ex 1509

Ex 1510

1509 P
1893, Columbians, 1¢ to $5 complete, plate proofs on card (230P4-245P4), bright and fresh; mixed
never hinged/previously hinged; very small toned spot bottom 1¢, F.-V.F. Scott $2,110. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1510 P
1893, Columbians, 1¢ to $5 complete, plate proofs on card (230P4-245P4); a little light toning, 6¢ repaired facial scuff, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $2,795.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Ex 1511

Ex 1512

1511 P
1894 1¢ to $5 Bureau Issue, Roosevelt small die proofs on white wove paper (247P2/263P2), set of
13 on original grayish album card backing, each measuring approximately 25 x 29mm; a little light foxing on 50¢,
Very Fine, rare with only 85 sets produced. Scott $3,535.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1512 P
1894, 1¢ to $5 Bureau Issue, large die proofs on india, sunk on card (247P1/263P1), consisting of
247P1, 250P1, 253AP1-261AP1, 262P1-263P1, reduced, each measuring approx. 79 x 82mm; several with light
toning spots, each are hinged on back, Fine, scarce complete set. Scott $4,850.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Ex 1513
1513 P
1894, 1¢ to $5 Bureau Issue, large die proofs on india, sunk on card (246P1, 250P1, 253AP1
-256P1), each measuring approximately 153 x 201 mm; each are hinged on back, a few tiny inclusions, Very Fine.
Scott $1,925.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1514 P
1894, 1st Bureau issue (unwatermarked), 1¢ to $5 complete, small die proofs (247P2-263P2,
279P2, 281P2, 283P2, 284P2), mounted on full original grayish Roosevelt album card, each proof is bright and
fresh, Very Fine, very rare complete set, with only 85 presentation booklets produced. Scott $5,035.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Ex 1515

Ex 1516

1515 P
1894 1¢-$5 Bureau Issue, Small die Roosevelt proofs on wove (247P2//263P2), 247P2, 250P2,
253AP2-261AP2, 262P2, 263P2, each measuring approximately 26 x 28mm; some hinge remnants, 1c, 6c, $1 and
$2 small thins, 50c, $1 creases, Very Fine appearance, only 85 sets produced. Scott $3,535. Estimate $1,000 1,500
1516 P
1894 1¢-$5 Bureau Issue, small die Roosevelt proofs on wove (247P2//263P2), 247P2, 250P2,
253AP2-261AP2, 262P2, 263P2, measuring approximately 26 x 28mm; a few small thins and translucent spots
from soaking, a few values slightly faded, otherwise Very Fine, only 85 sets produced. Scott $3,535.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1517 P
1894, 1¢-$5 Bureau Issue, large die proofs on india (247P1, 250P1, 253AP1-261AP1, 262P1, 263P),
set of all denominations, die sunk on 153 x 201 mm card, all extremely fresh and bright, Extremely Fine. Scott
$4,850.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

1518 Pa
1894, 2¢ pink, type I, plate proof on card (248P4), block of 4 with partial arrow at right margin, Very
Fine. Scott $475+.
Estimate $200 - 300
1519 Pa
1894, 3¢ purple, type I, plate on stamp paper, imperf (253P5), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, fresh appearance; light wrinkle across top left stamp, pinkish discoloration on back that shows through lightly between top
pair, Very Fine. Scott $625 (photo on website).
Estimate $300 - 400
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1520

1521

1520 P
1894, 4¢ dark brown, plate on stamp paper, imperf (254P5), horizontal pair, slightly disturbed o.g.;
light pencil notation (catalogue number) on back, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Brookman reports only one sheet of
400 of this issue. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300
1521 P
1894, 5¢ yellow brown, plate on stamp paper, imperf (223P5), horizontal pair, o.g., previously hinged,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $225.
Estimate $150 - 200

1522
1522 P

1523

1894, 6¢ brown, large die proof (256P1), measuring 153 x 200 mm, Extremely Fine. Scott $250.
Estimate $200 - 300

1523 P
1894, 50¢ orange, large die proof (260P1), reduced, measuring 112 x 129 mm; light foxing on face,
hinge remnants on reverse, Fine. Scott $450.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1524

1525

1524 P
1894, $2 dark blue, large die proof (262P1), measuring 151 x 201 mm, sharp impression; few small corner bends and a couple tiny foxing spots, Very Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300
1525 P
1895, 4¢ dark brown, plate proof on stamp paper, imperf (269P5), horizontal pair, o.g., hinge remnant, Extremely Fine. Scott $250.
Estimate $200 - 300
1526 P
1898, 1¢-15¢, small die proof (279P2, 281P2, 283P2, 284P2), each mounted on grayish Roosevelt card
from album pane, never hinged; toning and staining, otherwise F.-V.F. appearing. Scott $1,500 (photo on website).
Estimate $300 - 400

Ex 1527
1527 P
1898, Trans-Miss., 1¢ to $2 complete, large die proofs (285P1-293P1), india die sunk on large card,
each measuring 187 x 125 mm, Very Fine. Scott $7,950.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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Ex 1528
1528 P
1898, Trans-Miss., 1¢ to $2 complete, small die proofs (285P2-293P2), small die proof varieties,
printed for a purpose other than placement in a Roosevelt album, each measuring 41 x 29 mm; 5¢ with small toned
spot at bottom, 10¢ and 50¢ have a couple very light toned spots, $2 is slightly faded, F.-V.F., very rare; 2015 P.F.
certificate for each. Scott $6,750.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Ex 1529

Ex 1530

1529 P
1901, Pan-Americans complete, large die proofs (294P1-299P1), india, mounted on large card, each
measuring approximately 20 x 153 mm; clean fronts, only a few hinged and a few with toning on the back, each
proof with control number in blue on reverse, Very Fine appearance, rare, it is estimated that only 173 of each were
produced. Scott $3,450.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1530 P
1901, Pan-Americans complete, large die proofs (294P1-299P1), india, mounted on large card, reduced, each measuring approximately 92 x 92 mm, a couple tiny toned spots on face; each proof has previous control number written in blue ink on back; mounting residue on back of 10¢ not affecting face, F.-V.F. appearance,
rare; it is estimated that only 173 of each were produced. Scott $3,450.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Ex 1531
1531 P
1901, Pan-Americans complete, small die proofs (294P2-299P2), Roosevelt proofs on original grayish card backing; small hinge remnants 1¢-4¢; 10¢ has slight paper staining, Very Fine, only 85 sets produced.
Scott $3,450.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Ex 1532
1532 P
1902, regular issue, 1¢ to $5 complete, small die proofs (300P2-313P2), mounted on original grayish
full Roosevelt album pane; some damage to bottom frame of pane (away from proofs), 10¢ & 50¢ has some minor
soiling and oxidation, Very Fine, only 85 sets produced, few remaining intact pane making this one exceptionally
rare. Scott $4,275.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

1533

1534

1535

1533 P
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I, large die proof (319P1), reduced, measuring 75 x 87mm, very scarce; hinge
remnants at top, several thins not affecting die, Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $300 - 400
1534 P
1907, 2¢ Jamestown, large die proof (329P1), on slightly reduced india (measuring 58 x 56 mm) that
has been removed from card, bright fresh color; a few small thins, light soiling on face and a few inclusions, F.-V.F.
appearance. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $250 - 350
1535 P
1922, 5¢ dark blue, large die proof on India (557P1), reduced, measuring 95 x 112 mm, fresh color and
impression; light hinging on front and reverse, Very Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $350 - 500
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1536

1537

1536 P
1922, 6¢ red orange, large die proof on India (558P1), measuring 148x196 mm, usual cloth binding at
left from salesman’s presentation book; a little light foxing, Very Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $500 - 750
1537 P
1923, 9¢ rose, large die proof on India (561P1), measuring 148x196 mm, usual cloth binding at left from
salesman’s presentation book; a little light foxing at back of binding, Very Fine. Scott $1,000. Estimate $500 750

1538 P
1923, 12¢ brown violet, large die proof on India (564P1), measuring 148x196 mm, usual cloth binding
and gilt edging from the presentation book, Extremely Fine and rare. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $600 - 800
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Ex 1539
1539 P
1925, 1¢-5¢ Lexington-Concord complete, large die proof on India (617P1-619P1), each measuring
203 x 153 mm, each with Postmaster General’s approval signature and typed “Approved: March 2-3, 1925" on
front, and blue control number on reverse; light bends at top and a little light foxing and soiling on 617P1, F.-V.F.
Scott $9,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1540

1541

1540 P
1925, 1¢ Lexington-Concord, large die proof on India (617P1), slightly reduced, measuring 148 x 126
mm, with blue control number on reverse, F.-V.F. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1541 P
1925, 5¢ Lexington-Concord, large die proof on India (619P1), reduced, measuring 201 x 120 mm,
blue 1318980 serial number on reverse; some edge and corner card creasing and india creasing at lower right, Very
Fine overall set, very scarce large die proof. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1542 P
1928, 2¢-5¢ Aeronautics complete set (649P1-650P1), each measuring 197 x 148 mm, nicely matched
set of approved proofs dated December 4, 1928 and signed by Postmaster General, Harry S. New; each stamped
with blue serial number on reverse; some minor hinge remnants on reverse. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1543 P
1929 2¢ Edison’s Lamp, small die on white wove paper (654P2), measuring 26 x 28 mm, Extremely
Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1544 P
1932 2¢ Arbor Day, small die on white wove paper (717P2), measuring 26 x 29 mm, Extremely Fine.
Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1545 P
1932 5¢ blue, large die on india sunk on card (710P1), measuring 147x203 mm, serial no. 70099 on
back; light creasing at bottom, still Very Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $350 - 500

1546 P
1938 3¢ Iowa Territory Centennial, small die proof on wove (832P2), measuring 43 x 28 mm; tiny
toned spot at bottom, otherwise Extremely Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1547 P
Airmail, 1923, Second Issue, 8¢-24¢ complete, large die proofs (C4P1-C6P1), each measuring approximately 202 x 151 mm, dated August 1-14, 1923 and signed Harry S. New, Postmaster General, fresh and very
rare; 8¢ creases on right of card, Very Fine. Scott $14,250.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

1548 P
Airmail, 1923, 24¢ carmine, large die proof (C6P1), reduced, measuring 111 x 97 mm, black serial no.
70112 on reverse, only 5 proofs were produced, Fine. Scott $4,750.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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1549 P
Airmail, 1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin, small die proof on wove (C13P2), beautiful rich color and nicely balanced margins; tiny facial scuff, and a tiny black adhesion speck below the gondola, otherwise Very Fine, an important opportunity for the astute proof collector, exceedingly rare: only a handful are known to exist. Scott $15,000.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

Ex 1550
1550 P
1879, 1¢-50¢ Postage Due, Atlanta Trial color plate proofs on card (J1TC4-J7TC4), reprinted in set
of five colors on thin card for 1881 International Cotton Exhibition in Atlanta, GA, each previously lightly hinged,
overall Very Fine. Scott $1,785.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Ex 1551
1551 P
1881, 1¢-50¢ Postage Due, complete set of Atlanta plate proofs on card (J1TC4-J7TC4), Very Fine.
Scott $1,785.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
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Ex 1552
1552 P
Officials, 1873 issues complete, large die proofs (O1P1-O93P1), india, mounted on large card, each
measuring approximately 118 x 153 mm; mostly clean: a few small edge nicks, and only a small minority with the
usual light soiling or staining; in all, a rare set of early Official large die proofs that would be a perfect addition to any
Official or proof collection, Very Fine appearance. Scott $7,785.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

Ex 1553
1553 P
Justice Dept., 1873, 1¢-90¢ complete, large die proofs (O25P1-O34P1), measuring 139 x 218mm, gilt
edged from salesman’s presentation book; 3¢ & 10¢have light soiling, Very Fine, scarce and undervalued set.
Scott $800.
Estimate $400 - 600
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Ex 1554
1554 P
1873, Post Office Dept., 1¢-90¢ complete, large die proofs (O47P1-O56P1), each measuring 151 x
228 mm, a few rounded corners and some light toning mostly away from the die sinkage area, except slightly affecting the 10¢ and 24¢ values, Very Fine appearance. Scott $800.
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 1555
1555 P
1873 State Dept, plate proofs on card (O57P4-O71O4), unhinged and fresh; $20 tiny spot of discoloration, Very Fine. Scott $256.
Estimate $100 - 150
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Ex 1556

Ex 1557

1556 P
Newspapers, 1895, 1¢-$100 complete, large die proofs (PR102P1-PR113P1), each measuring 152 x
202 mm, exceptionally bright and fresh, Extremely Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1557 P
Newspapers, 1895, 1¢-$100 complete, large die proofs (PR102P1-PR113P1), each measuring
roughly 151 x 200 mm; small toning spots, $10 hinge remnants on reverse, F.-V.F., a rare set. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $500 - 750

Ex 1558

1559

1558 P
Newspapers, 1895, 1¢-$100 complete, small die proofs (PR102P2-PR113P2), each mounted on
original grayish Roosevelt album card, very rare complete set with only 85 presentation booklets produced, bright
and fresh, never hinged; light scuff on 5¢, small toned spot 50¢ & $10, Very Fine; PR113P2 with 1978 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,380.
Estimate $500 - 750
1559 P
Parcel Post, 1913, 15¢ carmine rose, large die proof (Q7P1), measuring 202 x 157 mm, blue serial no.
560129 on reverse, very rare with only a tiny handful known; light rounding of corners and light soiling at left, Very
Fine. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $500 - 750
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Ex 1560
1560 P
Special Handling, 1928-29, 10¢-25¢ complete, large die proofs (QE1P1-QE4P1), each measuring
202 x 153 mm, with approval signatures (including Postmaster General’s) and typed “Approved” and date (June 18,
1928 on QE1P1-QE3P1 and March 23, 1925 on QE4P1) on front; blue control number on reverse, Very Fine. Scott
$11,000.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

1561 P
Special Handling, 1928-29, 10¢-25¢ complete, large die proofs (QE1P1-QE4P1), each measuring
201 x 153 mm, nicely matched set of approved proofs dated March, 23, 1925 and June 18, 1928 and signed by
Postmaster General, Harry S. New; each stamped with blue serial no. on reverse; staining at bottom of 10¢ and
15¢. Scott $11,000.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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1562 P
Carrier, 1851 (1¢) Franklin, large die proof (LO1P1), on reduced card measuring 91 x 103 mm; light
foxing on front and back, Fine. Scott $800.
Estimate $300 - 400

1563 Pa
Documentary, 1871, Second Issue, 2¢ pale blue & black, trial color plate proof on bond
(R104TC5a), top right corner block of 24, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,440.
Estimate $500 - 750

1564 P
1¢//50¢ American Telegraph Co., india plate proof pairs (1T1P3//1T1P3), only missing 10¢, all horizontal pairs except 3c which is vertical, Very Fine and seldom seen. Scott $476.
Estimate $250 - 350
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Specimens

Ex 1565

1566

Ex 1567

1565 S
1861-66, 2¢-24¢, Group of Type B Specimens (65SB, 73SB, 76SB, 77SB, 78SB), slightly disturbed
o.g., 15¢ and 24¢ are without gum, V.G.-Fine; 78SB with 1991 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $300 - 400
1566 S
1866, 15¢ black, overprinted “Specimen” (77SB), disturbed o.g., nice-appearing example of this popular Lincoln issue; reperforated at right, otherwise F.-V.F., only 1,208 sold. Scott $200.
Estimate $100 - 150
1567 S
1889, 2¢ red brown, overprinted “Sample” (210SK, 210SL), four stamps, three shades of #210SK and
a #210SL; some small faults, F.-V.F. Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200

1568 S
1889, 1¢ ultramarine, overprinted “Sample” (212SK), top margin plate number strip of 8 with imprint,
letters “J J” and half arrow at right, o.g., hinge remnant (left and right stamps never hinged); position 5 with tiny thin,
selvage clipped top left, several hinge remnants to reinforce or rejoin perforation separations, positions 2 and 3
were completely separated and rejoined, F.-V.F., previous owner reports only two sheets of 100 were printed, making this a very rare position piece. Scott $600 as singles.
Estimate $500 - 750

Ex 1569

Ex 1570

Ex 1571

1569 S
1897 Universal Postal Congress Specimen set (264SO-275SO, 276ASO-278SO, E5SO), o.g., a couple values with small hinge remnants; 1¢, 6¢, 10¢, $1 straight edges, tiny thins on $2 and E5, Very Fine centering,
just 125 sets issued. Scott $2,650.
Estimate $600 - 800
1570 S
1902, 1¢ to $5 complete, overprinted “Specimen” (300SE-313SE), overall nice complete set, especially the dollar values; a few small faults on lower or mid values, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $2,950.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
1571 S
1902, regular issue, 1¢ to $5 complete, “Ultramar” (Specimen) Overprint (300S-313S), with dark
blue Portuguese “Ultramar” overprint, unused without gum; some small faults including 3¢ and 4¢ with straight
edge at right, F.-V.F., only two sets are known to exist.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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1572 S
1903, $5 dark green, overprinted “Specimen” (313SE), o.g., lightly hinged, premium quality example
of this rarely offered “Specimen” overprint; a flawless sound stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1992 P.F. certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $600 - 800

1573

1574

1575

1576

1577

1573 S
Agriculture Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 3¢ yellow, overprinted “Specimen” (O3SD), without gum
as issued, deep color, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $400.
Estimate $200 - 300
1574 S
Agriculture Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 6¢ yellow, overprinted “Specimen” (O4SD), without gum
as issued, bright fresh color, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $400.
Estimate $200 - 300
1575 S
Agriculture Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 15¢ yellow, overprinted “Specimen” (O7SD), without gum
as issued, rich color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $400.
Estimate $400 - 600
1576 S
Agriculture Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 24¢ yellow, overprinted “Specimen” (O8SD), without gum
as issued, Fine, a lovely example; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $400.
Estimate $150 - 200
1577 S
Agriculture Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 30¢ yellow, overprinted “Specimen” (O9SD), without gum
as issued, F.-V.F., a looker; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $400.
Estimate $200 - 300

1578

1579

1578 S
Justice Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 30¢ purple, overprinted “Specimen” (O33SD), without gum as
issued, F.-V.F., only 150 issued; with 2013 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $400 - 600
1579 S
State Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 24¢ bluish green, overprinted “Specimen” (O65SD), without
gum as issued, fresh proof like color; a couple tiny thin specks, F.-V.F., only 253 were sold. Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300
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Extremely Rare Specimen

1580 S
State Dept., 1875 Special Printing, $2 green & black, overprinted “Specimen” (O68SD), without
gum as issued, F.-V.F., very rare with only 32 issued; with 1974 and 1990 P.F. certificates. Scott $19,000.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
High-value State Department stamps are scarce, the Specimens are rare.
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1581 S
Justice Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 15¢ purple, overprinted “Specimen” (O31SD), without gum as
issued, brilliant proof like color and impression, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded
XF-SUP 95. Scott Stamp Values $4,150 XF-SUP 95.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
1582 S
Newspapers, 1879//1885 Group (77S, 191S, 205S, 210S-211S, PR14S), o.g., some old time hinge
remnants; light corner crease and straight edge on 77S, small thin on 205S, faults on 210S-211S, Very Good-Very
Fine. Scott $600 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

Ex 1583
1583 S
Newspapers, 1895-97, 1¢-$100 complete, overprinted “Specimen” (PR114SE-PR125SE), o.g.,
hinged; some small thins, corner fault on 25¢ and perf faults on $10, F.-V.F. Scott $1,500. Estimate $150 - 200
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Lots 1584-2314
United States Regular and Commemorative Issues:
Singles, Pairs and Strips
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U.S. Stamps
Postmasters’ Provisionals

1584

1585

1586

1584 m
New York, N.Y., 1845, 5¢ black on bluish (9X1), four full, large margins, red cancel, rich black color and
impression with generous borders around; light horizontal crease, Very Fine. Scott $475. Estimate $200 - 300
1585 (H)
New York, N.Y., 5¢ black on bluish, without signature (9X1e), unused without gum, completely sound
and attractive example of this seldom offered New York Postmaster Provisional without signature; extremely intense color, F.-V.F.; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $3,750.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1586 m
New York, N.Y., 5¢ black on bluish, without signature (9X1e), four full margins, position 25, black
manuscript cancel; lightened staining, Very Fine; with 1991 P.F. certificate. Scott $925.
Estimate $250 - 350

1847 Issue

1587

1588

1589

1590

1591

1587 m
5¢ red brown (1), beautiful red grid cancellation, superior GEM quality example with unusually large
margins and heavenly rich color; a great stamp, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2011 P.S.E. certificate graded
XF-SUP 95. Scott $375. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $1,300.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1588 m

5¢ red brown (1), four full margins all around, red grid cancels, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $400.
Estimate $400 - 600

1589 m
5¢ red brown (1), red grid cancellation, exceptional example showing portion of sheet margin at left; a
lovely sound example with warm, rich color, Very Fine; with 2011 P.F. certificate. Scott $375.
Estimate $300 - 400
1590 m
5¢ brown (1), large margins with portion of adjoining stamp at right, with blue numeral “5" in circle cancels, beautiful deep, rich color; tiny thin in center, Very Fine to Extremely Fine centering. Scott $465. Estimate
$200 - 300
1591 m
5¢ red brown (1), fake green “5" cancellations, eye-catching example that’s been enhanced by the colored cancel; a real looker, Fine. Scott $375 for normally used example.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1592

1593

1594

1595

1592 m
5¢ red brown (1), glowing red grid cancel, vibrant & sharp color and impression within mostly generous
margins, Very Fine; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $375.
Estimate $200 - 300
1593 m
5¢ red brown (1), vertical pair, ample to large margins all around, red New York square grid cancels,
fresh and Very Fine, vertical pairs of the 5¢ 1847 are uncommon and quite desirable; with 1989 P.F. certificate.
Scott $850.
Estimate $400 - 600
1594 m
5¢ red brown (1), horizontal pair, just clear at lower left to large margins all around including portions of
the stamp above at left, red New York square grid cancels, F.-V.F. Scott $850.
Estimate $350 - 500
1595 m
5¢ orange brown (1b), nice double-struck “5" numeral cancellation, premium example of this desirable
shade; ample margins all around; a lovely fault-free stamp, Very Fine; with 2014 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $790.
Estimate $600 - 800

1596

1597

1598

1599

1596 m
5¢ orange brown (1b), black circular grid cancel, lovely example of this premium shade, unmistakable
orange brown; small corner crease at top left and small purple ink dots at bottom left, Very Fine; with 1999 P.F. certificate. Scott $825.
Estimate $250 - 350
1597 m
10¢ black (2), brilliant red “paint” cancellation out of Mobile, Alabama, remarkable example with fine, detailed impression; very impressive 1847 10¢, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $825.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
1598 m
10¢ black (2), horizontal pair, large to very large margins all around, wonderful rich shade and impression, a very eye-catching pair, red circular grid cancels, Extremely Fine appearance; with 1991 P.F. certificate.
Scott $2,350.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
While the accompanying PFC described the right stamp as having a small repair, we are unable to find anything
in either fluid or under a UV lamp. That being said, we are offering this based on the 1991 certificate.
1599 (H)
10¢ black, Reproduction (4), four full margins all around, without gum as issued, gorgeous color; tiny
hinge thin, Very Fine appearing. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1851 Issue

1600 m
1¢ blue, type Ib (5A), neat black Montgomery town cancellation, magnificent top-quality example of this
seldom-offered stamp; a handsome stamp featuring sheet margin at top and tremendous rich color, Very Fine, extremely elusive when found completely fault-free; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $11,000.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

1601 H
1¢ blue, type II (7), horizontal strip of 9, positions 92L2-100L2, margins clear to cut into, circular grid cancels; left stamp with a tear and diagonal crease, right stamp with a small crease. Scott $1,275+.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Catalogued as three strips of three without any premium. Certainly one of the larger strips of this stamp as only a
strip of 10 could be larger. Excellent for the 18511¢ plating enthusiast.
1602 H/m
Classical Composition (7//98), 57 early Classics, all with excellent appearance; includes #7, 11 (7, including top left corner margin single), 24 (7, including a vertical pair), 32-33, 35 (2), 36b (2), 63 (10, including a horizontal pair), 68-69 (multiple examples); 73 (3), 89-90 and 97-98; mostly used with neat cancellations, but several
are unused with nice appearance; small faults, mostly trivial and hard to detect, a great selection well worth our
modest estimate of only 15% of Scott catalog value; two P.F. certificates accompany. Scott $9,440 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1603 m
1¢ blue, type II and IV (7, 9), 3 pairs, first: #7, positions 88-89R1E, on piece with New York 4-bar cancel
(right stamp appears to be a #8A, but Neinken felt this position is a Type II); second: #9, positions 22-23L1L with
town cancels; third: #9, positions 78-79R1L; position 79R1L with light vertical crease, Very Fine overall. Scott $635
(photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
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1604

1605

1604 m
1¢ blue, type II (7), horizontal pair, just clear to large margins, rich deep shade, crisp impression, red Mobile ALA town cancel, Fresh and Very Fine; with 2004 P.F. certificate. Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200
1605 m
1¢ blue, type II and IV (7, 9), combination strip of 3, positions 2R1L-4R1L, light town cancels; small
lower-right corner crease in right stamp, Fine, scarce item, unpriced as strip of three. Scott $640 for single and pair.
Estimate $250 - 350

1606

1607

1608

1606 m
1¢ blue, type II (7), horizontal strip of 3, positions 4-5-6L1E, with large margins to touching at bottom
right; left stamp would make an exceptionally nice single, circular grid cancels, rich shade and fresh; small wrinkle
above center stamp, entirely in the margin, Very Fine. Scott $425.
Estimate $150 - 200
1607 m
1¢ blue, type IIIa (8A), nice black town cancellation, awesome example with striking deep, rich plate 4
color; a completely sound and pleasing copy of this tough Type IIIa stamp, Fine; with 1990 and 2005 P.F. certificates. Scott $825.
Estimate $300 - 400
1608 m
1¢ blue, type IIIa (8A), horizontal strip of 3, positions 44-46R4; large margins to touching at the bottom;
shows clear breaks at top on all three stamps; rich shade and sharp, crisp impression, manuscript cancels; left pair
with light vertical creases, attractive Very Fine appearance. Scott $3,125 as pair plus single.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1609

1610

1609 H
1¢ blue, type IV (9), o.g., lightly hinged, strong color; a handsome example with nicely balanced margins;
light vertical crease, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $725.
Estimate $250 - 350
1610 (H)
1¢ blue, type IV (9), horizontal strip of 3, positions 31-33R1L, large margins to touching or into (especially
the right stamp), unused without gum, Fine and attractive. Scott $2,600.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1611

1612

1613

1614

1611 m
1¢ blue, type IV (9), lightly-struck town cancellation, tremendous example featuring boardwalk margins
along with wide sheet margin at top; a striking showpiece with fabulous color, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2017
P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF-SUP 95J. Scott $80. SMQ XF-SUP 95J; $925.
Estimate $600 - 800
1612 m
1¢ blue, type IV (9), black New York town cancellation, boardwalk margins and intense color; an extraordinary example of this Type IV stamp, Extremely Fine; with 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90J. Scott $80. SMQ
XF 90J; $425.
Estimate $350 - 500
1613 m
1¢ blue, type IV (9), vertical pair, positions 14L1L & 24L1L with bottom stamp recut once at top and twice
at bottom (only 21 on this plate); bottom stamp is well-centered with tiny filled thins, but top stamp is truly an exceptional stamp with massive margins and portions of adjoining stamps at top and right with largely face-free Mobile,
AL cancel, Extremely Fine centering; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $180.
Estimate $400 - 600
1614 m
1¢ blue, type IV (9), horizontal pair, large to extremely large margins including portions of the stamps at
left and top, manuscript cancel, Extremely Fine. Scott $180.
Estimate $150 - 200

1615 m
1¢ blue, type IV (9), vertical strip of 3, positions 1-11-21R1L, showing almost
complete centerline at left; large margins except touching at upper right and at bottom,
black Schenectady NY town cancels, lovely shade; horizontal creases between stamps,
the top crease just into the bottom of the top stamp and the bottom crease appears to be in
the small area between the stamps, attractive Very Fine appearance. Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200

1615
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1616 m
1¢ blue, type IV (9), strip of 5, Positions 91L1L-95L1L, left stamp is the “Triple Transfer, One Inverted” variety; strip with mostly clear to large margins except the left pair, light blue town cancels; light vertical creases between each stamp though occasionally the crease touches the side of the stamp, Fine and scarce. Scott $480.
Estimate $150 - 200

1617 m
1¢ blue, type IV (9), horizontal strip of 8, positions 83-90L1L (plated and signed by Stanley B.
Ashbrook), large margins including portions of the stamps below, except just into above the three right stamps,
manuscript cancels, rich shade and fresh; few light creases, including a small vertical crease in position 87, F.-V.F.
and attractive, a strip of three catalogs $300; a block of four $3,000; neither takes into account the rarity of such a
large intact strip. Scott $780 two strips of 3 and pair.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1618 m
3¢ orange brown, type I (10), horizontal pair, large side margins, clear to touching at top and bottom,
neat black town cancel, F.-V.F. Scott $550.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1619 m
3¢ orange brown, type II (10A), red New York postmark and black French transit cancel, bright, fiery
sun-like color in a deep orange-brown hue whose richness in both color and impression is unsurpassed; striking
contrast with the fresh white paper upon which it is printed, and enriched by its cancels; a right margin single evidenced by the oversized margins and parts of its five surrounding stamps, a Superb gem, it would be impossible to
find a nicer example, even without the desirable and scarce cancels; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded Gem 100J.
Scott $140. SMQ Gem 100J; $5,250 in a grade of 100.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
The highest grade recorded in the P.S.E. registry/census is 100, with this example obtaining the highest grade
possible at 100J! When one takes into account the cancellation combination, this is certainly the most enviable
one to own, giving one true bragging rights for the finest “top of the pops” example.

1620

1621

1620 H
3¢ dull red, type II (11A), vertical pair, o.g., lightly hinged, magnificent multiple with gargantuan margins
of epic proportions; unbelievable quality showpiece, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott
$550.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1621 H
3¢ dull red, type II (11A), bottom sheet margin strip of 4, large margins except just touching in several
places along the top edge, o.g., hinged with some additional light disturbance on the gum, wonderful sharp, crisp
impression, fresh and Very Fine; with 1988 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,300 strip of 3 + single. Estimate $500 - 750
The P.F. certificate, which states that there is a vertical crease between the right stamps, was for a strip of five.
The right stamp and the creases have since been removed.
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1622

1623

1624

1625

1626

1622 m
5¢ red brown (12), black cancel and partial red cancels, bold emblazoned color and impression, large
margins all around, stamp appears under-graded, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ
XF 90; $1,375.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1623 m
5¢ red brown (12), light black town cancellation, large margins, luscious rich shade; tiny internal tear,
F.-V.F. Scott $700.
Estimate $200 - 300
1624 m
5¢ red brown (12), vertical strip of 3, margins clear to touching, New Orleans town cancels, deep rich
shade and excellent impression; small corner crease at lower left and a very light vertical crease along the left side
of the bottom stamp, Fine and scarce; with 1972 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,750.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
The P.F. certificate only mentions a corner margin crease at the bottom left.
1625 m
10¢ green, type I (13), spectacular blue town cancellation, among the freshest and
most appealing examples of this difficult Type I stamp we have offered in quite some time; a
handsome bottom sheet margin example with brilliant color that’s nicely complemented by the
colored cancel, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a wonderful opportunity for any serious collector
looking for just the “right” #13 to add to his or her collection; with 2007 P.F. certificate. Scott
$900.
Estimate $500 - 750
1626 m
10¢ green, type I (13), relatively light “1857" year date and town cancellation, impressive example of this elusive Type I stamp with an incredible depth of color and wide margins (including substantial portion of adjoining stamp at left), F.-V.F.; with 1989 P.F. certificate.
Scott $800.
Estimate $500 - 750
1627 m
10¢ green, types II, III & I (14,15,13), vertical combination strip of 3, Types II-III-I;
large margins to into at right, New Orleans town cancels, rich shade and fresh, Fine. Scott
$4,250.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

1627
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1628
1628

1629

10¢ green, type I (13), strip of 4, positions 95R-98R, large margins at top and right, touching at left and
bottom, New Orleans Sep 23 town cancels; on piece that is cut to the shape of the strip, Fine, unpriced as a strip of
four; with 1978 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,700.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
s

Linn’s Stamp Facts notes that a strip of four is the largest known used multiple for this stamp, though a check of
the P.F.’s records shows a certificate issued in the early 1980s for a manuscript-cancelled, cut-into, strip of five.
Strips of four or greater are extremely scarce and highly desirable.
1629 m
10¢ green, type II (14), horizontal pair, positions 31L-32L, ample to very large margins, Alexandria VA
Aug 15 town cancel, rich shade, crisp impression, fresh and Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1989 P.F. certificate.
Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200

1630

1631

1632

1630 m
10¢ green, type II & III (14 & 15), vertical combination pair, top stamp Type III, bottom Type II; clear to
large margins except touching at top, San Francisco Cal (Nov 20) town cancel; bottom stamp with a horizontal
crease, Fresh and Fine. Scott $310.
Estimate $150 - 200
1631 m
10¢ green, types II & III (14 & 15), vertical strip of 3, top two Type II, bottom stamp Type III; clear to large
margins, New Orleans town cancels, rich deep shade, crisp impression, fresh and attractive; top stamp with a small
wrinkle at lower right (not mentioned on accompanying certificate), Very Fine; with 1997 P.F. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $200 - 300
1632 m
10¢ green, type II (14), horizontal strip of 3, positions 51R-53R, clear to ample margins except touching
along the right side, New Orleans town cancel, fresh, Fine; with 1996 P.F. certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1633

1634

1633 m
10¢ green, type II (14), horizontal strip of 4, ample to large margins, Boston PAID in large grid cancels;
left stamp with a light diagonal crease, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $740.
Estimate $250 - 350
1634 m
10¢ green, type III (15), horizontal strip of 4 with sheet margin at right, ample to large margins all around,
lightly-struck town cancel, attractive shade and fresh; small scissors cut at top between right stamps, light vertical
crease between left stamps mostly affecting the second stamp from the left, Very Fine; with 1986 P.F. certificate.
Scott $740.
Estimate $250 - 350

1635

1636

1635 m
10¢ green, type IV-II (16, 14), horizontal pair, position 3R-4R, left stamp Type IV (recut at top) and right
stamp Type II; margins touching at left and top right, otherwise ample to large, lightly-struck New Orleans town cancel, rich shade, sharp impression, Fine. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1636 m
10¢ green, type IV-III (16, 15), horizontal pair, positions 85L1-86L1; large margins to touching at lower
left and at bottom, 1857 New Orleans town cancel, fresh, rich shade and sharp impression, Fine; with 1981 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1637 m
10¢ green, type IV-III (16, 15), vertical combination pair, positions 66L-76L; ample to large margins, except touching along the left side, fresh and F.-V.F. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1638

1639

1640

1638 m
12¢ gray black (17), horizontal pair, very large margins for the issue except touching at upper left, black
June 14 Pittsburgh PA town cancels; 4 mm tear at upper left, otherwise attractive Very Fine appearance. Scott
$575.
Estimate $200 - 300
1639 m
12¢ gray black (17), four full margins, red grid cancel and brownish red town postmark; tiny thin at top,
Very Fine. Scott $280.
Estimate $150 - 200
1640 m
12¢ gray black (17), horizontal pair, just clear at left, otherwise very large margins for this issue, blue
Cincinnati Ohio Aug 15 town cancel, rich shade and sharp, crisp impression, Very Fine. Scott $575.
Estimate $300 - 400

1641

12¢ gray black (17), 2 horizontal strips of four, formerly a block of eight, hinged to a small piece; large
margins all around except into at the bottom of the top strip and slightly into at the top of the bottom strip; left center
stamp of each strip with a light vertical crease, Very Fine. Scott $2,300.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
s

While not a true block of eight, it is certainly an acceptable substitute as a block this size would catalogue
$11,000.

1642 m
12¢ gray black (17), horizontal strip of 4, plated as positions 62-65R on reverse; large margins to into at
right; rich shade and sharp, crisp impression, Philadelphia PA town cancels (right stamp with additional partial red
cancel); left stamp with a faint diagonal crease, F.-V.F. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $400 - 600
Strips of four are very scarce.
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1857 Issue

1643
1643 m
$500.

1644

1645

1¢ blue, type I (18), position 95R12, clear impression, town cancel, Fine and sound in all respects. Scott
Estimate $200 - 300

1644 m
1¢ blue, type Ia (19), pair, position 97L4 curl on shoulder variety, bright magenta manuscript cancels that
complement the stamp's deep rich color so nicely; impression which displays all the attributes of this rare Type Ia
stamp, complete perforations so often blunted or missing, Fine Scott value for a regular manuscript cancel is
$4,000, a pleasing example of a rare stamp; with 2002 P.F. certificate. Scott $10,000. Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1645 m
1¢ blue, type Ic-IIIA (19b, 22, 22), “E” relief, plate 4, horizontal combination strip of 3, positions, 83-85L4
(left stamp Type Ic, center and right stamps Type IIIA), lightly-struck black town cancels; left stamp with perforation
faults at lower left, right stamp with scissors-clipped perforations at top, F.-V.F. appearance, exceptionally scarce
combination strip. Scott $3,750.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1646

1647

1648

1646 m
1¢ blue, type III (21), extremely light cancellation, position 45L4; nice-appearing plate 4 stamp with bold
proof-like color; a very pleasing example of this elusive Type III stamp; short perfs at left and bottom, otherwise Very
Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $500 - 750
1647 m
1¢ blue, types III, IIIa (21 & 22), strip of 3, left stamp Type III, center and right stamps Type IIIA (positions
16L4-18L4), lightly-struck black town cancels, interesting strip of three which is partially imperforate (about half of
the perforations are missing between the center and right stamps), Extremely Fine, scarce combination strip; with
1975 and 1998 P.F. certificates. Scott $2,950.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1648 m
1¢ blue, type IIIa, triple transfer variety (22), plate 11, extensively written up in
Neinken’s book on the 1¢ issue, town cancel; faults, Extremely Fine appearance, only a few
of this extremely rare variety known. Scott $1,900.
Estimate $300 - 400
1649 m
1¢ blue, type IIIa (22), position 43L4, fresh color, neat manuscript cancel;
reperforated at top and right and shorter perforation at bottom, Extremely Fine appearance.
Scott $225.
Estimate $100 - 150
1649
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1650

1651

1653

1650 m
1¢ blue, type IV (23), vertical pair, positions 66R1L & 76R1L, two large Boston PAID in grid cancels; tiny
tear and some shorter perforations at bottom right, V.G., pairs—especially vertical pairs—of perforated issues are
uncommon. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $300 - 400
1651 m
1¢ blue, type IV (23), horizontal strip of 3, positions 48-49-50L1L, lightly-struck Richmond VA town cancels; left stamp with a small corner crease and right stamp with a short perf at the top, attractive Very Fine appearance, ex-Wagshal Scott $2,750.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1652 H
1¢ to 10¢ group (24, 26, 35, 63, 65, 68, 73), o.g., hinged (with old-time hinge remnants), Fine. Scott
$2,090 (no photo).
Estimate $400 - 600
1653 HH
1¢ blue, type V (24), o.g., never hinged, awesome state of preservation; a premium-quality Post Office-fresh stamp that still retains its original bloom and luster, Very Fine, unlisted in Scott in never hinged condition;
with photocopy of 2016 P.F. certificate for block of 9. Scott $140 for “hinged” example.
Estimate $300 - 400

1654

1657

1658

1654 H
1¢ blue, type V (24), o.g., lightly hinged, sensational well-centered example with dazzling color, Extremely Fine; with 1990 P.F. certificate for pair from which this handsome stamp was taken, this being the left
stamp. Scott $140.
Estimate $150 - 200
1655 m/)
1¢ blue, type V (24), group of five making a nice small study of this stamp, F.-V.F. Scott $562 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1656 m
1¢ blue, type V (24), five horizontal strips of 3, in mounts on a single page, each strip with town cancels;
few small flaws, F.-V.F. Scott $700 (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200
1657 H
3¢ rose, type I (25), o.g., hinged (minor gum creases), phenomenal example of this terribly difficult
stamp; superb centering unlike anything we’ve seen on this tight-margined issue; a wonderful stamp; small thin
spot at right, otherwise Extremely Fine; with 2012 P.F. cert. Scott $2,750.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1658 H
3¢ rose, type I (25), o.g., lightly hinged, rich color and impression within huge oversized margins that
show portion of the adjoining stamp at bottom and neatly display clear Type I characteristics, Fine for this
small-margined issue; with 1989 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $2,750.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
140
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A Magnificent Classic Gem

1659 H
3¢ rose, type II (25A), o.g., lightly hinged, sharp complete color, with a deeply etched impression, unusually full and complete perforations and surrounded by full margins; incomprehensible for this issue and especially
this scarce Type II, whose borders are always slim and touching, Extremely Fine, by far one of the most elusive
stamps to find in this top-notch quality; with 2014 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $9,000. SMQ XF 90; $17,500
as #25.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
Only two examples of #25 obtain the matching grade of 90 in the registry. This Type II is unlisted and unpriced
unused and is much scarcer than the regular #25. Far and away a matchless gem in both condition and rarity.
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1660

1662

1660 m
3¢ rose, type II (25A), wonderful face-free blue town cancellation along bottom right, very pleasing, affordable example of this difficult, newly-listed Type II stamp; a great opportunity for the astute collector; blunted
perfs at bottom right, generally Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $875.
Estimate $200 - 300
1661 H/m
3¢ dull red, type III (26), small study of multiples; 1) vertical strip of four, unused, no gum, center line at
right; 2) unused, no gum, block of four; 3) used block of four with grid cancels, upper right stamp faulty; 4) unused,
no gum, block of six (3 x 2); few small faults, Fine. Scott $945 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
Unused multiples catalogued as no gum singles.
1662 m
3¢ dull red, type III (26), pair, “Richmond, [VA], Feb 14" Valentine’s Day cancellation, position 6-7R9E, a
scarce ”retouched plate" variety; magnificent multiple with a beautifully struck postmark, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F.
certificate. Scott $175.
Estimate $150 - 200
1663 m
3¢ dull red, type III (26), with 47 items, including six pairs, mounted on pages: damaged transfers, recut
tranfers, double perfs, straddle copies, #26A, etc., F.-V.F., a terrific little lot for the specialist, inspection invited (no
photo).
Estimate $250 - 350

1664

1665

1666

1664 m
5¢ brick red, type I (27), nicely placed “San [Francisco]” town cancellation, handsome example with
warm rich color of this tough shade; barely visible tear at bottom along with a minuscule internal paper break,
F.-V.F. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1665 m
5¢ brick red, type I (27), light town postmark, nicely centered and rich color; thin speck, Very Fine. Scott
$1,600.
Estimate $600 - 800
1666 m
5¢ brick red, type I (27), neat black cancellation, appealing example of this tough stamp in sound condition, Fine. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1667

1668

1669

1667

5¢ brick red, type I (27), vertical strip of 3, top stamp with captured imprint at left, tied by 1859 New Orleans town cancels; trivial gum staining on a few perforations, some discoloration on the piece from the stamps’
gum, Fine, a seldom encountered multiple and when factoring in the captured imprint on the top stamp, it's phenomenal. Scott $6,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1668

s

s

5¢ brick red, type I (27), vertical strip of 3, tied by 1859 New Orleans town cancels on large part of blue
folded cover to Paris, France; red Boston transit and black French receiver; top stamp with straight edge, Fine.
Scott $6,000 as a strip of cover.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1669 m
5¢ red brown, type I (28), vertical strip of 3, New Orleans postmarks, detailed impression and gorgeous
color; a couple tiny thins on top stamps, short perf at top and reperforated along right, Fine. Scott $4,000.
Estimate $500 - 750

1670 m
5¢ Indian red, type I (28A), neat “New Orleans” town cancellation, flawless example of this elusive
shade; extremely intense color; a wonderful opportunity to acquire a completely sound #28A, Fine; with 2017
P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $3,500.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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1671

1672

1673

1671 m
5¢ Indian red, type I (28A), vertical strip of 3, scissors-separated at top and bottom, leaving full perforations at bottom and part of adjoining stamp at top, New Orleans town cancels, horizontal perforations are sensibly
reinforced with small Weill-type hinges, F.-V.F., a rare strip and a beautiful example of the often mis-identified true
Indian Red shade. Scott $13,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
1672 m
5¢ brown, type I (29), black circular grid cancel, deep rich color within balanced clear margins, Very Fine;
with 2016 P.F. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $350. SMQ VF 80; $375.
Estimate $250 - 350
1673 m
5¢ brown, type I (29), horizontal pair, fine 10-bar grid cancels similar to those from San Francisco; deep
shade, fine impession, Fine and attractive. Scott $750.
Estimate $150 - 200

1674

1675

1674 m
5¢ brown, type I (29), horizontal strip of 3, attractive and well-centered with rich shade and crisp impression, double-circle New Orleans town cancels; straight edge at left, center stamp with single pulled perforation at
bottom, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $350 - 500
1675

144

5¢ brown, type I (29), horizontal strip of 3, tied by New Orleans town cancels; center stamp with a nearly
invisible vertical crease from file fold, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1676

1677

1678

1679

1680

1676 m
5¢ brown, type I (29), vertical strip of 3, top stamp without grid cancel and appears unused, but with light
red areas at top and center right, lightly-struck grid cancels, excellent shade and impression; while scissors-clipped
at the sides, the perforations are intact, F.-V.F. and attractive. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750
1677 m
5¢ brown, type I (29), vertical strip of 3, fresh and attractive, rich color, sharp impression, light double-circle New Orleans town cancels, F.-V.F. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $400 - 600
1678 m
5¢ brown, type I (29), vertical strip of 3, bright color and well-centered, circular grid cancels; extremely
faint vertical crease appears to affect only the bottom pair, top pair sensibly reinforced with hinge, otherwise Very
Fine. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $400 - 600
1679 m
5¢ brown, type I (29), vertical strip of 3, crisp color and impression; top and bottom perforations scissors-separated, but intact all around—including part of adjoining stamp at bottom, New Orleans town cancels, fresh
and Very Fine. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $300 - 400
1680 m
5¢ brown, type I (29), vertical strip of 3, deep rich shade, excellent impression, light double-circle New
Orleans town cancels, F.-V.F. and attractive. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $300 - 400

1681

5¢ brown, type I (29), horizontal strip of 3, tied by 1860 New Orleans town cancel and red New York Paid
6 exchange mark on large piece of folded letter that was sent to France; reverse with cerise French company
handstamps, F.-V.F. and attractive. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $300 - 400

s
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1682

1683

1684

1682 m
5¢ brown, type I (29), horizontal strip of 3, attractive with nice shade and impression, New Orleans town
cancels, light horizontal bends and the left stamp reperforated at the left, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $250 - 350
1683 H

5¢ orange brown, type II (30), o.g., hinged (with old-time hinge remnant), Fine. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $400 - 600

1684 H
5¢ brown, type II (30A), o.g., hinged, wonderfully fresh and choice example with nicely balanced margins and awesome color; a splendid top-quality stamp that would enhance any serious collection, Very Fine; with
1998 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,200.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1685

1686

1687

1685 m
5¢ brown, type II (30A), black grid cancellation, incredibly rich color and detailed impression; a tremendous top-quality example with wonderful centering, Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90.
Scott $280. SMQ XF 90; $825.
Estimate $500 - 750
1686 m
5¢ brown, type II (30A), horizontal strip of 3, attractive and well-centered, with deep, rich color and sharp,
crisp impression, red circular grid cancels; center stamp with a few trivial shorter perforations at bottom, otherwise
Very Fine. Scott $950.
Estimate $300 - 400
1687

146

5¢ brown, type II (30A), vertical strip of 3, tied by partial strikes of worn New Orleans LA town cancels on
small piece; strips with some clipped perforations at left and top perforations of top stamp trimmed away; bottom
stamp with small flaws, Fine. Scott $950.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1688 m
5¢ brown, type II (30A), horizontal strip of 3, left stamp is a straddle margin example with full centerline
and portion of stamp from the left pane, lightly-struck red grid cancels; right stamp with extremely faint diagonal
crease, center stamp with small stain in the top margin, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $950. Estimate $200 - 300

A Magnificent Mint 10¢ Type I

1689 H
10¢ green, type I (31), full o.g., lightest trace of hinge, its deep, boldly emblazoned color and impression
are true Type I characteristics, margins all around; small corner crease at top right (visible only in fluid and magnification), Fine, a truly elusive and rare stamp to find unused and with full original gum, missing from many collections;
with 2000 & 2017 P.F. certificates. Scott $35,000.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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1690

1691

1690 m
10¢ green, type I (31), barely evident black cancellation along the very top of the stamp, wonderfully
fresh and handsome example of this difficult Type I; diagonal crease at top right, F.-V.F. Scott $1,200. Estimate
$200 - 300
1691 m
10¢ green, type I (31), pair, extra row of vertical perforations in a different gauge, Fine, most unusual;
with 1976 P.F. certificate which says the double vertical perforations are genuine. Scott $2,200.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1692
1692

s

1693

s

1693

1694

10¢ green, type I (31), horizontal strip of 3, positions 91-93L, tied by dark blue circular grid cancels, paying the 30¢ Prussian Closed Mail rate on front only addressed to Germany; matching blue Louisville KY town mark,
red “N. YORK 7 AM. PKT PAID” exchange mark and boxed “AACHEN FRANCO” transit; front with small repairs
which do not affect the strip, Fine and scarce. Scott $3,500.
Estimate $500 - 750
10¢ green, type II (32), horizontal strip of 4, tied by San Francisco Cal town cancels, rich shade, crisp impression, attractive strip, Very Fine. Scott $800.
Estimate $350 - 500

1694 m
10¢ green, types II & III (32,33), vertical combination strip of 3, Type II-III-II; deep, rich shade and crisp
impression, circular grid cancels, fresh, F.-V.F.; with 1988 P.F. certificate. Scott $630.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1695

1696

1697

1695 H
10¢ green, type III (33), o.g., lightly hinged, extremely fresh and appealing mint example of this seldom
offered Type III stamp; despite the diagonal crease at lower right, this is among the choicest appearing copies of this
tough stamp; otherwise Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $6,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1696 m
10¢ green, type III (33), red grid cancel, lovely example showing full type characteristics; tiny corner
crease at upper left, Very Fine. Scott $235.
Estimate $150 - 200
1697 m
10¢ green, types II & IV (32, 32, 34), horizontal combination strip of 3, left two stamps Type II, right stamp
Type IV, positions 52-54L, San Francisco town cancels, attractive shade and impression; right stamp recut at bottom, Fine and scarce. Scott $2,800.
Estimate $600 - 800
1698 m
10¢ green, type V (35), small group of multiples on pages: two horizontal pairs, one vertical pair, three
horizontal strips of three, and two horizontal strips of four; cancels include magenta, red and dark blue grids, Hokah
(Minn) balloon and San Francisco town; few small faults, Fine. Scott $1,365 (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

1699

12¢ black, plate I (36), horizontal pair, tied by light strike of Richmond VA town cancel; right stamp with
torn corner perforation at upper right and light perforation toning, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $700.
Estimate $150 - 200
s

1700 m
12¢ black, plate III (36B), horizontal pair, with rich, dark shade and crisp impression, black circular grid
cancels; left stamp with a small repair at lower left, fresh and almost Very Fine appearance. Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1701
1701 H

1702

1703

1704

24¢ gray lilac (37), o.g., hinged (with old-time hinge remnant), Fine. Scott $1,450.
Estimate $500 - 750

1702 (H)
24¢ gray lilac (37), regummed, brilliant, fresh well-margined example with choice centering, F.-V.F.
Scott $525 for no gum.
Estimate $200 - 300
1703 m
24¢ gray lilac (37), outstanding red town cancellation, a phenomenal top-quality used stamp; precise
centering, wide margins and vivid color—this stamp has it all; destined for the finest collection of GEM used stamps,
Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $465. SMQ XF 90; $900.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1704 m

24¢ gray lilac (37), red grid cancels, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $465.
Estimate $300 - 400

1705

1706

1707

1708

1705 m
30¢ orange (38), blue Louisville, KY double-circle postmark, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded
VF 80. Scott $455.
Estimate $300 - 400
1706 m
30¢ orange (38), black circular grid cancel, lovely, bright and well-centered; reperforated at top, Very
Fine appearing; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $425.
Estimate $200 - 300
1707 H

90¢ blue (39), o.g., hinged (with old-time hinge remnant), Fine. Scott $3,000. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1708 (H)
90¢ blue (39), unused without gum, eye-catching example with bold color and pleasing centering; small
thin spot, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1875 Reprints

1709

1710

1711

1709 (H)
1¢ bright blue, Reprint (40), without gum as issued, rich bright color and centered uncommonly well for
this, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2013 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $900.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1710 (H)

1¢ bright blue, Reprint (40), without gum as issued, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $575.
Estimate $500 - 750

1711 (H)
1¢ bright blue, Reprint (40), without gum as issued, nice milky blue shade; usual slight scissor-blunted
perforations at left, F.-V.F. Scott $575.
Estimate $200 - 300

1712

1713

1714

1712 (H)
5¢ orange brown, Reprint (42), without gum as issued, exquisite proof-like color, Very Fine; with 2017
P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $1,150. SMQ VF 80; $2,250.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1713 (H)
5¢ orange brown, Reprint (42), without gum as issued, lovely re-issue color and proof-like impression,
three balanced margins, Fine, only 878 sold; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $600 - 800
1714 (H)
24¢ blackish violet, Reprint (45), without gum as issued, rich hue on bright white paper; light diagonal
crease at center, a few toned perforations at top left, tiny corner creases at bottom, handsome Very Fine appearance, only 479 sold; with 2017 Crowe certificate. Scott $3,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1715 (H)
12¢ black, 30¢ ornage, 90¢ deep blue, Reprints (44, 46, 47), interesting examples of these difficult
1875 Reprint, V.G., only 454 sold. Scott $9,250 for unused.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
As these were never valid for postage, some inspired philatelist likely applied, or had applied their own cancels.
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1861-1866 Issue

1716

1717

1718

1719

1720

1716 H
3¢ brown rose, First Design (56), complete design, plate on semi-transparent stamp paper, perforated
and gummed, o.g., previously hinged, F.-V.F., now listed in Scott as #65-E15h; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott
$550.
Estimate $300 - 400
1717 H
3¢ bright orange red, First Design (56), complete design, plate on semi-transparent stamp paper, perforated and gummed, o.g., hinged, exceedingly fresh example of what Scott now catalogues as #65-E15h, F.-V.F.,
a very pleasing stamp; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $550.
Estimate $250 - 350
1718 H
3¢ brown rose, First Design (56), complete design, plate on semi-transparent stamp paper, perforated
and gummed, o.g., previously hinged, Fine, now listed as #65-E15h; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $550.
Estimate $200 - 300
1719 m
10¢ dark green, First Design (62B), light bright face-free red town postmark, deep vibrant rich premier
gravure color, prooflike impression within balanced margins upon bright white paper, Choice Very Fine, a truly attractive example; with 2012 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,710.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
1720 m

10¢ dark green, First Design (62B), red cancel, Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,710.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

1721 m
1861 Issue Compilation (63//76), group of 33 stamps with nice array of interesting cancellations, including #63 (3), 69 (3), 70 (5), 70b steel blue shade; 71 (2), 72 (3), 75, and 76 (3); attractive selection for any bourse
dealer or eBay profiteer; small faults, generally Fine. Scott $5,989 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

1722 m
3¢ pigeon blood pink (64a), non-obtrusive Portland town cancel, blazing rich radiating unmistakable “pigeon blood” color and impression upon stark white paper, an incredibly enticing contrast, near-perfect centering,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine, lovely example of this difficult premium shade; with 1991 P.F. certificate when stamp
was on piece. Scott $4,500.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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1723

1725

1726

1727

1728

1723 m
3¢ rose (65), waving flag cancellation, wonderfully fresh and choice; inconsequential short perf at bottom, generally Fine, beautiful strike of this seldom-seen fancy cancel; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $3.
Estimate $250 - 350
1724 m
3¢ rose (65), two horizontal strips of 4, one with multiple blue town and target cancels and the other with
multiple Philadelphia Patient cancels; a few light creases and Philadelphia strip with straight edge at left and a few
shorter perforations, V.G.-Fine (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200
1725 m
5¢ buff (67), black grid and light red transit cancellations, a striking top-quality example with ravishing rich
color, that is completely fault-free, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a tremendous example of this notoriously difficult
stamp; with 1999 P.F.C. and 2017 P.S.A.G. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $750. SMQ VF-XF 85; $1,750.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
1726 m
5¢ buff (67), neat target cancellation, fresh and choice example with near face-free cancellation; a pretty
stamp; several added or enhanced perforations along the bottom, F.-V.F. Scott $800.
Estimate $400 - 600
1727 m
5¢ buff (67), perfect strike of San Francisco cogwheel cancellation, perfectly centered example with outstanding rich color; among the nicest looking examples you’ll ever see; horizontal crease, Extremely Fine appearance. Scott $800.
Estimate $350 - 500
1728 m
5¢ buff (67), black town cancellation, four large and equally balanced margins; a great-looking stamp
with vibrant color; sealed tear at bottom, otherwise Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $750.
Estimate $200 - 300

1729

1730

1731

1732

1729 m
5¢ buff (67), red grid and red boxed transit cancels, that do not detract and show off the color beautifully;
perf thin at bottom and tiny perf tear at top, Fine. Scott $910.
Estimate $200 - 300
1730 H
10¢ dark green (68a), o.g., hinged, drop-dead gorgeous example of this elusive shade; an immaculate
stamp with tremendous centering amid generous margins; we cannot imagine a finer example existing, Extremely
Fine, a true GEM worthy of placement in the finest collection; with 2006 and 2017 P.F. certificates. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1731 (H)
10¢ yellow green (68), unused without gum, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded XF 90.
SMQ XF 90; $850.
Estimate $600 - 800
1732 H

10¢ yellow green (68), o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $900.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1733 m
10¢ yellow green (68), two strips of 3 and one strip of 5; one strip of 3 has tiny thin speck in center stamp,
strip of 5 has separations (had been separated into pair and strip of 3 and rejoined), F.-V.F., scarce; multiples other
than a pair or block are unpriced in Scott. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

1734 H
12¢ black (69), o.g., lightly hinged, stunning example in a condition rarely seen; a well margined beauty
with well balanced margins and scintillating color and impression; a real humdinger of a stamp deserving placement in a collection of distinction, Extremely Fine; with 1975 and 2015 P.F. certificates. Scott $1,800.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

1735
1735 m
$95.

1736

12¢ black (69), black circle-of-V’s cancel, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate. Scott
Estimate $100 - 150

1736 m
12¢ black (69), strip of 5; a few perforation faults and repaired tears on positions 2 and 5, V.G.-Fine, very
rare strip multiple; unpriced in Scott.
Estimate $200 - 300

1737

1738

1737 m
24¢ red lilac (70), black circular grid cancel, fiery color and impression upon contrasting white paper, a titillating example, Extremely Fine; with 2008 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $900.
Estimate $750 1,000
1738 H
24¢ brown lilac (70a), large part o.g., faultless sound example of the elusive and often misidentified
brown lilac shade; an impressive stamp printed on lily-white paper, Very Fine; with 2017 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott
$3,250.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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1739
1739 m
$800.

1740

1741

1742

1743

24¢ brown lilac (70a), blue cancel, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90;
Estimate $600 - 800

1740 m
24¢ brown lilac (70a), blue cancels, gorgeous hue; natural straight edge at left, Extremely Fine appearance; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $350.
Estimate $150 - 200
1741 H
24¢ steel blue (70b), part o.g., deep rich radiating unmistakable color, razor sharp impression upon lilywhite paper, Very Fine, a lovely mint example of this very elusive shade, worthy of the finest collection; with 2017
P.F. certificate. Scott $16,500.
Estimate $8,000 - 12,000
1742 m
24¢ violet (70c), sharp rich color and impression upon thin white paper, unmistakable for this item, enhanced by lovely blue grid cancel, V.G.-Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,275.
Estimate $400 - 600
1743 m

30¢ orange (71), unframed circular grid cancel, Very Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate. Scott $200.
Estimate $100 - 150

1744

1745

1744 H
90¢ blue (72), o.g., hinged (with old-time hinge remnant), gorgeous color and well-centered; small thin
and short perf at top, Very Fine. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1745 ES
90¢ dark blue, large die proof on india (72P1S), Black “SPECIMEN” overprint, light red “SPECIMEN /
POSTAGE STAMP / FROM THE / NATIONAL BANK NOTE COMPANY / NO. 1 WALL STREET / NEW YORK” imprint on full card; some foxing and soiling, Very Fine appearance, very rare.
Estimate $350 - 500
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1746

1747

1748

1749

1746 HH
2¢ black (73), o.g., never hinged, bright and Post Office fresh, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott
$325 for hinged.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1747 m
5¢ red brown (75), blue Baltimore postmark, deep rich tantalizing color and impression within balanced
borders, which is nicely complemented by the contrasting blue cancel, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott
$455.
Estimate $400 - 600
1748 m
5¢ red brown (75), horizontal pair, excellent shade and impression; attractive target cancels, fresh and
F.-V.F.; with 1997 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $400 - 600
1749 (H)
5¢ brown (76), unused without gum, a resounding freshness only encountered with mint stamps, remarkable, Very Fine, ridiculously undervalued in the catalog; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $525.
Estimate $300 - 400

1750
1750 m

1751

1752

1753

5¢ brown (76), vertical pair, neat blue target cancellations, attractive multiple, V.G.-Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200

1751 m
15¢ black (77), red brown circle-of-wedges cancel, as close to a brown cancel as you might find on this issue, Fine and sound; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $295 as brown cancel.
Estimate $150 - 200
1752 (H)
24¢ grayish lilac (78a), unused without gum, delightful shade with choice centering and strong color;
reperforated at right, otherwise Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $950.
Estimate $300 - 400
1753 m
24¢ grayish lilac (78a), Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ
VF-XF 85; $550.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1867 Grilled Issues

1754

1756

1757

1758

1754 (H)
3¢ rose, C. grill (83), unused without gum, delicate color and impression so often muted on this issue;
perforations complete except a few shorter at right (mentioned for accuracy), Very Fine, a truly rare unused stamp
which is grossly undercataloged without gum, $5,500 with gum; with 1990 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
1755 m
3¢ rose, C. and D. grills (83, 85), lovely scarce grills; 83 with small thin at top, 85 with small corner
crease; each with 1978 P.F. certificates. Scott $2,150 (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400
1756 m
3¢ rose, D. grill (85), large black grid cancel, unusually clean clear color and impression bracketed within
four equal margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, stamps with the “D” grill impressed are often far off-center; this example far exceeds one's expectations and would satisfy the most discriminating collector; with 2008 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1757 m
3¢ rose, D. grill (85), with a lightly-struck target cancellation seldom seen on this issue, as they tend to
come obliterated by heavy killers, Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $400 - 600
1758 m
3¢ rose, D. grill (85), perfectly placed small circle-of-wedges cancellation rarely seen on this stamp, extremely fresh and choice example, Fine, a stamp for the discerning collector, as this issue almost always comes
with a heavy killer, finding a sound and attractive example with a neatly-struck cancel is quite a rare accomplishment; with 1990 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $250 - 350

1759

1760

1762

1759 m

2¢ black, Z. grill (85B), fancy blue geometric cancels, V.G.; with 1981 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $300 - 400

1760 m
$180.

2¢ black, E. grill (87), bold black cancellation, extra-intense color; very fresh and choice, Very Fine. Scott
Estimate $100 - 150

1761 m
2¢ black, E. grill (87), horizontal strip of 4, well-struck grill, New York Steamship cancels; left center
stamp with a vertical crease, right stamp with a small tear and a few perforation flaws, V.G.-Fine, quite uncommon
to find this stamp with Steamship cancels, ex-Metzger. Scott $810 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1762 m
10¢ green, E. grill (89), neat black cancellation, pleasing stamp with dynamite color and sharp impression, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $325. SMQ VF 80; $350.
Estimate $250 - 350
www.kelleherauctions.com
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1763 m
10¢ green, E. grill (89), horizontal strip of 5, nicely centered, deep rich shade, excellent impression, grid
cancels; end stamps with small corner creases, strip with tiny creases mostly along the bottom perforations affecting 4 stamps, left stamp with tiny toned spot, attractive Very Fine appearance, an extremely attractive exhibition
item; with 2008 Weiss certificate stating “lightly cleaned”. Scott $1,725 + as two pairs and single.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Linn’s Stamp Facts notes that the largest known used multiple is only a block of four (catalogues $3500), but
there does exist a used block of six, making this the second-largest used multiple.

1764
1764 m

1765
12¢ black, E. grill (90), black cork cancellation, fresh and attractive example, F.-V.F. Scott $375.
Estimate $150 - 200

1765 m
12¢ black, E. grill (90), horizontal strip of 6, cork cancels, intense color, clear grills; most all the stamps
with small faults including pulled perfs, creases and small tear, Fine appearance, scarce multiple. Scott $2,400 as
three pairs.
Estimate $500 - 750
While Linn’s Stamp Facts states that the largest known used multiple is a block of four, there do exist three used
blocks of six as well as this strip.

1766
1766 H

1767

1768

1¢ blue, F. grill (92), o.g., previously hinged, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,800.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1767 H
1¢ blue, F. grill (92), o.g., previously hinged, gorgeous fresh color and well-impressed grill, F.-V.F.; with
2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,800.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
1768 m
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1769

1770

1771

1769 m
1¢ blue, F. grill (92), horizontal strip of 3, light blue shade, manuscript cancel; left stamp with toned spot
at lower left and pulled perf at bottom, left pair with small crease at bottom, Fine appearance. Scott $1,325.
Estimate $200 - 300
1770 m
10¢ yellow green, F. grill (96), black cork cancellation, a lovely, choice example with generous margins
and vivid color, Very Fine; with 1998 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $225.
Estimate $150 - 200
1771 m
12¢ black, F. grill (97), neat black and lightly-struck red cancellations, flawless example with generous
margins; incredibly fresh, F.-V.F.; with 1989 P.F. certificate. Scott $250.
Estimate $150 - 200

1772 m
12¢ black, F. grill (97), horizontal strip of 3 and pair, each stamp with a cross cancellation similar to those
attributed to Yokohama, Japan; right pair rejoined to left strip of three, strip with small faults, Fine and attractive,
ex-Stollnitz; with 1988 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,300 ++.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1773

1774

1775

1773 m
15¢ black, F. grill (98), neatly-struck black grid cancellation, extraordinary top-quality example with fabulous centering, brilliant color and sharp impression; a most eye-appealing grilled stamp that would please the most
quality-conscious collector, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $275.
SMQ VF-XF 85; $525.
Estimate $400 - 600
1774 m
30¢ orange, F. grill (100), black cancellation, choice example of this terribly difficult grilled stamp, with
the deepest and richest color you’ll ever see on this issue, F.-V.F.; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded F-VF 75. Scott
$900. SMQ F-VF 75; $725.
Estimate $600 - 800
1775 m
90¢ blue, F. grill (101), horizontal pair, deep rich shade, excellent impression, segmented cork cancels;
right stamp with a small corner crease at lower right, Fine and attractively fresh. Scott $4,750.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1776 (H)

1¢ blue, Re-issue (102), unused without gum, Very Fine; with 1999 P.F. certificate. Scott $330.
Estimate $200 - 300

1777 m
1¢ blue, Re-issue (102), lightly-struck cancellation, magnificent top-quality example of this incredibly
elusive genuinely used 1875 Re-issue; wonderfully well-centered amid nicely balanced margins, with fabulous
color and sharp, clear impression, Extremely Fine, only 3,195 sold, few of which were ever used; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $1,600. SMQ XF 90; $2,650.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1778 (H)
10¢ green, Re-issue (106), unused without gum, unusually large jumbo balanced margins, so uncommon for these re-issues, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, only 451 sold; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1779 (H)
15¢ black, Re-issue (108), unused without gum, fabulous proof-like color and impression; reperforated
at left, Very Fine, only 397 sold; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1780 H
30¢ brownish orange, Re-issue (110), o.g., previously hinged, unmistakable exuberant brownish-orange color and proof-like impression only achievable on special printings; balanced even margins; reperforated at
left, attractive Very Fine appearance, eye-appealing and pleasurable, only 346 sold; with 1956, 2006 & 2017 P.F.
certificates. Scott $6,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1781 H
30¢ brownish orange, Re-issue (110), part o.g., hinge remnant, bright exuberant color and impression;
sealed tear at left center, Very Fine appearance, only 346 printed; with 2017 Crowe certificate. Scott $6,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1782 H
90¢ blue, Re-issue (111), o.g., hinged (pencil mark on gum), steep impression and brightly emblazoned
color; a handsome example of this “key” value that is fresh to market; small filled thin spot in the top margin and
reperforated at top, otherwise Fine, a great rarity, only 317 reportedly sold; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $6,750.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1783 (H)
90¢ blue, Re-issue (111), unused without gum, blue color with depth like an ocean, arresting impression
and overall appearance within large margins; short perforation with trace of toned spot at top left which has been
lightened, lovely Very Fine appearance, underpriced in the catalog in its unused state, a mere 317 sold, one of the
scarcest Re-issues; with 1978 clean and 2017 P.F. certificates. Scott $3,250.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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1869 Pictorial Issue
1784 m
1¢-90¢ partial set (112-117, 119-121), lovely and presentable inexpensive partial set; some small faults,
otherwise Fine. Scott $2,038 (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
1785 m
Pictorials selection (112//121), 20 used examples including #112, 113 (5), 115 (3), 116, 117 (2), 118 (2),
119, and 121 (2); all are fresh and pleasing to the eye and would be a great lot for any eBay dealer looking for some
nice stamps to sell; a couple trivial faults that are hard to detect. Scott $3,677 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1786
1786 H

1787

1788

1¢ buff (112), o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $575.
Estimate $400 - 600

1787 m
1¢ buff (112), black star cancel, delicate rich color amidst huge oversized large margins, truly attractive
and choice, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2010 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $130.
Estimate $250 - 350
1788 m
1¢ buff (112), circle of V’s cancellation, luscious rich color and huge boardwalk margins; simply amazing,
Extremely Fine; with 2013 P.F. certificate. Scott $140.
Estimate $400 - 600

1789
1789 m

1790

1¢ buff (112), horizontal pair, F.-V.F.; with 1995 P.F. certificate. Scott $260 as singles.
Estimate $150 - 200

1790 m
1¢ buff (112), horizontal strip of 3; tiny tear at
lower left of right stamp, Fine, scarce in strip of 3; with
2003 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $390 as singles.
Estimate $100 - 150
1791

2¢ brown (113), tied by Yokohama segmented cork cancels to a small piece with an additional
10¢ Banknote (#150); lightly-struck Yokohama Japan
postmark and red New York exchange mark additionally
tie one or two stamps; one 2¢ stamp with natural straight
edge and a horizontal crease, F.-V.F. and rare. Scott
$675.
Estimate $200 - 300

s

1791
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1792 H
6¢ ultramarine (115), horizontal strip of 4, rich shade, crisp impression, fresh appearance, o.g., hinge
remnants, F.-V.F.; with 1997 P.S.E. certificate for a strip of five (left stamp since removed). Scott $10,500.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1793

1794

1795

1793 m
6¢ ultramarine (115), black grid cancel, large margins that are well balanced, Extremely Fine; with 2016
P.F. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $575.
Estimate $400 - 600
1794 m
12¢ green (117), neat crossroads cancellation, exceptional example with vivid color and wide margins,
Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $120. SMQ XF 90; $400.
Estimate $300 - 400
1795 m
12¢ green (117), gorgeous red cancellation, lovely example with eye-arresting color nicely complemented by the fabulous colored cancel; a great stamp, F.-V.F.; with 1991 P.F. certificate. Scott $270.
Estimate $200 - 300

1796 m
15¢ brown & blue, type I (118), brilliant, radiant colors and sharp impression within large, balanced margins, barely missing the cut-off for a jumbo grade (with an SMQ value of $7,250), Extremely Fine to Superb; with
2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $4,000.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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1797

1798

1799

1800

1801

1797 m
15¢ brown & blue, type I (118), Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90;
$1,600.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
1798 m
15¢ brown & blue, type I (118), black cancellation, impressive example of this appealing Type I stamp;
nice big margins and pleasingly fresh color, Very Fine; with 2000 P.F. certificate. Scott $800.
Estimate $500 - 750
1799 (H)
15¢ brown & blue, type II (119), unused without gum, lively bright colors; a flawless unused example of
this popular stamp, F.-V.F.; with 2017 Crowe certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $200 - 300
1800 m
$200.

15¢ brown & blue, type II (119), dramatic vignette shift to upper right; reperforated at bottom, V.G. Scott
Estimate $150 - 200

1801 m

15¢ brown & blue, type II (119), Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $200.
Estimate $100 - 150

1802 m
24¢ green & violet (120), spectacular red cork cancellation, awesome GEM with near perfect centering
and gleaming rich colors; finding a grilled 24 cent Pictorial in this quality, especially with a colored cancel, is a rare
occurrence, Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1803 m
24¢ green & violet (120), black cork cancel, extra-large margins and superior colors, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2007 P.F. certificate. Scott $650.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1804 (H)
90¢ carmine & black (122), unused without gum, lovely colors on bright white paper boldly impressed,
gargantuan margins frame Lincoln well, Very Fine appealing over-sized stamp, catalog grossly undervalues these
unused high denominations, one of the nicer examples available of the iconic 1869 Issue’s top value; with 1972 and
2017 P.F. certificates. Scott $4,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1805

1806

1807

1808

1805 m
90¢ carmine & black (122), black cork cancellation, stunning-appearing 90¢ Lincoln, with big beautiful
margins and brilliant color; without the small crease at lower left, this stamp would sell for thousands, otherwise Extremely Fine. Scott $1,700.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1806 m
90¢ carmine & black (122), neat cork cancellation, handsome-appearing and fresh example of this popular stamp; creasing, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $1,700.
Estimate $500 - 750
1807 m
90¢ carmine & black (122), neat segmented cork cancellation, fresh and affordable example with excellent eye appeal that would look great on an album page; trivial thin spot, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $1,700.
Estimate $500 - 750
1808 m
90¢ carmine & black (122), cork cancel, great colors and impression; reperforated and small thins, Very
Fine appearance. Scott $1,700.
Estimate $500 - 750

1875 Re-issue of the 1869 Pictorial Issue

1809

1810

1809 m
1¢ buff, 1875 Re-issue (123), bold black cancellation, intense color; sharp, clear impression; handsome
example of this tough used Re-issue, Very Fine, only 10,000 sold, most of which were never used; with 1999 P.F.
certificate. Scott $425.
Estimate $200 - 300
1810 H
2¢ brown, 1875 Re-issue (124), o.g., hinged (with old time hinge remnant covering approximately half of
the back), lovely proof like color, Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1811

1812

1811 H
6¢ blue, 1875 Re-issue (126), o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $2,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1812 H
10¢ yellow, 1875 Re-issue (127), lightly caramelized o.g.; straight edge at right, Very Fine centering.
Scott $1,600.
Estimate $600 - 800

1813 m
10¢ yellow, 1875 Re-issue (127), double-oval New York Registry cancellation, extraordinary example of
this rarely-offered genuinely used stamp; big beautiful margins unlike anything we’ve ever seen on this issue;
breathtaking fresh color; simply spectacular, Extremely Fine, 1,947 sold, few of which were ever used; with 2016
P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $1,800. SMQ XF 90; $6,250.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

1814 m
10¢ yellow, 1875 Re-issue (127), New York Registry cancellation, extraordinary example of this seldom-offered used 1875 Re-issue, Extremely Fine, only 1,947 sold, and few were ever used for postal purposes;
with 2006 and 2013 P.F. certificates graded XF 90. Scott $1,800. SMQ XF 90; $6,250. Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
As the vast majority were never used, finding such a choice example as this is a rare accomplishment. This issue
is many times rarer in used condition than mint.
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1815

1816

1815 m
10¢ yellow, 1875 Re-issue (127), New York registry cancellation, lovely appearing stamp with warm rich
color; small tear at bottom left, otherwise F.-V.F., only 1,947 reportedly sold, few of which were ever postally used;
with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $500 - 750
1816 H
15¢ brown & blue, Re-issue, type III (129), o.g., hinged (with old time hinge remnant), gorgeous proof
like color, F.-V.F. Scott $1,300.
Estimate $500 - 750

1817 (H)
15¢ brown & blue, Re-issue, type III, imperf horizontally (129a), rare and popular example of this under cataloged error, unused without gum; perforations slightly blunted at left, the top right corner rounded and thin
with a diagonal crease at bottom left, Very Fine centering; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $5,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1818 H
30¢ ultramarine & carmine, 1875 Re-issue (131), full o.g., previously hinged, brilliant radiating colors
and impression upon bright white paper, all within huge jumbo balanced margins, Extremely Fine,a delectable example to satisfy the most discriminating collector; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $4,000 6,000

1819 H
30¢ ultramarine & carmine, 1875 Re-issue (131), o.g., hinged, gorgeous large-margined example with
lively bright colors; quite elusive in this premium condition, Very Fine, only 1,535 sold; with 2013 P.F. certificate.
Scott $2,250.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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1870-1888 Bank Note Co. Issues

1820

1822

1820 m
1870, 1¢ ultramarine, H. grill (134), star cancel, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded XF 90.
SMQ XF 90; $425.
Estimate $300 - 400
1821 H
1870, 6¢ carmine & 15¢ yellow orange, H. grill (137, 141), disturbed o.g., “bargain basement” examples of these incredibly scarce mint grilled Banknote stamps; lots of catalog value available at a small fraction; small
faults, including oxidation on the #141, V.G. Scott $12,500 (no photo).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1822

1870, 6¢ carmine, H. grill (137), vertical strip of 3, each stamp showing clear grill points at lower right;
fresh and bright color, tied on small orange piece by blue target cancels, handsome and Very Fine appearance; with
2000 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

s

1823 H
1871, 7¢ vermilion, H. grill (138), slightly disturbed o.g., vivacious color printed on clean white paper; colossal margins unlike anything we have ever seen; a most impressive appearing copy of this elusive grilled stamp;
reperforated at right, otherwise Extremely Fine. Scott $4,250.
Estimate $4,500 - 6,000
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1824

1825

1826

1824 m
1870, 10¢ brown, H. grill (139), gorgeous blue grid cancellation, fabulous example featuring eye-arresting color and clearly identifiable grill; a flawless sound stamp with tremendous appeal, Fine. Scott $850.
Estimate $300 - 400
1825 m
1870, 10¢ brown, H. grill (139), black cancellation, completely sound and attractive grilled stamp, with
incredible depth of color, Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $800.
Estimate $300 - 400
1826 m
1870, 10¢ brown, H. grill (139), horizontal strip of 3, left stamp with the grill shifted vertically and split by
the horizontal perforations, right pair does not appear to have a grill, N. York Steamship cancels; left stamp with a
vertical crease, center stamp with a small stain at top, and the right stamp with a small diagonal crease at lower
right, Fine and attractive; with 1994 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,450 + as pair and single.
Estimate $500 - 750

1827

1828

1829

1830

1827 m
1870, 12¢ dull violet, H. grill (140), rare face-free cancellation, choice centering and brilliant, fresh color;
much nicer than usually encountered; reperforated at bottom, otherwise F.-V.F., among the most appealing examples of this terribly difficult grilled Banknote issue obtainable; with 1991 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1828 m
1870, 12¢ dull violet, H. grill (140), fancy blue cancellation, wonderfully fresh appearing stamp showing
an easily identifiable grill and electrifying color; outstanding eye appeal; tear at left, otherwise Fine; with 1975 P.F.
certificate. Scott $3,700.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
1829 (H)
1870, 15¢ orange, H. grill (141), regummed, premium-quality example with extraordinary centering and
glowing, rich color; a flawless top-quality grilled stamp in just about the nicest condition obtainable, Very Fine; with
1984 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,500 for no gum.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1830 m
1870, 15¢ orange, H. grill (141), black crossroads cancel and light red transit marking, fiery rich color;
tiny tear at top right, otherwise Fine; signed Herman Herst, with 2017 Crowe certificate, signed Herman Herst. Scott
$1,400.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1831

1832

1833

1831 m
1870, 30¢ black, H. grill (143), unusually light black cancellation along bottom right corner, among the
freshest and choicest obtainable examples of this notoriously difficult grilled stamp; with exquisite color and finely
detailed impression; a classy stamp, Fine. Scott $3,750.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1832 m
1870, 30¢ black, H. grill (143), neat and relatively face-free black cancellation, balanced margins and
strong color; this is among the most impressive-appearing examples of this scarce grilled stamp obtainable, as the
color and impression are second to none; reperforated at left and bottom, otherwise Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F.
certificate. Scott $3,750.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1833 m
1870, 90¢ carmine, H. grill (144), well-placed black cork cancellation, marvelous fresh example with inviting color and crisp, clear impression; quite lovely; couple inconsequential slightly nibbed perforations along left
margin, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1834 H 1870, 90¢ carmine, H. grill (144), o.g., previously hinged, lovely deep rich
color, sharp impression amidst large overly generous margins, F.-V.F., one of the
scarcest high value Banknote stamps to find unused, yet alone with full original gum;
with 1973 and 2011 P.F. certificates. Scott $25,000.
Estimate $12,000 - 18,000

1835 (H)
1871, 7¢ vermilion, I. grill (138A), unused without gum, the finest
known example of this rarely offered I grill; perfectly centered amid boardwalk
margins with ravishing rich color; the quintessential example of this stamp deserving placement in the finest collection, Superb; with 1978 P.F.C. and 2015
P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98. Scott $2,200. SMQ SUP 98; $10,000.
Estimate $8,000 - 12,000
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1836 H
1870, 1¢ ultramarine (145), top margin strip of 4 with imprint, o.g., left two stamps with disturbed o.g.;
some shorter perfs at bottom, a little light staining in selvage or at bottom, some perforation separations at bottom
right, Fine. Scott $2,600.
Estimate $500 - 750

1837

1838

1839

1840

1837 H
1870, 2¢ red brown (146), o.g., hinged, unusually bright color and sharp impression, Very Fine, difficult
to find this nice; with 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $300. SMQ VF 80; $325. Estimate $200 - 300
1838 H
1870, 6¢ carmine (148), disturbed o.g., bright illuminating color and impression, nicely balanced margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a lovely and pleasing example; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $900.
Estimate $300 - 400
1839 m
1870, 6¢ carmine (148), horizontal pair, blue cancels, lovely bold richness in color complemented by the
cancel, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate. Scott $58.
Estimate $100 - 150
1840 H
1871, 7¢ vermilion (149), o.g., lightly hinged, unbelievably fresh large margined example of this tough
stamp; ridiculously undervalued, especially when found with the centering, margins, and color that this copy possesses, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2011 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $1,000. SMQ VF-XF 85;
$2,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1841 m
1870, 10¢ brown (150), horizontal pair, nice shade and impression, excellent strikes of Yokohama Japan
“Circle-of-Wedges” killer cancels and partial strike of “JAP[AN]” town cancel at left, Fine and attractive; scarce pair.
Scott $288.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1842 m
1870, 10¢ brown (150), horizontal strip of 4, cancelled by cross-inside-circle New York Foreign Mail cancels (Weiss type GE-S1), attractive, with excellent shade and impression; right stamp reperforated at right, central
horizontal crease affects all stamps; all vertical rows of perforations hinge-reinforced.
Estimate $150 - 200
Linn’s Stamp Facts notes that the largest known used multiple for this stamp is a block of four.

1843 m
1870, 12¢ dull violet (151), strip of 4, light greenish blue cancels; light horizontal creases, Fine, scarce
as a multiple. Scott $1,000 as two pairs.
Estimate $250 - 350

1844 m
1870, 15¢ bright orange (152), horizontal strip of 4, segmented cork cancels; right stamp faulty and the
left center stamp with a sealed tear at lower right, Fine and scarce, exceedingly rare as a large multiple; the largest
known, per Linn’s Stamp Facts, is a block of six. Scott $900.
Estimate $150 - 200

1845 m
1870, 24¢ purple (153), horizontal strip of 3, rich shade, excellent impression, NYFM cancel (Weiss type
GE-EN-4); left stamp with natural straight edge, strip with light horizontal creases, Fine and attractive,
ex-Fosdyke-Ray. Scott $695.
Estimate $150 - 200
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Magnificent 30¢ Banknote Rarity

1846 H
1870, 30¢ black (154), o.g., previously hinged, deep and full rich luxuriant black color and an equally
sharp and vibrant impression upon lily-white paper, providing a striking contrast, and all within four balanced and
generous margins, Extremely Fine to Superb, a similar example fetched $37,500 at public auction sale, of the five
graded examples in the registry, this achieves the highest grade attributed to this stamp thus far, with the next highest a grade of 90; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $7,000. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $35,000.
Estimate $25,000 - 35,000
The 30¢ National Banknote is one of the most difficult to obtain in premium quality, this being one of, if not the,
finest examples to have survived since 1870. Worthy of gracing the pages of the finest collection.
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1847

1848

1849

1847 HH
1873, 1¢ ultramarine (156), o.g., never hinged, dynamite example in a wonderful state of preservation;
unlisted in Scott and SMQ in Never Hinged condition because this issue is almost never found in pristine mint condition, Very Fine; with 1987 P.F.C. and 2008 P.F. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $225 for hinged. SMQ VF 80; $250
for hinged.
Estimate $600 - 800
1848 H
1873, 1¢ ultramarine (156), o.g., hinged, wonderfully fresh and choice example of this surprisingly difficult stamp, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $200.
Estimate $150 - 200
1849 H
1873, 2¢ brown (157), top left corner margin strip of 7 with imprint, disturbed o.g., left two stamps are previously hinged, proof-like color; center stamp has perf thin, some separations and rejoined perforations, V.G.-Fine.
Scott $2,275.
Estimate $400 - 600

1850

1852

1854

1850 H
1873, 6¢ dull pink (159), o.g., hinged (with old time hinge remnant), gorgeous color and large margins all
around, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $375.
Estimate $350 - 500
1851 H
1873, 7¢ orange vermilion (160), horizontal strip of 4, large red circular segmented cork cancels,
F.-V.F., ex-Braus. Scott $400 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1852 m
1873, 7¢ orange vermilion (160), NYFM circle-of-hearts cancel (TR-W5), Extremely Fine; with 2017
P.F. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $175.
Estimate $300 - 400
1853 m
1873, 10¢ brown (161), horizontal pair, six-pointed star cancels, fresh with excellent shade and impression; left stamp with natural straight edge, Fine and attractive. Scott $52 (no photo).
Estimate $100 - 150
1854 H
1873, 12¢ blackish violet (162), o.g., hinged with disturbed original gum from hinge removal, F.-V.F.;
with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,400.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

1855 m
1873, 12¢ blackish violet (162), horizontal strip of 3, fancy geometric floral cancel, deep, rich color;
shorter perforations at top right; short perforation and tiny thin speck at left, Very Fine, ex-Newbury. Scott $415.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1856 H
1873, 15¢ yellow orange (163), bottom margin strip of 6, with overwhelming rich color and crystal-clear
impression, o.g., hinged, an important philatelic rarity that has graced the collections of numerous famous stamp
collectors; extremely light crease (in the bottom selvage only) does not affect any of the stamps, Fine, unlisted in
Scott as an imprint strip, Ex-Caspary, Klein and Bill Weiss (where it was one of the highlights of his award-winning
exhibit). Scott $12,750 as 3 pairs.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
The second-largest known multiple, and the only one showing plate markings with plate number 31.

1857

1858

1859

1857 H
1873, 30¢ gray black (165), o.g., hinged (with old time hinge remnant), beautiful fresh color, F.-V.F. Scott
$3,750.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
1858 m
1873, 30¢ gray black (165), New York Foreign Mail cancel (TR-S5), full color and impression which are
so often muted for this stamp, within large and balanced margins, Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate graded
XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $275.
Estimate $200 - 300
1859 m
1873, 30¢ gray black (165), horizontal pair, excellent strike of circular flower-type NYFM cancel (Weiss
type GE-C 5, Van Vlissengen - Waud type W4); right stamp with small wrinkle at top, F.-V.F. and attractive, Weiss
noted that this cancel is scarcer in black than it is in red; it is rare to find this on a 30¢ pair. Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1860

1861

1862

1860 H
1873, 90¢ rose carmine (166), o.g., previously hinged, nicely centered and fresh, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine; with 1976 and 2017 P.F. certificates. Scott $2,100.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
1861 m
1873, 90¢ rose carmine (166), lightly-struck red cancellation, outstanding color and impression; a lovely
90¢ Perry with an incredibly desirable postmark, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $315.
Estimate $250 - 350
1862 H
1875, 2¢ vermilion (178), o.g., lightly hinged, fiery rich color and impression upon stark white paper
within lovely balanced margins, Extremely Fine, would enhance the pages of any collection; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $325.
Estimate $500 - 750
1863 HH/H 1879, 2¢ vermilion (183), horizontal strip of 4, o.g., previously hinged (right center stamp never hinged),
with color that just pops; tiny inclusion on right stamp, Fine overall. Scott $420 as two pairs (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1864 H
1879, 3¢ green (184), horizontal strip of 4, o.g., previously hinged, tiny paper remnant on bottom left
stamp (bottom left), Fine. Scott $380 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1865

1879, 5¢ blue (185), horizontal pair, with additional 3¢ green, on small orange piece, tied by Bell’s Landing PA town cancel and five-pointed star, Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $100 - 150

s

1866 m
1879, 10¢ brown, without secret mark (187), numeral 6 in rings cancel, with light Washington DC
c.d.s.’s; light creases at top and lower left, tear and tiny thin at top right, V.G.-Fine, unpriced in current Scott catalog,
extremely rare.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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1867

1868

1869

1867 (H)
1879, 10¢ brown, with secret mark (188), unused without gum, awesome color and impression; a very
impressive well-margined stamp, F.-V.F.; with 1979 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $250 - 350
1868 HH
1879, 15¢ red orange (189), bottom margin single with part imprint, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.; with 2017
P.F. certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300
1869 (H)
1879, 15¢ red orange (189), top margin strip of 3 with imprint, unused without gum, gorgeous fresh color;
tiny thin speck on left selvage, some rejoined vertical perforation separations at center, Very Fine, great variety with
double perforation holes at top right. Scott $280.
Estimate $250 - 350

1870

1871

1870 HH
1879, 15¢ red orange (189), horizontal strip of 4, o.g., never hinged, arresting color; tiny scrape on bottom of left center stamp, Fine. Scott $2,400 as four singles.
Estimate $600 - 800
1871 m
1879, 30¢ full black (190), neatly-struck cancellation, a magnificent example featuring excellent centering and fabulous rich color; a great stamp, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $90.
SMQ XF 90; $375.
Estimate $300 - 400
1872 m
1879, 30¢ full black (190), horizontal pair, excellent shade and impression, numeral “36" duplex killers;
left stamp with a small thin spot at the top, right stamp with a small wrinkle, pair with small toned spots, otherwise
Very Fine. Scott $200 (no photo).
Estimate $100 - 150
1873 m
1879, 30¢ full black (190), horizontal pair, rich shade, New York supplementary mail type “F” cancels
with numeral “1" in killer; left stamp with tear at top, F.-V.F. and attractive. Scott $212 (no photo).
Estimate $100 - 150
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Extremely Rare Soft Paper Special Printing

1874 (H)
1880 Special Printing, 15¢ orange (199), without gum as issued, brilliant proof-like color and complete
impression, so uncommon for the soft paper special printings, perfectly centered within its borders; tiny thin spot as
you typically see on this very soft porous paper, Very Fine to Extremely Fine appearance, a nicer-appearing example may not exist; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $29,000.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
This is the scarcest value of all the Banknote Special Printings.
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1875
1875 H

1877

1878

1882, 5¢ yellow brown (205), o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $240.
Estimate $150 - 200

1876 m
1881, 1¢ gray blue, re-engraved (206), horizontal strip of 7, each stamp with a separate strike of outlined
fancy Maltese Cross cancellation; left stamp with a natural straight edge at the left, Very Fine and attractive, scarce
as a strip of seven (no photo).
Estimate $100 - 150
This strip is certainly among the larger used multiples, as Linn’s Stamp Facts notes that the largest used multiple
is a block of eight.
1877 H
1882, 6¢ rose, re-engraved (208), o.g., hinge remnant, supple rose color with complete impression
within nicely balanced margins so uncommon for this, Very Fine; with 2009 P.F. certificate. Scott $750.
Estimate $500 - 750
1878 m

1882, 6¢ rose, re-engraved (208), pair, numeral 6 duplex cancel, Very Fine. Scott $210.
Estimate $150 - 200

1879 HH/H 1882, 10¢ brown, re-engraved (209), bottom margin strip of 4 with plate number and part imprint, o.g.,
hinge remnant (left and right stamps never hinged); rejoined separated perforations in center selvage and glue soiling on left and right selvage, blind perforations along tops of two left stamps, V.G.-Fine. Scott $1,270.
Estimate $300 - 400

1880 H
1883, 4¢ blue green (211), horizontal strip of 4, o.g., previously hinged, the quintessential shade example, F.-V.F. Scott $900.
Estimate $300 - 400
1881 HH

1887, 1¢ ultramarine (212), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, Fine. Scott $580 (no photo).
Estimate $100 - 150
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1882

1883

1882 HH
1887, 3¢ vermilion (214), o.g., never hinged, bold scintilating color, immaculate Post Office-fresh color,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1990 P.F. certificate with sheet margin selvage at bottom (subsequently removed). Scott $180.
Estimate $200 - 300
1883 H
1888, 4¢ carmine (215), top margin plate number and imprint strip of 5, o.g., hinge remnants, lovely multiple; light horizontal crease across stamps and light selvage creases at top right, small inclusion in center stamp,
F.-V.F. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $300 - 400
1884 m
1888, 30¢ orange brown (217), strip of 3, left stamp, were it British, would be a wing margin example,
F.-V.F. Scott $300 for pair and single (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

1890 Issue

1885

1886

1887

1888

1889

1885 H
1890, 2¢ lake (219D), o.g., previously hinged, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded XF 90.
SMQ XF 90; $500.
Estimate $400 - 600
1886 HH
1890, 2¢ lake (219D), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; with photocopy of 2017 P.F. certificate for block.
Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400
1887 HH
1890, 2¢ lake (219D), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.; with photocopy of 2017 P.F.
certificate for block. Scott $500.
Estimate $250 - 350
1888 HH
1890, 2¢ lake (219D), o.g., never hinged, Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate for block.
Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300
1889 HH
1890, 6¢ brown red (224), o.g., never hinged, immaculate example in pristine
condition with vivid color printed on clean white paper, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with
2017 P.S.A.G. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $160. SMQ VF-XF 85; $375.
Estimate $250 - 350
1890 HH
1890, 10¢ green (226), o.g., never hinged, fabulous margin single with large margins and the most beautiful deep rich color you’ll ever see on this issue - all printed on bright
white paper, Very Fine; with photocopy of 2004 P.F. certificate for strip of 6. Scott $525.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1893 Columbian Issue

1891 HH
1893, Columbian, 2¢ brown violet (231), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate
graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $130.
Estimate $100 - 150
1892 m
1893, Columbian, 2¢ brown violet (231), several hundred stamps both on & off paper, offered intact and
unchecked for varieties or cancels, great lot for the specialist, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $150 - 200

1893

1894

1895

1893 HH
1893, Columbian, 3¢ green (232), o.g., never hinged, exquisite example featuring lively bright color and
enormous margins; a pristine, Post Office-fresh stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $97.
Estimate $150 - 200
1894 HH
1893, Columbian, 3¢ green (232), o.g., never hinged, rich color and impression within balanced and
large margins, perforations complete, Extremely Fine, a very satisfying stamp; with photocopy of 2017 P.F. certificate for block. Scott $98.
Estimate $150 - 200
1895 HH
1893, Columbian, 3¢ green (232), o.g., never hinged, deeply etched impression within balanced margins, Very Fine, a pleasing example; with photocopy of 2017 P.F. certificate for block. Scott $98.
Estimate $100 - 150

1896 HH
1893, Columbian, 4¢ ultramarine (233), o.g., never hinged, the most beautiful fresh color you’ll ever see
on this issue; looks like it just came off the printing press, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $140.
Estimate $150 - 200
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The Rare 4¢ Columbian Blue Color Error

1897 HH
1893, Columbian, 4¢ blue, color error (233a), o.g., never hinged, deep dark captivating blue (error of
color) with Post Office freshness, Fine, a stamp of great rarity, as only two panes reached the marketplace; with
photocopy of 2014 P.F. certificate for block. Scott $32,500.
Estimate $12,000 - 18,000
The 4c Columbian error of color was likely caused by the mistaken use of the same ink as the 1¢, two panes
reached the collecting community and it is believed that used examples were sourced from outside this quantity.
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1898

1899

1900

1898 HH
1893, Columbian, 5¢ chocolate (234), o.g., never hinged, phenomenal top-quality example with
JUMBO margins, beautiful centering, and smashing rich color; a true condition rarity in a wonderful state of preservation, Extremely Fine; with 2010 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90J. Scott $140. SMQ XF 90J; $725.
Estimate $600 - 800
1899 HH
1893, Columbian, 8¢ magenta (236), o.g., never hinged, magnificent rich color and sharp, detailed impression; a desirable well-centered example with excellent eye appeal, Extremely Fine. Scott $140.
Estimate $200 - 300
1900 HH
1893, Columbian, 8¢ magenta (236), o.g., never hinged, bright and Post Office fresh, Extremely Fine;
with 1995 P.F. certificate. Scott $140.
Estimate $150 - 200

1901

1902

1903

1901 H
1893, Columbian, 10¢ black brown (237), o.g., hinge remnants (certificate notes “previously hinged”),
impressive example with the deepest and darkest shade of true “black-brown” we have ever encountered on this issue; unbelievable color on this stamp, which would enhance any serious collection, Very Fine; with 2007 P.F. certificate. Scott $90.
Estimate $150 - 200
1902 H
1893, Columbian, 15¢ dark green (238), o.g., barest trace of hinge (could easily pass as never hinged),
wonderful large-margined example with deep saturated color; simply gorgeous, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with
1991 P.F. certificate. Scott $200.
Estimate $300 - 400
1903 HH
1893, Columbian, 30¢ orange brown (239), o.g., never hinged, well-balanced example with warm rich
color; tiny gum-soaked perforation along bottom left corner from Showguard mount that had too much moisture applied, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $675.
Estimate $200 - 300

1904 (H)
1893, Columbian, 30¢ orange brown (239), regummed over small thins, sharp color and deeply etched
impression within jumbo margins, Superb. Scott $240.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1905

1906

1907

1905 H
1893, Columbian, 50¢ slate blue (240), o.g., hinged, tremendous World-Class example of this particularly elusive stamp that’s rarely found with such beautiful centering and proof-like color; this is one of the finest examples of this stamp we have ever encountered, deserving placement in a collection of distinction, Extremely Fine
to Superb; with 1977 P.F. certificate. Scott $425.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1906 H
1893, Columbian, 50¢ slate blue (240), o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate.
Scott $425.
Estimate $250 - 350
1907 m
1893, Columbian, 50¢ slate blue (240), light unobtrusive town cancel, deep rich vibrant color and impression within near-perfect borders, Extremely Fine; with 2009 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $450.
Estimate $350 - 500
1908 m
1893, Columbians, $1, $4 and $5 (241, 244, 245); various faults, $5 with natural straight edge at top
(perhaps one of the last ones), F.-V.F. appearance overall. Scott $2,625 (no photo).
Estimate $600 - 800

Ex 1909
1909 m

1910

1911

1893, Columbians, $1, $2 and $4 (241, 242, 244), bright fresh colors; a few tiny thins, V.G. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $400 - 600

1910 HH
1893, Columbian, $1 salmon (241), o.g., never hinged, as fresh and pristine on the back as it is on the
front; a brilliant example rarely seen, F.-V.F., a true condition rarity; with 2013 P.F. certificate for block of 4 from
which this immaculate stamp was taken, this being the bottom left stamp. Scott $3,400.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1911 H
1893, Columbian, $1 salmon (241), o.g., lightly hinged (appears never hinged), blazing fiery color and
impression upon bright white paper, an incredible contrast, Choice Extremely Fine; with 2010 P.F. certificate. Scott
$1,000.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

1912 H
1893, Columbian, $1 salmon (241), o.g., lightly hinged (certificate states “previously hinged”), handsome example with lively rich color, F.-V.F., a flawless $1 Columbian; very choice; with 2001 P.F. certificate. Scott
$1,000.
Estimate $600 - 800
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1913

1914

Ex 1915

1913 H
1893, Columbian, $1 salmon (241), o.g., previously hinged, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott
$1,000.
Estimate $350 - 500
1914 (H)
1893, Columbian, $1 salmon (241), unused without gum, bold rich color; blind perf at bottom, F.-V.F.
Scott $500.
Estimate $150 - 200
1915 m

1893, Columbians, $1-$3 (241-243); some faults, F.-V.F. overall appearance. Scott $1,800.
Estimate $400 - 600

1916 m
1893, Columbian, $1 salmon (241), neat strike of New York Registry cancellation, dazzling color; very
pretty stamp; reperforated at left, generally F.-V.F. Scott $525 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

1917

1918

1917 HH
1893, Columbian, $2 brown red (242), right margin single, o.g., never hinged, Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate for pair. Scott $3,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1918 HH
1893, Columbian, $2 brown red (242), right margin single, o.g., never hinged, Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate for pair. Scott $3,500.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

1919

1920

1919 H
1893, Columbian, $2 brown red (242), o.g., previously hinged, premium example with exceptional centering and captivating fresh color; a beautiful example of this tough high-value Columbian, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine; with 1999 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1920 H
1893, Columbian, $2 brown red (242), o.g., hinge remnant, lovely bright color within even margins;
crease at top which does not detract from this stamp's lovely appeal, F.-V.F. centering. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1921

1922

1921 H
1893, Columbian, $2 brown red (242), disturbed o.g., inexpensive and lovely dollar high value; interesting pre-print paper fold, small thins, F.-V.F. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $200 - 300
1922 (H)
$500.

1893, Columbian, $2 brown red (242), unused without gum, bold rich color; small thins, F.-V.F. Scott
Estimate $150 - 200

1923 m
1893, Columbian, $2 brown red (242), light face-free part New York postmark, razor sharp color and impression very uncommon for this stamp so often seen in a muted shade, Extremely Fine to Superb, well centered
and very close to a 98 which would then have an SMQ value of $10,000, maybe worth re-submitting, a truly desirable example that would satisfy the most finicky collector; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ
XF-SUP 95; $3,250.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1924

1925

1924 m
1893, Columbian, $2 brown red (242), light face-free cancel, rich color with deeply etched impression
with full complete perforations; small thin and light crease, Very Fine to Extremely Fine centering. Scott $525.
Estimate $250 - 350
1925 m
1893, Columbian, $2 brown red (242), lovely Philadelphia postmark, unusually deep rich color; faint
crease, Very Fine. Scott $525.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1926

1927

1928

1926 H
1893, Columbian, $3 yellow green (243), o.g., vibrant color within equally balanced margins; small thin
specks, hinge remnants, otherwise Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $500 - 750
1927 H
1893, Columbian, $3 yellow green (243), disturbed o.g., deep rich color; a lovely example; thin spot
from mount, otherwise Fine. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $400 - 600
1928 (H)
1893, Columbian, $3 yellow green (243), unused without gum, bold rich color; blind perf at top and small
thins, Fine. Scott $675.
Estimate $150 - 200

1929

1930

1929 m
1893, Columbian, $3 yellow green (243), Wall Street Station, N.Y. double-oval cancel, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $1,250.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
1930 m
1893, Columbian, $3 yellow green (243); thins, short perf at bottom, horizontal crease, attractive Very
Fine appearance. Scott $825.
Estimate $300 - 400

Please Visit Our Web Site
www.kelleherauctions.com
Most lots in this sale have photographs on our site. Also, you can bid on our site,
which is fully searchable.
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Spectacular Gem $4 Columbian

1931 HH
1893, Columbian, $4 crimson lake (244), o.g., never hinged, an out-of-this-world GEM in a remarkable
state of preservation; tremendous crimson lake shade, Extremely Fine to Superb, deserving placement in a collection of distinction, a true condition rarity as fresh and choice on the front as it is on the back; with 2000 P.F.C. and
2004 and 2017 P.S.E. certificates graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $7,000. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $51,500.
Estimate $30,000 - 40,000
This stamp is one of only five examples to achieve this incredibly high grade from P.S.E., and is currently the
highest-graded example according to their population report.
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1932 HH
1893, Columbian, $4 crimson lake (244), o.g., never hinged, extraordinary example of this rarely-offered mint stamp; glowing rich color and sharp, detailed impression; a First-Class example fresh to the market that
would enhance any great collection; two tiny natural inclusions only seen on reverse, not mentioned in previous certificate, F.-V.F.; with 1996 & 2017 P.F. certificates. Scott $7,000.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

1933

1934

1935

1933 H
1893, Columbian, $4 crimson lake (244), o.g., hinged, warm, rich color; a fresh and handsome example
with considerable eye appeal, Very Fine; with 2017 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $2,000. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1934 H
1893, Columbian, $4 crimson lake (244), o.g., lightly hinged, fiery crimson lake color and sharp, detailed impression upon the whitest-of-white papers with large balanced margins, mouth-watering in every detail;
tiny internal crease in Isabella’s head visible only from the reverse, otherwise Extremely Fine appearance; with
2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
1935 H
1893, Columbian, $4 crimson lake (244), o.g., hinge remnant, lovely and attractive inexpensive example; small thin and translucent inclusion at bottom, Fine. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1936

1937

1938

1936 (H)
1893, Columbian, $4 crimson lake (244), regummed, example with exceptional, brilliant color;
reperforated at top and small thin spots, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,000 for no gum.
Estimate $500 - 750
1937 (H)

1893, Columbian, $4 crimson lake (244), unused without gum, deep rich color, Very Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $500 - 750

1938 (H)
1893, Columbian, $4 crimson lake (244), regummed, fresh and affordable example of this popular
stamp, Fine. Scott $1,000 for no gum.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1939 H
1893, Columbian, $5 black (245), o.g., hinged (“previously”, per certificate), extraordinary example with
tremendous color and sharp, clearly etched impression; a top-quality example for the most discriminating collector,
Very Fine; with 1990 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,300.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1940 (H)
1893, Columbian, $5 black (245), left margin imprint single, unused without gum, mouthwatering color;
slight crease in far left portion of wide selvage is of no consequence and in no way affects the appearance of this
outstanding position piece, Very Fine, seldom seen at any price. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1941 (H)
1893, Columbian, $5 black (245), unused without gum, jet-black color and complete impression on this
top-value Columbian, F.-V.F., Scott grossly undervalues these high value stamps; with 1998 P.F. certificate. Scott
$1,150.
Estimate $600 - 800

1942 (H)
1893, Columbian, $5 black (245), unused without gum, deep rich color; tiny thin speck at left, Fine. Scott
$1,150.
Estimate $400 - 600
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Plate Number and Imprint Strips

1943 HH
1893, Columbian, 1¢ deep blue (230), bottom strip of 4, o.g., never hinged, beautiful top-quality strip
with large margins and breathtaking color; unlisted in Scott as a strip of four in never hinged condition; simply stunning, Extremely Fine. Scott $130 for singles.
Estimate $250 - 350

1944 HH
1893, Columbian, 3¢ green (232), bottom strip of 4, o.g., never hinged, premium-quality with wide bottom selvage and alluring, rich color; incredibly choice, Very Fine. Scott $475.
Estimate $400 - 600

1945 HH/H 1893, Columbian, 6¢ purple (235), bottom strip of 4, o.g., end stamps never hinged, center pair with
hinge remnant, bold proof-like color; an extraordinary strip with lots of pizzazz, Very Fine. Scott $360.
Estimate $300 - 400

1946 HH
1893, Columbian, 8¢ magenta (236), bottom plate strip of 4, o.g., never hinged, tantalizing rich shade; a
premium-quality multiple; unlisted in Scott as a never hinged strip of 4, F.-V.F. Scott $560 for n.h. singles.
Estimate $350 - 500
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1947 H
1893, Columbian, 8¢ magenta (236), bottom plate strip of 4, o.g., lightly hinged, impressive multiple with
pleasant color; lovely well-centered examples, Very Fine. Scott $340.
Estimate $300 - 400

1948 HH
1893, Columbian, 10¢ black brown (237), top plate strip of 4, o.g., never hinged (gum creases), nicely
centered, well-margined examples in a premium strip of 4, which is unlisted in Scott as never hinged, Very Fine.
Scott $1,000 as n.h. singles.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1949 HH
1893, Columbian, 10¢ black brown (237), top plate strip of 4, o.g., never hinged (gum wrinkles), intense
color printed on clean white paper; unlisted in Scott as a never hinged strip of 4; exceedingly fresh multiple, Fine.
Scott $1,000 as n.h. singles.
Estimate $300 - 400

1950 H
1893, Columbian, 15¢ dark green (238), bottom plate strip of 4, disturbed o.g., fresh and inviting multiple
with lively color and crystal-clear impression, F.-V.F. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1951 HH
1893, Columbian, 30¢ orange brown (239), bottom plate strip of 4, o.g., never hinged, wonderfully fresh
and in immaculate mint condition; gleaming both front and back, with full, unblemished gum; couple nibbed perforations at left, otherwise F.-V.F.; with clear 1987 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,700 as n.h. singles.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1952 HH
1893, Columbian, 50¢ slate blue (240), bottom plate strip of 4, o.g., never hinged, desirable multiple in
pristine never hinged condition with gorgeous color; wonderful overall freshness—simply stunning, Fine. Scott
$5,000 for n.h. singles.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1894-1898 Bureau Issues

1953

1954

1953 H
1894, 2¢ pink, type I (248), top strip of 5, o.g., lightly hinged, 1894 Bureau Issue printed by plate number 1; a handsome position piece for the specialist, F.-V.F. Scott $185.
Estimate $150 - 200
1954 HH
1894, 2¢ carmine, type I, stitch watermark variety (250 var.), top plate number single, o.g., never
hinged, fabulous top-quality example with impressive large margins and gorgeous rich shade; an exceptionally
beautiful example made even more desirable by being the “stitch watermark” variety, scarce on these Bureau issues, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2007 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85J. Scott $85. SMQ VF-XF 85J;
$225.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1955

1956

1957

1955 HH
1894, 2¢ carmine, type III (252), plate number single, o.g., never hinged, incredibly fresh and choice example of this elusive mint stamp, F.-V.F.; with photocopy of 2016 P.F. certificate for pair, from which it was taken.
Scott $375.
Estimate $300 - 400
1956 H

1894, 3¢ purple (253), horizontal pair, o.g., hinge remnant, deep color, Very Fine. Scott $220.
Estimate $150 - 200

1957 HH
1894, 4¢ dark brown (254), top plate number single, o.g., never hinged, huge margins and bold prooflike
color; a true condition rarity, Very Fine; with 2014 P.S.A.G. certificate for strip of 3, from which this gorgeous stamp
was taken, right stamp from the strip. Scott $550.
Estimate $600 - 800

1958 H
1894, $1 black, type I (261), o.g., previously hinged, boldly etched impression and color within massive
jumbo margins all around, unmatchable and scintillating, Superb; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98J.
SMQ SUP 98J; $6,200 as plain 98.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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1959

1960

1959 (H)
1894, $1 black, type I (261), unused without gum, fresh; single nibbed perf at top right, otherwise F.-V.F.
Scott $400.
Estimate $150 - 200
1960 m
1894, $1 black, type I (261), lightly-struck cancellation, rare thus, magnificent showpiece with nicely balanced margins and jet-black color; a true GEM worthy of placement in a collection of distinction, Extremely Fine to
Superb; with 2012 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $350. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $3,200.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
This is one of two examples achieving the impressive grade of XF-Sup-95; only three other examples currently
grade higher according to P.S.E.’s population report.

1961 H 1894, $2 bright blue (262), o.g., previously hinged, luscious rich exubriant
color and impression within circus-sized jumbo margins, Extremely Fine to Superb,
truly a condition rarity of the highest order; one cannot imagine a more nicely centered
example; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95J. SMQ XF-SUP 95J;
$11,000.
Estimate $8,000 - 12,000

1962 H
1894, $5 dark green (263), o.g., previously hinged, deep rich luxuriant color and impression within perfectly centered margins, Superb, a true rarity and one of the finest examples extant; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded
SUP 98. SMQ SUP 98; $21,000.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
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1963

1964

1965

1963 HH
1895, 2¢ carmine, type I (265), o.g., never hinged, bottom imprint single with enormous margins and intense color; a true needle in the proverbial haystack when it comes to GEM quality #265’s, Extremely Fine to Superb. Scott $105.
Estimate $250 - 350
1964 HH
1895, 4¢ dark brown (269), top plate number single, o.g., never hinged, Post Office-fresh mint stamp
with tremendous rich color; a beauty, Very Fine; with 2006 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $125. Estimate $150 - 200
1965 HH
1895, 5¢ chocolate (270), o.g., never hinged, fabulous high-quality mint stamp in immaculate condition,
with excellent centering and dazzling color, Extremely Fine; with 2007 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $105.
SMQ XF 90; $300.
Estimate $250 - 350

1966 HH
1895, 5¢ chocolate (270), top right strip of 10, o.g., never hinged, superb state of preservation; a flawless
multiple with several choice singles to be found; eye-catching, Fine. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $500 - 750

1967 HH
1895, 6¢ dull brown (271), wide top margin single, o.g., never hinged, dripping rich color and impression,
Post office freshness exudes from this example, F.-V.F.; with 2016 P.F. certificate for block. Scott $360.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1968

1969

1970

1968 HH
1895, 8¢ violet brown (272), o.g., never hinged, nice big margins and vivid fresh color; a premium example, Very Fine. Scott $210.
Estimate $150 - 200
1969 m
1895, 8¢ violet brown, watermarked USIR (272a), great example with full “R” watermark, Very Fine;
with 1988 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $500 - 750
1970 m
1895, 8¢ violet brown, watermarked USIR (272a), lovely, large-margined example with rich color target
cancel; short perforation top and bottom, Very Fine, scarce stamp; with 1993 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $950.
Estimate $400 - 600

1971

1972

1971 HH/H 1895, 10¢ dark green (273), bottom margin pair with imprint, o.g., lightly hinged (left stamp never
hinged), Fine. Scott $375.
Estimate $150 - 200
1972 H
1895, 15¢ dark blue (274), o.g., hinged (minor gum bend), broad margins and wonderful rich color
printed on clean white paper; an unusually choice example, Extremely Fine. Scott $210.
Estimate $150 - 200

1973 HH
1895, 15¢ dark blue (274), top right strip of 10, o.g., never hinged, awesome rich color printed on clean
white paper; an extremely elusive multiple, especially when found in this wonderful mint state; the strip is separated
along the vertical perforations between positions 4 and 5, otherwise Fine. Scott $6,625.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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1974

1975

1974 H
1895, 50¢ orange (275), o.g., lightly hinged (“previously hinged” per certificate), handsome example of
this ridiculously undervalued stamp; a premium item with stunning color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2008
P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85 for this stamp when it was a left margin single, the margin having been subsequently removed. Scott $260. SMQ VF-XF 85; $325.
Estimate $300 - 400
1975 m
1895, 50¢ orange, Postal Agency Shanghai cancel (275), horizontal pair, neatly-struck “U.S. Postal
Agency - Shanghai” cancellation, impressive multiple, Very Fine, scarce thus. Scott $80 for 2 singles.
Estimate $200 - 300

1976 H
1895, $1 black, types I & II (276-276A), bottom plate strip of 3, o.g., hinged, incredible color and impression; an eye-catching example with jet-black color printed on clean white paper; a beautiful combination strip, the
left stamp being Scott #276 (Type I); the right two #276A (the scarcer Type II), F.-V.F., this remarkable showpiece is
among the finest obtainable examples, ex-Chapin; with 1970 P.F. certificate. Scott $5,000.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

1977
1977 H
$600.

1978

1895, $1 black, type I (276), o.g., hinged, deep, saturated color and detailed impression, Fine. Scott
Estimate $200 - 300

1978 H
1895, $1 black, type II (276A), o.g., hinge remnant, lovely example of this elusive Type II stamp; extremely fresh and choice, Fine. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

1979 HH
1895, $2 bright blue (277), top plate number single, o.g., never hinged, outstanding example of this terribly difficult mint stamp, with awesome, rich color and full, unblemished gum; how this stamp has survived the last
123 years in this immaculate state is hard to imagine; a stamp for the most discriminating collector, F.-V.F.; with
2008 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $2,900.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1980 H
1895, $2 bright blue (277), o.g., hinged, rich color and sharp impression, nicely balanced margins, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2014 P.S.A.G. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $1,150. Estimate $800
- 1,200
1981 H
1895, $2 bright blue (277), o.g., hinged, handsome example with nice, big margins and radiating color,
Very Fine; with 2011 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $900.
Estimate $600 - 800
1982 (H)

1895, $2 bright blue (277), regummed, premium example with radiating color, Very Fine. Scott $375.
Estimate $300 - 400

1983 H
1895, $2 bright blue (277), o.g., hinge remnant, gorgeous bright color; small tear at left and light wrinkle
at right, Very Fine. Scott $900.
Estimate $150 - 200

1984

1985

1986

1984 HH
1898, 4¢ orange brown (280b), o.g., never hinged, a select, well-margined example of the desirable orange brown shade, Very Fine; with 1989 P.F. certificate. Scott $80.
Estimate $100 - 150
1985 HH
1898, 6¢ lake (282), o.g., never hinged, attractive example in pristine condition; large margins and
gleaming fresh gum, F.-V.F. Scott $140.
Estimate $100 - 150
1986 H
1898, 10¢ brown, type I (282C), o.g., hinge remnant, extraordinary example of this terribly difficult
stamp; boardwalk margins all around; seldom seen, as this issue normally comes with tight margins, Extremely
Fine. Scott $175.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1987

1988

1989

1990

1987 HH
1898, 10¢ orange brown, type II (283), wide top margin single, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; with 2016
P.F. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $450. SMQ VF 80; $475.
Estimate $350 - 500
1988 HH
1898, 10¢ orange brown, type II (283), wide top margin single, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; with 2016
P.S.E. certificate for pair. Scott $450.
Estimate $300 - 400
1989 HH
1898, 10¢ orange brown, type II (283), wide top margin single, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.; with photocopy of 2016 P.S.E. certificate for strip from which this came. Scott $450.
Estimate $150 - 200
1990 HH
1898, 15¢ olive green (284), o.g., never hinged, dynamite, pristine example with warm rich color and
completely unblemished full gum, F.-V.F.; with 2007 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $475.
Estimate $300 - 400

1898 Trans-Mississippi Issue

1991

1992

Ex 1993

1991 HH
1898, Trans-Miss., 1¢ dark yellow green (285), o.g., never hinged, exquisite top-quality example in immaculate mint condition; great centering, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP
95. Scott $75. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $625.
Estimate $500 - 750
1992 HH
1898, Trans-Miss., 1¢ dark yellow green (285), o.g., never hinged, lovely bold color within pleasing
margins, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $225. Estimate $150 - 200
1993 HH/H 1898, Trans-Miss., 2¢, 5¢ and 10¢ (286, 288, 290), plate number singles, o.g., never hinged (#288 is
previously hinged), F.-V.F.; each with 2012 or 2013 P.S.E. certificate, #286 graded VF-XF 85, #288 graded F-VF
75J, #290 graded Fine 70. Scott $380.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1994

1995

1994 HH
1898, Trans-Miss., 2¢ copper red (286), plate number single, o.g., never hinged, remarkably fresh and
choice example in pristine mint condition, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $67. SMQ
XF 90; $250.
Estimate $200 - 300
1995 HH
1898, Trans-Miss., 4¢ orange (287), top left corner margin single, o.g., never hinged, bright rich color
and impression within large oversized margins, Very Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300

1996

1997

1998

1996 HH
1898, Trans-Miss., 5¢ dull blue (288), o.g., never hinged, wonderfully fresh example in immaculate condition, F.-V.F. Scott $250.
Estimate $150 - 200
1997 H
1898, Trans-Miss., 5¢ dull blue (288), top margin single with partial plate number, o.g., lightly hinged;
light crease and short perforation at right, V.G.-Fine. Scott $100 ++.
Estimate $150 - 200
1998 m
1898, Trans-Miss., 5¢ dull blue (288), letter “A” duplex cancel, boldly emblazoned color and impression
upon contrasting white paper and super sized balanced margins, Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate graded
XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $125.
Estimate $100 - 150

1999 HH
1898, Trans-Miss., 8¢ violet brown (289), o.g., never hinged, absolutely gorgeous top-quality example
of this notoriously difficult stamp; a well-margined example with the most intense color you’ll ever see, Very Fine.
Scott $375.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2000

2001

2002

2000 HH
1898, Trans-Miss., 8¢ violet brown (289), guide line along bottom perforations, o.g., never hinged, centering appears nicer than Very Fine, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $375. SMQ VF 80;
$450.
Estimate $300 - 400
2001 HH
1898, Trans-Miss., 8¢ violet brown (289), o.g., never hinged, sensational rich color; unbelievably fresh,
Fine. Scott $375.
Estimate $150 - 200
2002 HH
1898, Trans-Miss., 10¢ gray violet (290), o.g., never hinged, Post Office-fresh stamp with vivid color
printed on lily-white paper, F.-V.F. Scott $380.
Estimate $200 - 300

2003

2004

2005

2003 m
1898, Trans-Miss., 50¢ sage green (291), black duplex cancellation, tremendous rich shade; a premium
well-centered example with generous margins, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $175.
Estimate $250 - 350
2004 H
1898, Trans-Miss., $1 black (292), o.g., hinged, marvelous color and centering; an impressive-appearing example of this popular stamp; expertly reperforated at right, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $600 - 800
2005 H
1898, Trans-Miss., $1 black (292), slightly disturbed o.g., sharp jet black color; light natural crease and
reperforated at right, Extremely Fine appearance. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $600 - 800

2006
2006 m

2007

1898, Trans-Miss., $1 black (292), Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $700.
Estimate $400 - 600

2007 m
1898, Trans-Miss., $1 black (292), lovely duplex cancel, brilliant jet black color; small thin spots at top
center, otherwise Extremely Fine; with 2002 P.F. certificate. Scott $725.
Estimate $350 - 500
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2008

2009

2008 m
1898, Trans-Miss., $1 black (292), duplex cancel, crisp black color within balanced margins; light hinge
thin, Very Fine. Scott $725.
Estimate $200 - 300
2009 (H)
1898, Trans-Miss., $2 orange brown (293), regummed, vivid and fresh color; a great-looking example;
reperforated at right, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $825 for no gum.
Estimate $500 - 750

1901 Pan-American Issue

Ex 2010

2011

2013

2010 HH
1901, Pan-Americans, 1¢ to 8¢ (294-298), o.g., never hinged, a fresh assemblage, overall Very Fine; 1¢
with 2000 P.F. certificate and 2¢ with 2007 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $658.
Estimate $200 - 300
2011 HH
1901, Pan-American, 1¢ green & black (294), sinking ship variety, vignette shifted into frame at bottom,
o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine. Scott $40 for regular.
Estimate $100 - 150
2012 HH
1901, Pan-American, 1¢ green & black (294), bottom left corner margin vertical pair, o.g., never hinged,
sharp rich colors and impressions within their borders, Extremely Fine, an appealing multiple. Scott $85 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
2013 HH
1901, Pan-American, 8¢ brown violet & black (298), o.g., never hinged, bright complete colors and impressions, nicely placed within its borders, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2012 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF
85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $325.
Estimate $250 - 350

2014 HH
1901, Pan-American, 8¢ brown violet & black (298), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh; an impressive example, Very Fine; with 2007 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $230. SMQ VF 80; $250.
Estimate $200 - 300
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Rare Inverted Centers

2015 H
1901, Pan-American, 1¢ green & black, center inverted (294a), exceptional example of this popular invert, o.g., previously hinged, radiant rich colors and impressions within even borders, full fresh original gum that is
so often not the case as many are with disturbance, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded
VF-XF 85. Scott $12,500. SMQ VF-XF 85; $19,500.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

2016 H
1901, Pan-American, 4¢ deep red brown & black, center inverted, “Specimen” overprint removed
(296a-S), o.g., hinged, an extremely handsome example of this rarely-offered inverted center; a great stamp for the
collector who can’t afford an example of the Pan-American inverted that catalogs for $85,000, Fine, incredibly rare,
less than 100 are known to exist. Scott $11,500.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
It is most unusual that this stamp is sound (except for the removed “Specimen”), as the vast majority of examples
have varying degrees of faults.
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1902-1908 Regular Issues

Ex 2017
2017 HH/H
$751.

Ex 2018

2019

2021

1902 Regular Issue to 15¢ (300-309); 2¢ has short perf at right and 13¢ reperforated at left, F.-V.F. Scott
Estimate $200 - 300

2018 HH
1902 Regular Issue Group (301//308), o.g., never hinged, gorgeous colors as if they were the first ones
off the presses; 3¢ and 8¢ with the trivialest of mount gum disturbance, mentioned strictly for accuracy, unnoticable
at first glance, F.-V.F. Scott $417.
Estimate $200 - 300
2019 HH
1903, 2¢ carmine (301c), booklet pane of 6, o.g., never hinged, position 13E; an exceptional example of
this terribly difficult booklet pane; lively, bright color and clear impression; seldom offered in immaculate mint condition, F.-V.F.; with 2015 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $950.
Estimate $500 - 750
2020 m
5¢ blue and 10¢ pale red brown (304, 307), choice centering with large, balanced margins, Extremely
Fine to Superb, two matchless gems (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
2021 HH
1903, 6¢ claret (305), o.g., never hinged, a tremendous example of this normally tight-margined issue; a
handsome wide top sheet margin single featuring radiant color and gargantuan margins, the likes of which we have
never encountered before on this issue, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $150.
Estimate $400 - 600

2022

2023

2022 H
1902, 13¢ purple black (308), o.g., an unbelievable stamp with boardwalk margins of epic proportions;
barest trace of hinging at bottom corner: this stamp could easily pass for never hinged, Extremely Fine. Scott $40.
Estimate $100 - 150
2023 HH
1902, 13¢ purple black (308), o.g., never hinged, wonderful stamp with great margins and breathtakingly fresh color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2001 P.F. certificate. Scott $100.
Estimate $100 - 150
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2024 HH
1903, 15¢ olive green (309), o.g., never hinged, a true GEM of philately; incredible centering and balanced margins; a deeply colored example in proof-like state; how this stamp has survived in this pristine condition
the past 115 years is hard to imagine; a true condition rarity destined for the finest collection, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2005 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $450. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $3,650.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
One of four examples achieving this impressive grade, with only four others grading higher.

2025

2026

2027

2025 HH
1903, 15¢ olive green (309), o.g., never hinged, wonderfully fresh example with deep rich color; a very
appealing and undervalued never hinged stamp, F.-V.F. Scott $475.
Estimate $200 - 300
2026 H
1903, 15¢ olive green (309), o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded VF 80.
Scott $180. SMQ VF 80; $175.
Estimate $150 - 200
2027 H
1903, 50¢ orange (310), o.g., hinged, a great-looking stamp with strong color and generous margins,
F.-V.F.; with 1976 P.F. certificate. Scott $375.
Estimate $200 - 300

2028 HH
1903, $1 black (311), o.g., never hinged, lovely pleasing black color, razor-sharp impression within nicely
matching margins; guide line along bottom perforations, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2004 and 2017 P.S.E. certificates, both graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $8,500.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
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2029
2029 HH

2030

2031

2032

2033

1903, $1 black (311), o.g., never hinged, sharp jet-black color, F.-V.F. Scott $1,900.
Estimate $600 - 800

2030 H
1903, $1 black (311), o.g., hinged, choice and very pleasing example with warm, rich color, Very Fine.
Scott $600.
Estimate $400 - 600
2031 H

1903, $1 black (311), o.g., previously hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $600.

Estimate $200 - 300

2032 (H)
1903, $1 black (311), unused without gum, Very Fine, catalog values for this series unused are grossly
undervalued; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $240.
Estimate $150 - 200
2033 m
1903, $1 black (311), lightly-struck black Registry cancellation, a humdinger of a stamp featuring boardwalk margins and brilliant fresh color, Extremely Fine to Superb, seldom found with a light, unobtrusive postmark;
with 2004 P.F. certificate. Scott $90.
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 2034

2035

2036

2034 m
15¢ olive green to $1 black (309-311), horizontal pairs, Farragut a bottom margin part-arrow pair; 50¢
tiny thin on right stamp and perforation separations, F.-V.F. Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200
2035 H
1903, $5 dark green (313), o.g., hinged (with old time hinge remnant), gorgeous fresh appearance; a
couple light gum creases, F.-V.F. Scott $2,100.
Estimate $500 - 750
2036 HH
1906, 1¢ blue green, imperf (314), o.g., never hinged, immense margins including sheet margin at left
showing partial imprint in the selvage; a brilliant FRESH example in a quality rarely seen, Superb; with 2015 P.S.E.
certificate graded Gem 100. Scott $32. SMQ Gem 100; $450.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2037

2038

2039

2037 HH
1908, 5¢ blue, imperf (315), o.g., never hinged, immense margins and proof-like color; a striking example of unparalleled beauty, Superb; with 2017 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 98J. Scott $600. SMQ SUP 98J; $1,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2038 HH
1908, 5¢ blue, imperf (315), o.g., never hinged, magnificent wide left sheet margin single in fantastic
condition, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $600. SMQ XF 90; $750.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2039 HH
1908, 5¢ blue, imperf (315), right margin single, o.g., never hinged, deeply etched impression and rich
color, oversized margins which look better than the grade; with light gum wrinkle, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with
2016 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $700.
Estimate $500 - 750

2040

2041

2042

2043

2040 HH
1908, 5¢ blue, imperf (315), o.g., never hinged, rich luxuriant color and impression, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $700.
Estimate $500 - 750
2041 H
1908, 5¢ blue, imperf (315), o.g., hinged, Very Fine; with 2017 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ
XF 90; $400.
Estimate $300 - 400
2042 H
1908, 5¢ blue, imperf (315), o.g., lightly hinged, exceedingly fresh top-quality example with extra-large
margins and awesome deep color; as pretty as they come, Extremely Fine to Superb. Scott $300.
Estimate $250 - 350
2043 H
1908, 5¢ blue, imperf (315), o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine; with 2017 P.S.A.G. certificate graded VF
80. Scott $300. SMQ VF 80; $350.
Estimate $200 - 300

2044 HH
1908, 5¢ blue, imperf (315), pair, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; with 2009 P.F. certificate. Scott
$1,250.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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Rare Early Experimental Coils

2045 H
1908, 5¢ blue, experimental coil, perf 12 horizontally (317), vertical pair, o.g., previously hinged, rich
deep shade, extremely attractive pair, centered to right as are many pairs, missing from all but the most advanced
collections; guide line shows on top stamp and a few trivial separated perforations, Fine, rare - one of a few pairs still
intact, most having been separated into singles; signed S.A. (pencil signature) and CHM (handstamp), with 1999
P.F. certificate. Scott $15,000.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

2046 H
1908, 1¢ blue green, experimental coil, perf 12 vertically (318), horizontal pair, o.g., previously
hinged, deep shade, excellent impression, nicely centered, fresh, nicer than most pairs of this very scarce and
highly desirable early coil, F.-V.F. and attractive; with 2004 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $11,000.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
“J. C. M. & Co. Inc.” handstamp on gum side across the center perforations.
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2047 HH/H 1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6, five panes, each Position E with glassine interleaving
and booklet back cover, o.g., never hinged, each with gum disturbance at lower left two stamps, Fine. Scott $500
(photo on website).
Estimate $150 - 200
2048 HH
1903, 2¢ carmine rose, type I (319n), booklet pane of 6, Position E, o.g., never hinged, Fine. Scott $500
(photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

2049

2050

2051

2049 HH
1906, 2¢ scarlet, imperf, type I (320b), o.g., never hinged, rarely seen JUMBO of the more difficult scarlet shade; includes wide sheet margin at left along with portions of surrounding 5 stamps, Superb; with 2015 P.S.E.
certificate graded Gem 100. Scott $37. SMQ Gem 100; $750.
Estimate $400 - 600
2050 H
1906, 2¢ scarlet, U.S. Automatic Vending type III perfs (320b), pair, o.g., lightly hinged, extremely
handsome example of this elusive vending coil, Very Fine; with copy of 1963 PF certificate, and 2015 P.F. certificate
for strip of 4, from which it came. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2051 HH
1906, 2¢ carmine rose, imperf, type I (320c), pair, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F.
certificate graded XF 90. Scott $300 as singles. SMQ XF 90.
Estimate $300 - 400

Another Rare Experimental Coil

2052 H
1908, 2¢ carmine, type II, experimental coil, perf 12 vertically (322), o.g., previously hinged, bright radiant color and sharp impression combine with complete perforations and near perfect centering to provide one of
the nicest examples we have offered of this scarce coil single, Extremely Fine to Superb, a scarce to find stamp, let
alone in this top notch quality; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $12,000.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
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1904-1907 Commemorative Issues

2053

2054

2055

2053 HH
1904, 1¢ Louisiana Purchase (323), o.g., never hinged, deep vivid color and impression within balanced
margins, Extremely Fine; with 2014 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $175. Estimate $150 - 200
2054 HH
1904, 10¢ Louisiana Purchase (327), bottom right corner margin single, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate for pair. Scott $310.
Estimate $300 - 400
2055 HH
1904, 10¢ Louisiana Purchase (327), right margin single, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F.
certificate for pair. Scott $310.
Estimate $200 - 300

2056

2057

2058

2059

2056 HH
1907, 5¢ Jamestown (330), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded XF 90.
SMQ XF 90; $1,200.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
2057 HH

1907, 5¢ Jamestown (330), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $285.
Estimate $250 - 350

2058 HH
1907, 5¢ Jamestown (330), single with plate number 3561, o.g., never hinged, gorgeous fresh color;
light gum bend, Very Fine. Scott $285.
Estimate $150 - 200
2059 HH

1907, 5¢ Jamestown (330), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $285.
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1908-1911 Washington-Franklin Issues

2060

2061

2062

2063

2060 HH
1908, 5¢ blue (335), o.g., never hinged, bold sharpness in color and impression, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine; with 2009 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $110.
Estimate $150 - 200
2061 HH
1908, 8¢ olive green (337), o.g., never hinged, among the most impressive examples obtainable; a
beautiful GEM with large balanced margins and sumptuous rich color; simply gorgeous, Extremely Fine. Scott
$105.
Estimate $300 - 400
2062 H
1909, 50¢ violet (341), o.g., previously hinged, illuminating bright color and impression within boardwalk
margins wih virtual perfection, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2011 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ
XF-SUP 95; $750.
Estimate $600 - 800
2063 H
1909, 50¢ violet (341), o.g., lightly hinged, brilliant fresh example with crystal-clear impression, F.-V.F.
Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200

2064

2065

2064 H
1909, $1 violet brown (342), o.g., lightly hinged, an attractive example of this high-value stamp; strong
color and razor-sharp impression, Very Fine. Scott $450.
Estimate $300 - 400
2065 H
1909, $1 violet brown (342), o.g., hinged (with old time hinge remnant), gorgeous fresh appearance,
Very Fine. Scott $475.
Estimate $250 - 350
2066 HH/H Imperf Flat Plate Coil Stamps Group (343V//409V), line strips, paste-up strips and strips of various
sizes, including #343V line pair; 343H pair; 344V four strips of four, one paste-up strip of four and four line strips of
four; 344H line strip of four and guide line strip of four; 383V two line strips of four, two line pairs, one paste-up strip of
six, four strips of four, one strip of three, one pair; 383H one paste-up strip of four with plate number; 384V line strip
of four, one paste-up strip of four and two strips of four; 384H strip of four; 409V one paste-up strip of six and one line
strip of six, bright and fresh group of these popular imperforate coil strips; a few small faults, but overall condition is
mostly sound, generally F.-V.F. Scott $2,518 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2067 m
1908, Washington-Franklins, 3¢ to 5¢ complete, imperf (345-347), #345 two blocks of four, one with
partial imprint, #346 vertical pair, #347 three horizontal pairs, one with imprint and one with plate number; a few tiny
thins and light creases, Very Fine. Scott $620 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
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2068 m
1908, 1¢ green, imperf, vertical coil (343V), line strip of 4 with line between top stamps, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, unpriced in Scott.
Estimate $200 - 300

2069 HH
1908, 2¢ carmine, imperf, horizontal coil (344H), line strip of 5, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $280+.
Estimate $200 - 300

2070 m
1908, 2¢ carmine, imperf, horizontal coil (344H), line strip of 5 with line between right stamps, Council
Bluffs, IA duplex and machine cancels; small thin on left stamp, F.-V.F., unpriced in Scott. Estimate $200 - 300

2071 HH
1909, 3¢ deep violet, imperf (345), o.g., never hinged, tremendous example with huge “picture-frame”
margins showing substantial portions of surrounding eight stamps; a true World-Class GEM, Superb. Scott $19.
Estimate $100 - 150

Ex 2072
2072 HH/H 1909, 4¢ orange brown, Schermack type III perfs (346), two line strips of 4 and a regular strip of 4,
lovely group with two different shades, o.g., previously hinged, a few stamps never hinged; a couple stamps with
tiny thins and a couple with light bends or wrinkles, Very Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300
www.kelleherauctions.com
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2073

Ex 2074

2076

2077

2078

2073 m
1909, 5¢ blue, imperf, vertical coil (347V), strip of 4, Benton Harbor [MI] duplex cancels; small crease at
top and light creases on bottom two stamps, Very Fine, unpriced in Scott.
Estimate $300 - 400
2074 HH/H 1908-1909, 1¢ green & 2¢ carmine, vertical coils (348-349), paste-up pairs, o.g., never hinged, top
stamp of 2¢ pair is very lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $550.
Estimate $300 - 400
2075 HH
1908, 1¢ green, vertical coil (348), four pairs, one of which is a paste-up pair, o.g., never hinged, bright
and fresh group; paste-up pair has minor separations, F.-V.F. Scott $900 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2076 HH
1908, 1¢ green, vertical coil (348), pair, o.g., never hinged, lovely vertical pair, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $225.
Estimate $150 - 200
2077 HH

1908, 1¢ green, vertical coil (348), pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $225.
Estimate $150 - 200

2078 HH

1908, 1¢ green, vertical coil (348), pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $225.
Estimate $150 - 200
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2079

2080

2081

2082

2083

2079 HH
1908, 1¢ green, vertical coil (348), line pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate
graded VF 80. Scott $650. SMQ VF 80; $600.
Estimate $400 - 600
2080 HH/H 1908, 1¢ green, vertical coil (348), line pair, o.g., hinge remnant (bottom stamp never hinged), F.-V.F.
Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200
2081 H
1908, 1¢ green, vertical coil (348), line pair, o.g., hinge remnant (pencil mark on gum), lively color; a very
fresh example of this surprisingly difficult coil, F.-V.F. Scott $300.
Estimate $100 - 150
2082 HH/H 1908, 1¢ green, vertical coil (348), line strip of 4, o.g., hinge remnant (2 center stamps never hinged) line
pair n.h.; light purple handstamp on reverse side of bottom stamp, F.-V.F.; with 1993 P.F. certificate. Scott $730.
Estimate $300 - 400
2083 m
1908, 1¢ green, vertical coil (348), line pair, light and well-placed black town cancellation, premium-quality multiple with impressive centering and glowing color, Choice Extremely Fine, a finer example of this
already scarce item would be hard to envision. Scott $800.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2084

2085

2086

2087

2089

2084 HH/H 1910, 4¢ orange brown, vertical coil (350), line pair, o.g., hinge remnant (bottom stamp never hinged),
bright color and wide margins; small thin on top stamp, F.-V.F. Scott $1,175.
Estimate $300 - 400
2085 m
1910, 4¢ orange brown, vertical coil (350), line pair, neat black cancellation, extremely desirable used
multiple with marvelously rich color; completely sound in all respects—scarce thus, Fine; with 1985 P.F. certificate.
Scott $4,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2086 HH
1909, 5¢ blue, vertical coil (351), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $475.
Estimate $350 - 500
2087 H
1909, 5¢ blue, vertical coil (351), pair, o.g., hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $400.
Estimate $300 - 400
2088 HH/H 1909, 5¢ blue, vertical coil (351), pair with paste up margin at bottom, o.g., top stamp lightly hinged, bottom never hinged, scarce position piece with top arrow in paste up margin, Fine. Scott $465 (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200
2089 HH
1909, 5¢ blue, vertical coil (351), paste up strip of 4 partial imprint underneath, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine. Scott $1,700 as two pairs.
Estimate $600 - 800
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2090

2091

2092

2090 m
1909, 5¢ blue, vertical coil (351), line pair, extra-light black cancellation, incredibly fresh example with
intense color and clear impression; a flawless example of this seldom-seen postally-used coil, Fine; with 1992 P.F.
certificate. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2091 HH
1909, 1¢ green, horizontal coil (352), paste-up pair with imprint underneath, left stamp just clearing and
massive margins on right stamp, o.g., never hinged, Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $570.
Estimate $300 - 400
2092 H
1909, 1¢ green, horizontal coil (352), line pair, o.g., previously hinged, large balanced margins so difficult to find on genuine flat plate coil line pairs, Extremely Fine, rare this nice; with 1996 P.F. and 2004 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $1,650.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2093
2093 H
$825.

2094

1909, 1¢ green, horizontal coil (352), line pair, o.g., lightly hinged, Fine; with 1979 P.F. certificate. Scott
Estimate $250 - 350

2094 HH
1909, 1¢ green, horizontal coil (352), paste-up strip of 3 with paste up on center stamp, o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $800.
Estimate $250 - 350

2095 HH/H 1909, 1¢ green, horizontal coil (352), paste-up strip of 3, left paste-up pair has small stamp paper offset
at top, right stamp is never hinged; tiny gum wrinkle on left stamp, F.-V.F. Scott $490.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2096

2097

2096 m
1909, 1¢ green, horizontal coil (352), line pair, wavy-line machine cancellation, phenomenal top-quality
coil with beautifully deep, rich color; of the handful of used line pairs we’ve offered over the past 10 years, this is by
far the choicest and most appealing example; a true condition rarity that is woefully undervalued in Scott; expect serious competition for this wonderful showpiece, Very Fine; with 2013 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,650.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
2097 m
1909, 1¢ green, horizontal coil (352), line pair, difficult to find used, Very Fine and scarce for this genuine coil; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,650.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

2098

2099

2100

2098 H
1909, 2¢ carmine, horizontal coil (353), line pair, o.g., lightly hinged (pencil mark on gum), dazzlingly
bright shade; a very pleasing example of this difficult coil issue, F.-V.F. Scott $750.
Estimate $300 - 400
2099 H

1909, 2¢ carmine, horizontal coil (353), line pair, o.g., hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott $750.
Estimate $200 - 300

2100 m
1909, 2¢ carmine, horizontal coil (353), line pair, just touched along bottom with a neatly-placed town
cancellation, handsome well-centered multiple with fabulous color; short corner perforation along the top right corner of the left-hand stamp is quite trivial and not mentioned on accompanying certificate, otherwise Very Fine; with
clear 1994 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

2101
2101 HH

2102

1909, 4¢ orange brown, horizontal coil (354), paste-up pair, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $400 - 600

2102 HH/H 1909, 4¢ orange brown, horizontal coil (354), coil strip of 4, 3 mm spacing, o.g., lightly hinged (center
stamps never hinged), deep rich color, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,450.
Estimate $600 - 800
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2103

2104

2103 m
1909, 4¢ orange brown, horizontal coil (354), line pair, duplex cancel, scarce early used coil line pair;
light diagonal crease on right stamp, Very Fine. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $400 - 600
2104 m
1909, 4¢ orange brown, horizontal coil (354), line strip of 4, neatly-placed duplex cancellations, impressive and completely sound coil strip with brilliant color; as pretty as they come, Fine. Scott $2,825.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

2105

2106

2105 HH
1909, 5¢ blue, horizontal coil (355), o.g., never hinged, rich bold color and impression, guide line along
top edge, Choice Extremely Fine; with photocopy of 2017 P.S.E. certificate for strip. Scott $450.
Estimate $400 - 600
2106 HH/H 1909, 5¢ blue, horizontal coil (355), paste-up strip of 4 with paste up at right center, o.g., hinged, right
center stamp has hinge remnant (left and right stamps never hinged), great position piece (as rare as the line pair);
tiny edge nick at top of paste up, F.-V.F. Scott $1,425.
Estimate $500 - 750

2107

2108

2107 m
1909, 5¢ blue, horizontal coil (355), paste-up pair, extremely light black cancellation, premium example
of this terribly difficult paste-up pair; wonderfully fresh and choice condition; pair has separated and is attached by a
hinge, Very Fine. Scott $975.
Estimate $500 - 750
2108 m
1909, 5¢ blue, horizontal coil (355), line pair, light wavy-line black machine cancellation, exceedingly
difficult used coil with breathtaking color and sharp impression; rarely found in sound condition; choice, Fine. Scott
$4,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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Bluish Paper Issues

2109

2110

2111

2112

2113

2109 HH
1909, 1¢ green, bluish paper (357), o.g., never hinged, exceptionally choice bluish paper in immaculate
condition with full unblemished gum, Very Fine. Scott $180.
Estimate $150 - 200
2110 H
1909, 3¢ deep violet, bluish paper (359), o.g., lightly hinged, astounding well centered example, with
luxuriant color; a true condition rarity when found this choice, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF
90. Scott $1,800. SMQ XF 90; $2,750.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2111 H
1909, 6¢ red orange, bluish paper (362), o.g., barest trace of hinge, wonderful example of this elusive
stamp; accompanying 1993 P.F. cert. is never hinged by omission, and the stamp certainly could pass as a never
hinged example, Very Fine; with 1993 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2112 H
1909, 6¢ red orange, bluish paper (362), o.g., previously hinged, V.G.; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott
$1,250.
Estimate $300 - 400
2113 (H)
1909, 10¢ yellow, bluish paper (364), regummed, nice appearing example of this elusive stamp; color
oxidized, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $1,600 for an “og” example.
Estimate $200 - 300

2114 H
1909, 13¢ blue green, bluish paper (365), o.g., previously hinged, rich, luxuriant color and impression
clearly show on the contrasting bluish-gray paper; reperforated at right, handsome Very Fine appearance, one of
the scarcer values to find centered well; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,600.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2115 HH
1909, 15¢ pale ultramarine, bluish paper (366), o.g., never hinged, trivial natural inclusion spot only
shows on reverse and does not affect the appearance of this gorgeous mint stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine;
with photocopy of 2017 P.S.E. certificate for block of 4, from which this stamp was taken. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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1909 Commemorative Issues

2116 HH
1909, 2¢ Lincoln, imperf, horizontal coil (368H), strip of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine; with 1997 Weiss certificate. Scott $950.
Estimate $500 - 750

2117 HH
1909, 2¢ Lincoln, imperf, horizontal coil (368H), strip of 6, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine; with 1997 Weiss certificate. Scott $1,375.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

2118

2119

2118 HH
1909, 2¢ Lincoln, imperf, vertical coil (368V), paste-up pair, o.g., never hinged; ungummed in top selvage of paste-up tab, Very Fine. Scott $280.
Estimate $150 - 200
2119 HH
1909, 2¢ Lincoln, bluish paper (369), o.g., never hinged, immense boardwalk margins of epic proportions; absolutely stunning World Class GEM deserving placement in the finest collection, Extremely Fine to Superb;
with 2012 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 95J. Scott $320. SMQ XF-SUP 95J; $1,700.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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Single Line Watermark Issues

2120

2121

2122

2123

2120 HH
1911, 4¢ brown (377), o.g., never hinged, very fresh with large, balanced margins all around, Very Fine
to Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $65.
Estimate $100 - 150
2121 H
1910, 1¢ green, vertical coil (385), paste-up pair with star and plate number underneath, o.g., previously
hinged, scarce plate number pair, V.G.-Fine. Durland $500.
Estimate $200 - 300
2122 HH/H 1910, 1¢ green, vertical coil (385), paste-up strip of 4, o.g., bottom two stamps lightly hinged, top two
never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $350 as two pairs.
Estimate $200 - 300
2123 HH/H 1910, 2¢ carmine, vertical coil (386), pair, o.g., top stamp lightly hinged, bottom stamp never hinged,
Very Fine. Scott $380 as singles.
Estimate $200 - 300

2124

2125

2124 H
1910, 1¢ green, horizontal coil (387), paste-up strip of 4, o.g., previously hinged, V.G.-Fine. Scott $900
as 2 pairs.
Estimate $250 - 350
2125 H
1910, 2¢ carmine, horizontal coil (388), o.g., previously hinged, V.G.; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott
$1,400.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2126 m
1910, 2¢ carmine, horizontal coil (388), black straight line machine cancel, deep rich carmine color and
impression with complete margins and perforations, Very Fine, a genuinely scarce stamp missing from even the
most advanced collections; with 2009 P.S.E. certificate; a truly premium example, Scott $2,250.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2127 HH/H 1910, 1¢ green, vertical coil (390), eight paste-up pairs, a few with plate number and one line pair; one
stamp with small thin, a few light gum bends, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

2128

2129

Ex 2130

2128 m
1910, 1¢ green, vertical coil (390), line pair, neatly-struck duplex cancellation, precise centering and
proof-like color, Extremely Fine, a simply amazing multiple that should elicit serious bids, quite possibly the finest
known used #390 line pair. Scott $125.
Estimate $100 - 150
2129 HH
1910, 2¢ carmine, vertical coil (391), paste-up pair with part imprint, o.g., never hinged, bright color;
light bend on bottom stamp, Very Fine; with 2004 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $240.
Estimate $150 - 200
2130 HH/H 1910, Washington-Franklin coils, 1¢ to 5¢ complete (392-396), paste-up pairs, o.g., 1¢ - 3¢ are never
hinged, 4¢ and 5¢ are previously hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,025.
Estimate $300 - 400
2131 H
1910, Perf 8 ½ Washington Coil Group (392-395), lovely selection of coil pairs, o.g., lightly hinged, unmistakable flat plate colors, Very Fine. Scott $488 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

2132 HH
1910, 1¢ green, horizontal coil (392), line strip of 4, o.g., never hinged, Fine; with 2004 P.S.E. certificate.
Scott $530.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2133

2134

2135

2133 m
1910, 2¢ carmine, horizontal coil (393), line pair, lightly-struck town cancellation, wonderfully fresh and
handsome-appearing line pair with extraordinary centering and gleaming color; scarce like this; right stamp with a
small thin spot, otherwise Extremely Fine; with 1994 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $250 - 350
2134 H
1911, 3¢ deep violet, horizontal coil (394), o.g., lightly hinged, awesome top-quality example featuring
boardwalk margins and smashing rich color; a true GEM destined for the finest collection, Superb. Scott $60.
Estimate $150 - 200
2135 HH
1911, 3¢ deep violet, horizontal coil (394), paste-up pair with part imprint, o.g., never hinged, deep, rich
color; tiny gum skips, Very Fine. Scott $325 as normal pair.
Estimate $150 - 200
2136 HH/H 1911, 3¢ deep violet, horizontal coil (394), two paste-up strips of 4 and two paste-up strips of 6, a specialist’s dream, with the strips of six in two different shades, o.g., previously hinged, a few stamps never hinged; a
couple stamps light gum bends, generally F.-V.F. Scott $1,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

2137

2138

2139

2137 HH
1911, 3¢ deep violet, horizontal coil (394), line pair, o.g., never hinged, tremendous rich color; an impressive example of this notoriously difficult coil, which is seldom found in choice never hinged condition; a beauty,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2004 P.F.C. and 2015 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $925. SMQ VF-XF
85; $1,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2138 H
1911, 3¢ deep violet, horizontal coil (394), line pair, o.g., lightly hinged, lovely example with incredible
depth of color, F.-V.F.; with 1982 and 2003 P.F. certificates. Scott $425.
Estimate $300 - 400
2139 HH

1911, 3¢ violet, horizontal coil (394), line pair, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $925.
Estimate $300 - 400

2140 H
1911, 3¢ violet, horizontal coil (394), line pair, o.g., hinged, pleasing multiple of the true violet shade;
with brilliant color, F.-V.F. Scott $425.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2141
2141 H

2142

2143

1911, 3¢ deep violet, horizontal coil (394), line pair, o.g., previously hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $425.
Estimate $200 - 300

2142 m
1911, 3¢ deep violet, horizontal coil (394), pair, 3 mm spacing, bold black cancellation, a spectacular
multiple with the deepest and richest color you’ll ever see, printed on clean white paper, Extremely Fine, among the
best-centered pairs obtainable. Scott $220.
Estimate $250 - 350
2143 m
1911, 3¢ deep violet, horizontal coil (394), line pair, lightly-struck town cancellation, extremely fresh,
Fine. Scott $650.
Estimate $150 - 200

2144 m

1911, 3¢ deep violet, horizontal coil (394), line strip of 5, with line pair at left, F.-V.F. Scott $915.
Estimate $300 - 400

2145

2146

2145 HH
1912, 4¢ brown, horizontal coil (395), pair, 3 mm spacing, o.g., never hinged, as fresh as the day it was
issued; scarce thus, as these tough flat plate coils are seldom found in this marvalous state of preservation; well
worth its full Scott catalog value of $325, F.-V.F.; with 2009 P.F. certificate. Scott $325.
Estimate $200 - 300
2146 HH
1912, 4¢ brown, horizontal coil (395), line pair, o.g., never hinged, impeccably fresh example with luscious rich color; an astounding top quality showpiece, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2006 P.F. certificate graded
VF-XF 85. Scott $1,100. SMQ VF-XF 85; $1,300.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2147

2148

2149

2147 HH
1913, 5¢ blue, horizontal coil (396), o.g., never hinged, rich luxuriant color and impression all within
near perfect margins, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95;
$550.
Estimate $400 - 600
2148 HH
1913, 5¢ blue, horizontal coil (396), pair, o.g., never hinged, immaculate with sumptuous rich color,
F.-V.F.; with 2009 P.F. certificate. Scott $375.
Estimate $200 - 300
2149 HH
1913, 5¢ blue, horizontal coil (396), pair, o.g., never hinged, exceptionally choice multiple with bold
proof-like color printed on clean white paper, Very Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $375. SMQ
VF 80; $300.
Estimate $200 - 300

2150

2151

2150 HH
1913, 5¢ blue, horizontal coil (396), strip of 4, o.g., never hinged, center pair is very fine plus, F.-V.F.
Scott $750 for two pairs.
Estimate $300 - 400
2151 H

1913, 5¢ blue, horizontal coil (396), line pair, o.g., previously hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $425.
Estimate $200 - 300

2152 HH/H 1913, 5¢ blue, horizontal coil (396), line strip of 4, o.g., never hinged, the left and right stamp are lightly
hinged, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,095.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2153

2154

2155

2153 m
1913, 5¢ blue, horizontal coil (396), pair, neat black cancellation, radiating color; a very pleasing multiple, Very Fine. Scott $190.
Estimate $150 - 200
2154 m

1913, 5¢ blue, horizontal coil (396), pair, Very Fine. Scott $190.

2155 m

1913, 5¢ blue, horizontal coil (396), line pair, F.-V.F.; with 2004 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $825.
Estimate $300 - 400

Estimate $150 - 200

1913-1915 Panama-Pacific Issue

2156

2157

2158

2159

2156 HH
1913, 5¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 12 (399), o.g., never hinged, immense margins and ravishing rich color;
simply gorgeous, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90J. Scott $160. SMQ XF 90J; $425.
Estimate $600 - 800
2157 HH
1913, 5¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 12 (399), o.g., never hinged (minor gum skip), incredibly wide-margined
example with radiant color, Extremely Fine; with 2009 P.S.E. certificate for block of 4 from which it came, the bottom
right stamp. Scott $150.
Estimate $100 - 150
2158 HH
1913, 10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 12, orange yellow (400), o.g., never hinged, premium-quality example
with nicely balanced margins and rich color, Very Fine. Scott $250.
Estimate $200 - 300
2159 HH
1913, 10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 12, orange (400A), o.g., never hinged, immaculate fresh stamp with
captivating color, F.-V.F. Scott $360.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2160

2161

2162

2160 H
1915, 10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (404), o.g., lightly hinged, absolutely gorgeous top-quality example
with extra-large margins, choice centering and fabulous fresh color—printed on lily-white paper, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $650.
Estimate $600 - 800
2161 HH
1915, 10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (404), o.g., never hinged, gorgeous color, F.-V.F.; with 2016 P.F.
certificate. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $600 - 800
2162 H
1915, 10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (404), o.g., previously hinged, with sumptuous color on pure-white
paper, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $650.
Estimate $400 - 600

1912-1917 Washington-Franklin Issues

2163 HH
1914, 7¢ black (407), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ
XF 90; $350.
Estimate $250 - 350
2164 HH/H/m Imperf, Single Line Watermark Group of Mint Blocks (408-409), #408: three sets of matched arrow
and centerline blocks, two sets of matched plate blocks with six additional plates (one used), large used block of 49;
#408 Kansas City roulettes: 5 blocks of four and 1 block of eight; #409: matched set of plate blocks with 12 additional plate blocks (one used), o.g., some stamps never hinged; condition is a little mixed, but mostly sound, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2165 HH/H 1912, 1¢ green and 2¢ carmine, imperf coils (408-409), compilation including #408: four horizontal
strips of four (one a line strip) and five vertical strips of four; and #409: two horizontal strips of four (one with cracked
plate), one paste-up strip of four, seven vertical strips of four (3 line strips), five vertical strips of five, one strip of six,
ten strips of ten (5 line and 5 paste-up strips), plus a #383 vertical strip of four, o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F. or
better. Scott $843 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2166 HH
1912, 2¢ carmine (409), complete imperforate coil roll of 500 containing 25 line pairs and many pairs and
strips of four, o.g., never hinged, the vast majority of the stamps sound and fresh, F.-V.F. Scott $1,950 (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750
2167 HH/H/m 1914-1916 Rotary and Flat Plate Coils (410//457), pairs and strips, line pairs and strips, paste-up pairs
and strips, accumulated over many years with some duplication, condition is a little mixed, with many sound and attractive stamps, generally F.-V.F. Scott $20,537 (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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2168

2169

2168 m
1912, 2¢ carmine, horizontal coil (413), pair, neat black cancellation, impressive coil pair with choice
centering and bold color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, simply gorgeous; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF
85. Scott $100. SMQ VF-XF 85; $190.
Estimate $150 - 200
2169 m
1912, 2¢ carmine, horizontal coil (413), line pair, neatly-struck town, (probably “Cleveland”), cancellation, scarce used coil with outstanding fresh color, F.-V.F., quite elusive in this condition; with 2005 P.S.E. and 2010
P.S.E. certificate graded F-VF 75. Scott $325. SMQ F-VF 75; $300.
Estimate $200 - 300

2170

2171

2170 HH
1914, 9¢ salmon red (415), o.g., never hinged (tiny gum skip), the most impressive example of this
stamp we have ever had the pleasure to offer; perfectly centered amid huge JUMBO margins, with scintillating color
printed on bleach-white paper; a true World-Class GEM that would be the highlight of any collection, Superb. Scott
$110.
Estimate $300 - 400
2171 H
1914, 12¢ claret brown (417), o.g., previously hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $150.
Estimate $100 - 150

2172

2173

2174

2172 HH
1914, 20¢ ultramarine (419), o.g., never hinged, impressive appearing well margined stamp, with
gleaming color and clear impression; reperforated at bottom, otherwise Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate.
Scott $400.
Estimate $300 - 400
2173 HH
1914, 20¢ ultramarine (419), bottom margin single with plate number, o.g., never hinged, delicate rich
scintillating color, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $400.
Estimate $300 - 400
2174 HH
1914, 20¢ ultramarine (419), o.g., never hinged, sharp color and impression, Very Fine; with 2008
P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $375.
Estimate $250 - 350
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2175

2176

2177

2178

2179

2175 HH
1914, 20¢ ultramarine (419), o.g., never hinged, with gleaming color on bright white paper; a beauty in
remarkable state, F.-V.F. Scott $375.
Estimate $200 - 300
2176 H
1914, 50¢ violet, S.L. watermark (421), o.g., lightly hinged, an elusive little stamp; vivid and fresh,
F.-V.F. Scott $325.
Estimate $200 - 300
2177 H
1912, 50¢ violet, D.L. watermark (422), o.g., lightly hinged, choice example with warm rich color, F.-V.F.
Scott $225.
Estimate $100 - 150
2178 H
1912, $1 violet brown (423), o.g., hinged, brilliantly fresh stamp with sharp, detailed impression; a pleasing example, Very Fine. Scott $450.
Estimate $350 - 500
2179 H
1912, $1 violet brown (423), o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1972 P.F. certificate and 2016 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $500.
Estimate $350 - 500
2180 HH/H Perf 10 Single Line Watermark Group of Mint Blocks (424//434), including blocks of four: #424-425,
426, 428, 428 block with plate number, 429, 435A, 432 with plate number, 435A and 435 block of six with plate number; plate number strip of 3: 430; plate blocks of six: 424 NH, 425 (3), 426 block of 9, 427, 429, 431, 433, 434;
booklet panes: 424d NH, 425e NH, o.g., some stamps never hinged; condition a little mixed, but most stamps are
sound, F.-V.F. Scott $5,864 (no photo).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2181

2182

2183

2184

2181 HH
1914, 6¢ red orange (429), top margin single with star and plate number 5419, o.g., never hinged, fresh
with jumbo margins all around, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $105.
Estimate $150 - 200
2182 HH
1914, 7¢ black (430), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ
XF 90; $450.
Estimate $350 - 500
2183 HH
$200.

1914, 7¢ black (430), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott
Estimate $150 - 200

2184 H
1915, 50¢ violet (440), o.g., lightly hinged, extremely attractive example with bold color and sharp impression; very handsome, Very Fine. Scott $425.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2185

Ex 2186

2187

2185 HH
1914, 2¢ carmine, horizontal flat plate coil (444), paste-up pair with plate number 6980, o.g., never
hinged; tiny gum skips, Very Fine. Scott $250. Durland $350.
Estimate $150 - 200
2186 HH/H 1914, 2¢ carmine, horizontal flat plate coil (444), paste-up pairs with plate numbers 6995 and 7026,
o.g., some stamps never hinged; small thin on right stamp of plate number 6995 pair, Fine. Scott $370. Durland
$700.
Estimate $150 - 200
2187 HH
1914, 2¢ carmine, horizontal flat plate coil (444), paste-up pair with scarce plate number 7064, o.g.,
never hinged; tiny gum skips, F.-V.F. Scott $250. Durland $350.
Estimate $150 - 200

2188

2189

2188 m
1914, 2¢ carmine, horizontal flat plate coil (444), strip of 3 with plate number 7062 at right, duplex cancel, F.-V.F., scarce position with full plate number. Scott $165 as pair and single.
Estimate $150 - 200
2189 H

1914, 3¢ violet, horizontal flat plate coil (445), paste-up pair, o.g., hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott $500+.
Estimate $150 - 200

2190
2190 H

2191

2192

1914, 3¢ violet, horizontal flat plate coil (445), paste-up pair, o.g., hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott $500+.
Estimate $150 - 200

2191 H
1914, 4¢ brown and 5¢ blue, horizontal flat plate coil (446-447), pairs, o.g., hinge remnants, Very
Fine. Scott $405.
Estimate $200 - 300
2192 HH
1914, 4¢ brown, horizontal flat plate coil (446), paste-up pair with plate number 6002, o.g., never
hinged, Fine. Scott $650+. Durland $850.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2193 HH
1914, 4¢ brown, horizontal flat plate coil (446), paste-up strip of 4, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$1,300+.
Estimate $400 - 600

2194 HH
1914, 4¢ brown, horizontal flat plate coil (446), line pair, o.g., never hinged, outstanding GEM quality
multiple in a wonderful mint state; each stamp with boardwalk margins, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 95, and 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $1,550. SMQ XF 90J; $3,750.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

2195

2196

2197

2195 m
1914, 4¢ brown, horizontal flat plate coil (446), line pair, San Francisco packet cancels, Very Fine.
Scott $425.
Estimate $200 - 300
2196 m
1914, 4¢ brown, horizontal flat plate coil (446), pair, eye-catching New Orleans cancellation, nice big
margins and brilliant fresh color; ridiculously undervalued in Scott as this issue is normally only found with
heavily-struck duplex cancellations; finding a top-quality used pair with a wonderful town postmark is quite an accomplishment, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, the most impressive genuinely used coil pair we can ever recall
offering; with 1988 P.F. certificate. Scott $425.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2197 m
1914, 4¢ brown, horizontal flat plate coil (446), pair, neat black cancellation, rich supple color; an extraordinary used pair with exceptional centering, Very Fine; with 2013 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $425.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2198

2200

2198 HH
1914, 5¢ blue, horizontal flat plate coil (447), pair, o.g., never hinged, extraordinary top-quality coil with
bold proof-like color and extremely large margins on both stamps; incredible state of freshness, Very Fine; with
1997 P.F. certificate. Scott $220.
Estimate $250 - 350
2199 HH
1914, 5¢ blue, horizontal flat plate coil (447), strip of 4, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $440 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2200 HH
1914, 5¢ blue, horizontal flat plate coil (447), line pair, o.g., never hinged, Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $525.
Estimate $200 - 300

2201

2202

2203

2201 m
1915, 2¢ red, type I, vertical rotary coil (449), wavy-line machine cancellation, desirable well-centered
coil single; completely sound example with brilliant color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate
graded VF-XF 85. Scott $600. SMQ VF-XF 85; $700.
Estimate $500 - 750
2202 HH
1916, 2¢ carmine, type III, vertical rotary coil (450), line pair, o.g., never hinged, attractive with excellent centering, much nicer than normally found on this terribly difficult issue, Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $200 - 300
2203 HH

1916, 2¢ carmine, type III, vertical rotary coil (450), line pair, o.g., never hinged, Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $200 - 300

2204 HH
1914, 1¢, 2¢ and 5¢ Washington Coils (452, 455, 458), strip of 4, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. #455 is extremely fine. Scott $495 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
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2205

2206

2207

2205 HH
1914, 1¢ green, horizontal rotary coil (452), line pair, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; with 1995 P.F.
certificate and 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $160. SMQ XF 90; $275.
Estimate $200 - 300
2206 HH
1914, 2¢ carmine rose, type I, horizontal rotary coil (453), o.g., never hinged, marvelous rich color; a
premium example of this challenging Type I coil issue, Very Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300
2207 HH
1914, 2¢ carmine rose, type I, horizontal rotary coil (453), pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $625.
Estimate $600 - 800

2208

2209

2208 HH
1915, 2¢ red, type II, horizontal rotary coil (454), pair, o.g., never hinged, remarkably fresh and choice
multiple in Post Office-fresh condition, Very Fine. Scott $360.
Estimate $300 - 400
2209 HH

1915, 2¢ red, type II, horizontal rotary coil (454), line pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $850.
Estimate $300 - 400

2210

2211

2210 HH
1915, 2¢ red, type II, horizontal rotary coil (454), line strip of 4, o.g., never hinged, Fine; with 1991 P.F.
certificate. Scott $1,170.
Estimate $300 - 400
2211 m
1915, 2¢ red, type II, horizontal rotary coil (454), line pair, lightly-struck duplex cancellation (seldom
seen so light), completely sound and very attractive example of this terribly difficult genuinely used coil line pair,
Very Fine, a rare opportunity; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2212 m
1915, 2¢ red, type II, horizontal rotary coil (454), line pair, neat wavy-line black machine cancellation,
impressive example of the scarcer Type II coil with nice big margins and dazzling color; a handsome multiple in
flawless condition, Very Fine; with 1991 P.F. certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $500 - 750

2213

2214

2215

2213 HH
1916, 3¢ violet, horizontal rotary coil (456), o.g., never hinged, sensational high quality coil single, with
vivacious color, Extremely Fine; with 1996 P.F.C. and 2015 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $500. SMQ XF 90;
$975.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
2214 HH
1916, 3¢ violet, horizontal rotary coil (456), line pair, o.g., never hinged, outstanding example of this
terribly difficult multiple that’s rarely found in immaculate mint condition, Very Fine; with 2006 P.S.E. certificate.
Scott $2,600.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2215 m
1916, 3¢ violet, horizontal rotary coil (456), coil pair, bold double oval cancels, lovely balanced margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $750.
Estimate $500 - 750

2216
2216 HH

2217

1916, 4¢ brown, horizontal rotary coil (457), line pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $375.
Estimate $200 - 300

2217 HH/H 1916, 4¢ brown, horizontal rotary coil (457), line strip of 4, o.g., hinge remnant (including line pair never
hinged), F.-V.F. Scott $375.
Estimate $150 - 200
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2218

2219

2220

2218 HH
1914, 2¢ carmine, imperf horizontal coil (459), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $300. SMQ VF 80.
Estimate $200 - 300
2219 HH

1914, 2¢ carmine, imperf horizontal coil (459), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200

2220 HH

1914, 2¢ carmine, imperf horizontal coil (459), pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $650.
Estimate $400 - 600

2221

2222

2221 HH
1914, 2¢ carmine, imperf horizontal coil (459), line pair with normal crease between stamps, o.g.,
never hinged, well margined multiple with warm rich color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate
graded VF-XF 85. Scott $875. SMQ VF-XF 85; $950.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2222 HH
1914, 2¢ carmine, imperf horizontal coil (459), line pair, without crease, o.g., never hinged, post office
fresh; minor natural gum skips, F.-V.F.; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2223

2224

2223 HH
1914, 2¢ carmine, imperf horizontal coil (459), line pair, with normal crease between stamps, o.g.,
never hinged, handsome well-margined multiple with unusually choice centering and strong color, Extremely Fine.
Scott $875.
Estimate $600 - 800
2224 HH
1914, 2¢ carmine, imperf horizontal coil (459), line pair, with usual crease along guide line, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine. Scott $875.
Estimate $600 - 800
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2225

2226

2229

2225 H
1915, $1 violet black, D.L. watermark, perf 10 (460), o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F.
certificate graded VF 80. Scott $650. SMQ VF 80; $675.
Estimate $500 - 750
2226 HH
1915, 2¢ pale carmine red, S.L. watermark, perf 11 (461), o.g., never hinged, bright fresh color, Very
Fine; with photocopy of 2017 P.F. certificate for block. Scott $325.
Estimate $300 - 400
2227 H/(H)
1916, 1¢ green (462/474), o.g. or regummed, nice looking group of 12 values, including #462-466 and
468-474; a desirable grouping with #468 and 469 being particularly choice o.g. examples with large margins,
F.-V.F. Scott $651 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
2228 H

1916, 2¢ carmine (463), fresh group of 57 stamps; 14 with straight edges, F.-V.F. Scott $570 (no photo).
Estimate $100 - 150

2229 H
1916, 5¢ carmine error (467), o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2001 P.F. certificate. Scott $425.
Estimate $400 - 600

2230

2231

2232

2230 H
1916, 5¢ carmine error (467), 2¢ strip of 3 with 5¢ error in center, o.g., hinged; light creases at top of center stamp, F.-V.F., a popular error. Scott $434.
Estimate $200 - 300
2231 m
1916, 5¢ carmine error (467), neatly-struck black cancellation, incredibly
scarce used example of this desirable error of color, Fine, only a handful of used examples
are known to exist. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2232 HH
1916, 6¢ red orange (468), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.; with 2004 P.S.E. certificate graded F-VF 75. Scott $190.
Estimate $100 - 150

2233 HH
1916, 15¢ gray (475), o.g., never hinged, impressive top margin single in immaculate condition with unusually strong color, F.-V.F. Scott $375. Estimate $250 - 350

2233
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2234

2235

2236

2237

2238

2234 H
1916, 20¢ light ultramarine (476), o.g., lightly hinged, tremendous color printed on lily-white paper; very
pretty, F.-V.F. Scott $200.
Estimate $150 - 200
2235 H
1917, 50¢ light violet (477), o.g., lightly hinged, premium example of this terribly elusive unwatermarked
perf 10 stamp; with large margins and radiating color, F.-V.F. Scott $850.
Estimate $600 - 800
2236 H
1917, 50¢ light violet (477), o.g., lightly hinged, choice example of this scarce Franklin; pleasant color
and clear impression, F.-V.F. Scott $900.
Estimate $300 - 400
2237 H

1916, $1 violet black (478), o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine. Scott $600.

Estimate $300 - 400

2238 HH
1917, $2 dark blue (479), o.g., never hinged, outstanding rich color; a desirable top quality stamp in wonderfully fresh condition, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $475. SMQ XF 90; $750.
Estimate $600 - 800

2239

2240

2241

2242

2243

2239 HH
1917, $2 dark blue (479), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded VF 80. Scott
$475. SMQ VF 80; $475.
Estimate $350 - 500
2240 HH

1917, $2 dark blue (479), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $475.
Estimate $250 - 350

2241 m
1917, $2 dark blue (479), black cancellation, spectacular well margined example with deep prooflike
color; a very elusive stamp when found in such gorgeous condition, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2016 P.S.A.G.
certificate graded 95. Scott $40. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $350.
Estimate $200 - 300
2242 HH
1917, $5 light green (480), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded VF 80. Scott
$375. SMQ VF 80; $375.
Estimate $300 - 400
2243 H
1917, $5 light green (480), o.g., lightly hinged, outstanding large-margined stamp with dynamite color,
Extremely Fine. Scott $170.
Estimate $150 - 200
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A Great 20th Century Rarity

2244 m
1920, 2¢ deep rose, type Ia, imperf (482A), vertical machine wavy-line cancel, unmistakable Type Ia
color and impression, left margin with Schermack perfs, right margin completely imperf; faint corner crease at top
left, Fine for this, missing from even the most advanced collections; one of the great 20th Century rarities; with 1977
and 2017 P.F. certificates. Scott $65,000.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
In an effort to boost stamp production following WWI to meet increased demand, the Post Office conducted one
of its last flat plate experiments. This involved creating a transfer roll of ten subjects (versus the normal
single-subject transfer roll), impressed into the plate at double the normal pressure and thus saving 90% of the
time to create new plates. The increased pressure caused the normal Type I to show more details, including a
thickened toga line and button, producing what has been labeled Type Ia. Only two plates had been issued when
it became clear that flat plate printing could not compete with the faster rotary, and the experiment was
discontinued. All imperforate panes were sold to the Schermack Company to be used in their Type III vending
machines. This stamp is one of the keys of the Washington-Franklin series, with only an estimated 40 used
stamps surviving.
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2245 HH/H/m 1916-17, Washington-Franklin Coil Multiples (486//497), including (o.g., unless noted): #489 strip of
four, 489 five line strips of four, 492 pair and line pair, 492-495 line strips of four, 494 two line strips of four, 495 strip
of four, 496 strip of six, 497 line strip of four, 497 strip of four (n.h.), a great group of larger coil multiples; condition is
mostly sound, generally F.-V.F. Scott $3,174 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2246 HH/H/m 1916-17, Washington-Franklin Imperf and Coil multiples (407//509), with better stamps that include
#407 block of four (2 stamps n.h.), 412 n.h. line strip of four, 452 o.g. line pair, 455 n.h. pair, 483 o.g. arrow block of
four, 484 three n.h. blocks of four, 497 n.h. line strip of four, 508 and 509 n.h. blocks of four; condition is mostly
sound, and generally F.-V.F. Scott $2,648 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2247 m
1919, 2¢ carmine, type III, vertical coil (488), line pair, non-contemporary postmark, nice multiple with
vivid color, Very Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate. Scott $110 (photo on web site).
Estimate $50 - 75
2248 HH/H 1916-22, Washington-Franklin perf 10 coils (490//497), neatly mounted and annotated; includes
(pairs, unless noted): #490, 492 (3, 1 line pair), 493, 493 used strip of 3, 494 (3, 1 line pair), 495 pair and strip of 6,
496 (2, 1 line pair) plus strip of 4, and 497, fresh; #494 in both shades, F.-V.F., see the entire lot on our Web site.
Scott approximately $658 (photo on website).
Estimate $150 - 200

2249

2250

2249 HH
1917, 3¢ violet, type I, horizontal coil (493), pair, o.g., never hinged, bright color and full complete impression and perforations, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2007 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ
XF-SUP 95; $275.
Estimate $200 - 300
2250 HH
1917, 3¢ violet, type I, horizontal coil (493), line pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine;
with 2016 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $250.
Estimate $200 - 300
2251 HH
1917, 3¢ violet, type I, horizontal coil (493), pair, 10 coil pairs, o.g., never hinged, from a freshly broken
roll, F.-V.F. Scott $750 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2252 HH
1917, 4¢ orange brown, horizontal coil (495), pair, o.g., never hinged, lovely bright color and balanced
margins, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $110 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

2253 HH
1917, 1¢ green (498f), A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, deep, rich color, crisply printed—with every stamp perfectly centered; the back is equally lovely, without a single fault on the gum, o.g., never hinged, an absolutely flawless GEM destined for the finest collection, Extremely Fine, possibly the finest known. Scott $1,700.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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2254

2255

Ex 2257

2258

2254 HH
1917, 2¢ deep rose, type Ia (500), o.g., never hinged, intense color; a Post Office-fresh example of this
elusive Type Ia stamp, Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $200 - 300
2255 HH
1917, 2¢ deep rose, type Ia (500), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.; with photocopy of 2015 P.S.E. certificate
for block. Scott $550.
Estimate $200 - 300
2256 HH
1917, 3¢ dark violet, type II (502b), two booklet panes of 6, Position D, plate numbers 9137 and F9138,
o.g., never hinged, great color, F.-V.F. Scott $240 (photo on website).
Estimate $150 - 200
2257 HH
$424.

1917-19, Group of Perf 11 Washington-Franklins (503//518), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott
Estimate $200 - 300

2258 HH
1917, 5¢ blue (504), o.g., never hinged, stunning example of unparalleled quality; massive boardwalk
margins and dead-on perfect centering; a true World-Class GEM with the deepest and richest color imaginable, Superb; with 2017 P.S.A.G. certificate graded Gem 100J. Scott $17. SMQ Gem 100J; $1,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2259 HH
1917, 5¢ rose error (505), the single error in a strip of 3, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine;
with 2006 P.F. certificate. Scott $627.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

2260 HH
1917, 5¢ rose error (505), the single error in a strip of 3, o.g., never hinged, extremely fresh and choice
multiple with unblemished gum, Very Fine; with 2007 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $625.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2261

2262

2263

2261 HH
1917, 6¢ red orange (506), bottom margin single with plate number, o.g., never hinged, rich radiant color
on stark white paper all within large balanced jumbo margins, Superb; with 2016 P.S.A.G. certificate graded SUP
98J. SMQ SUP 98J; $700.
Estimate $500 - 750
2262 HH
1917, 15¢ gray (514), o.g., never hinged, bright color within large oversized margins, Extremely Fine, uncommonly nice and fresh; with 2015 P.F. certificate graded XF 90J. SMQ XF 90J; $300.
Estimate $200 - 300
2263 HH
1917, 30¢ orange red (516), o.g., never hinged, phenomenal example featuring the largest margins we
have ever encountered on this issue; a true GEM with brilliant fresh color, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2017
P.S.A.G. certificate graded 95J. Scott $70. SMQ XF-SUP 95J; $475 for plain 95.
Estimate $600 - 800

2264

2265

2264 HH
1917, 50¢ red violet (517), o.g., never hinged, immaculate GEM of a stamp featuring perfect centering,
beautiful large margins, and brilliantly fresh color; simply amazing, Superb; with 2017 P.S.A.G. certificate graded
Gem 100. Scott $110. SMQ Gem 100; $3,250.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2265 H
1917, $1 violet brown (518), o.g., previously hinged, boldly embazened color and impression within elephantine margins, Superb; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98J. SMQ SUP 98J; $240.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1918-1923 Issues

2266

2267

2268

2269

2266 H
1918, $2 orange red & black (523), o.g., hinged, remarkable high-quality example with oversized margins and warm rich color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600
2267 H

1918, $2 orange red & black (523), o.g., hinge remnant, gorgeous fresh color, Very Fine. Scott $525.
Estimate $250 - 350

2268 H
1918, $2 orange red & black (523), o.g., very lightly hinged, deep vivid color; light crease along left, Very
Fine or better appearance. Scott $525.
Estimate $200 - 300
2269 HH
1918, $5 deep green & black (524), o.g., never hinged, deep green color with sharply etched impressions all within balanced margins, Very Fine; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $360. SMQ VF 80;
$350.
Estimate $200 - 300

2270

2271

2272

2270 HH
1918, 1¢ gray green, Offset, imperf between (525c), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, difficult imperforate-between error; natural straight edge at right, right stamp with light indent and pencil inscription on back,
F.-V.F. Scott $750 as hinged.
Estimate $200 - 300
2271 H
1918, 1¢ gray green, Offset, imperf between (525c), horizontal pair, o.g., lightly hinged; natural straight
edge at right and pencil inscription on back of right stamp, F.-V.F. Scott $750.
Estimate $200 - 300
2272 m
1918, 2¢ carmine, Offset, type Va (528), wavy-line machine cancel, lovely gargantuan margins, Extremely Fine to Superb, a condition rarity; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95J. SMQ XF-SUP 95J;
$125.
Estimate $100 - 150

2273 m
1918, 2¢ carmine, Offset, type VII (528B), straight-line machine cancellation, precise centering amid
huge boardwalk margins; an eye-catching showpiece, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2008 P.S.E. certificate
graded XF-SUP 95J. Scott $1. SMQ XF-SUP 95J; $150.
Estimate $100 - 150
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2274 HH
1918, 2¢ carmine, Offset, type VII (528B), vertical strips of 3 and 5, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. several
very fine or better. Scott $400 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

2275

2276

2275 HH
1918, 2¢ carmine rose, Offset imperf, type IV (532), right margin single, massive margins with adjoining stamps all around, o.g., never hinged, Superb Gem; with 2014 P.S.A.G. certificate graded Gem 100J (highest
listing in the SMQ is Gem 100). SMQ Gem 100; $400.
Estimate $300 - 400
2276 HH
1918, 2¢ carmine, Offset imperf, type V (533), line pair, o.g., never hinged, GEM quality Type V with
proof-like color, printed on lily-white paper; simply gorgeous, Superb. Scott $400.
Estimate $300 - 400

2277 HH
1918, 2¢ carmine, Offset imperf, type Va (534), o.g., never hinged, portions of six surrounding stamps;
with 2015 P.S.E. certificate graded Gem 100. SMQ Gem 100; $225.
Estimate $150 - 200

2278 (H)
1918, 2¢ carmine, Offset imperf, type VII (534B), unused without gum, huge-margined example of this
scarce Type VII stamp; a fresh and affordable example missing from most collections; trivial surface scrape on face
at right center, otherwise Extremely Fine. Scott $1,500 for o.g. example.
Estimate $500 - 750
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Two Offset Rarities

2279 HH
1918, 2¢ carmine, Offset imperf, type VII (534B), full top margin single with plate number 12778, gorgeous full top margin plate number single, o.g., never hinged, complete Type VII characteristics within generously
oversized margins, Extremely Fine to Superb, a key stamp missing from the most advanced collections; with 2017
P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $4,500.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

2280 m
1918, 2¢ carmine, Offset imperf, type VII (534B), right sheet margin pair, phenomenal “Chicago, ILL,
Hyde Park Sta., Dec 27, 1921" duplex cancellation, out-of-this-world GEM pair with generous margins and sensational color; astonishingly beautiful condition featuring rarely-seen contemporary postmark out of Chicago; for any
collector patiently waiting for a stunning Type VII pair with an in-period postmark, your wait is finally over; much
scarcer used than mint: a true condition rarity that should see frenzied bidding, as #534B pairs just don’t come this
choice, Extremely Fine, one of our favorite lots in this sale; you may never see another like this again; with 1964 P.F.
certificate. Scott $4,500.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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2281 HH
1918, 3¢ violet, Offset imperf (535), o.g., never hinged; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded Gem 100J
(SMQ does not price this stamp higher than Gem 100). SMQ Gem 100J; $125 for plain 100.
Estimate $200 - 300

2282

2283

2282 HH
1919, 2¢ carmine rose, type II, rotary coil waste, perf 11 x 10 (539), o.g., never hinged, incredibly fresh
and choice example in a remarkable mint state, with full and unblemished gum; an impressive Type II coil waste
stamp that is valued in Scott only in the grade of “Fine”; scarce like this, Fine. Scott $4,250 in grade of “Fine”.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2283 H
1919, 2¢ carmine rose, type II, rotary coil waste, perf 11 x 10 (539), o.g., hinge remnant, decent example of this scarce coil waste issue; minor fiber inclusion in left ribbon is insignificant and very difficult to detect,
V.G.-Fine. Scott $2,700 in grade of Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2284

2285

2286

2284 HH
1921, 1¢ green, rotary coil waste, perf 11 (545), o.g., never hinged, stunning-appearing example of this
coil waste issue featuring JUMBO margins, choice centering and gleaming color; this stamp would look great on an
album page; reperforated at right, small crease, otherwise Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $200 - 300
2285 HH
1921, 1¢ green, rotary coil waste, perf 11 (545), o.g., never hinged, huge right and left margins; the left
margin a natural straight edge with guideline, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $450.
Estimate $200 - 300
2286 HH
1921, 2¢ carmine rose, rotary coil waste, perf 11 (546), o.g., never hinged, deep, saturated color; a
pristine mint stamp, F.-V.F. Scott $230.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1922-2017 Issues

2287

2288

2291

2287 HH
1923, 20¢ carmine rose (567), right margin single, o.g., never hinged, bright color and overall freshness
within large balanced margins, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ
XF-SUP 95; $195.
Estimate $150 - 200
2288 HH
1923, $5 carmine & blue (573), top margin single with plate number, o.g., never hinged, previously
hinged in selvage only, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $250.
Estimate $200 - 300
2289 m
1923, $5 carmine & blue (573), wholesale lot of 107 stamps. Lady Liberty in quantity: 1 block of 6, 22
blocks of 4 (including 3 arrow blocks and 1 centerline block), and 13 singles; both shades included, a few of the
blocks have some perf reinforcement, but a very nice holding of this popular stamp, F.-V.F. Scott $2,500 for cheapest shade (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2290 HH/H 1923, rotary coil waste, 1¢ and 2¢ complete (578-579), blocks and multiples including #578 imperforate at bottom selvage and a plate block of 6 of #579, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, Very Good-Very Fine;
578 with 2000 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $2,410 (no photo).
Estimate $400 - 600
2291 HH
1926, 7¢ black, rotary (588), right margin single, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2016
P.F. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $325.
Estimate $250 - 350

2292 HH
1923, 2¢ carmine, rotary coil waste (595), o.g., never hinged, a spectacular example of this elusive coil
waste issue, which is almost always found with tight margins, particularly at the sides; the example offered here is
the largest margined example of this tough stamp we have ever encountered, and it’s in immaculate mint condition;
this flawless GEM would please the most quality-conscious collector, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2012 P.F. certificate graded XF-SUP 95J. Scott $475. SMQ XF-SUP 95J; $2,200 as a plain 95.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2293 HH
1929, 2¢ carmine, horizontal coil, type II (599A), o.g., never hinged, bright and well centered; tiny perf
thin at right, barely perceptible, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1975 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $200 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2294 HH
1923, 2¢ carmine lake, vertical coil (606a), pair, o.g., never hinged, gorgeous rich shade, F.-V.F.; with
2017 P.S.E. certificate for strip, from which this pair was taken. Scott $350 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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One of the Great 20th Century Rarities

2295 m
1923, 2¢ Harding, rotary, the rare perf 11 (613), exceptionally lightly cancelled, if cancelled at all; it is
possible that what the P.F. and P.S.E. called cancellation is nothing more than the typical mottling found on rotary
press Harding Memorial stamps, which would make this the only unused example of this exceptionally rare U.S.
issue, much better centered than normally found; P.S.E. notes a repair in the bottom right corner, but it is not obvious when placed in fluid, otherwise Fine, approximately 50 examples are thought to exist, about half of which have
flaws; with 2007 P.S.E. certificate and 1963 P.F. certificate. Scott $40,000 in grade of “Fine”.
Estimate $25,000 - 35,000
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2296

2297

2296 HH
1926, White Plains souvenir sheet (630), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine centering, overall well
centered examples are scarcer to locate than one might think; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90;
$650.
Estimate $500 - 750
2297 HH

1926, White Plains souvenir sheet (630), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400

2298 HH

1926, White Plains souvenir sheet (630), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $575 (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

2299 HH

1926, White Plains souvenir sheet (630), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $575 (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

2300 HH

1926, White Plains souvenir sheet (630), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $575 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

2301 HH
1926, White Plains souvenir sheet (630), o.g., never hinged; a couple stamps with light gum wrinkles,
Very Fine. Scott $575 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
2302 H

1926, White Plains souvenir sheet (630), o.g., very lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $325 (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200

2303 m
1926, White Plains souvenir sheet (630), First Day cancelled with multiple New York Philatelic Exposition c.d.s.’s, with the more desirable Oct 18 1926 date; hinge remnants on front at top right and left, otherwise Very
Fine, a great showpiece, used sheets are much scarcer than mint. Scott $1,800 as First Day Cover (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750
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2304 HH
1926, 2¢ carmine lake, rotary, type I (634e), booklet pane of 6, o.g., never hinged, deep rich saturating
carmine lake color within unusually large margins; natural gum skips, immaculate and Very Fine; with 2017 P.S.E.
certificate. Scott $750.
Estimate $250 - 350

2305 HH
1928, 2¢ carmine, rotary, type II (634A), bottom left plate number single, o.g., never hinged, a fabulous
example of this difficult Type II stamp, with exuberant color and stupendous margins unlike anything we have ever
encountered; a true World-Class GEM that has been neatly tucked away in a wonderful collection of select stamps
for a couple decades; as this is without question the finest known example of this stamp, we expect spirited competition that will result in a new record price for a #634A at public auction; this is our favorite stamp in the sale and represents a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity that shouldn’t be missed, Superb. Scott $650.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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2306

Ex 2307

2308

2309

2306 HH
1929, ½¢ olive brown, rotary (653), o.g., never hinged, perfectly centered and Post Office-fresh; with
2017 P.S.E. certificate graded Gem 100. SMQ Gem 100; $275.
Estimate $150 - 200
2307 HH

1929, Kans., 1¢ to 10¢ complete (658-668), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh set, F.-V.F. Scott $432.
Estimate $150 - 200

2308 HH
1929, 8¢ Kans. (666), o.g., never hinged, sensational top-quality example with radiant color and fantastic
centering, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $145. SMQ XF-SUP 95;
$475.
Estimate $350 - 500
2309 HH

1929, 10¢ Kans. (668), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate. Scott $45.
Estimate $150 - 200

2310

2311

2312

2310 H
1938, $1 Presidential (832), top margin single, vignette shifted into top frame, disturbed o.g.; small faults
which do not detract from this eye-popping item, Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350
2311 H
1951, $1 Presidential, watermarked USIR (832b), bottom margin single, o.g., lightly hinged, large balanced jumbo margins; pencil notes in margin annotating watermark, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $120.
Estimate $100 - 150
2312

s
1938, $5 Presidential (834), 21 stamps in blocks and strip on large piece, Bay Saint Louis, Miss. roller
cancel, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
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2313 H
1938, $5 Presidential, red brown & black shade (834a), o.g., lightly hinged, breathtaking example of
this scarce color error, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $1,850.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2314 HH
2017, Forever, Quilled Paper Heart Love, die cutting omitted (5036a), pane of 20 with corner plate
numbers B11111, regularly issued with die-cutting, this pane missed that process; these were produced from the
lower right position of the sheets, completely sound and free of any imperfections, of the several sheets reported,
most had creasing, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $500 - 750
Only press sheets were regularly issued imperforate and were printed with plate number #S11111, this is the
discovery example featured on the front page of Linn's Nov 7, 2016.
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Thursday, March 1, 2018
Beginning at 10:00 A.M.
At our offices in Danbury, CT

Lots 2315-2997
United States Regular and Commemorative Issues:
Blocks and Plate Blocks
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U.S. Blocks and Plate Blocks
1851-1860 Issues

2315 Ha
1¢ blue, type IV (9), left margin block of 15 with guideline at left, ample to large margins, fresh and attractive example of a very uncommon large multiple of this desirable stamp, small part o.g.; top two horizontal rows with
creases and faint thinning, bottom horizontal row with light bend and faint thinning, handsome Very Fine appearance. Scott $12,440.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Catalogued as two blocks, two strips of three and one single stamp.

2316 (H)a
1¢ blue, type IV (9), bottom margin block of 21, Positions 65-69, 75-79, 85-89, 94-99R1L, unused without
gum; vertical creases affect the 2nd and 3rd full vertical rows, lower right horizontal pair with thin spot, and some
other small faults, attractive Very Fine appearance; with 1986 P.F. certificate. Scott $17,000.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
As four blocks, two pairs and a single stamp, this multiple catalogues $17,000; A truly scarce and desirable
piece in any condition, and certainly one of the larger unused blocks still in existence. Linn’s Stamp Facts
estimates that 40 or fewer blocks of four or larger exist.
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2317

2318

2317 ma
1¢ blue, type IV (9), block of 4, just clear to large margins, Charleston SC PAID cancels; right vertical pair
with small creases and two tiny tears, otherwise F.-V.F., extremely scarce used multiple. Scott $1,750.
Estimate $400 - 600
Linn’s Stamp Facts estimates that 40 blocks of four or larger exist, unused or used.
2318 Ha
3¢ dull red, type I (11), block of 4, large margins including portions of the stamps above, touching at bottom, o.g., previously hinged; horizontal crease through bottom of top pair, top left stamp with two toned spots; some
disturbance on gum, otherwise Very Fine; 1977 S.P.A. certificate. Scott $2,100.
Estimate $500 - 750
2319 ma
3¢ dull red, type I (11), vertical block of 6 (2x3), ample to large margins, deep rich shade, crisp impression, fresh, manuscript “X” cancels; light
horizontal crease across the bottom of the center stamps, almost Very Fine
appearance. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $400 - 600
Used multiples greater than 4 of this stamp are extremely scarce in any
condition.

2119
2320 ma
3¢ dull red, type I (11), block of 8, large margins (including portions of the stamps above) to into at bottom
right, manuscript “X” cancels; heavy horizontal crease between stamps with tiny tears/paper breaks along the
crease; additional light toning, paper adherence on reverse of top left and top right stamps, Fine. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $400 - 599
Used multiples greater than four of this stamp are extremely scarce in any condition.
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2221

2322

2323

2321 Ha
3¢ dull red, type II (11A), block of 4, full margins all around with portions of adjoining stamps at bottom,
o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2322 (H)a
3¢ dull red, type II (11A), left margin block of 4, positions 51-52, 61-62R3, ample to large margins plus
portions of the stamps below, unused without gum, Very Fine and attractive; with 1997 P.F. certificate as previous
Scott #11. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $500 - 750
2323 ma
3¢ dull red, type II (11A), block of 4, positions 69-70, 79-80L3, large margins all around except touching
at bottom, circular grid cancels; upper left stamp with small trivial corner crease not mentioned on the accompanying certificate, attractive Very Fine appearance; with 1988 P.F. certificate as former Scott #11. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $500 - 750

2324 ma
3¢ dull red, type II (11A), block of 8, positions 23-26, 33-36R3; large margins to into; the block was
appearantly positioned on the reverse of a cover to England due to the partial strike of the red English transit mark at
upper right and the outline of a backflap on the stamps; the block appears to be sound, grid cancels, F.-V.F. Scott
$2,000.
Estimate $600 - 800
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2325 (H)a
1¢ blue, types I & II (18,20), combination block of 6, Types I - II - II - I - I - I, normal plate wash for issue, unused without gum; right center stamp with light toning at right center, few shorter perfs below lower left stamp, otherwise fresh and F.-V.F., ex-Wagnshal. Scott $13,250.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

2326 HH/Ha 1¢ blue, type II (20), plate 12, top margin block of 6, positions 1-3, 11-13R12, all stamps type II, left vertical pair with centerline and natural straight edge; previously hinged except the lower right stamp is never hinged,
fresh; small thin spots in the selvedge above the upper right stamps (positions 2-3), block with some perforation
separation, Fine, o.g.; with 1980 P.F. certificate. Scott $8,200.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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2327 Ha
1¢ blue, type II-IIIA (20 & 22), plate 4, top margin block of 8, positions 4-7, 14-17L4; top row are all type II,
bottom are all type IIIA though the center pair has a very faint outer line and may be considered by some as a type III,
o.g., hinged; position 15 with a small tear at top right, position 16 with a heavy vertical crease that breaks the paper,
all stamps with hinge remnants, Fine and rare. Scott $22,800.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
Extremely scarce and very important block as the type II stamps from plate 4 are near-impossible to find and
very desirable. An excellent exhibition piece, and thought to be the second-largest multiple with the type II from
plate 4.

2328

2329

2330

2328 Ha
1¢ blue, type V (24), bottom marginal block of 4, positions 88-89, 98-99L9, o.g., hinged; top left stamp
with straw-colored natural paper inclusion, otherwise Fine. Scott $800.
Estimate $200 - 300
2329 (H)a
1¢ blue, type V (24), top margin block of 4, unused without gum, rich shade; upper left stamp with small
natural paper inclusion, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, an attractive block. Scott $800.
Estimate $150 - 200
2330 HH/Ha 1¢ blue, type V (24), block of 8, positions 85R10-88R10, 95R10-98R10; fresh with beautiful rich color, six
stamps are never hinged with tiny spots of gum disturbance; a couple with tiny facial rubs or minor toned spots,
lovely Fine appearance, impressive block without premium for never hinged. Scott $1,600. Estimate $300 - 400
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2331

2332

2331 (H)a
1¢ blue, type V (24), block of 9 (3 x 3), positions 23-25, 33-35, 43-45R8, unused without gum, well-centered and fresh, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,575.
Estimate $400 - 600
Catalogue value is for a block of four, a strip of three and a pair.
2332 ma
1¢ blue, type V (24), block of 4, some hinge-rejoined horizontal perforations, attractive shade, large grid
cancels, Very Fine, scarce used block; with 1990 P.F. certificate. Scott $425.
Estimate $150 - 200

2333 Ha
3¢ rose, type I (25), left marginal block of 4 showing guideline at left, positions 41-42, 51-52R4, disturbed
o.g., F.-V.F., extremely scarce multiple; with 1990 P.F. certificate. Scott $15,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Linn’s Stamp Facts estimates that only 10 to 20 blocks of four or more exist.
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2334

2335

2334 ma
3¢ rose, type I (25), block of 4, from its two original vertical pairs, rejoined, socked-on-the-nose Philadelphia town cancel; bottom right stamp with a small thin at bottom right and pulled perforation at lower left; the bottom
left stamp with small creases, Fine, attractive block; with 1997 P.F. certificate. Scott $7,000 as block.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2335 ma
3¢ rose, type I (25), block of 4, St. Louis MO town cancels; lightly stained at bottom, small repair in top
right stamp and slight creases and tears, Fine; with 1990 P.F. certificate. Scott $7,000. Estimate $750 - 1,000

2336 ma
3¢ rose, type I (25), vertical block of 6, Washington DC town cancels;
bottom perforations scissors-trimmed away, small perforation flaws, positions 4
& 5-6 with light creases, Fine, extremely scarce block, ex-Ishikawa. Scott
$7,400.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2337 Ha
3¢ dull red, type III (26), upper left corner margin block of 4,
later slightly worn impression, slightly disturbed o.g., Very Fine, attractive block. Scott $450.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2338

2339

2340

2338 Ha
3¢ dull red, type III (26), block of 4, o.g., appears never hinged; top left stamp with a small corner crease
at upper left; some vertical perforation separations at the top, F.-V.F. Scott $450.
Estimate $250 - 350
2339 Ha
3¢ dull red, type III (26), block of 4, bottom pair appears to be never hinged, but does show a horizontal
line on the gum, o.g., hinged, Fine and attractive. Scott $450.
Estimate $150 - 200
2340 Ha

3¢ dull red, type III (26), block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $450.

2341

Estimate $150 - 200

2342

2341 HH/Ha 3¢ dull red, type III (26), left marginal horizontal block of 6, bright shade; o.g., left vertical pair never
hinged, right block of four with hinge remnants; tiny glue adhesions in the selvage, Very Fine, attractive block. Scott
$580.
Estimate $250 - 350
2342 (H)a
3¢ dull red, type III (26), vertical block of 6, positions 59-60, 69-70, 79-80R24, with portion of imprint captured in upper right vertical pair, unused without gum, bottom stamps particularly well centered; upper left stamp
with a natural paper inclusion on Washington’s cheek, lower right stamp with almost invisible crease, F.-V.F., appears to have been plated by Chase. Scott $560.
Estimate $250 - 350
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2343 Ha
3¢ dull red, type III (26), bottom left plate block of 70 with imprint, plate number 20; block with full selvage
and imprint at left, natural straight edge at right with some edge faults, o.g., hinge remnants; 14 stamps with pieces
of black paper attached to gum, 18 additional stamps with hinge remnants, approximately 20 never hinged stamps
in the block; edge stamps with perforation separations, Fine and scarce, ex- Alexander. Scott $9,825.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Multiples this size are very seldom seen any more. The plate block of 8 is nice.

2344 ma
3¢ dull red, type III (26), horizontal block of 8, rich shade, crisp impression; perforation separations between the rows, Very Fine. Scott $350 ++.
Estimate $250 - 350
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2345

2346

2345 Ha
3¢ dull red, type IV (26A), top selvage block of 4, slightly disturbed o.g., hinge remnants; lightly toned,
otherwise Fine and attractive. Scott $4,750.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2346 ma
3¢ dull red, type IV (26A), block of 4, top pair may be without cancellation, Lawrenceville ALA town cancel; lower left stamp with light creases, lower right with two pinholes, Fine and scarce. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $300 - 400
Linn’s Stamp Facts estimates that only 10 to 20 blocks of four or larger exist.

2347 (H)a
5¢ red brown, type I (28), block of 4, attractive and well-centered, originally the left four of the block of
ten illustrated in the Hill book, unused without gum; lower left stamp with some perforations and a portion of the
margin trimmed away; top pair with a few shorter perforations, right stamp with a pressed-out vertical crease,
F.-V.F. and attractive; with 1994 P.F. certificate. Scott $90,000.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
Exceptionally rare: Linn’s Stamp Facts estimates that only four unused blocks of four or large exist.
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2348 (H)a
5¢ brown, type I (29), block of 4, deep rich color, a few minor separations, regummed, Fine; with 1969
P.F. certificate. Scott $90,000.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
One of only four unused blocks of four recorded—and also the largest known multiple of this stamp.

2349

2350

2349 Ha
5¢ orange brown, type II (30), block of 4, deep color and sharp impression, o.g., hinge remnants; left vertical pair shows a slight bend from the edge of the hinge remnant, Fresh and Very Fine and scarce; with 1992 P.F.
certificate. Scott $7,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Linn’s Stamp Facts estimates that only 12 blocks of four or larger exist.
2350 Ha
5¢ brown, type II (30A), block of 4, rich color and clear impression, o.g., hinge remnants; three stamps
with tiny thins, top right stamp appears sound, Fresh and Fine appearance. Scott $25,000.
Estimate $5,000 7,500
Linn’s Stamp Facts estimates the known blocks of four or larger at eight. While less valuable than #30 as a used
stamp, unused singles and blocks of #30A are much more difficult to find, as there were far fewer of this issue in
CSA Post Offices at the beginning of the Civil War.
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2351

2352

2353

2351 Ha
10¢ green, type II (32), block of 4, all stamps type II, positions 5-6, 15-16L1, manuscript cancels, manuscript cancels; right vertical pair with small creases; slight discoloration (possibly from cancel), which does not detract from this rare multiple, Fine, one of only four blocks recorded with only the type II stamps. Scott $4,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2352 ma
10¢ green, type II (32), block of 4, unplated, but all stamps are type II and as such must come from the top
two rows, lightly-struck town cancel; lower right stamp with a pulled perforation at the bottom, Fine and rare. Scott
$4,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
While Linn’s Stamp Facts states that no such block as this exists, there are at least four—with this being the best.
One block has a tear and is reperforated, another block has perforation separations and the auction description
stated one stamp may be reattached. The fourth block is also in this auction.
2353 ma
10¢ green, types II & III (32 & 33), combination block of 4, top pair is type II while bottom pair is type III, circular grid cancels; block with creases and small tears, lower left stamp with a replaced lower left corner, F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $3,500.
Estimate $500 - 750

2354

2355

2356

2354 Ha
10¢ green, type V (35), block of 4, rich shade, fresh and attractive, o.g., hinge remnants, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1984 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $600 - 800
2355 ma
10¢ green, type V (35), block of 4, San Francisco town cancels; top left stamp with a very tiny pinhole in
the lower right margin, almost Very Fine appearance; with 2002 P.F. certificate. Scott $600.Estimate $200 - 300
2356 ma
10¢ green, type V (35), block of 4, rich shade, socked-on-the-nose Los Angeles town cancel; horizontal
crease in the bottom pair causes a slight discoloration on the front, Fine appearing, an uncommon cancel, as mail
from Los Angeles in this time period is very scarce. Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2357
2357 ma

2358

2359

10¢ green, type V (35), block of 4, San Francisco town cancels, Fine and attractive. Scott $600.
Estimate $150 - 200

2358 ma
12¢ black, plate I (36), block of 4, light town cancel; top pair with a horizontal crease, lower right stamp
with a small repair adding some paper at upper right, attractive Very Fine appearance. Scott $2,750. Estimate
$600 - 800
2359 ma
12¢ black, plate I (36), block of 4, black town cancel; top right stamp with a small repair at upper right, almost Fine appearance. Scott $2,750.
Estimate $400 - 600

2360
2360

2361

2362

12¢ black, plate I (36), block of 4, plated on the reverse as 11-12, 21-22L1, tied by light Mobile ALA town
cancels, with partial red cancel at right, V.G.-Fine appearance. Scott $2,750.
Estimate $300 - 400
sa

2361 ma
12¢ black, plate I (36), block of 4, bold red Hartford [CT] town cancel; upper left stamp with a diagonal
crease and the right pair with a vertical crease, otherwise nearly Fine. Scott $2,750.
Estimate $300 - 400
2362 (H)a
12¢ black, plate III (36B), block of 4, excellent color and impression, unused without gum, Fine, attractive
block; with 1990 P.F. certificate. Scott $5,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2363 ma
24¢ gray lilac (37), reconstructed block of 4, two horizontal pairs
(originally a block) rejoined with hinges, glowingred circular grid cancels; top
pair with a couple of shorter perforations, otherwise attractive Very Fine appearance. Scott $6,500 as block.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2364 Ha
30¢ orange (38), block of 4, o.g., hinge remnants, fresh bright radiating color and impression within overly generous large margins which are often so tight for this issue; top left stamp with a small thin and a small internal
tear, centered Very Fine; with 1972 P.F. certificate. Scott $14,000. Estimate
$3,500 - 5,000

2365 Ha
90¢ blue (39), block of 4, o.g., hinge remnant top pair with bottom pair hinged, deep rich shade and impression, very fresh & well-centered; horizontal perforations have a peculiar doubling of holes causing nibbed appearance, Very Fine The very first 90¢ Stamp issued to prepay international postage rates in use for a limited time,
an extremely rare multiple, Illustrated in Brookman Vol. I (p. 264)., Ex-West, Bechtel, Zoellner; with 1998 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $75,000.
Estimate $12,000 - 18,000
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1861-1866 Issue

2366

2367

2366 Ha
3¢ brown rose, First Design (56), block of 4, deep rich shade, fresh and attractive, o.g., previously
hinged; some horizontal perforation separations, Very Fine, extremely scarce as a block of four; with 1993 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,200.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Now listed in the Scott Catalogue as #65-E 15h; priced as four single stamps as there is no block price.
2367 Ha
1¢ blue (63), left sheet margin block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged, remarkably fresh and choice multiple with
outstanding color, Fine. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2368 (H)a
3¢ pink (64), block of 4, very well centered, and nicer then most, unused without gum; each vertical pair
with a light vertical crease, the top right stamp with small gum stain spots (not noted on the accompanying certificate), Very Fine appearance, attractive; an excellent example of a highly-desired and often mis-identified shade,
ex-Bechtel, Zoellner, Puliafito; signed Stanley B. Ashbrook, with 1998 P.F. certificate. Scott $65,000.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
Notes on the reverse of the block read: “This block of four of the 3¢ 1861 is the PINK U.S. #64 and an Excellent
Example of the Color”.
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2369 HH/Ha 3¢ rose, Four Corners “Round the Clock” (65), four matched corner blocks of 4; some with a little light
soiling on outer selvage, V.G.-Fine. Scott $2,800 as hinged.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2370

2371

2372

2370 HHa
3¢ rose (65), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, desirable multiple with rich, warm color; the right two stamps
are Extremely Fine examples with beautiful centering; a few nibbed perforations along left side of the top left stamp,
otherwise Very Fine. Scott $700 for a hinged block.
Estimate $600 - 800
It’s unusual for a block of this quality to be found intact, as most of this quality were long ago broken for
GEM-quality singles.
2371 HHa
3¢ rose (65), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, deep rich color and impression, Fine; with 2003 P.F. certificate. Scott $700 as hinged.
Estimate $500 - 750
Unpriced as never hinged, but issues from 30 years later have a (x3) premium for never hinged. This early issue
should easily be estimated at that multiple or higher.
2372 HHa
3¢ brown red shade (65 var.), horizontal block of 6, o.g., never hinged (gum wrinkles), appealing example of the seldom-offered brown red shade—a deeper and richer color variety than the normal rose issue,
V.G.-Fine, scarce in pristine mint condition; with 2007 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,650.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2373

2374

2373 HHa
3¢ rose (65), horizontal block of 6, o.g., never hinged, impressive multiple with fresh gum; creases, V.G.,
unlisted in Scott in never hinged condition. Scott $950 is for “hinged”.
Estimate $300 - 400
2374 Ha
3¢ rose (65), top margin imprint block of 8, o.g., barest trace of hinge, magnificent position block with brilliant fresh color; an eye-catching showpiece that would enhance any collection, Fine. Scott $1,400 for two blocks of
4.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2375 HH/Ha 3¢ rose (65), irregular block of 8, o.g., bottom stamps with disturbed o.g., top 5 stamps never hinged;
tiny spot of gum disturbance on top right stamp, V.G. Scott $1,400 as two hinged blocks. Estimate $300 - 400
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2376 Ha
3¢ rose (65), bottom plate block of 12, o.g., very lightly hinged, quite possibly the finest known example of
this scarce plate; of the two dozen examples that are known to exist, few come close to matching the qualities that
this multiple features: choice centering, bold rich color and incredibly fresh gum—this prize plate block has it all,
Very Fine; with 1998 P.F. certificate, ex-Wampler. Scott $4,750.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
The last time this plate block appeared at public auction was 20 years ago, when it realized $4,200 + hammer.
This is a wonderful opportunity for the astute collector to obtain this gorgeous showpiece.

2377

2378

2377 Ha
10¢ dark green (68a), block of 4, deep rich true color that is close to the “August ” shade; excellent impression, o.g. slightly disturbed by hinge removal, extremely scarce block; no examples certified by the PF or recently sold at auction. Scott $5,400 as o.g. singles.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
Scott does not price #68a as a block.
2378 ma
10¢ yellow green (68), block of 4, target cancel; tiny thin at top right and tiny corner crease at lower left,
some light perforation separations at top, V.G.-Fine, scarce multiple. Scott $650.
Estimate $150 - 200
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2379 (H)a
30¢ orange (71), block of 4, deep rich shade and excellent, crisp impression; not oxidized as are many
examples, expertly regummed, Fine and attractive. Scott $17,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Linn’s Stamp Facts notes that a block of four and an “imperforate” strip of four are the largest unused multiples of
#71.

2380 Ha
90¢ blue (72), block of 4, centered to the left and to the top as are almost all unused multiples of this
stamp, o.g., hinge remnants; natural inking anomaly on upper right stamp, Fine. Scott $32,500. Estimate $5,000
- 7,500
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2381

2382

2381 ma
90¢ blue (72), horizontal block of 6 (3x2), dark shade; cork cancels and trace of red crayon at center;
perfs cut in and small faults, but still exhibitable and scarce; top right stamp with a pulled perforation at the upper
right and bottom strip with very light creases, about Fine appearance. Scott $6,250 as block of four and pair.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Linn’s Stamp Facts notes that there are thought to be 30 or 40 blocks of four or larger.
2382 ma
90¢ blue (72), bottom margin block of 8, showing part of the imprint; centered to bottom left, neat geometric cancels; right center stamp at top has thin spots and short perfs, V.G.-Fine, extremely scarce multiple, especially
with the part imprint. Scott $10,000 as two blocks of 4.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2383

2384

2383 HH/Ha 2¢ black (73), block of 4, o.g., hinge remnant (bottom left stamp is never hinged), early impression; light
diagonal crease along right stamps; pencil notation on reverse of lower right stamp, F.-V.F. Scott $2,750 for hinged
block.
Estimate $600 - 800
2384 Ha
2¢ black (73), right margin block of 6, disturbed o.g. with several hinge remnants; vertical crease in bottom selvage and some separated perforations repaired, V.G., scarce. Scott $3,450 for block of 4 and pair.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2385
2386
2385 Ha
2¢ black (73), block of 8, o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears
mostly never hinged); straight edge at left and scissor-clipped perforations
at lower right, V.G.-Fine, a scarce multiple—especially of this size. Scott
$5,500 for two blocks of 4.
Estimate $600 - 800
2386 Ha
2¢ black (73), block of 9 (3 x 3), attractive with excellent color and
impression; lower left and lower right stamps may well be never hinged,
o.g., hinge remnants, fresh and Fine. Scott $4,475.Estimate $750 - 1,000
Catalogued as a block of four, two pairs and a single stamp.

2387 HH/Ha 2¢ black (73), vertical block of 10, o.g., positions 3-6 never
hinged, others lightly hinged, extraordinary Black Jack block with the deepest and richest color you’ll ever see; light vertical creases affect all 10
stamps, otherwise Very Fine, this is without question the most beautiful-appearing multiple available to collectors; simply gorgeous. Scott $6,150 for 2
blocks + 2 singles.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

2387
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2388 Ha
2¢ black (73), block of 10, o.g.; small thins on two top right stamps, a few short perfs and some light perforation reinforcements, Very Good-Very Fine, incredibly rare block. Scott $6,200 for pair & 2 blocks of 4.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

2389 Ha
5¢ dark brown (76), block of 4, o.g., hinged, striking multiple rarely found in flawless condition; this wonderful showpiece is the dark brown variety, with incredible depth of color; this fresh-to-the-market block would highlight any Classics collection, Fine. Scott $8,250.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

2390 ma
5¢ brown (76), block of 4, bold circle-of-wedges cancels, a great
block example of this bold shade; tiny thin speck on top left stamp, V.G.-Fine,
scarce multiple; the previous owner reports that only 15 blocks of this issue
exist. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2391

2392

2391 ma
5¢ brown (76), block of 6; completely separated and rejoined perforations at right, reperforated at right
and bottom, V.G., a scarce multiple, with the previous owner recording only 15 blocks of this issue. Scott $1,475 for
block of 4 and pair.
Estimate $300 - 400
2392 Ha
24¢ lilac (78), block of 4, full o.g.; hinge remnants; horizontal creases, thin on lower right stamp, slightly
faded color, V.G., scarce multiple, one of maybe only 20 blocks that still exist; with 2003 A.P.S. certificate. Scott
$18,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1867 Grilled Issues

2393 Ha
1867, 3¢ rose, Experimental “Music Box” grill essay (79-E 15d), bottom imprint and plate block of 12,
plate number 52, o.g., bottom row appears to be without hinging, top row with hinge remnants; left vertical pair with
pre-printing paper fold, Fine and rare; one of two believed to exist; this, recorded in the Chapin census, the other
illustated in Brookman Vol. 2, p. 78, ex-Wampler; with 1970 P.F. certificate as “an essay grill”.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Not catalogued as a plate block in Scott.
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2394

2395

2394 Ha
1¢ blue, E. grill (86), block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged, bright Post Office fresh color; light crease across top
two stamps, V.G., a scarce stamp to find as a single, a block is rare. Scott $20,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2395 Ha
1¢ blue, E. grill (86), block of 6, o.g.; top center stamp with a small hinge remnant, lower left stamp lightly
hinged, balance appear to be without a hinge mark but with small gum skips or gum disturbances; right vertical pair
with a light vertical crease and bottom center stamp with a vertical wrinkle, Fine and attractive, ex-Ishikawa. Scott
$26,500.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

2396

2397

2396 ma
1¢ blue, E. grill (86), block of 4, negative star cork cancels, vivid color; nibbed perforations at top left and
left, some minor perforation separations, V.G., very scarce block. Scott $3,500.
Estimate $500 - 750
2397 ma
2¢ black, E. grill (87), block of 4, light paintbrush cancels; tiny tear, thins at top right stamp; natural
straight edge at left, V.G.-Fine, very rare multiple. Scott $6,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2398

2399

2398 Ha
3¢ rose, E. grill (88), block of 4, o.g., hinged, superior high-quality example of this nearly impossible
block, with sumptuous color and choice centering; certainly among the finest remaining multiples to be found on the
market, F.-V.F. Scott $6,000.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2399 (H)a
3¢ rose, E. grill (88), block of 4, unused without gum, choice centering and brilliant color; small hinge
remnant reinforces horizontal perforations between right two stamps; a scarce block that catalogs for $6,000 with
o.g.; unlisted in Scott as a no gum block, F.-V.F. Scott $1,400 as no gum singles.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2400 HH/Ha 3¢ rose, E. grill (88), horizontal block of 12, o.g., 4 stamps never hinged, other 8 barely hinged, gorgeous
deep, rich color; impressive example of this seldom-seen multiple of the tough E grill, V.G. Scott $15,800 as blocks
and singles.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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2401 HH/Ha 3¢ rose, E. grill (88), horizontal block of 12, rich shade and impression, imprint above the upper left pair;
top row with some short gumming as typically found with stamps from this time period, o.g., 4 stamps on the bottom
row appear never hinged; positions 1, 4 & 5 with light creases or bends, right vertical pair with natural straight edge,
Fine and attractive. Scott $18,000.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

2402 HHa
3¢ rose, E. grill (88), bottom left corner
margin block of 12 (3x4), o.g., never hinged, minor
pre-printing paper fold in corner of selvage, bright
Post Office fresh color; short gumming along left
stamps, a few light gum wrinkles and horizontal
crease along bottom of third row, V.G., without any
premium affixed for this being never hinged, excellent postion piece. Scott $18,000 as 3 hinged blocks
of 4.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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2403 HHa
3¢ rose, E. grill (88), block of 24 (6 x 4), o.g., never hinged, excellent shade and impression, fresh; a few
stamps with very minor gum disturbance, Fine and rare. Scott $36,000.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
This block is thought to be the second-largest in existence. There is a sheet of 100, but it is not in private hands.

2404 (H)a
3¢ rose, E. grill (88), bottom plate block of 8, unused without gum, an awesome, beautifully centered
plate block; small repair (difficult to detect and expertly done) affects top center stamps, otherwise Very Fine,
Ex-Wampler. Scott $13,000 for o.g.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
The example offered here is not only beautifully centered, it is probably the only plate block available to
collectors: the only other examples reside in a full sheet of 100 that won’t be broken up any day soon.
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2405 ma
3¢ rose, E. grill (88), block of 4, excellent color and impression,
sharp grill impressions, cork cancels; bottom pair with light horizontal
creases, upper right stamp with a pulled perforation at upper right; block
was folded along the center perforations, Fine and attractive, scarce block,
as very few have come to auction in the last 10 years. Scott $350.
Estimate $150 - 200

2406

2407

2408

2406 ma
10¢ green, E. grill (89), block of 4, segmented cork and town cancels, nice shade and impression; block
with light, almost unnoticeable, toning, F.-V.F., extremely scarce. Scott $3,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
While Linn’s Stamp Facts states that a block of four is the largest known used multiple, there does exist a used
block of six, so this is now the third-largest known used multiple, as there exists at least one other used block of
four. This block comes with a letter from Lester G. Brookman (a noted grill expert) dated 1954 stating that the
grill and block are genuine. Of these three blocks, this block has the best centering.
2407 Ha
2¢ black, F. grill (93), block of 6 (2 x 3), upper right selvedge with partial imprint, disturbed o.g.; left strip
with a light vertical crease, top right and bottom right with small toned spots, light gum staining, V.G.-Fine. Scott
$3,400.
Estimate $400 - 600
2408 Ha

3¢ red, F. grill (94), block of 4, disturbed o.g., Fine overall; with 1991 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2409

2410

2409 (H)a
3¢ red, F. grill (94), beautiful top sheet margin block of 4, unused without gum, extraordinary GEM multiple with tantalizing color printed on clean white paper; a wonderful opportunity for the astute collector to obtain an
exquisite multiple in a quality rarely seen; trivial crease in the top selvage doesn’t affect any of the stamps, otherwise Extremely Fine, unlisted in Scott as a no gum block; a block with original gum lists for $3,000. Scott $600 for 4
no gum singles.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2410 Ha
3¢ red, F. grill (94), block of 4, o.g., bright fresh color;
tiny light wrinkle at top right, V.G.-Fine. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $600 - 800

2411 Ha
3¢ red, F. grill (94), horizontal block of 6, o.g., previously
hinged, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $3,750 as block
and pair.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2412 Ha
3¢ red, F. grill (94), top right corner margin block of 6,
o.g., bright fresh color; a few trivial light wrinkles in selvage and at
top, V.G. Scott $3,750 as block of four and pair.
Estimate $600 - 800
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2413 Ha
3¢ red, F. grill (94), bottom plate block of 8, o.g., lightly hinged, magnificent top-quality plate with luscious, rich color and sharp, clear impression; an exhibition-quality showpiece; left 4 stamps affected by light vertical
creases that in no way affect the wonderful appearance of this seldom-seen multiple, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott
$8,750.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
One of three known.

2414 ma
3¢ red, F. grill (94), block of 4, black cork cancellations, the
best-centered existing block with captivating color; how and why this multiple
catalogs for only $135 is hard to fathom, Extremely Fine. Scott $135.
Estimate $200 - 300

2414

2415 Ha
5¢ brown, F. grill (95), block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged, handsome
and rare multiple with astounding rich color—as fresh and choice as the
day it was issued; a most impressive block that is seldom seen at public
auction; trace of trivial light creases, which are inconsequential, and a couple separated perforations at top, otherwise Fine; with 1986 P.F. certificate.
Scott $17,000.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

2415
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2416 HH/Ha 5¢ brown, F. grill (95), block of 10 (5x2), fresh, excellent color and impression; positions 2, 4, 7 and 9 appear n.h., balance previously hinged; positions 1, 4, 6 & 7 with trivial faint scuffs, which are normal for unused examples of this stamp, F.-V.F. Scott $40,750.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
Linn’s Stamp Facts notes that the largest unused multiple is a block of ten, making this one of two known.

2417 Ha
10¢ yellow green, F. grill (96), block of 4, o.g., hinged, dynamite example of this incredibly elusive block,
with heavenly rich color and detailed impression; a completely sound multiple that would enhance any advanced
collection of top-quality stamps, Fine, less than a dozen blocks are known to exist. Scott $26,000.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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2418 ma
12¢ black, F. grill (97), block of 4, rich shade, crisp impression,
light red cancels; lower left stamp with hinge-sealed tear, lower right with a
few short perfs at bottom, attractive Very Fine appearance, scarce used
block of four. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $300 - 400
Linn’s Stamp Facts estimates that there are only 15 to 20 blocks of four or
larger.

2419

2420

2419 Ha
15¢ black, F. grill (98), block of 4, excellent shade and impression, disturbed o.g., hinge remnants; right
pair with light vertical crease, stamps with small toned spots, V.G.-Fine. Scott $35,000. Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2420 Ha
24¢ gray lilac, F. grill (99), block of 4, excellent shade and impression, fresh, o.g., hinge remnant, Fine
and attractive. Scott $45,000.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
Linn’s Stamp Facts estimates that only 10 to 12 blocks of four or larger exist.

1869 Pictorial Issue

2421 H/(H)a 1¢ buff (112), block of 4, partial o.g. on left two stamps, V.G.-Fine. Scott $5,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2422 Ha
1¢ buff (112), horizontal block of 6, bright color, each stamp cancelled by neat manuscript “X”; bottom
right stamp corner crease, Fine and attractive, scarce and attractive used block, ex-Coulter. Scott $2,525.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Appears to be the second-largest used block, the largest known being a block of 12. Pictured in Rose, p. 6.

2423 Ha
1¢ buff (112), horizontal block of 12, large part o.g., few light hinge remnants at top, straight edge at right,
grills show some gum soaks, part o.g., V.G.-Fine, ex-Rose. Scott $13,400.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Scott Catalogue value based on two blocks and two pairs.
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The Largest Known Multiple of the One-Cent 1869 Pictorial

2424 HH/Ha 1¢ buff (112), arrow block of 48, with approximately 21 stamps hinged (the outer stamps and two stamps
from the center), while the balance appear never hinged—though the 1987 Rarity sale’s description noted 13
stamps mint; this block is from the center of the sheet, as there is an arrow between the first and second rows and a
half arrow at the bottom, wonderfully rich color and impression; upper right stamp with a sealed tear, balance appear sound, F.-V.F., catalogue value is for 12 hinged blocks, with no premium for never hinged; should this be broken into smaller pieces, it would produce some very nice stamps. Scott $66,000.
Estimate $30,000 - 40,000
Incredible Showpiece that is the largest known block by far. According to Jon Rose in his “United States
Postage Stamps of 1869", the next-largest multiple is a block of 20.
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2425

2426

2425 (H)a
2¢ brown (113), block of 4, o.g., deep rich color; a few shorter perfs at top, reinforced perf separations at
bottom, a little light toning in center, Fine. Scott $3,750.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2426 HH/Ha 2¢ brown (113), upper left corner margin block of 8, in pale brown shade, centered to the left; right vertical
pair with pre-printing wrinkle, full o.g., 4 stamps never hinged, fresh and attractive block, Fine. Scott $7,500 as two
blocks of 4.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

2427 HH/Ha 2¢ brown (113), upper left plate block of 30, top row with short gumming at top, right vertical strip with natural straight edge; some normal perforation separations, including upper left vertical strip selvage rejoined; a few
hinge remnants, but the gum is in excellent condition; small piece of selvage missing at upper right, o.g., 20 stamps
never hinged, Fine and attractive, ex-Lilly (sold as part of a sheet of 120). Scott $65,500.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

2428 Ha 3¢ ultramarine (114), block of 4, disturbed o.g.; a few minor perforation
separations, Fine. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2429

2429 HH/Ha 3¢ ultramarine (114), right margin block of
40 with two arrows, rich shade and impression, fresh
and attractive block, o.g., all never hinged except positions 21 and 25, V.G.-Fine and rare. Scott $12,500.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Catalogued as 10 o.g. blocks of four (Scott does not
catalogue this stamp never hinged).

2430 HHa
3¢ ultramarine (114), bottom plate no. 26
and imprint plate block of 10, excellent shade and impression, fresh, o.g., never hinged; lower left selvage
with a small diagonal crease, Fine and attractive,
ex-Howard; with 1986 P.F. certificate. Scott $7,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

2431 HH/Ha 3¢ ultramarine (114), top plate no. 26 and imprint plate block of 12, rich shade, crisp impression, fresh,
o.g., all never hinged except stamp below right part of imprint with small disturbed spots, Fine and attractive. Scott
$8,025.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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2432

2433

2432 ma
3¢ ultramarine (114), block of 8, target cancels; lower right horizontal pair with small tears, upper right
stamp with a small crease, left vertical pair with natural straight edge and some rejoined perforations, Fine appearance. Scott $900.
Estimate $200 - 300
2433 Ha
6¢ ultramarine (115), block of 4, attractive shade, centered to the bottom, slightly disturbed o.g.;
reperforated at the right, Fine appearance, scarce block of four, ex-Rose. Scott $16,500.
Estimate $2,500 3,500
Linn’s Stamp Facts notes that there are only 17 blocks of four or larger (used or unused) in existence.

2434

2435

2434 (H)a
6¢ ultramarine (115), vertical block of 6, darker shade of this issue with crisp impression, unused without
gum, Fine and attractive; with 1990 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $18,500.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Jon Rose illustrates this block in his “United States Postage Stamps of 1869" and states, ”One of only two known
unused blocks of six of the 6¢ Washington." This rarity ranks as the fifth-largest unused multiple of the 1869 6¢
stamp.
2435 Ha
6¢ ultramarine (115), block of 9, pale shade, centered to the left, slightly brownish o.g., hinge remnants;
some rejoined perforations, Fine and attractive. Scott $29,500.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Catalogued as a block of four, two pairs and a single.
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2436 HH/Ha 6¢ ultramarine (115), horizontal block of 12, centered to lower left; right center vertical pair with a vertical
crease along the right side, Fine and rare. Scott $43,500.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
The is the third-largest multiple known, unused or used. There are two unused blocks of 16.

2437 (H)a
10¢ yellow (116), block of 4, magnificent color and crisp impression, unused without gum, fresh; top right
stamp with a natural paper translucency at the top similar to a perforation disc indentation, attractive Very Fine appearance, ex-Forster, Howard; with 1983 P.F. certificate. Scott $14,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Linn’s Stamp Facts notes that there are only 20 unused blocks of four or larger in existence. Michael Laurence felt
that there were only 16 such multiples.
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2438 Ha
12¢ green (117), block of 9, excellent shade and impression, centered to the upper left, o.g., hinge remnants, some rejoined perforation separations; top right stamp with the perforations mostly trimmed away, right center stamp with a light vertical crease, Fine and attractive, ex-Wunderlich, Ishikawa, Howard; with 1993 P.F.
certificate. Scott $23,850.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
This is the second-largest unused block in existence (there are three such blocks of nine). Jon Rose felt that
there were only eight unused blocks of four or larger, the largest being a block of 12, and most have centering
similar to this.
Catalogued as a block of four, two pairs and a single.

2439 Ha
15¢ brown & blue, type II (119), block of 4, with deep, rich shade and sharp, crisp impression, o.g., hinge
remnants, fresh; some rejoined horizontal perforations, Fine and attractive; with 1983 P.F. certificate. Scott
$18,000.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
Linn’s Stamp Facts notes that are approximately 15 blocks of four or larger (unused or used) in existence. Jon
Rose felt that there were only 12 unused blocks of four or larger.
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The Largest Known Multiple of the Twenty-Four Cent 1869 Pictorial

2440 Ha
24¢ green & violet (120), block of 9, attractive shade and impression, fresh, o.g., hinged; tiny thin speck
between two perforations on the bottom middle stamp, Fine and attractive, ex-Worthington, Lozier, Sinkler, Gibson,
Klein, Forster & Lafayette (Walske). Scott $102,000.
Estimate $40,000 - 60,000
Jon Rose notes that this block is the largest known multiple (unused or used). The next-largest is a block of
four. A fantastic showpiece and an important item for any 1869 collection.
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2441 ma
30¢ ultramarine & carmine (121), block of 4, segmented cork cancels; lower left stamp with a small thin
spot, Fine and attractive. Scott $3,750.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Both Linn’s Stamp Facts and Jon Rose note that there are only 15 used blocks of four or larger of this stamp.
Many of those blocks have a brushstroke cancel.

2442 ma
30¢ ultramarine & carmine (121), horizontal block of 12, attractive shade; left center column with a faint
vertical crease, top left horizontal pair with perforation flaws at top, top right stamp with some wrinkling, Fine and
scarce, ex-Seybold. Scott $9,300.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Jon Rose notes that a block of 12 is the largest used block in existence. He records three such blocks.

2443 Ha
1¢ buff, 1880 Re-issue (133), block of 4, rich shade and impression, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine and attractive. Scott $5,500.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
While a complete sheet of this stamp does exist, any multiple is extremely
scarce.
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1870-1888 Bank Note Co. Issues

2444

2445

2444 Ha
1¢ ultramarine, H. grill (134), block of 4, excellent shade and impression, fresh and attractive, redistributed o.g.; reperforated at the left, top right stamp with a small scuff at lower right, minor perforation separation,
lovely Very Fine appearance; with 1995 P.F. certificate. Scott $12,000.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
Linn’s Stamp Facts notes that the largest known unused multiple is a block of four, but a block of six was sold at
auction in 2015.
2445 Ha
1¢ ultramarine, H. grill (135), left margin block of 4, rejoined from its two original horizontal pairs, o.g.,
hinge remnants, excellent shade and impression; upper right stamp with a nibbed perforation at the upper right,
lower left stamp with a small tear at the top center, lovely Fine appearance. Scott $4,200. Estimate $750 - 1,000
Linn’s Stamp Facts notes that there are fewer than 20 blocks of four or larger for this stamp, unused or used.

2446

2447

2446 Ha
3¢ green, H. grill (136), bottom margin block of 4, excellent shade and impression, nicely-impressed grill,
fresh, o.g., lightly hinged; right pair with a light vertical crease, Fine and attractive; with a photocopy of 1991 P.F.
certificate for a block of eight, this its right half. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2447 (H)a
3¢ green, H. grill (136), block of 4, excellent shade and impression, lightly-struck grills, unused without
gum; reperforated at the right, Fine and attractive; with 2001 P.S.E. certificate, ex-Worthington. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2448

2449

2448 Ha
7¢ vermilion, H. grill (138), block of 4, excellent shade and impression, well-defined “H” grills, perforations just touch the design at top, slightly disturbed o.g.; left pair with an extremely light vertical crease, Fine and attractive. Scott $24,000.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
Linn’s Stamp Facts notes that only 10 to 15 blocks of four or greater (unused or used) exist.
2449 Ha
15¢ orange, H. grill (141), block of 4, rich shade, crisp impression, slightly disturbed o.g.; each stamp
with a horizontal crease, the lower left stamp with a filled thin, Fine and attractive, ex-Weiss; with 1992 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $45,000.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
Linn’s Stamp Facts notes that the largest known unused multiple is a block of four, with only four such
blocks—unused or used—known.

2450

2451

2452

2450 (H)a
1¢ ultramarine (145), right margin block of 4, unused without gum, F.-V.F.; with 1988 P.F. certificate.
Scott $3,500.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
2451 (H)a
1¢ ultramarine (145), block of 4, unused without gum, lovely bright pastel color; thin speck on upper right
stamp, Very Fine. Scott $3,500.
Estimate $500 - 750
2452 Ha
2¢ red brown (146), block of 4, disturbed o.g., deep rich color; small thins on right stamps and reinforced
perforations, Fine. Scott $1,650.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2453 Ha
2¢ red brown (146), bottom imprint block of 10, excellent shade and impression, nicely centered, o.g.,
previously hinged on the top row, the bottom row never hinged but with gum skips, fresh, F.-V.F. and attractive,
ex-Burrows. Scott $3,925.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2454 Ha
3¢ green (147), left margin horizontal block of 6, o.g., bright fresh color; creases at top and lower left
stamps, reinforced perforation separations at bottom, V.G.-Fine. Scott $1,600 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

2455

2456

2457

2455 (H)a

6¢ carmine (148), block of 4, unused without gum, fabulous bright color, Very Fine. Scott $4,750.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

2456 Ha

7¢ vermilion (149), block of 4, disturbed o.g., rich, bright color, Fine. Scott $5,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2457 Ha
7¢ vermilion (149), block of 4, hinged, rejoined from its two original horizontal pairs, part o.g., V.G.-Fine
and rare, ex-Worthington. Scott $3,800.
Estimate $500 - 750
Linn’s Stamp Facts notes the number of blocks of four or greater (unused or used) for this stamp is 10 to 20
examples.
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2458 ma
12¢ dull violet (151), block of 4, wonderful, tremendous eye appeal, bold strikes of blue Chicago geometric cancels, F.-V.F. and scarce.
Scott $2,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
The largest known used block for this stamp is a block of four. There is at
least one other block, with a different blue Chicago geometric cancel, which
sold for $6,600 in 2001.

The Largest Known Unused Block of the Fifteen-Cent Bank Note

2459 HH/Ha 15¢ bright orange (152), irregular block of 14, fresh, with excellent color and impression, o.g., 10 stamps
never hinged; positions 6 & 10 with short perforations, F.-V.F. and rare. Scott $60,000.
Estimate $20,000 - 30,000
A highly interesting block, which was sold as a block of #163 in the Lilly, Braus, and Klein auctions. It was
purchased by William R. Weiss, a noted collector and expert on the 15¢ Banknote issue, who decided it was a
#152, and it was sold as such in his collection sale. No matter whether #152 or 163, it is the largest known
multiple. The largest recorded unused multiple of #152 is a block of six and the largest unused multiple for #163
is this block.
As #152, this block catalogues $60,000 and as #163, it catalogues $43,000. Neither catalogue value takes into
account the value of the ten never hinged stamps in this block.
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2460

2461

2460 (H)a
24¢ purple (153), block of 4, excellent shade and impression, fresh, unused without gum; reperforated at
right, Fine appearance. Scott $13,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2461 Ha
24¢ purple (153), horizontal block of 6, excellent shade and impression, slightly disturbed o.g.with some
minor adherences, fresh, F.-V.F. and scarce. Scott $16,600.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
One of two known blocks of 6, the largest unused #153 multiple recorded.

2462

2463

2462 (H)a
30¢ black (154), block of 4, deep rich shade, excellent imperssion, regummed; repaired with backing rejoining the perforations, regummed over a small thin in the lower right stamp, Fine appearing and attractive block;
with 1971 P.F. certificate. Scott $10,400.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Catalogue value is for four singles without gum. As a block of four it, would catalogue $37,000.
2463 Ha
90¢ carmine (155), block of 4, excellent shade and impression, o.g., hinged except lower right stamp appears never hinged, Fine and attractive. Scott $25,000.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
Linn’s Stamp Facts estimates there are only 15 to 20 known blocks of four or larger for this stamp.
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2464

2465

2466

2464 ma
90¢ carmine (155), block of 4, lovely bright color amidst well centered margins; some reinforced vertical
perforations and bottom right stamp with natural paper wrinkle, F.-V.F., very scarce as a used block; with 2016 P.F.
certificate. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2465 ma
90¢ carmine (155), block of 4, excellent shade and impression, reversed “R”-in-circle cancels; some minor vertical perforation reinforcement, F.-V.F. and attractive; with 1985 P.F. certificate for a block of 6, this being the
left four. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Only 15 to 20 blocks of four or larger, unused or used, are thought to exist.
2466 ma
90¢ dark carmine (155), block of 4, rich, deep shade, segmented cork cancels; lower left stamp with a
tear at top right, top pair with a light diagonal crease, Fine appearance. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $300 - 400

2467 HH/Ha 1¢ ultramarine (156), horizontal block of 18, rich shade, excellent impression, o.g., 12 stamps never
hinged, top row with hinge remnants, fresh; some of the never hinged stamps with gum skips; a few minor perforation separations at the bottom center; position 16 would have four short perforations if broken out of the block, Very
Fine and attractive. Scott $4,275.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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2468 Ha
2¢ brown (157), block of 45, excellent shade and impression, fresh and attractive multiple, o.g., hinge
remnants, approximately 20 stamps appear to be never hinged, some with gum skips or small disturbed spots; left
vertical strip of 5 with a natural straight edge, Fine. Scott $17,575.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

2469

2470

2471

2469 ma
2¢ brown (157), vertical block of 6; a few small thins and a couple shorter perforations at top right, Very
Fine centering. Scott $227.
Estimate $100 - 150
2470 Ha
3¢ green (158var), block of 4, o.g., previously hinged, dark rich color, Fine, interesting variety with faint
impression of a grill on the gum; with 2001 P.F. certificate. Scott $550+.
Estimate $200 - 300
2471 Ha

3¢ green (158), block of 4, glazed o.g., F.-V.F. Scott $550.
www.kelleherauctions.com
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2472 HH/Ha 3¢ green (158), lower right block of 50, rich color, excellent impression, fresh and attractive—and the
largest known multiple, o.g., all never hinged except three stamps in the plate block (above the imprint); left column with natural straight edge, some perforation separations, but the plate block of 14 appears intact, apart from
some small separations in the selvage, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $9,430.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
Linn’s Stamp Facts was aware of only an irregular block of 25. Less than 10 plate blocks are thought to exist.

2473

2474

2473 Ha
3¢ green, grilled (158e), block of 4, o.g., previously hinged, great color and sharp impression; small toning in top left stamp, Fine. Scott $2,200 as singles.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2474 Ha
6¢ dull pink (159), left margin horizontal block of 8, o.g., hinge remnants, fresh color; a couple toned perforations at bottom, diagonal crease and shorter perforation on lower left stamp, a few reinforced perforations at
bottom right, V.G.-Fine. Scott $4,500 as two blocks.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2475 Ha
6¢ dull pink (159), top margin block of 4 with partial imprint, o.g., previously hinged, bright fresh color;
small toned spot in left selvage, Very Fine. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2476 HH/Ha 7¢ orange vermilion (160), right margin block of 4, o.g., previously hinged (lower left stamp never
hinged), brilliant Post Office-fresh color; trivial blind perforation at lower left, V.G.-Fine. Scott $6,000. Estimate
$1,500 - 2,000
2477 (H)a
10¢ brown (161), block of 4, unused without gum; thin speck on lower right stamp, F.-V.F., scarce block.
Scott $4,750 as o.g.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2478 (H)a
10¢ brown (161), block of 16 (4 x 4), well-centered for such a large multiple, excellent shade and impression, unused without gum; three stamps at the top left with tiny scuffs, another stamp with small tear, accompaning
certificate does not note any flaws, F.-V.F. and attractive a wonderful exhibition piece, ex-Caspary, Braus and
Klein; with 1989 P.F. certificate, ex-Koslow. Scott $19,000.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
Linn’s Stamp Facts notes that a block of 16 is the largest known unused multiple.
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2479 Ha
90¢ rose carmine (166), block of 4, excellent shade and impression, fresh and well-centered block, o.g.,
hinged, Very Fine and attractive; with 1999 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $13,000.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

2480 ma
90¢ pale rose carmine (166), block of 4, segmented cork cancels; top left stamp with a small corner crease, bottom left stamp with a small
extraneous black ink spot, F.-V.F. and scarce. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $500 - 750

2481 HHa
2¢
vermilion
(178), bottom plate block of
21, o.g., never hinged,
smashing multiple in immaculate mint condition; a
Post Office-fresh showpiece with gleaming full
original gum and lively rich
color, Fine, unlisted in Scott
in never hinged condition; a
rare opportunity to acquire
a delightful block of this
tough stamp, this is the
second-largest known multiple of this stamp, Ex:
Wampler. Scott $9,275 for
“hinged”.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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2482

2483

2484

2482 Ha
5¢ blue (179), block of 4, o.g., previously hinged, bold color; top right stamp with small crease at top left,
F.-V.F.; with 2004 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,750.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2483 ma
5¢ blue (179), block of 4, large centrally-struck black cork cancel, with partial red postmark on lower right
stamp and partial black postmark upper right, Fine. Scott $385.
Estimate $150 - 200
2484 Ha
1¢ dark ultramarine (182), block of 4, o.g., hinge remnants, nice early multiple; small hinge thin on top
right stamp, overall Fine appearance. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $300 - 400

2485
2485 Ha

2486

2487

2¢ vermilion (183), block of 4, o.g., hinge remnants, Fine overall. Scott $550.

Estimate $200 - 300

2486 HH/Ha 2¢ vermilion (183), block of 6, o.g., previously hinged (bottom center stamp never hinged), brilliant color;
light gum wrinkle on top right stamp and tiny inclusion on top left, Fine overall. Scott $760. Estimate $200 - 300
2487 Ha
3¢ green (184), block of 4, o.g., previously hinged, rich color; pulled perforation on lower right stamp,
F.-V.F. Scott $450.
Estimate $150 - 200
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2488

2489

2490

2488 HH/Ha 5¢ blue (185), block of 4, o.g., upper right stamp is lightly hinged (3 stamps never hinged), deep color;
reperforated and blind perforations at bottom, some light foxing on gum, F.-V.F. Scott $2,250 as hinged.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
2489 Ha
5¢ blue (185), block of 4, o.g., previously hinged (bottom stamps very lightly hinged), rich color; blind perforation at lower right, V.G.-Fine. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $600 - 800
2490 Ha
6¢ pink (186), block of 4, o.g., hinge remnants, bottom stamps are previously hinged, lovely color and appearance; hinge thin on top two stamps, light creases affecting all but the bottom left stamp, slight horizontal perforation separations, V.G. Scott $4,000.
Estimate $600 - 800

2491

2492

2493

2491 (H)a
6¢ pink (186), block of 4, unused without gum, lovely facial appearance; light crease at bottom and small
corner crease at upper left, V.G. Scott $4,000 as o.g.
Estimate $500 - 750
2492 Ha
10¢ brown, without secret mark (187), block of 4, o.g., previously hinged, gorgeous proof-like impression; a couple small hinge thins on top two stamps and tiny surface scuff at top left, V.G.-Fine bottom stamps are
beautiful. Scott $14,000.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2493 Ha
15¢ red orange (189), block of 4, o.g., hinge remnant, some paper remnants, warm color; small thins on
top and right stamps, reperforated at right, light horizontal perforation separations, Fine. Scott $1,100. Estimate
$300 - 400
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2494 Ha
15¢ red orange (189), top left margin block of 12, o.g., lightly hinged, eye-catching example of this beautiful multiple; not quite a full plate block, as it’s missing two stamps at right with selvage that would include a bit of the
imprint necessary; a striking showpiece with gleaming color that would please any collector, Very Fine. Scott
$3,300 as 3 blocks.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

2495 HH/Ha 15¢ red orange (189), top margin block of 12 with imprint, o.g., hinge remnants (lower left five stamps
never hinged), right two stamps are nicely centered; creases across top three right stamps, lower right and upper
left stamps; perforation separations, some rejoined, V.G.-Fine overall, lovely position block. Scott $4,260 as
singles.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2496 Ha
30¢ full black (190), block of 4, o.g., previously hinged, hinge
remnant on top stamps, deep jet-black color; blind perforation at right of top
left stamp, Fine overall appearance. Scott $4,250.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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2497

2499

2500

2497 Ha
30¢ full black (190), left margin horizontal block of 6, o.g., hinged, extremely fresh and choice multiple in
flawless condition; beautiful rich shade; a great block, Fine; with 1992 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $5,950. Estimate
$2,000 - 3,000
2498 Ha
30¢ full black (190), block of 12, double oval “REG” cancels, an amazingly large block, possibly the largest used block in existance; several faults, Very Good-Very Fine. Scott $1,510 as 2 blocks and 4 singles (photo on
web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2499 Ha
90¢ carmine (191), block of 4, o.g., previously hinged, alluring color; light bend and tiny brown spot on top
right stamp and minor reinforced or rejoined perforation separations, V.G. Scott $12,000.
Estimate $2,500 3,500
2500 Ha
5¢ yellow brown (205), block of 4, o.g., hinge remnants, lovely appearance; blind perforations between
stamps at top and at bottom left, Fine. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $300 - 400
2501 ma
5¢ yellow brown (205), blocks of 4, 2 distinct shades; a few light perforation separations; one block with
thins and creases, F.-V.F. Scott $250 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
2502 Ha
1¢ gray blue, re-engraved (206), block of 12, top four stamps with disturbed gum, bottom eight with
slightly disturbed o.g., bold rich impression; faint discoloration; eight stamps with surface scuffs, Fine. Scott $1,030
(photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

2503 (H)a
1¢ gray blue, re-engraved (206), top plate block of 12, unused without gum, brilliant fresh multiple with
outstanding centering; minor crease in top left selvage not affecting any of the stamps, otherwise Very Fine. Scott
$2,000 for o.g.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2504

2505

2504 Ha
3¢ blue green, re-engraved (207), block of 4, o.g., hinge remnant in center, bright color, with top left
stamp exquisitely centered; tiny hinge thin speck on lower right stamp, F.-V.F. Scott $350. Estimate $150 - 200
2505 HH/Ha 3¢ blue green, re-engraved (207), bottom plate block of 12, o.g., mostly never hinged (a couple stamps
hinged), exquisite example with bold, rich color; as fresh and attractive as one could ever imagine, Fine. Scott
$1,750.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2506

2507

2506 Ha
3¢ blue green, re-engraved (207), bottom plate block of 12, o.g., lightly hinged (minor gum wrinkles),
very pleasing example with bright color and clear impression, Fine. Scott $1,750.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2507 Ha

6¢ rose, re-engraved (208), block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged, Fine. Scott $4,000.
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2508 HHa
10¢ brown, re-engraved (209), right sheet margin
block of 4, o.g., never hinged, splendid block in a gorgeous mint
state; as fresh and pristine as you’ll ever see, Fine. Scott $1,900
as N.H. singles.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2509 Ha
10¢ brown, re-engraved (209), block of 4, o.g., previously hinged, nice fresh appearance; a few hinge-rejoined perforations at bottom, blind perforation between top pair, V.G. Scot
$875 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2510 (H)a
10¢ brown, re-engraved (209), bottom margin block
of 4, unused without gum, bright fresh appearance; upper right
stamp with tiny tear at top right and thin speck, Fine. Scott $875
(photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2508

2511 Ha
10¢ brown, re-engraved (209), bottom plate block of 12, o.g., hinged, tremendous example of this terribly difficult plate block; alluring rich color and tremendous eye appeal, F.-V.F. Scott $4,500.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

2512 (H)a
10¢ brown, re-engraved (209), bottom plate block of 12, expertly regummed, mouthwatering rich color;
an impressive multiple seldom seen offered at public auction, Fine; with 1980 P.F. certificate specifically stating that
it is “genuine, o.g.” Scott $4,500 for an o.g. plate.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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2513 HH/Ha 2¢ red brown (210), lower left corner margin block of 8 with plate number, usual partial arrow and natural
straight edge at left, o.g., lightly hinged (three bottom stamps never hinged), inviting appearance; creases on positions 3, 6 and 7, V.G.-Fine. Scott $630 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2514 HH/Ha 2¢ red brown (210), horizontal block of 8, o.g., lightly hinged (one stamp never hinged), bottom right two
stamps with partially disturbed o.g., fresh, scintillating color; light crease on top right stamp, Very Fine. Scott $460
(photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

2515 HH/Ha 2¢ red brown (210), upper left corner margin block of 8 with plate number and letter, with usual partial arrow and natural straight edge at left, o.g., hinge remnants on top stamps, bottom center two stamps are lightly
hinged, bottom right and bottom left stamps are never hinged, partial extra row of perforations at top; tiny thin on bottom center right stamp, F.-V.F. Scott $460.
Estimate $150 - 200
2516 HH/Ha 2¢ red brown (210), horizontal block of 10, o.g., top stamps lightly hinged, bottom stamps never hinged,
bold, rich color; tiny thin speck on top left stamp, top center stamp with blind perforation, some rejoined/reinforced
perforations at top, Fine. Scott $900 (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

2517 Ha
2¢ red brown (210), top plate block of 10, o.g., lightly hinged, an extraordinary full wide top with radiating
color; a very scarce plate when found in this remarkable condition, F.-V.F. Scott $1,050. Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2518

2519

2518 Ha
2¢ red brown (210), bottom plate block of 12, o.g., hinge remnant (position #4 with gum crease), handsome example with eye-arresting color, Very Fine. Scott $1,300.
Estimate $500 - 750
2519 HH/Ha 2¢ red brown (210), top plate block of 12, o.g., 10 stamps never hinged, two at top right are hinged
(strengthening the perforations), intense color and crytal-clear impression; a desirable example of this tough plate,
Fine. Scott $1,300.
Estimate $400 - 600
2520 (H)a
2¢ red brown (210), complete pane of 100 including two plate blocks, unused without gum, sensibly reinforced by a few hinge remnants, eye-catching with warm, rich color and an intermittent row of double perforations at
bottom center; a fresh and affordable example of this; trivial perf separations, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $6,020 as an
o.g. sheet (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2521 ma
2¢ red brown (210), part pane of 50, including full plate block at top, interesting “Springfield, Mass”
precancel, fabulous multiple still retaining most of its original gum, F.-V.F., an exhibition-quality showpiece that is
certainly unique when found like this.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2522 (H)a

4¢ blue green (211), block of 4, regummed, Fine. Scott $1,075 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

2523 HHa
1¢ ultramarine (212), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, fresh; two blind perforations between stamps at
right, light fingerprint on top right stamp, Fine. Scott $1,160 (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
2524 Ha
1¢ ultramarine (212), block of 4, o.g., hinged (hinge remnant on top two stamps), sharp proof-like impression; small thins at bottom, F.-V.F. Scott $425 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

2525 HHa
1¢ ultramarine (212), top margin plate number and “U U” block of 6, o.g., never hinged, Fine. Scott
$1,740.
Estimate $400 - 600

2526 HH/Ha 1¢ ultramarine (212), bottom plate block of 12, o.g., 11 stamps never hinged, the bottom right stamp with
just a small hinge sliver, exceedingly fresh multiple with lively color; ridiculously undervalued as a hinged plate
block, as the 11 never hinged examples on this multiple catalog for $3,280.00; worth more broken up as singles,
F.-V.F. Scott $1,850.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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2527 HH/H 2¢ green (213), top margin plate number, letter “P” and imprint strip of 5, a real attention grabber, with its
intermittent extra row of selvage perforations, o.g., lightly hinged (one stamp never hinged), Fine appearance. Scott
$280 as singles (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2528 HHa
2¢ green (213), top left corner margin block of 4, with charming historical note penned in selvage, o.g.,
never hinged (partial glazed o.g. on right two stamps), F.-V.F. Scott $480 as NH singles (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

2529 HHa
2¢ green (213), top plate block of 12, o.g., never hinged, Post Office-fresh multiple in a wonderful state of
preservation, with gleaming bright color and full unblemished gum; a wonderful opportunity, Fine. Scott $2,490.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Unlisted in Scott as a plate block of 12. We’ve cataloged this beauty as a plate block of 10 plus two additional
singles, for a total catalog value of $2,490.
2530 ma
2¢ green (213), block of 20, o.g., never hinged with Baltimore, MD double-oval cancels; a little black ink
smudge at bottom of lower right stamp, F.-V.F. with several exceptionally well-centered stamps at top, an unusual
conversation piece: is it a postal receipt or early precancel? (photo on web site)
Estimate $200 - 300
2531 ma
2¢ green (213), block of 25, very interesting piece that seems to be either a postal receipt or early
precancel, o.g., never hinged with Baltimore, MD double-oval cancels; usual straight edge at left, F.-V.F (photo on
web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
2532 HH/Ha 3¢ vermilion (214), block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged (two stamps never hinged), rich color; light crease at
bottom, small inclusion on lower right stamp, Fine. Scott $480 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2533 HHa
3¢ vermilion (214), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, a few small spots of gum disturbance on top stamps,
brilliant Post Office-fresh color; a couple blind perforations at left, F.-V.F. Scott $720 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2534 Ha
3¢ vermilion (214), block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged, radiant color; light crease at bottom right, pulled perforation at upper right, perforation reinforcement at right, Fine. Scott $300 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 150
2535 Ha
3¢ vermilion (214), upper right corner margin block of 10 with part imprint, brilliant color, proof-like
impressiion; interesting extra partial perforations at top; small thins in selvage and bottom center stamp, blind perforations at bottom in positions 7 and 10, Fine. Scott $720 as 2 blocks and 2 singles (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
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2536 Ha
3¢ vermilion (214), bottom plate block of 10, o.g., hinge remnant, 4 stamps never hinged, fabulous,
well-centered example with outstanding rich color; an eye-catching showpiece, Very Fine, Ex: Wampler. Scott
$1,300.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2537 HHa
3¢ vermilion (214), bottom plate block of 12, o.g., never hinged, appealing multiple in a marvelous state
of preservation; rarely seen in this wonderful mint condition, Fine, unlisted in never hinged condition as a plate block
of 12; we’ve catalogued this as a mint plate block of 10 along with two extra singles, ex-Southern Cross. Scott
$3,360.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2538 Ha
4¢ carmine (215), block of 4, o.g., hinged, bottom stamps very lightly hinged, vivid color; small inclusion
in “D” of “United”, upper left stamp, Fine. Scott $850 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2539 (H)a
site).

4¢ carmine (215), block of 4, regummed, rich color; reperforated at top, F.-V.F. Scott $850 (photo on web
Estimate $200 - 300
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2540

2541

2540 (H)a
5¢ indigo (216), left margin horizontal block of 6, unused without gum; light wrinkles on top right stamp
and in selvage, perforation separations between top left stamps, a couple short perforations at bottom right, F.-V.F.,
difficult multiple. Scott $1,100 for block and two singles.
Estimate $250 - 350
2541 Ha
30¢ orange brown (217), block of 4, o.g., hinged; a few minor perf separations, F.-V.F., difficult block.
Scott $1,400.
Estimate $500 - 750
2542 Ha
30¢ orange brown (217), block of 4, part o.g.; thins and scuff on top right stamp, some rejoined and reattached perforations, V.G.-Fine, difficult block. Scott $1,400 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

2543 ma
30¢ orange brown (217), block of 15 (5 x 3), excellent shade and impression, double-oval New York
Registry cancels; lower right stamp, which has a small thin, may be rejoined; block with a few minor perforation separations, F.-V.F. and attractive. Scott $2,020.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
This is the largest known used multiple, with the second-largest being a block of eight. Catalogue value is for 2
blocks of four, 3 pairs and a single.
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2544

2546

2544 Ha
90¢ purple (218), block of 4, o.g., hinged, impressive-appearing block with lots of vim and vigor;
reperforated at right; small crease in top right stamp, otherwise F.-V.F., rare multiple. Scott $4,750.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2545 Ha
90¢ purple (218), block of 4, o.g., barest trace of hinge, looks never hinged, gleaming rich color; an extraordinary example in flawless condition of this seldom-offered multiple, Fine. Scott $4,750.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2546 Ha
90¢ purple (218), bottom plate block of 12, o.g., very lightly hinged, 9 stamps never hinged, phenomenal
example of this incredibly rare plate block with brightly emblazoned color and crisp, clear impression; a
heart-pounding example with tremendous eye appeal deserving placement in a collection of distinction; small faults
in the selvage only, not affecting any of the stamps, otherwise Very Fine, only 5 plate blocks are known to exist, Ex:
Eno, Wampler; with 1980 P.F. certificate. Scott $24,200 as PB of 10 + 2 singles.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
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2547 ma
90¢ purple (218), horizontal block of 8, neatly-struck New York Registry cancellations seldom seen so
light, eye-catching multiple with lively color and clear impression; position 2 with small thin spot, otherwise Fine.
Scott $2,800 for 2 used blocks of 4.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1890 Issue

Ex 2548

Ex 2549

2548 Ha
1¢-90¢ 1890 issue complete (219-229), blocks of 4, o.g., hinge remnants, nice set of blocks with plenty
of sound stamps—could be broken to create sets; top stamps of #221 block have a thin, some thins on #227; small
thin on one stamp from the following blocks: #220, 223, 225, 226 and 229, 6¢ is completely separated along horizontal perforations, generally F.-V.F. Scott $7,005.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2549 Ha
1890, 1¢ dull blue to 5¢ chocolate (219-223), blocks of 4; 1¢ has light gum bends on bottom stamps, a
little light gum disturbance on 2¢ lake, 4¢ with tiny thins and disturbed gum, 5¢ with tiny thins on right stamps, F.-V.F.
Scott $1,755.
Estimate $500 - 750
2550 HH/H/ma
Group of 1890 Multiples (219//228), comprising #219 and 220 plate number strips of five (both l.h.), 220
block of nine (6 n.h.), 219DP5 block of four (n.h.!), 221 two blocks of four (1 block n.h., the other with two stamps n.h.
and full imprint), 222 used strip of 3, 223 two blocks of four (both o.g., one with imprint), 224 block of four and block of
eight (each with partial imprint), 225 block of four with plate number (very l.h.), 225 imprint single, 226 plate number
strip of 6 (n.h.), 226 used block of four, 227 block of four, 228 used horizontal block of six, o.g. (unless noted); some
varying degree of faults; a few with disturbed gum, generally F.-V.F. Scott $5,947 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2551 HHa
2¢ lake (219D), top margin imprint, plate letter B & No. 7 block of 10, o.g., never hinged, deep, rich unmistakable lake color, F.-V.F., a scarce plate block. Scott $5,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2552 HH/H 4¢ dark brown (222), top margin plate number strip of 6, o.g., hinged (3 stamps never hinged), deep, rich
color; small thin specks on right two stamps, blind perf between positions 4 and 5, V.G.-Fine. Scott $960 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2553 HH/H 5¢ chocolate (223), bottom margin plate number strip of 5, o.g., hinge remnant (center stamp is never
hinged), brilliantly fresh color; light bend on left stamp, F.-V.F. Scott $425 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

2554 HHa
5¢ chocolate (223), wide full bottom plate block of 12, o.g., never hinged, stunning multiple in a pristine
mint state; listed but unpriced in Scott in never hinged condition; unbelievably fresh color on this fresh-to-market
showpiece, F.-V.F. Scott $2,800 for hinged.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
The catalog lists a premium of over three times for never hinged singles which would place the value of this
premium never hinged plate block at $8,400.
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2555 ma
1890, Selections from the Series (223, 224, 226-229), blocks of 4, 90¢ with fiery deep orange color; a
few small faults including a repaired tear on the 15¢ and some minor reinforced perforation separations, F.-V.F.,
scarce group of blocks. Scott $1,335.
Estimate $300 - 400

2556 HHa
6¢ brown red (224), top left margin strip, plate block of 20, o.g., never hinged, impressive showpiece in
appealing mint condition with full and unblemished gum and incredible depth of color; rarely encountered in this
wonderful state of preservation, Fine. Scott $6,100 as PB of 10 + 10 singles.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

2557 HHa
8¢ lilac (225), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, beautifully centered mint block, with the bottom left stamp a
superb GEM; extraordinary multiple that is surprisingly still intact after all these years, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
Scott $540 for singles.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2558 HHa
8¢ lilac (225), bottom plate block of 10, o.g., never hinged, among the finest known examples of this terribly difficult plate block; a handsome example with astoundingly rich color and exceptional centering—particularly
the bottom left stamp, which is perfect, Very Fine. Scott $3,250.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2559 HH/Ha 8¢ lilac (225), top plate number strip of 5, two blocks of 4 and one top block of 10 with plate number, letters
and imprint, some perforation separations; strip of 5 has thins on left and right stamp, stamps have hinge remnants, position 2 is never hinged; one block of 4 is hinged at top and never hinged at bottom; the other block of 4
has hinge remnants and inclusion on top right stamp; block of 10 has multiple hinge remnants, two never hinged
stamps and wrinkles in selvage, F.-V.F. Scott $2,775 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

2560
2560 Ha

2561

Ex 2562

15¢ indigo (227), block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $800.

Estimate $400 - 600

2561 HH/Ha 30¢ black (228), block of 4, o.g., previously hinged (bottom left stamp never hinged), F.-V.F. Scott
$1,690.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
2562 ma
30¢ black and 90¢ orange (228-229), blocks of 4, 30¢ duplex cancelled, 90¢ with New York double-oval
Registry cancel; some reinforced perforation separations, 90¢ with blind perf at top right, F.-V.F., difficult early
blocks. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $250 - 350
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2563

2564

2563 Ha
90¢ orange (229), block of 4, o.g., previously hinged, bright fresh color; tiny inclusion at left of top right
stamp, horizontal perforations have been separated and reattached, Fine, ex-Franklin Delano Roosevelt;
handstamp authenticated on back “The Franklin D. Roosevelt Collection/Authenticated by H.R. Harmer Inc. N.Y.”
Scott $2,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2564 ma
90¢ orange (229), block of 4, New York double-oval Registry cancel; minor rejoining of perforations at
left, F.-V.F. Scott $800.
Estimate $300 - 400

1893 Columbian Issue
2565 HH/Ha 1¢ to 30¢ Columbians (230-239), blocks of 4, comprising #230-231 never hinged; #232 never hinged,
bottom left stamp with blind perforation at bottom; #233 two lightly hinged, two never hinged; #234 never hinged,
blind perforation at top left, #235a hinged with imprint, light crease on top right stamp and blind perforation between
two right stamps; #236 two lightly hinged, two never hinged; #237 slightly disturbed o.g.; #238 lightly hinged, blind
perfortaion at lower left; and #239 previously hinged, F.-V.F., a great dealer opportunity. Scott $4,509 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
2566 ma
Columbian Plate Number Strips and Blocks (230//237), #230 bottom plate number and imprint strip of
three; 231-232 plate number strips of four, one stamp from 2¢ strip has huge jumbo margins; 232-237 blocks of
four, 234 block of four; varying degree of faults, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2567 HH/Ha Columbian Multiples Group (230//239), great stock: #230: block of 10 (never hinged) plus two blocks of
four; #231: plate number strip of 4 with letters, three never hinged blocks of four, and a block of four (two stamps
never hinged); #232: never hinged imprint block of four, plus block of four with disturbed o.g.; #233: two blocks of
four (both with bottom pairs never hinged), block of four (one stamp never hinged), block of four with disturbed o.g.;
#234: block of four (two stamps never hinged) and no gum plate number strip of 3; #236: three blocks of four (one
with a never hinged stamp); #238: block of four with disturbed gum; and #239: block of four; some varying degree of
faults, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $6,158 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2568 HH/Ha 1¢ Columbian (230), bottom left block of 20, o.g., never hinged (except position 13, lightly hinged);
straight edge along bottom, some perf separations, light gum bends/wrinkles on eight stamps, short perforations on
top right stamp, F.-V.F. Scott $631 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2569 HH/Ha 1¢ Columbian (230), wide top margin plate block of 6, o.g., hinge remnant (2 left stamps are never
hinged and well-centered); tiny tears and wrinkles in top selvage, reinforced vertical perforations at right, Very Fine.
Scott $450 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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2570 HHa
1¢ Columbian (230), top margin plate block of 8, o.g., never hinged, bright and fresh; light bend in top
right selvage, and tiny scuff to top left margin, F.-V.F. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $350 - 500
2571 HH/Ha 1¢ Columbian (230), top left corner letters, imprint and plate block of 10, o.g., never hinged, right six
stamps with slightly disturbed gum; thin specks on right four stamps and light perforation separations, light selvage
creases, F.-V.F. Scott $790 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2572 HH/Ha 1¢ Columbian (230), top right letters, imprint and plate block of 45, with additional imprint along right,
o.g., 41 stamps never hinged, two stamps at right are lightly hinged and two stamps at lower right with a couple
light spots of gum disturbance; some perforation separations, F.-V.F. Scott $2,178 (photo on web site)).
Estimate $500 - 750
2573 HHa
2¢ Columbian (231), right margin vertical imprint block of 8, excellent color, sharp impression, Post Office-fresh, o.g., never hinged; pencil mark in uppermost selvage; light gum bend on top right stamps, separated perforations in bottom selvage, F.-V.F. Scott $248 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

2574 Ha
2¢ Columbian, “Broken Hat” variety (231 var.), full wide top margin plate block of 6, o.g., barest trace of
hinge, looks, and could easily pass as, never hinged, Very Fine, extraordinary, quite possibly the finest known example of this seldom-offered multiple.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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2575 HHa
2¢ Columbian (231), bottom margin plate block of 8, o.g., never hinged, bright and fresh; a couple light
selvage creases, F.-V.F. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $400 - 600

2576 HH/H 3¢ Columbian (232), bottom margin plate number and letter strip of 4, o.g., never hinged (right stamp is
lightly hinged), bright and fresh, F.-V.F. Scott $327.
Estimate $200 - 300
2577 HH
3¢ Columbian (232), bottom margin plate number and letter strip of 4, o.g., never hinged, lovely color and
proof-like impression; light wrinkle on left center stamp and crease in left selvage, Very Fine. Scott $390 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

2578 HHa
3¢ Columbian (232), bottom plate block of 8, o.g., never hinged, the most remarkable example we have
had the pleasure to offer at public auction; incredible centering, color and freshness—this plate block has it all, Extremely Fine. Scott $2,100.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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2579 H
3¢ Columbian (232), bottom margin plate number and letter block of 8, o.g., lightly hinged, right-hand
stamps with hinge-reinforced horizontal perforations, lovely shade and deep impression; some horizontal perforation separations in center, light crease along perforations at top and right, center right stamps with wrinkle, light selvage creases, F.-V.F. Scott $1,175 (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
2580 HH
3¢ Columbian (232), bottom margin plate number and letter block of 8, o.g., never hinged, deep color;
crease along right stamps, tiny thin in bottom center right stamp, light inclusion on top center right stamp; slight gum
disturbance, Fine. Scott $1,175 (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

2581 HHa
3¢ Columbian (232), bottom right plate block of 10, o.g., never hinged (natural gum creases), fresh and
appealing multiple with strong color and crisp impression, F.-V.F. Scott $2,295.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2582 HH
4¢ Columbian (233), bottom margin plate number and letter block of 8, o.g., never hinged, pretty color
and clear impression; light gum bend on top left stamp, F.-V.F. Scott $3,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2583 HH
4¢ Columbian (233), bottom margin plate number and letter strip of 4, o.g., never hinged, bright and
fresh; tiny pinhole in left center selvage and tiny inclusion in left center stamp, F.-V.F. Scott $560
Estimate $250 - 350
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2584 Ha
4¢ Columbian (233), top margin plate block of 6, disturbed o.g.; slightly toned and a few perforation separations, Very Fine. Scott $1,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

2585 HHa
4¢ Columbian (233), bottom plate block of 8, o.g., never hinged, immaculate example in Post Office-fresh condition; captivating color; the bottom four stamps are choice examples, Fine. Scott $3,250.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2586 HH/Ha 4¢ Columbian (233), wide bottom plate block of 8, o.g., very lightly hinged (7 stamps never hinged), brilliant color; a desirable plate, Fine. Scott $1,800.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2587 HHa
4¢ Columbian (233), bottom left plate block of 10, o.g., never hinged, an extraordinary GEM in a condition rarely encountered; with mouthwatering color and clear impression; as fresh on the reverse as it is on the front,
with full and unblemished gum; a uniquely appealing multiple that should elicit spirited bidding, Extremely Fine.
Scott $3,530.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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2588 H
5¢ Columbian (234), bottom margin plate number and letter strip of 4, o.g., hinge remnants, bright and
fresh color; some separated perforations rejoined at top, Very Fine. Scott $375.
Estimate $250 - 350

2589
2589 HHa
$560.

2590

5¢ Columbian (234), block of 4, o.g., never hinged; light gum bend along right stamps, Very Fine. Scott
Estimate $300 - 400

2590 Ha
5¢ Columbian (234), block of 4, o.g., hinged, lovely multiple with well proportioned margins; perforation
separations, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $225.
Estimate $150 - 200

2591 HHa
5¢ Columbian (234), wide top plate block of 8, o.g., never hinged, phenomenal top-quality example of
this extremely elusive plate block in a remarkable state of preservation; handsome with brilliant, fresh color and detailed impression; fresh full gum without any blemishes, F.-V.F., a true condition rarity. Scott $4,500.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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2592 Ha
5¢ Columbian (234), bottom plate block of 8, o.g., very lightly hinged, premium example with crisp clear
color printed on clean white paper; as fresh as the day it was issued, Fine. Scott $2,650.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2593 HHa
5¢ Columbian (234), top left plate block of 10, o.g., never hinged, incredibly desirable wide top with
heart-pounding rich color; an extraordinary top-quality example, Post Office fresh with tremendous eye appeal,
Very Fine. Scott $4,780.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2594 HHa
5¢ Columbian (234), bottom right full pane of 25, o.g., never hinged, astounding multiple in a wonderful
mint state; with rich color and strong impression; incredibly fresh both front and back, F.-V.F. Scott $6,157 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

2595

2596

2595 Ha
6¢ Columbian (235), bottom plate block of 6, o.g., hinge remnants, bold rich shade; an eye-catching example, Fine. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $500 - 750
2596 Ha
6¢ Columbian (235), bottom plate block of 6, o.g., hinge remnants, lively bright color; a desirable example with excellent appeal, Fine. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2597 Ha
6¢ Columbian (235), top plate block of 8, o.g., barest trace of hinge, among the most pleasing examples
you’ll ever see; a gorgeous wide top with breathtaking FRESH color; a striking showpiece that could easily pass as
never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $1,800.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

2598 HH/Ha 6¢ Columbian (235), bottom plate block of 8, o.g., one stamp barely hinged (7 other stamps never
hinged), a premium-quality example that’s impeccably fresh and choice; a wonderful addition for any serious plate
block collector, F.-V.F. Scott $1,800.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2599 HHa
6¢ Columbian (235), bottom plate block of 8, o.g., never hinged, fabulous top-quality example with
warm, rich color; vertical crease through positions #3 and 7, lovely Very Fine appearance. Scott $3,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2600 Ha
6¢ Columbian (235), bottom right plate block of 10, o.g., small hinge remnant, spectacular color and impression; a magnificent multiple, F.-V.F. Scott $1,900.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2601 HHa
6¢ Columbian (235), bottom right part pane of 25, o.g., never hinged, handsome oversized multiple with
beautiful rich color; a pristine block that would yield a fantastic top-quality bottom plate if broken up; position #7 with
inclusion spot; small thin in bottom selvage below right corner stamp in no way affects the plate block, otherwise
Fine. Scott $5,630.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2602 HHa
6¢ Columbian (235), bottom left full pane of 50, o.g., never hinged (five stamps with natural gum skips), a
most impressive mint pane with gorgeous rich color and many desirable, well-centered stamps; the bottom plate
block is exceptionally choice; minor perforation separations, as would be expected from a sheet that is 125 years
old, otherwise F.-V.F.(photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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2603 HHa
8¢ Columbian (236), bottom plate block of 8, o.g., never hinged, remarkably rich shade; extremely desirable example of this tough plate; position 7 with a small inclusion spot, F.-V.F. Scott $2,600. Estimate $2,000 3,000

2604 HHa
8¢ Columbian (236), bottom right plate block of 10, o.g., never hinged (bottom right stamp with partially
erased pencil mark on gum—not part of the plate block of 8), glorious rich shade; a wonderful multiple with well-incised impression, Fine. Scott $1,645.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2605 HHa
8¢ Columbian (236), top right full pane of 50, o.g., never hinged, exceedingly fresh pane in Post Office
condition; a handsome example of this seldom-offered multiple; couple trivial perforation separations of little consequence, generally Fine. Scott $7,920.(photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2606 HH/Ha 10¢ Columbian (237), blocks of 4 in two distinct shades: gray black and black brown, gray black block
has two stamps with hinge remnants, one previously hinged, one appearing n.h.; top right stamp has tiny thin
specks; black brown block with two stamps n.h.; light gum bend on lower right stamp, top right stamp with short
perforation at top, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,080.(photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
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2607 HHa
10¢ Columbian (237), full wide margined bottom plate block of 8, o.g., never hinged, tremendous example of this scarce wide bottom plate block with rich color and clear impression; a trivial natural inclusion spot in bottom right stamp only shows on the reverse and doesn’t affect the value or appearance of this stunning multiple,
Fine; with 1992 P.F. certificate. Scott $8,500.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

2608 Ha
15¢ Columbian (238), block of 4, o.g., hinge
remnant, a marvelous multiple with exquisite color—an intense shade of dark green; this wonderfully centered block
is difficult to find in this tip-top condition, Very Fine. Scott
$850.
Estimate $600 - 800

2609 Ha
15¢ Columbian (238), bottom plate block of 8, o.g., barest trace of hinge, striking multiple with eye-arresting fresh color, F.-V.F., a true condition rarity that could easily pass as never hinged; deserving of placement in
a collection of distinction. Scott $6,000.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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2610

2611

2610 HHa
30¢ Columbian (239), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, magnificent multiple in a marvelous state of preservation, with beautiful centering and incredible depth of color; simply gorgeous, Very Fine. Scott $2,700 as n.h.
singles.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2611 HH/Ha 30¢ Columbian (239), block of 4, o.g., hinged (one stamp never hinged), F.-V.F. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $400 - 600

2612 Ha
30¢ Columbian (239), bottom plate block of 8, o.g., lightly hinged, uniquely appealing top-quality showpiece with brightly emblazoned color; a tremendous well-centered showpiece deserving placement in the finest
plate block collection, Very Fine, a great rarity when found in this marvelous state of preservation. Scott $11,500.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
2613 Ha
50¢ Columbian (240), block of 4, o.g., hinge remnants; light gum wrinkle on top left stamp, Fine. Scott
$1,750.(photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
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2614 Ha
50¢ Columbian (240), bottom plate block of 6, o.g., lightly hinged, astounding example of this rare plate;
tremendous top-quality showpiece with warm, rich color and well proportioned margins; this GEM-quality multiple
is widely considered to be the finest #240 plate block, Very Fine, ex-Lilly. Scott $11,500.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

2615 Ha
$1 Columbian (241), block of 4, o.g., hinged (glazed gum), exemplary exemplar with lots of vim and
vigor; a handsome block that is quite elusive when found so well-centered, Very Fine. Scott $4,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

2616 HH/Ha $2 Columbian (242), block of 4, o.g., bottom right stamp never hinged, other three lightly hinged, captivating color; a very pleasing example of this seldom-offered multiple; bottom right stamp with a mis-aligned “wild
perforation” along the top of the stamp, generally F.-V.F. Scott $4,600.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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2617 ma
$2 Columbian (242), block of 4, neat and unobtrusive strikes of New York Registry cancellations, gorgeous-appearing well-centered block; minor paper wrinkles; top right stamp with a couple slightly blunted perforations along right side of the stamp, otherwise Very Fine, a wonderful opportunity to acquire them seldom-seen,
much rarer in used condition than mint. Scott $5,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

2618 Ha
$3 Columbian (243), block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged, extremely fresh multiple with deeply incised impression; a tremendous block that would enhance any great collection, F.-V.F. Scott $8,250.
Estimate $4,000 6,000

2619 Ha
$4 Columbian (244a), block of 4, o.g., small hinge remnant, absolutely beautiful example of the delicate
rose carmine shade; a premium multiple with tremendous freshness and eye appeal; rarely encountered so pretty,
as most choice blocks were long ago broken up to satisfy collector demand for singles, F.-V.F. Scott $10,000.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
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1894-1898 Bureau Issues
2620 HHa
1¢ dark ultramarine (246), bottom left block of 20, o.g., never hinged, deep, bold hue; natural straight
edges at left and bottom, light wrinkle on a stamp at left, Fine overall. Scott $1,800 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2621 HH/Ha 2¢ pink, type I (248), block of 6, o.g., top left and top center stamps lightly hinged (four stamps never
hinged), very fresh appearance; reperforated at left, F.-V.F. Scott $420.(photo on web site).Estimate $100 - 150

2622 HH/Ha 2¢ pink, type I (248), bottom right complete pane of 100, o.g., hinge remnants (58 stamps never hinged),
bright color; several perforation separations, including some that have been hinge-reinforced, F.-V.F. Scott $6,480.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2623 HH/H 2¢ carmine, type I (250), left margin plate number strip of 3, o.g., hinged (center stamp never hinged); violet “May 7, 1895" handstamp in selvage and on reverse of the center and bottom stamps, Very Fine. Scott $143 +
as singles.(photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

2624 HHa
2¢ carmine, type I (250), lower left corner margin block
of 4, interesting foldover error affecting lower left stamp and ever so
slightly into the bottom right stamp; foldover results in diagonal perforations in corner margin and beneath lower right stamp; lower left
stamp is imperforate at bottom, o.g., never hinged, deep, rich carmine color, Fine. Scott $340.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2625

2626

2627

2625 HHa
2¢ carmine, type I (250), full wide right margin plate block of 6, in two distinct shades, o.g., never hinged,
a lovely color comparison; vertical gum skip line along stamps of plate number 25 block, F.-V.F. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $400 - 600
2626 HH/H 2¢ carmine, type I (250), four plate number strips of 3, in various shades and with different plate numbers, o.g., two strips never hinged, two strips hinged at top with the bottom pair of each strip never hinged; one
hinged strip has a tiny inclusion on the center stamp, the other has blind perforations at top and short gumming,
F.-V.F. Scott $978.
Estimate $250 - 350
2627 H
2¢ carmine, type II (251), left margin plate number strip of 3, o.g., previously hinged, bright fresh color;
small inclusion on bottom of top stamp, Very Fine. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $500 - 750

2628

2629

2628 HH/H 2¢ carmine, type III (252), right margin plate number strip of 3, o.g., hinge remnant (two stamps never
hinged), eye-catching color; tiny hinge thin speck at top, Fine. Scott $875.
Estimate $250 - 350
2629 HH/H 2¢ carmine, type III (252), left margin plate number strip of 3, o.g., hinge remnant (2 bottom stamps never
hinged), bright color; thin on top stamp, F.-V.F. Scott $875.
Estimate $250 - 350
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2630

2631

2630 HH
3¢ purple (253), top margin plate number strip of 3, o.g., never hinged, crisp impression on white paper,
Fine. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $400 - 600
2631 HH
3¢ purple (253), full top margin plate number strip of 3, o.g., never hinged, fresh; internal wrinkle on left
stamp, F.-V.F. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $350 - 500

2632

2634

2632 HHa
3¢ purple (253), right margin block of 4, part arrow with guide line in top selvage only, o.g., never hinged,
fresh, with color that just pops, Fine. Scott $1,300.
Estimate $400 - 600
2633 Ha
3¢ purple (253), left margin arrow block of 4, o.g., hinged, great appearance; thin speck on top left stamp,
F.-V.F. Scott $500.(photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2634 Ha
4¢ dark brown (254), block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged, great color depth and impression; small pencil notation on reverse of upper left stamp, F.-V.F. Scott $825.
Estimate $300 - 400

2635 HH/H 6¢ dull brown (256), top margin plate number strip of
3, o.g., lightly hinged, left stamp n.h. (hinged only in selvage); thin
in top left selvage, F.-V.F. Scott $795.
Estimate $250 - 350
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2636 Ha
6¢ dull brown (256), top plate block of 6, o.g., hinge remnants, awesome top-quality example with outstanding centering and breathtaking color; minor pencil notation on the front of top center selvage is not obvious
and shouldn’t be considered a fault, Very Fine. Scott $3,250.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Ex 2637

2638

2639

2637 HH/Ha 8¢ violet brown and bright violet brown (257), block of 4 of each shade, o.g., hinged, bright violet
brown block has one stamp that is n.h.; violet brown with small thin at top right and hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott
$1,655.
Estimate $500 - 750
2638 Ha
8¢ violet brown (257), wide top margin block of 4 with imprint, o.g., previously hinged, small hinge remnant on top two stamps, top right stamp particularly nice, F.-V.F. Scott $700.
Estimate $250 - 350
2639 HH/H 10¢ dark green (258), right margin plate number strip of 3, o.g., hinged (bottom two stamps never hinged,
light fingerprint on bottom stamp); small thin and light wrinkle on top stamp, some selvage wrinkles, F.-V.F. Scott
$1,975.
Estimate $600 - 800
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2640

2641

2643

2640 Ha
10¢ dark green (258), block of 4, o.g., hinged, deep color; small thins at top left, tiny wrinkle on lower left
stamp, F.-V.F. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $250 - 350
2641 HH/Ha 15¢ dark blue (259), block of 4, o.g., hinged (bottom pair never hinged, tiny spot of gum disturbance on
bottom right stamp), bold color, F.-V.F. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2642 Ha
15¢ dark blue (259), block of 4, o.g., previously hinged, small hinge remnant on top two stamps, Fine.
Scott $1,150.(photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2643 Ha
15¢ dark blue (259), block of 4, disturbed o.g., incredibly deep color; small thin at bottom right, F.-V.F.,
great eye appeal. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $200 - 300

2644

2645

2644 Ha
50¢ orange (260), block of 4, o.g., previously hinged, bright and fresh; light wrinkle on top left stamp,
F.-V.F. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2645 HH/Ha $1 black, type I (261), block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged (bottom pair never hinged), bright and fresh; light
wrinkle across bottom stamps, rejoined perforation separations, F.-V.F. Scott $8,300. Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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2646 Ha
$5 dark green (263), block of 4, o.g., hinged, extraordinary example of this scarce stamp; this
well-margined Marshall block has radiating color and generous margins on all four stamps; finding another that
matches the qualities of this remarkable multiple would be nigh impossible, F.-V.F., one of the rarest regularly-issued United States postage stamp; with 1999 P.F. certificate, ex-Koslow. Scott $20,000.
Estimate $10,000 15,000

2647

2648

2647 HH/Ha 1¢ blue (264), left margin plate block of 6, o.g., lightly hinged on top left stamp (five stamps never hinged);
light selvage creases, Very Fine. Scott $240.
Estimate $150 - 200
2648 HH
2¢ carmine, type I (265), left margin plate number strip of 3, o.g., never hinged, fresh, with deep color;
tiny gum skip on center stamp, overall Very Fine. Scott $325.
Estimate $150 - 200
2649 HH/H 2¢ carmine, type II (266), left margin plate number strip of 3, o.g., top stamp lightly hinged (other two
never hinged), crisp color; a few tiny gum skips, F.-V.F. Scott $280.(photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
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2650 HH/Ha 2¢ carmine, types II & III (266-267), left margin combination plate block of 12, with right column of
stamps Type III (#267), o.g., hinge remnant (eight stamps never hinged, two bottom stamps with some spots of gum
disturbance), bright, fresh color; some perforation separations and reinforced perforations, F.-V.F. Scott $1,565.
Estimate $500 - 750
2651 ma
2¢ carmine, types II & III (266-267), bottom left full pane of 100, mute double-oval cancellations, left
three columns are #266 (Type II), right 7 are #267 (Type III); some selvage faults along left side, and some separated or reinforced perforations, otherwise Fine, this is the first cancelled pane we have ever encountered .(photo
on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2652 HHa
2¢ carmine, type III (267), left margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged; tiny gum wrinkle on top right
stamp, Fine. Scott $325.(photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
2653 HH
3¢ purple (268), wide top margin plate number strip of 3, o.g., never hinged, deep rich color; perforation
thin at right, F.-V.F. Scott $400.(photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

2654

2655

2654 HH
4¢ dark brown (269), bottom margin plate number strip of 3, o.g., never hinged, lightly hinged in selvage,
center stamp is fresh and exceptionally well-centered, F.-V.F. Scott $375 as NH singles. Estimate $250 - 350
2655 HH/H 5¢ chocolate and chestnut shades (270), each as a top full-tab margin plate number strip of 3, o.g.,
chocolate strip is never hinged, chestnut strip is hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $520.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2656

2659

2656 HH
6¢ dull brown (271), plate number and imprint strip of 3, o.g., never hinged, exceedingly fresh strip with
splendid rich color, Fine. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $250 - 350
2657 H
6¢ dull brown (271), top margin plate number strip of 3, slightly disturbed o.g., F.-V.F. Scott $500.(photo
on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2658 HH/H 6¢ dull brown (271), bottom margin plate number strip of 3, o.g., lightly hinged (2 stamps never hinged);
small repair at bottom left of left stamp, Fine. Scott $600 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2659 HH/Ha 8¢ violet brown (272), block of 4, o.g., hinge remnant (bottom 2 stamps never hinged), F.-V.F. Scott
$560.
Estimate $200 - 300

2660

Ex 2661

2660 HH/Ha 8¢ violet brown (272), full wide margin top plate block of 8, immaculate Post Office-fresh example with
the largest selvage we have ever encountered; a stunning “wide top” that would enhance any serious plate block
collection, F.-V.F. Scott $2,420.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2661 HH/Ha 10¢ dark green & green (273), blocks of 4 in dark green and green shades, o.g., green is never hinged,
dark green is previously hinged; dark green block has laminated tear at bottom right, F.-V.F. Scott $1,520.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2662 HHa
10¢ dark green (273), block of 4, o.g., never hinged; gum wrinkle on lower right stamp, Fine. Scott $1,120
(photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
2663 HH/H 10¢ dark green (273), three plate number strips of 3 (two left, one bottom), o.g., two strips are never
hinged, one with hinge remnants; some selvage wrinkles on hinged strip, V.G.-Fine. Scott $2,410 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $500 - 750

2664

2665

2664 HH/H 15¢ dark blue (274), top margin plate number strip of 3, o.g., lightly hinged (left and right stamps never
hinged), deep rich color; perf thin at right, Fine. Scott $1,460.
Estimate $400 - 600
2665 H
$850.

15¢ dark blue (274), top margin plate number strip of 3, disturbed o.g., deep rich color, F.-V.F. Scott
Estimate $150 - 200

2666

2667

2666 Ha
50¢ orange (275), block of 4, o.g., previously hinged, hinge remnant on top two stamps, F.-V.F. Scott
$1,150.
Estimate $400 - 600
2667 ma
$1 black, types I & II (276-276A), block of 4, black Registry cancellations, immensely rare combination
block; the left two stamps are #276 (Type I), the right two are #276A (Type II); extensively reinforced, otherwise
Fine, a wonderful opportunity for the collector who wishes to own one of the rarest items in all philately; with 1999
P.F. certificate. Scott $6,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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2668

2669

2668 Ha
$2 bright blue (277), block of 4, o.g., small hinge remnant, premium-quality multiple with electrifying
color; a solidly centered multiple that’s fresh to market, F.-V.F. Scott $4,000.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2669 ma
$5 dark green (278), block of 4, neat New York Registry cancellations, beautiful multiple with gleaming
rich color; reinforcing along the horizontal perforations; small diagonal crease in bottom right stamp, otherwise
F.-V.F. Scott $4,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2670 HH/Ha 2¢ red, type IV (279B), bottom plate block of 8, o.g., top stamps hinged, bottom n.h., F.-V.F. Scott $234
.(photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

2671

2673

2671 HHa
4¢ lilac brown and orange brown (280a, 280b), each in block of 4, o.g., never hinged, bright fresh appearance; bottom stamps of the #280b block have gum skips, F.-V.F. Scott $840.
Estimate $300 - 400
2672 HHa
6¢ lake (282), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, forget Baikal—this is the deepest lake you’ll ever see, F.-V.F.
Scott $560 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2673 HH/Ha 6¢ lake (282), full wide margin top plate block of 6, o.g., lightly hinged (4 stamps never hinged), arresting
color; tiny thin speck on top left stamp, F.-V.F. Scott $900.
Estimate $250 - 350
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2674

2675

2676

2674 HH
10¢ brown, type I (282C), top plate number strip of 3, o.g., never hinged, nice color and centering; tiny
gum skip speck at right, F.-V.F. Scott $1,750.
Estimate $600 - 800
2675 Ha

10¢ orange brown, type II (283), block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged, vivid color, F.-V.F. Scott $650.
Estimate $250 - 350

2676 HH/H 15¢ olive green (284), top plate number strip of 3, o.g., right and left stamps never hinged, center stamp
previously hinged, deep color; fingerprint on left stamp, tiny ink spot in center selvage, Fine. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $300 - 400

1898 Trans-Mississippi Issue
2677 HHa
2¢ Trans-Miss. (286), left full pane of 50, o.g., never hinged, impressive multiple in an immaculate mint
state with eye-arresting color; minor perforation separations, otherwise Fine. Scott $3,880 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2678

2679

2678 HH/Ha 4¢ Trans-Miss. (287), bottom margin plate block of 6, o.g., previously hinged (two stamps never hinged);
reinforced perforations at bottom, perforation thin on bottom center stamp, Very Fine. Scott $1,750.
Estimate $600 - 800
2679 Ha
8¢ Trans-Miss. (289), top plate block of 4, o.g., hinge remnant, sumptuous rich color; extremely handsome multiple with choice centering, Very Fine. Scott $1,950.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2680 H
10¢ Trans-Miss. (290), top margin plate number and imprint pair, o.g., lightly hinged; light perforation
separations in top selvage, F.-V.F. Scott $360 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
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2681 HH/Ha 10¢ Trans-Miss. (290), wide top margin plate block of 4, o.g., never hinged, top right stamp is previously
hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $2,100.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2682 HHa
10¢ Trans-Miss. (290), bottom left plate block of 10, o.g., never hinged, with bold, rich color; a nice-appearing example with gleaming fresh gum; thin spot in selvage only below imprint of the plate block, otherwise
F.-V.F. Scott $7,520.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

2683 Ha
50¢ Trans-Miss. (291), block of 4, o.g., previously hinged; some reinforced perforations and horizontal
perforation separations, thins at top and small scuff at top right, tiny tear at top right, Fine, scarce block.
Scott $2,750.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2684 Ha
$1 Trans-Miss. (292), top block of 4 with plate number, o.g., lightly hinged, extraordinary example of this
terribly elusive multiple; with tremendous rich color printed on clean white paper; simply gorgeous, F.-V.F.; with
1989 P.F. certificate. Scott $5,250.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
A plate block with imprint (from the other side) catalogs $57,500.

2685 Ha
$2 Trans-Miss. (293), block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged, beautifully centered multiple with fabulous color,
without any oxidation than normally plagues this issue; the upper right stamp with a tiny hidden perforation tear, otherwise Very Fine, unquestionably among the nicest remaining #293 blocks available to collectors; with 2009 P.F.
certificate. Scott $7,500.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

1901 Pan-American Issue
2686 Ha
Pan-Americans complete (294-299), blocks of 4, o.g., hinged, crisp color; 2¢ thin speck on top left
stamp, 5¢ light gum bend on top right stamp, 10¢ small thins on top right stamp, F.-V.F. Scott $1,680 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $600 - 800
2687 HH/Ha Pan-Americans complete (294-299), blocks of 4, o.g., most hinged, bright and rich color; 2¢ with wrinkle
at bottom right, 5¢ with tiny tear at top of top right stamp, 10¢ a few light bends/wrinkles, F.-V.F. Scott $1,957.
Estimate $500 - 750
2688 ma
Pan-Americans complete (294-299), blocks of 4, 1¢ is block of 6 with small thin on right center stamp;
4¢ is reperforated at bottom, 10¢ has wrinkle on lower left stamp and internal tear on lower right stamp, F.-V.F. Scott
$984 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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2689 HHa
2¢ Pan-American (295), left margin block of 4, vignette shifted downward into frame, o.g., never hinged,
striking colors and balanced margins; light gum wrinkle on lower left stamp, Very Fine. Scott $160 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $100 - 150
2690 HH/Ha 4¢ Pan-American (296), top margin block of 4 with plate number and part imprint, o.g., lightly hinged
(bottom two stamps never hinged); faint wrinkle on top left stamp and light inclusion on bottom left stamp, F.-V.F.;
with 1985 P.F. certificate noting “faint crease at top right”. Scott $480 (photo on web site). Estimate $150 - 200
2691 HHa
8¢ Pan-American (298), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, post office fresh; minor perf separations, Fine.
Scott $920.(photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

2692 HHa
8¢ Pan-American (298), bottom margin block of 10, showing part imprint and two plate numbers, o.g.,
never hinged, at first glance this multiple appears to be a fabulous bottom plate block; unfortunately it is missing two
important stamps at left, making this lovely multiple just a fancy block available for a fraction of what a plate block
would bring, Fine. Scott $2,300 for singles.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2693 HHa
8¢ Pan-American (298), bottom left plate block of 10, o.g., never hinged, wonderfully fresh and choice
example with strong color and sharp, detailed impression; as fresh on the back as it is on the front, as this beautiful
multiple has full and unblemished gum in an immaculate mint state, Fine. Scott $9,500. Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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2694 HH
10¢ Pan-American (299), bottom plate number strip of 4, part arrow at right with guideline, o.g., never
hinged; ink blot on reverse of position 3 selvage tab, F.-V.F. Scott $1,200 as singles.
Estimate $400 - 600

2695 HH/Ha 10¢ Pan-American (299), block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged (top 2 stamps never hinged), F.-V.F., a pretty
multiple. Scott $830.
Estimate $400 - 600

2696 HHa
10¢ Pan-American (299), full wide top margin plate block of 6, with portions of adjoining stamps at left,
right and bottom, o.g., never hinged, captivating colors and impression surrounded by equal margins and portions
of nine other surrounding stamps! Very Fine, One of the finest that would could find; with 2008 P.F. certificate. Scott
$9,000.
Estimate $4,500 - 6,000
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1902-1908 Regular Issues

Ex 2697

2698

2699

2697 HH/Ha 1¢ blue green to 15¢ olive green (300-308), blocks of 4, full set of blocks to 15¢ including the following
extra shades: 4¢ orange brown, 5¢ dark blue, 6¢ brownish lake, 10¢ dark red brown, 13¢ brown violet; 3¢ tiny thins
at top and light bend on lower left stamp, 6¢ with slight horizontal separations, a few short perfs on 8¢, a very pretty
selection. Scott $4,055.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2698 Ha

5¢ blue (304), bottom margin plate block of 6, o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine. Scott $825.
Estimate $400 - 600

2699 HHa
8¢ violet black (306), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, deep rich color and razor sharp impressions, bottom
stamps particularly nice, overall Very Fine. Scott $440.
Estimate $200 - 300
2700 HHa
8¢ violet black (306), block of 4, o.g., never hinged; tiny tear on lower left stamp, F.-V.F. Scott $440
(photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

2701
2701 Ha

2702

2703

15¢ olive green (309), block of 4, o.g., hinged, Very Fine. Scott $725.

Estimate $350 - 500

2702 Ha
50¢ orange (310), block of 4, o.g., hinged, bright, fresh color; a few reinforced perforations, F.-V.F., an attention-grabbing block. Scott $1,700.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2703 Ha

$1 black (311), block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged, Fine. Scott $2,750.
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2704

sa
$1 black (311-312), $1 block of 4 and $2 single, tied by
New York double-oval Registry strikes on close-cut piece in
blue, Very Fine, a lovely presentation. Scott $790.
Estimate $400 - 600

2705 Ha
$2 dark blue (312), block of 4, o.g., hinged, very pretty representative of this difficult issue; this lovely $2
Madison block has rich, supple color and is well placed among its borders; top two stamps show the faintest trace of
a horizontal crease, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $3,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

2706 ma
$2 dark blue (312), vertical block of 6; some perforation reinforcements along edges and where corners meet, crease at upper left and lower
right stamps, F.-V.F., very scarce multiple. Scott $2,280.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2707 Ha
$5 dark green (313), bottom block of 4 with imprint, o.g., hinged, phenomenal top-quality multiple with
ravishing rich color; this block is without question the finest remaining intact multiple, and deserves placement in a
collection of distinction, Very Fine; with 1999 P.S.E. certificate, ex-Koslow. Scott $11,000.
Estimate $7,500 10,000

2708 ma
1¢ blue green and 2¢ carmine, imperfs (314,
320), bottom plate blocks of 6, unpriced as used plate
blocks in Scott, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
Ex 2708

2709 Ha
5¢ blue, imperf (315), block of 4, o.g., hinge remnant; tiny inclusion at
top of upper left stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2710 HHa
5¢ blue, imperf (315), full wide top margin plate number 4075 block of 6, very few imperforate 5¢ sheets
were issued, many of which were used to make vending machine coils, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb, an exceptionally rare imperforate plate block in top notch quality, certainly one of, if not the finest; with 2017
P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $4,750. SMQ XF-SUP 95.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

2711

2713

2711 HHa
2¢ carmine, imperf, type I (320), left margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine. Scott $325.
Estimate $200 - 300
2712 Ha
2¢ carmine, imperf, type I and 2¢ lake, imperf, type II (320, 320A), blocks of 4, o.g., hinged; some minor gum wrinkles, otherwise Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $265 (photo on web site). Estimate $150 - 200
2713 HH/Ha 2¢ lake, imperf, type II (320A), left margin plate block of 9, o.g., two top left stamps previously hinged, the
remaining seven never hinged; selvage creases and a couple light wrinkles at top, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
Scott $1,025.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2714 HH/Ha Louisiana Purchase complete (323-327), blocks of 4, a mounted presentation on four homemade
pages; imprint pairs of #323 (lightly cancelled) and 324, mint and used blocks of four of #325, position and plate
blocks, fresh, F.-V.F., good material for the dealer. Scott approximately $3,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

2715 HHa
10¢ Louisiana Purchase (327), full wide top margin plate block of 4, o.g., never hinged, full rich color and
impressions within completely balanced margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, an uncommonly nice plate block
with its full top margin intact; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $2,150. SMQ VF-XF 85.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2716 HHa
1907, 1¢ green and 2¢ red Jamestown (328-329), blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged; tiny gum skips at the
bottom of #329, F.-V.F. Scott $560 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2717 HHa

1¢ Jamestown (328), vertical block of 8, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $520 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

2718 HHa
1¢ Jamestown (328), left margin vertical block of 10,
o.g., never hinged, exceptionally well centered for this issue, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine (mostly the latter). A marvelous block. Scott
$650.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2719

2720

2719 HH/Ha 1¢ Jamestown (328), top margin plate block of 6, two top left stamps are lightly hinged, others never
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $550.
Estimate $200 - 300
2720 HH/Ha 5¢ Jamestown (330), block of 4, o.g., top stamps hinge remnant, bottom right stamp lightly hinged, bottom left stamp never hinged, gum slightly caramelized, Very Fine. Scott $675.
Estimate $200 - 300

2721 HH/Ha 5¢ Jamestown (330), top margin plate block of 6, o.g., hinged (3 bottom stamps never hinged), stunning
color and impression; reinforced perforation separations at top, F.-V.F. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1908-1911 Washington-Franklin Issues
2722 HHa
1¢ green (331), bottom margin plate block of 6 with hollow star, o.g., never hinged, exceptionally fresh,
with the top stamps particularly well centered; a few trivial perf separations at bottom selvage and light spot on
Franklin’s chin in lower right stamp, Very Fine. Scott $160 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
2723 HH
2¢ carmine (332), group of mostly different plate number strips of 3, o.g., never hinged, some choice extremely fine gems are present; a few light gum bends and gum skips, but generally sound, F.-V.F. Scott $672 (photo
on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2724 HH/Ha 4¢ orange brown (334), two distinct shades in blocks of 4, o.g., top stamps with hinge remnants, bottom
stamps never hinged; the darker block (on whiter paper) with crease along left two stamps and small thin on top
right stamp, lighter stamp has light bend along lower left stamp, F.-V.F. Scott $490 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
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2725

2726

2725 HH/Ha 4¢ orange brown (334), left margin plate block of 6 (hollow star), o.g., hinge remnant, bottom 4 stamps
are never hinged; hinged in selvage, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $450.
Estimate $250 - 350
2726 HH/Ha 4¢ orange brown (334), top margin plate block of 6 with hollow star, o.g., top center stamp with hinge
remnant, remaining five stamps are never hinged, left block of four is extremely fine, Very Good-Extremely Fine.
Scott $450.
Estimate $200 - 300
2727 HH/Ha 4¢ orange brown (334), bottom margin plate block of 6 with hollow star, o.g., top left and right stamps
very lightly hinged, remaining four stamps never hinged, fresh; right block of four is extremely fine; several light gum
bends, small toned spots on top left and top right stamps, Very Good-Very Fine. Scott $450.(photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2728 HHa

8¢ olive green (337), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, rich color, F.-V.F. Scott $420.(photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

2729 HH/H 10¢ yellow (338), left margin plate number strip of 3, o.g.,
hinge remnant (2 stamps never hinged), bright color; light gum wrinkle on bottom stamp and usual staple holes in center selvage,
F.-V.F. Scott $387.(photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2730 HH/Ha 10¢ yellow (338), right margin plate block of 6, o.g., lower
left stamp with hinge remnant (5 stamps never hinged), bright color;
some perforations separated at bottom, Very Fine. Scott $867.
Estimate $300 - 400
2731 ma
1908-1909, Group of Washington Blocks (339, 340,
342), blocks of 4; lower left stamp of 15¢ has tear, corner creases
and thin, $1 is reperforated at bottom, F.-V.F. Scott $940 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2732 HHa
13¢ blue green (339), bottom margin block of 4 with plate
number, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $360.(photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
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2733

2735

2736

2733 HH/Ha 13¢ blue green (339), right margin plate block of 10, o.g., top two stamps and selvage are lightly hinged
(remaining 8 stamps never hinged), fresh appearance; a few light selvage bends and usual staple holes in imprint
selvage, Very Fine. Scott $1,130.
Estimate $500 - 750
2734 ma
13¢ blue green (339), full top margin plate block of 6, light oval cancels, well-centered at left and right and
attractive; light creases across top and corner crease at bottom right, tiny toned spot on bottom center, Very Fine
centering or better, very rare postally used. Scott $500 for unused (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2735 HH/Ha 15¢ pale ultramarine (340), block of 4, o.g., top stamps hinged, top right stamp with hinge remnant (2
bottom stamps never hinged), bright pastel color, Very Fine. Scott $430.(photo on web site).
Estimate $200 300
2736 HH/Ha 15¢ pale ultramarine (340), right margin
block of 4 with plate number and part imprint, o.g.,
hinge remnant (2 bottom stamps never hinged),
bright deep pastel color; a few tiny gum skips on
lower right stamp and light gum bends at top,
F.-V.F. Scott $430.
Estimate $150 - 200
2737 Ha
50¢ violet (341), block of 4 with horizontal guide line, o.g., previously hinged, bright deep
pastel color; thin on upper right stamp, F.-V.F. Scott
$1,200.
Estimate $400 - 600
2737

358

2738

2738 Ha
50¢ violet (341), block of 4, o.g., previously hinged, deep rich color; tiny perf disc indent
on top right, Fine. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2739
2739 Ha

Ex 2740

Ex 2741

$1 violet brown (342), block of 4, o.g., previously hinged, Fine. Scott $2,000.

Estimate $600 - 800

2740 HH/Ha Washington-Franklins, 1¢ to 5¢ complete, imperf (343-347), plate block of 6 set, o.g., some never
hinged / some hinged, 2¢ and 5¢ are never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,012. Estimate $600 800
2741 HH/Ha Washington-Franklins, 1¢ to 5¢ complete, imperf (343-347), left margin plate block of 6 set, o.g.,
some never hinged / some hinged, 1¢, 2¢ and 5¢ are never hinged, bright and fresh appearance; 1¢ has light selvage corner crease, 2¢ has selvage tear, some light selvage wrinkles, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,030.
Estimate $500 - 750

2742 ma
Washington-Franklins, 3¢ to 5¢ complete, imperf (345-347), 3¢ (1), 4¢ (3) and 5¢ (2) plate blocks of 6,
six used plate blocks which are very difficult to find, unpriced in catalog as used plate blocks; a few very light wrinkles, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, ex George Wagner.
Estimate $350 - 500
2743 HH/Ha 1908, 1¢-2¢ Washington, Imperf (343-344), matched sets of arrow block of 4, o.g., some never hinged /
some hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $117 as singles (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
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2744 HH/Ha 1¢ green, imperf (343), complete matched set of arrow blocks of four, two centerline blocks plus four
other blocks of four of various positions, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $257 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2745 HH/Ha 1¢ green, 2¢ carmine and 4¢ orange brown, imperf (343, 344, 346), centerline blocks of 4, o.g., some
stamps never hinged / some hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine 1¢ and 4¢ with massive margins all around. Scott
$195 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

2746

2747

2746 HH/Ha 5¢ blue, imperf (347), matched set of four plate blocks of 6, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged; a few
light selvage bends, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $600 - 800
2747 HH/Ha 5¢ blue, imperf (347), plate block of 6, five plate blocks, each a different number or position, o.g., some
never hinged / some hinged, bright fresh color; one with thin speck, one with tiny crease at top and one with disturbed gum at top, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,375.
Estimate $500 - 750

2478

2749

2748 HH/Ha 5¢ blue, imperf (347), top and bottom margin plate block of 6, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, top
plate block with 2 never hinged stamps, bottom plate block with 4 never hinged stamps, Very Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $300 - 400
2749 HH/Ha 5¢ blue, imperf (347), right margin plate block of 6, o.g., lightly hinged (2 stamps never hinged), F.-V.F.
Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200
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Ex 2750

2751

2752

2750 HHa
1¢ green, 2¢ red, bluish paper (357-358), blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, bright rich color; light wrinkle at
bottom two stamps of 1¢ block, overall Very Fine. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $500 - 750
2751 HHa
1¢ green, bluish paper (357), full wide top margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, spectacular wide
top in immaculate mint condition - rare thus, F.-V.F., full wide top margin plate blocks are truly scarce; with 2015
P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,800.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2752 HH/Ha 2¢ carmine, bluish paper (358), bottom plate block of 6, o.g., lightly hinged (1 stamp never hinged), Very
Fine, undercatalogued; with 2006 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $500 - 750
2753 HH/Ha 2¢ Commemoratives, complete (367-373), blocks of 4 or 6, mounted on 15 annotated homemade album pages; comprising (o.g., unless noted) #367: six blocks of 4 (1 upper right corner block); 368: right plate block
of 6, top arrow block of 4 (n.h.), two blocks of 4; 369: two blocks of 4; 370: wide top plate block of 6 (2, 1 n.h.), eight
blocks of 4 (2 n.h.); 371: two plate blocks of 6 (bottom, right (n.h.)), three arrow blocks of 4 (n.h.: top, right, bottom),
block of 4; 372: four plate blocks of 6 (1 bottom (n.h.), 1 top, 2 left (1 n.h.)), three blocks of 4, vertical strip of 3 (n.h.);
and 373: three plate blocks of 6 (n.h., one top, one bottom), block of 4, several of the o.g. blocks contain n.h. stamps,
generally F.-V.F. with better sprinkled throughout, a great opportunity for the dealer or 1909 collector. Scott approximately $5,200 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2754 ma
2¢ Commemoratives complete (less #369) (367//373),
six pages of mounted used multiples of these popular issues, a lovely
grouping perfect for the Postal History enthusiast or for the dealer
needing to restock; blocks of 4 of #367, 368 (3, 1 a vertical centerline), 370, 371 (6, one a centerline block), 372, 373 (6, 2 on piece, 3 arrow or guide line blocks, 1 corner with initials); plate blocks of 6 of
#371-372; and #371 single and pair—plus a centerline block on cover
to C.H. Mekeel in St. Louis, MO, mix of cancel types and colors; position pieces, and some nicer individual stamps in some of the blocks,
F.-V.F. overall, but with better. Scott $2,000+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2755 Ha
2¢ Lincoln, bluish paper (369), left margin plate block of 6,
o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine. Scott $2,750.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2755
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Ex 2756

2757

2756 ma
2¢ Alaska-Yukon to 2¢ Hudson-Fulton, perf and imperforate issues (370-373), plate blocks of 6; a
few small thins, light paper wrinkles and creases, F.-V.F., difficult to find plate blocks used. Estimate $400 - 600
2757 HHa
2¢ Alaska-Yukon, imperf (371), full wide top margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine.
Scott $350.
Estimate $300 - 400
2758 HH
2¢ Hudson-Fulton (372), right margin plate number strip of 3, o.g., never hinged, well-centered and very
fresh, Extremely Fine. Scott $63 as singles (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
2759 HHa
2¢ Hudson-Fulton (372), full pane of 60, wonderfully fresh upper right pane, completely intact and incredibly fresh, o.g., never hinged; inconsequential pencil notation in selvage at right, F.-V.F., priced as two plate
blocks of six and 48 singles, a scarcity after 109 years, to be sure. Scott $1,858 (photo on web site). Estimate
$1,000 - 1,500

2760

2761

2760 HHa
2¢ Hudson-Fulton, imperf (373), wide top margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, fresh and rich
color, Extremely Fine. Scott $375.
Estimate $300 - 400
2761 HHa
2¢ Hudson-Fulton, imperf (373), full wide top margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine. Scott $375.
Estimate $250 - 350
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2762

2764

2762 HHa
2¢ Hudson-Fulton, imperf (373), right margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine. Scott $375.
Estimate $200 - 300
2763 HHa
5¢ blue (378), block of 6, o.g., never hinged, deep rich color; light gum skips along left vertical pair, otherwise Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $420.(photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
2764 HH/Ha 6¢ red orange (379), top margin star and plate number block of 6, o.g., bottom center stamp and selvage
are lightly hinged (5 stamps never hinged), bright fresh color, F.-V.F. Scott $462 as singles.Estimate $200 - 300

2765 HH
10¢ yellow (381), bottom margin star and plate number strip of 3, o.g., never hinged, Post Office-fresh
color; small gum skips at bottom, F.-V.F. Scott $570.
Estimate $200 - 300

1913-1915 Panama-Pacific Issue
2766 ma
Panama-Pacific complete, both perf types (397-404),
blocks of 4 or larger, a nice selection of used multiples of these popular sets, presented mounted on ten homemade album pages;
blocks of four: #397, 398, 399 (6, one a San Francisco precancel),
400, 400A (3), 401, 402, 403 (4), 404 (3); blocks of 6: #400A, 403;
and vertical pair of #400A; c.d.s., duplex and Registry cancels; a
few minor faults—but they did go through the mails, overall F.-V.F.,
a great group for the Postal History exhibitor. Scott approximately
$3,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2767 HH/Ha Panama-Pacific complete, perf 12 (397-400A), blocks
of 4, o.g., 1¢-2¢ are hinged, 5¢ is never hinged, both 10¢ are hinged
only on two stamps, F.-V.F.; #399 with 2004 P.F. certificate.
Scott $2,493.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
www.kelleherauctions.com
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2768 HH/Ha Panama-Pacific selection, both perf types (397//403), five pages of examples (fully annotated as to
condition and gum: see images on our Web site), including position pieces; two plate number singles of #397-398,
blocks of 4 of #397 (3), 398, 401, 402 (2), 403; plate blocks of 6 of #397-398; and an upper right corner strip of 3
of #400 showing top and side guide lines; mix of mint and n.h., F.-V.F. or better, a specialist’s pleasure, or good
stock for the dealer. Scott $2,500 ++ (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2769 HH/Ha 1¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 12 (397), block of 60, striking large Balboa multiple from the lower right pane;
horizontal perforations between rows 5 & 6 reattached with hinges; bottom plate block intact (vertical perforations at
outside margins reinforced with hinge), and the block as a whole has deep rich color and was beautifully printed; upper right stamp with corner crease, some perforation separations at top, F.-V.F. overall, with some better individual
stamps, a great showpiece to enhance any collection or exhibit. Scott $1,760 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
From the front, 17 stamps appear hinged; catalogued as 17 hinged, 43 n.h.

2770

2771

2770 HHa
1¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 12 (397), wide left margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, unusually fresh
and choice, Extremely Fine. Scott $450.
Estimate $250 - 350
2771 HHa
$450.

1¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 12 (397), right margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott
Estimate $250 - 350

2772

2773

2772 HHa
2¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 12 (398), bottom margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $625.
Estimate $400 - 600
2773 HHa
2¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 12 (398), full wide top margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, neat ink
smear variety at left of upper right stamp; natural gum crease along right edge, Very Fine. Scott $625.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2774

2775

2774 Ha
5¢ and 10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 12 (399, 400A), blocks of 4, each with plate numbers at top, o.g., 5¢
with hinge-reinforced perforations, 10¢ lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $955.
Estimate $300 - 400
2775 HH/Ha 10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 12, orange (400A), block of 4, o.g., hinged (2 stamps never hinged), gorgeous, deep color, F.-V.F. Scott $1,040.
Estimate $400 - 600
2776 HH/Ha 1¢ - 5¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (401-403), blocks of 4, o.g., hinged (each block with bottom 2 stamps
never hinged), lovely fresh appearance, F.-V.F. Scott $1,670 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

2777

2778

2777 HHa
1¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (401), full wide top margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, great impression, F.-V.F. Scott $650.
Estimate $500 - 750
2778 HHa
1¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (401), full top margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, full top
margin perf 10 plate blocks are scarce. Scott $650.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2779

2780

2779 HHa
1915, 5¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (403), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, brilliant color; an attractive multiple in Post Office fresh condition, Fine. Scott $1,560 for singles.
Estimate $600 - 800
2780 HH/Ha 10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (404), block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged (bottom pair never hinged), fresh and
bright, Very Fine. Scott $4,500.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

1912-1917 Washington-Franklin Issues
2781 HHa
2¢ carmine (406), top left corner block of 15, o.g., never hinged, fresh with stamps at right particularly
well-centered and grade-able; straight edge along left, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $225 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2782 HHa
2¢ carmine (406), wide top margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, fresh and well-centered, Very Fine
to Extremely Fine. Scott $200 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2783 H/ma 1912-65, Definitive Issues selection (407//1205), 25 homemade album pages filled with multiples, mint
and used, with most from the Fourth Bureau through the Prominent Americans series; far too many to list individually (see our Web site, where the collection is imaged in its entirety), but some of the highlights include a page of
each Series’ $5 issue as a used block of 4, plate blocks mint and used, position blocks, a…quirky…pair of #575
blocks cut to the shape of “US”, #571 with Battle Creek, MI precancel and roller cancels zealously applied to blocks
of 30, 80 and a full sheet of 100 (less selvage); a postally (?) used block of 80 of #571, a horizontal block of 8 #570
cancelled Guantanamo Bay Cuba; cancels, color varieties, position pieces, even a few coils, F.-V.F. with better,
definitely worth a look. Scott approximately $3,700 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
2784 HH/Ha 7¢ black (407), bottom margin block of 4 with
plate number, o.g., lightly hinged (bottom 2 stamps
never hinged), Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate.
Scott $460.
Estimate $300 - 400
2785 Ha
7¢ black (407), block of 4, o.g., previously
hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $310.
Estimate $250 - 350

2784

366

2785

2786 HH/Ha 1¢ green, imperf (408-409), blocks of 4 and
pairs, Kansas City roulette multiples; #408: two blocks
of four and a horizontal line pair; #409: a vertical pair
with horizontal line between stamps; each with appropriate red handstamped guarantee expert initials, Very
Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
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2787

2788

2787 Ha
1¢ green, imperf, Kansas City rouletting (408var), top margin plate block of 6, o.g., previously hinged;
corner crease at lower right, F.-V.F.; with 2002 P.S.E. certificate.
Estimate $350 - 500
2788 ma
1¢ green, imperf, J. Hull Wilson roulette (408var), block of 4, on piece with Pittsburgh cancel, difficult
roulette; a few tiny scuffs on lower left stamp, Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

2789

2790

2789 Ha
2¢ carmine, imperf, Kansas City rouletting (409var), bottom margin plate block of 6, o.g., hinge remnants; thin on bottom center stamp, F.-V.F., signed and handstamped W.C. Michaels (WCM).
Estimate $350 - 500
2790 ma
2¢ carmine, imperf (409), left margin plate block of 6 with portions of adjoining stamps at top, right and
bottom, Superb.
Estimate $150 - 200
2791 ma
Washington-Franklins, perf 12, S.L. watermark, 8¢ to 50¢ complete (414-421), blocks of 4, with extra
shade of 50¢; a few light wrinkles or perforation separations, overall F.-V.F. Scott $877 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2792 Ha
8¢ pale olive green and olive green 12¢ claret brown (414, 417), blocks of 4, o.g., previously hinged,
F.-V.F. Scott $490 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
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2793

2794

2795

2793 HH/Ha 8¢ pale olive green (414), bottom margin plate block of 6 with “A”, o.g., top center stamp hinged, others
n.h., great color; gum skips along bottom, F.-V.F. Scott $475.
Estimate $200 - 300
2794 HHa

9¢ salmon red (415), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $440.

Estimate $200 - 300

2795 HHa
1912, 10¢ orange yellow (416), bottom plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged (natural gum bend), splendid
multiple with tantalizing rich color. Scott $825.
Estimate $500 - 750

2796

2797

2798

2796 HH/Ha 30¢ orange red (420), right margin block of 4 with plate number, o.g., top stamps hinged, bottom stamps
never hinged, rich color; separation at top selvage, Very Fine. Scott $670.
Estimate $300 - 400
2797 HHa
30¢ orange red (420), right margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, bright color; tiny gum skips at bottom, Very Fine overall. Scott $2,400.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
2798 Ha
50¢ violet, S.L. watermark (421), block of 4, o.g., previously hinged, with a couple tiny perforation reinforcements, F.-V.F. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2799

2799

2800

2799 Ha
50¢ violet, D.L. watermark (422), horizontal center line block of
4, o.g., previously hinged, lovely bright refreshing color within oversized
margins, choice, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2000 P.F. certificate.
Scott $850.
Estimate $600 - 800
2800 Ha
$1 violet brown (423), horizontal center line block of 4, o.g.,
previously hinged, F.-V.F.; with 2000 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,900.
Estimate $600 - 800
2801 HH/Ha 1¢ green and 2¢ rose red (424-425), right margin plate blocks
with “COIL STAMPS” imprint, 1¢ block of 10, 2¢ block of 12, both with
deep, rich color; 1¢ with light selvage bends, 2¢ with gum skips along right
stamps, F.-V.F. Scott $350+.
Estimate $200 - 300

2801

2802 ma
U.S. Perf 10 Single Line Watermark Group of Used Blocks (424//440), blocks of 4 (unless noted),
#418; 419 pair with Detroit, Mich precancel; 420 block of six, 430 (2), 432, 433, 434 (2), 435A, 437 (2), 437 with New
York, N.Y. precancel; 438, 438 with Kansas City, Mo. precancel; 439 (3), 439 vertical strip of 4, 440 block of 6; some
small faults, F.-V.F. Scott $1,519 (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
2803 HHa
1¢ green (424), vertical block of 15, o.g., never hinged, very fresh and well-centered block, many better
singles to be had from this multiple; natural straight edge along top, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $71 (photo
on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2804 HH/Ha 1913-15, Washington Franklins (427-432, 435), blocks of 4, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged,
F.-V.F. with some extremely fine, appealing selection of these difficult perf 10’s that are so undervalued by the Scott
catalog (photo on web site). Scott $1,565.
Estimate $600 - 800

2805 HHa
6¢ red orange (429), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, awesome top quality block in a remarkable state of
preservation, Extremely Fine to Superb. Scott $440 for singles.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2806
2806 HHa
$725.

2807

2808

2809

6¢ red orange (429), right margin star and plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, Fine appearance. Scott
Estimate $200 - 300

2807 ma
6¢ red orange (429), top margin star and plate block of 6, Columbus, Ohio precancels, Very Fine, Scott
does not list a value for this difficult used plate block.
Estimate $200 - 300
2808 Ha
7¢ black (430), top margin plate block of 6, o.g., previously hinged, top stamps are impressively centered, F.-V.F. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $400 - 600
2809 HH/Ha 8¢ pale olive green (431), bottom margin imprint, letter and plate number block of 6, o.g., bottom center
stamp lightly hinged, others never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $450.
Estimate $150 - 200

2810

2811

2812

2813

2810 HH/Ha 9¢ salmon red (432), top margin plate block of 6, o.g., lightly hinged (4 stamps never hinged), great fresh
appearance, Very Fine. Scott $725.
Estimate $300 - 400
2811 Ha
10¢ orange yellow (433), wide bottom margin imprint, letter “A” and plate number block of 6, o.g., previously hinged, radiant color, Very Fine. Scott $650.
Estimate $300 - 400
2812 HH/Ha 12¢ claret brown (435), bottom margin plate block of 6, o.g., lightly hinged (3 bottom stamps never
hinged), great fresh appearance; gum skips along bottom; pencil notations on back and on lower left selvage,
F.-V.F. Scott $725.
Estimate $250 - 350
2813 HHa
1914, 15¢ gray (437), left plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh and choice example of this
undervalued plate, Fine. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2814

2815

2816

2817

2814 HH/Ha 15¢ gray (437), bottom margin imprint and “A” plate block of 6, o.g., center stamps hinged (right and left
stamps never hinged), great fresh appearance, F.-V.F. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $400 - 600
2815 HH/Ha 15¢ gray (437), bottom margin imprint, “A” and plate number block of 6, o.g., hinged (lower left stamp
never hinged), Fine. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $250 - 350
2816 Ha

20¢ ultramarine (438), block of 4, o.g., previously hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $750.

Estimate $250 - 350

2817 HH/Ha 20¢ ultramarine (438), bottom plate block of 6, o.g., lightly hinged (4 stamps never hinged), appealing
example of this notoriously difficult plate; with elegant rich color, Fine; with 2014 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,250.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

2818 Ha
50¢ violet (440), block of 4, o.g., previously hinged, rich pastel color, overall
Fine. Scott $1,900.
Estimate $500 - 750

2819 HH/Ha $1 violet black, D.L. watermark, perf 10 (460), bottom margin plate block of 6, o.g., hinged (3 stamps
never hinged), deep rich color; tiny thin at lower left, shorter perfs at lower left and offset in bottom selvage and lower
left stamp, F.-V.F., a very rare plate block. Scott $12,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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2820

2822

2823

2820 ma
$1 violet black, D.L. watermark, perf 10 (460), block of 4, deep rich color; small thins at bottom, Very
Fine. Scott $750.
Estimate $200 - 300
2821 ma
$1 violet black, D.L. watermark, perf 10 (460), block of 4, deep rich color; tiny thins at top and short perfs
at upper left and lower right, F.-V.F. Scott $750 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2822 HHa
2¢ pale carmine red, S.L. watermark, perf 11 (461), full wide top margin plate block of 6, o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $2,600.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2823 Ha
1915, 2¢ pale carmine red, S.L. watermark, perf 11 (461), top plate block of 6, o.g., lightly hinged, a
nicely centered, extremely handsome full wide top plate position of this notoriously difficult issue, F.-V.F. Scott
$1,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2824

2825

2827

2824 HH/Ha 2¢ pale carmine red, S.L. watermark, perf 11 (461), top margin plate block of 6, o.g., hinged (2 stamps
never hinged); gum skips at top, F.-V.F. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $600 - 800
2825 HH/Ha 2¢ pale carmine red, S.L. watermark, perf 11 (461), top margin plate block of 6, o.g., bottom center
stamp lightly hinged, 5 stamps never hinged, lightly hinged in ungummed selvage; gum skips at top, Fine. Scott
$1,775.
Estimate $500 - 750
2826 HHa
1¢ green (462), bottom right complete pane of 100, lovely and attractive, with several exceptionally
well-centered stamps, o.g., never hinged; 20 stamps with light gum creases and natural gum skips along bottom
row, F.-V.F. Scott $1,958 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
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2827 HHa
$250.

2¢ carmine (463), bottom margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott
Estimate $200 - 300

2828 HHa
2¢ carmine, from the 5¢ error pane (463), full wide top margin 2¢ plate number 7942 block of 12 from
the 5¢ error sheet, o.g., never hinged, bright and fresh, large jumbo margins; light gum skips on positions 4 and 5,
F.-V.F. Scott $310 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2829 HHa
2¢ carmine (463), right margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged; tiny bend at center left and tiny perf
disc indent on center right stamp, Very Fine. Scott $250 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
2830 HHa

3¢ violet (464), top left corner margin block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Fine. Scott $660 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

2831
2831 HHa

2832

2836

4¢ orange brown (465), left margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $400 - 600

2832 HH/Ha 5¢ carmine error (467), 2¢ block of 9, with 5¢ error in center, o.g., previously hinged (a few of the 2¢
stamps at bottom with slightly disturbed o.g., 5¢ error is never hinged), error stamp is bright and fresh, Fine. Scott
$950.
Estimate $350 - 500
2833 HHa
5¢ carmine error (467), 2¢ block of 12 with double 5¢ error in center, o.g., never hinged; gum disturbance
at bottom of lower right stamp, F.-V.F. Scott $2,900.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2834 HHa
2¢ carmine (467), left margin 2¢ plate number 7492 block of 6 from the 5¢ error sheet, o.g., never hinged,
bright and fresh, Very Fine. Scott $250 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2835 HHa
2¢ plate block from 5¢ carmine error pane (467), right margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F. Scott $250 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2836 HHa
5¢ carmine error (467), the double error in a complete upper left pane of 100, o.g., never hinged; a few
usual very light gum bends, light selvage creases at upper left, Very Good-Very Fine; the error block of 12 is very
fine. Scott $4,160 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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2837 HHa
5¢ carmine error (467), the double error in a complete top left pane of 100, o.g., never hinged; a few light
gum bends along bottom stamps and rough staple hole on right plate number, Very Good-Very Fine, with the error
block of 12 fine. Scott $4,160 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2838 ma
5¢ carmine error (467), the single error in a block of 9, four neatly-placed strikes of Washington, D.C.
double-oval cancellations, a remarkable example of this combination error block; wonderfully fresh and choice example of this seldom-offered used block, Fine. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

2839 HHa
7¢ black (469), wide top margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, top right stamp is well centered, overall F.-V.F. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2840 HH/Ha 7¢ black (469), right margin plate block of 6, o.g., lightly hinged (5 stamps never hinged), Fine. Scott
$1,360 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2841 HH/Ha 8¢ olive green (470), bottom margin imprint, letter “A” and plate number block of 6, o.g., lightly hinged (5
stamps never hinged), Fine. Scott $605 as singles (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2842 HH/Ha 9¢ salmon red (471), left margin plate block of 6, o.g., lightly hinged (2 stamps never hinged), Fine. Scott
$750 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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2843

2845

2847

2843 HH/Ha 10¢ orange yellow (472), right margin block of 4 with plate number, o.g., hinged (2 top stamps never
hinged); usual selvage staple holes, F.-V.F. Scott $660.
Estimate $250 - 350
2844 HHa

12¢ claret brown (474), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Fine. Scott $440 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

2845 Ha

15¢ dark gray (475), block of 4, o.g., hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott $725.

Estimate $250 - 350

2846 HH/Ha 15¢ gray (475), block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged (1 stamp never hinged); small thin on upper right stamp,
F.-V.F. Scott $885 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2847 Ha

50¢ light violet (477), block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged, rich deep shade, overall Very Fine. Scott $3,750.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2848

2849

2850

2848 HHa
$2 dark blue (479), right margin arrow block of 4, o.g., never hinged; usual gum skip on lower right stamp,
F.-V.F. Scott $1,900.
Estimate $600 - 800
2849 ma
$2 dark blue (479), bottom plate block of 6, neat black cancellations, an astounding, well-centered used
plate block in the choicest condition possible, with luxuriant color and clear impression; simply stunning, Extremely
Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2850 Ha
$5 light green (480), top margin block of 4 with plate number, o.g., never hinged, with very slightly disturbed gum, Very Fine. Scott $750 as o.g.
Estimate $400 - 600
2851 ma
1916-17, $1 to $5 high values (478-480), block of 4; $1 light creases at top left and lower right, $5 light
horizontal crease at bottom, F.-V.F. Scott $805 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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2852

$5 light green (480), block of 16, cancelled by dumb ovals on a large piece, with meter strip at top,
F.-V.F., probably one of the largest used extant. Scott $1,120 as four blocks of 4.
Estimate $600 - 800
sa

2853 HH/H/ma
1916-17, Washington-Franklin Perf 10, group of multiples, #463a: booklet panes (8 n.h.), 464 block
of four, 470 used block of six, 471 used block of four, 471 used block of 15, 472 o.g. block of four, 474 used block of
eight, 476 used block of four, 477 used block of four, 478 two used blocks of four, 478 used block of six, 480 used
block of four, an exceptionally difficult group of higher denomination blocks; condition is a little mixed with the occasional fault, generally F.-V.F. Scott $5,125 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2854 HH/H/ma
3¢ violet, type I and II, imperf, multiples (483-484), #483: three plate blocks of six, plate number strip of
three, corner margin block of four, and used block of four; #484: corner margin block of six, plate block of six, and
two blocks of four (one used); condition is mostly sound, generally F.-V.F. Scott $959 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2855 HH/H/ma
1¢ to 2¢ Washington, imperf (481-482), various multiples in plate, arrow and corner margin blocks; condition is mostly sound, generally F.-V.F. Scott $806 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

2856

2857

2858

2856 HHa
3¢ violet, type II, imperf (484), matched all four positions in plate blocks of 6, o.g., never hinged, a great
set with bright and fresh color; a couple trivial tiny gum wrinkles on side plate blocks, Extremely Fine. Scott $640.
Estimate $400 - 600
2857 HHa
3¢ violet, type II, imperf (484), matched all four positions in plate blocks of 6, o.g., never hinged, a great
set with bright and fresh color; light gum bend on right plate block, Extremely Fine. Scott $640.
Estimate $400 - 600
2858 HHa
3¢ dark violet, type II, imperf (484), matched all four positions in plate blocks of 6, o.g., never hinged, a
great set with bright and fresh color; light gum bends on top of right plate block and left of bottom plate block, Extremely Fine. Scott $640.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2859 HHa
1917, 1¢ green & 2¢ carmine (498-499), wide top margin plate
blocks of 6, o.g., never hinged, well-centered and fresh, Extremely Fine.
Scott $70.
Estimate $150 - 200
2860 HHa
2¢ deep rose, type Ia (500), top right corner margin block of 4,
o.g., never hinged, V.G. Scott $2,200 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2861 HHa
2¢ deep rose, type Ia (500), vertical block of 15, o.g., never
hinged, good color; light wrinkle on top right stamp and perforation disc indent on second row center stamp, V.G.-Fine. Scott $8,250 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
2859

2862 HHa
2¢ deep rose, type Ia (500), top margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, bright, fresh color; tiny gum
skips, inclusion on lower right stamp, F.-V.F., ex-Wampler. Scott $3,750.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2863 ma

2¢ deep rose, type Ia (500), block of 4, Fine. Scott $1,500 (photo on web site).

Estimate $300 - 400

2864 HH/Ha 1917-19, 3¢//13¢ Washington-Franklins (501-504, 506-513), plate blocks of 6, o.g., 9¢, 11¢ and 13¢
are never hinged, others hinged, nice fresh group with both 12¢ shades; tiny thin speck on 4¢, thin on 5¢ (mostly in
selvage), F.-V.F. Scott $2,410 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
2865 HHa
1917-19, 11¢//13¢ Washington-Franklins (511-513), plate blocks of 6, o.g., never hinged, nice group
with both shades of the 12¢; #511 and 512 have reinforced perforation separations at top, #512a has gum crease
across two stamps and selvage, #513 with light wrinkle on left two stamps, F.-V.F. Scott $1,020 (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
2866 HHa
1917-19, 5¢, 12¢-13¢ Washington-Franklins (504, 512-513), plate blocks of 6, o.g., never hinged,
lovely color variety group with both 12¢ and 13¢ shades; a few small faults, F.-V.F. Scott $830 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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2867

2870

2867 HHa
4¢ brown (503), full top margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, Choice Very Fine; with 2007 P.S.E.
certificate. Scott $250.
Estimate $200 - 300
2868 ma
1917-19, Washington-Franklin precancels selection (503//515), plate blocks of 6, #503 (3) and 504
with Columbus, Ohio precancels; #508 and 515 precancelled Marion Ohio, o.g., #508 particularly fresh, #515 with
doubled precancel; #503 top plate with reinforced selvage perforations, right plate (#10477) with separated perforations, V.G.-Fine+, interesting items for the specialist; catalogued as normal plate blocks. Scott $1,330 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2869 HH/Ha 1917-19, Five different perf 11 Washington-Franklins (504, 509, 512-514), blocks of 4, o.g., 5¢, 9¢ &
13¢ never hinged, 12¢ & 15¢ lightly hinged at top only, lovely balanced margins with fresh colors, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $431 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2870 HH/Ha 5¢ rose error (505), 2c Rose Error of Color, block of 12 with center two stamps the 5c error, top and bottom stamps o.g., center six stamps (including errors) NH, Fine. Scott $1,300.
Estimate $500 - 750

2871

2872

2871 HHa
5¢ rose error (505), block of 6, five regular plus error, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine. Scott $625 as
#505 NH.
Estimate $400 - 600
2872 Ha
5¢ rose error (505), the single error in a block of 9, o.g., lightly hinged (error n.h.), attractive multiple with
brilliant color, F.-V.F. Scott $650.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2873

2874

2873 HH/Ha 5¢ rose error (505), 2¢ block of 12 with 5¢ double error in center, o.g., never hinged, top center and bottom center stamps are previously hinged, 5¢ errors are never hinged; usual straight edge at bottom, F.-V.F.; with
2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,300.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2874 HH/Ha 5¢ rose error (505), 5¢ double error in 2¢ block of 12, o.g., some never hinged, hinge remnant at top left,
top right and bottom center, bright fresh color; light bend and natural straight edge at bottom, F.-V.F. Scott $1,300.
Estimate $600 - 800
2875 HH/Ha 5¢ rose error (505), 2¢ top left complete sheet of 100 with 5¢ double error at bottom, bright and fresh appearance, o.g., never hinged (4 stamps hinged to reinforce perforations at the straight edges); usual straight edges
on 19 stamps, missing a couple pieces of corner margin selvage at top, a few light gum bends, F.-V.F. Scott $2,196
(photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2876 HH/Ha 5¢ rose error (505), the double error in a complete pane of 100, a scarce—and getting scarcer—full upper left pane of this popular flat plate error, o.g., all never hinged except position 50, hinge remnant (at right margin,
well away from the error or position blocks), bright color on fresh paper; bottom error stamp Very Fine+; a couple inconsequential gum bends and several spots of extraneous gum on front top selvage only, F.-V.F., after 100 years,
most of these sheets have been broken up; get an original while you still can. Scott $2,197 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Priced as a hinged single #499, plus n.h. error block of 12, two plate blocks of 6 (plate number 7942), and 75 #499
singles.
2877 HH/Ha 5¢ rose error (505), the double error in a complete pane of 100, lovely example of this popular error; 5 or
6 stamps hinged (one with small hinge remnant, at right edge of sheet), most n.h., including the two errors; top selvage reduced (decapitating the plate number) and with gum specks on front, pencil notation in left-hand plate number selvage, otherwise F.-V.F., catalogued as error block of 12, two plate blocks of 6, and 76 singles. Scott
approximately $1,430 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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2878

2880

2881

2878 HH/Ha 8¢ olive bister (508), three plate blocks of 6, each a different shade; one with a small selvage tear and another with small selvage corner crease, F.-V.F. Scott $810.
Estimate $250 - 350
2879 HHa
10¢ orange yellow and golden yellow (510), wide top margin plate blocks of 6, o.g., never hinged;
golden yellow shade has internal tear in selvage and shorter perforation at top right, Very Good-Very Fine. Scott
$650 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2880 HHa
13¢ pale apple green (513), right margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, lovely example of this
shade, Extremely Fine. Scott $240.
Estimate $200 - 300
2881 HHa
15¢ gray (514), left margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged (lightly hinged in ungummed portion of selvage only), F.-V.F. Scott $900.
Estimate $300 - 400

2882
2882 HHa

2883

2884

30¢ orange red (516), left margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, vivid color, Very Fine. Scott $925.
Estimate $500 - 750

2883 HH/Ha 30¢ orange red (516), left margin plate block of 6, o.g., lightly hinged (5 stamps never hinged), with deep,
vibrant color; perforation disc indent on lower right stamp, light crease on lower left stamp, Very Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400
2884 Ha
50¢ red violet (517), right plate block of 6, o.g., lightly hinged, fabulous bright color; a couple light wrinkles in lower selvage, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2885 HHa
$1 violet brown (518), block of 4, o.g., never hinged (noticeable gum
skips), beautiful well-centered multiple showing interesting full offset on reverse,
Very Fine. Scott $380 for singles.
Estimate $200 - 300

2886

2887

2886 HHa
$1 violet brown (518), rare wide top imprint and letter “A” plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, lovely pastel violet brown color, top right stamp is exceptionally well centered and might just be that gem 100J! light gum bend
in top center stamp, Very Fine; with 2005 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,100.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2887 HHa
$1 violet brown (518), top margin plate number, imprint and “A” block of 6, o.g., never hinged, great color
example; light bend at left, F.-V.F. Scott $2,100.
Estimate $600 - 800
2888

$1 violet brown (518), block of 60 with imprint and plate number at bottom, tied by 1918 Washington DC
duplexes, F.-V.F., a spectacular & possibly unique franking. Scott $187 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

sa

1918-1923 Issues
2889 HH/Ha $2 orange red & black (523), wide top margin block of 4 with
plate number, o.g., hinged (top 2 stamps never hinged, hinged in selvage), bold and bright orange red color, F.-V.F. Scott $3,200.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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2890

2895

2896

2897

2890 HH/Ha $5 deep green & black (524), wide top margin block of 4 with plate number, o.g., lower left stamp hinge
remnant (3 stamps never hinged, hinged only in selvage), F.-V.F. Scott $1,180.
Estimate $400 - 600
2891 HH/Ha 1918-20 Washington-Franklin offset printings (525//543), mounted and annotated; includes #525,
525a, 526, 527, 528, 528A, 528B, 529, 530, 536 and 543, most as plate blocks or blocks of four, with useful duplication; we note a #528 o.g. and two n.h. plate blocks with ghost plate number; #528 n.h. plate number 12085 block;
wide top #528 n.h. plate block with monogram; #528B no gum block of 20, #525 in gray green and emerald green
shades plus a Columbus OH-precancelled plate block, even a few used blocks, etc.; you can see the entire group
on our Web site, F.-V.F. Scott $11,600+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2892 HH/Ha 1¢ dark green, Offset (525a), left margin plate block of 6, o.g., hinge remnant (3 stamps never hinged),
brilliant overinking example of this scarce shade, F.-V.F., unpriced in Scott catalog and quite scarce (photo on web
site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2893 Ha
1920, 2¢ carmine, type IV to Va (526-528), plate blocks of 6, #526 and 528 with scary nice phantom plate
numbers, F.-V.F. Scott $975 (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
2894 HHa
2¢ carmine, Offset, type IV (526), bottom margin block of 20, a very pretty position piece, with plate number 10826 at center, and part arrow and line at left-hand natural straight edge; multiple ghost markings (we make
out nine plate numbers and four arrows) in selvage, o.g., never hinged, bright color on very fresh paper; full right
margin selvage, F.-V.F., priced as plate block of 6 plus 14 singles. Scott $1,255 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2895 HHa
2¢ carmine, Offset, type IV (526), full wide top margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged (lightly hinged
in selvage only), radiant color, F.-V.F. Scott $450.
Estimate $200 - 300
2896 HHa
2¢ carmine, Offset, type IV (526), full wide top margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged (lightly hinged
in selvage only), bright and fresh; perforation disc indent in left selvage, F.-V.F. Scott $450. Estimate $200 - 300
2897 HHa
2¢ carmine, Offset, type IV (526), bottom margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged; light pencil inscription on reverse of bottom center stamp, Very Fine. Scott $450.
Estimate $200 - 300
2898 HHa
2¢ carmine, Offset, type IV (526), bottom margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, bright and fresh appearance; light perforation disc indent on lower right stamp and a couple tiny spots of gum disturbance at upper
right, F.-V.F. Scott $450 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
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2899

2900

2901

2905

2899 HHa
2¢ carmine, Offset, type V (527), full wide top margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine. Scott $350.
Estimate $300 - 400
2900 HHa
2¢ carmine, Offset, type V (527), wide top margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, bright and fresh;
small gum skip on top right stamp, F.-V.F. Scott $350.
Estimate $200 - 300
2901 HHa
2¢ carmine, Offset, type V (527), full wide top margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged; tiny tear at top
of right selvage tab, F.-V.F. Scott $350 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2902 HH/Ha 1917-19, Washington-Franklin Shades & Varieties Selection (498//517), an interesting compilation
comprising strips and blocks, booklet panes and plate blocks, all mounted and annotated on homemade pages; includes #498, 498e, 499, 499e, 501-504 (including a #503 block of 4 with full offset on reverse), 505 in n.h. block of
9, 506-509, 511-513 and 515-517; condition varies, but is generally sound, useful duplication, F.-V.F. with some
better individual stamps to be found, perfect for the Washington-Franklin enthusiast. Scott $5,400+ (photo on web
site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2903 ma
1917-19, Washington-Franklin compilation (499//524), blocks of 4, a pretty gathering of used examples, with precancels, duplexes, double-ovals, mutes, handstamps, straightlines, even a magenta; highlights include a #510 New York, N.Y. precancel (ex-Wittig), four blocks of #518, two blocks of #524, and a reconstructed
pane of 100 of #504 (no selvage, but 25 blocks of four—definitely a labor of love), generally F.-V.F., view the group
in its entirety on the Web site. Scott approximately $735 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2904 HH/Ha 1918-20, Washington-Franklin imperfs (528//535), comprising regular blocks of four, position blocks
and plate blocks of six of #531-532 and 534-535, plus a New Orleans-precanceled #528 plate block of four with a
ghost number, mostly Very Fine, be sure to see the entire group on the Web site. Scott $2,850+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2905 HHa
2¢ carmine, Offset, type VI (528A), full wide top margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, wide oversized jumbo margins, Very Fine. Scott $800.
Estimate $500 - 750

2906 HHa
2¢ carmine, Offset, type VI (528A), top margin plate block of 6,
monogram above plate number, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $900.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2907

2908

2909

2910

2907 HHa
$800.

2¢ carmine, Offset, type VI (528A), right margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott
Estimate $300 - 400

2908 HHa
$800.

2¢ carmine, Offset, type VI (528A), wide top margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
Estimate $300 - 400

2909 HHa
$800.

2¢ carmine, Offset, type VI (528A), bottom margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott
Estimate $250 - 350

2910 HHa
2¢ carmine, Offset, type VI (528A), full wide top margin plate block of 6 with monogram above plate
number, o.g., never hinged; reinforced perforation separations at top, F.-V.F. Scott $900. Estimate $250 - 350

2911

2912

2913

2911 HHa
2¢ carmine, Offset, type VI (528A), full wide top margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged (lightly hinged
in top selvage), F.-V.F. Scott $800.
Estimate $250 - 350
2912 HHa
2¢ carmine, Offset, type VI (528A), full wide top margin plate block of 6, with monogram above plate
number, o.g., never hinged; light gum skip at top right and inclusion at bottom center, F.-V.F. Scott $900.
Estimate $200 - 300
2913 HHa
2¢ carmine, Offset, type VI (528A), top plate block of 6 with monogram above plate number, o.g., never
hinged (hinge remnant in selvage only), bright fresh appearance; small gum skip in bottom center stamp, Fine.
Scott $900.
Estimate $150 - 200
2914 HHa
2¢ carmine, Offset, type VII (528B), full wide top margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged; perforation
disc indent in lower left stamp, F.-V.F. Scott $375 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2915 HHa
2¢ carmine, Offset, type VII (528B), wide top margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged (hinge remnant
in top center selvage), F.-V.F. Scott $300 as never hinged singles (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
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2916 HHa
2¢ carmine, Offset, type VII (528B), full wide top margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged; light gum
bends in selvage and top right stamp, Fine. Scott $375 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2917 HHa
2¢ carmine, Offset, type VII (528B), full wide top margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.,
great overinked variety. Scott $375 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2918 HH/Ha 1918, 3¢ Washington-Franklin offsets, varieties (529-530), encompassing shades, positions, oddities, even a near-complete sheet of #530 showing what looks like slow ink starvation (and with a faint plate number
inverted to the normal in the left selvage); a #530 plate block with the number printed backwards, one with ghost
plate numbers, and one showing both the “blister” and double impression in a single block, most all fresh, F.-V.F.,
much of interest here: a great find for the Washington-Franklin specialist. Scott approximately $1,375 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

2919

2922

2923

2924

2919 HH/Ha 3¢ purple, Offset, type IV, kiss print and double impression (530 / 530a), plate blocks of 6, great pair
of varieties, F.-V.F., unpriced in scott catalog and quite scarce.
Estimate $300 - 400
2920 HHa
1¢ green, Offset imperf (531), matched set of arrow blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine centering. Scott $336 as singles (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2921 ma
1¢ green, Offset imperf (531), complete set of centerline and arrow position blocks, each with full o.g.,
never hinged and Boston, Mass. Bureau precancel; a few light gum bends, Extremely Fine. Scott $410 as used
blocks (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2922 HHa
2¢ carmine rose, Offset imperf, type IV (532), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, crisp impression, Superb.
Scott $280.
Estimate $250 - 350
2923 Ha
2¢ carmine rose, Offset imperf, type IV (532), centerline block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged, massive jumbo
margins all around, Extremely Fine. Scott $240.
Estimate $200 - 300
2924 HHa
$280.

2¢ carmine rose, Offset imperf, type IV (532), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, deep color, Superb. Scott
Estimate $150 - 200
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2925 HHa
2¢ carmine, Offset imperf, type V (533), block of 4, o.g., never hinged,
bright and fresh, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $700.
Estimate $500 - 750

2926

2927

2926 ma
2¢ carmine, Offset imperf, type V (533), bottom margin plate block of 6, Benton Harbor, Mich duplex
cancels, massive margins with portions of adjacent stamps at sides; small creases, Superb, unpriced as a used
plate block. Scott $825 as a block and pair.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2927 ma
2¢ carmine, Offset imperf, type V (533), left margin plate block of 6, Benton Harbor, Mich duplex cancels, portions of adjoining stamps at right and bottom; creases and a couple small thins, Superb, unpriced as a used
plate block. Scott $825 as a block and pair.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2928

2929

2928 HHa
2¢ carmine, Offset imperf, type VI (534A), left margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, bright color,
Superb centering. Scott $650.
Estimate $300 - 400
2929 HH/Ha 2¢ carmine, Offset imperf, type VI (534A), bottom margin plate block of 6, o.g., hinge remnant (4
stamps never hinged), bright and fresh, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $400.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2930 ma
2¢ carmine, Offset imperf, type VII (534B), block of 4, double-struck light Chicago, ILL cancellations,
immensely rare multiple with brilliant color and extremely large margins all around; of the mere handful of used
blocks known to exist, this is one of the finest; light vertical crease at right, otherwise Extremely Fine, one of the
few opportunities you’ll ever have to obtain a beautiful example of this seldom-seen Type VII block; with 1976 P.F.
certificate. Scott $7,250.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
2931 HH/Ha 3¢ violet, Offset imperf (535), block of 15, o.g., hinge remnants (11 stamps never hinged), bright fresh
color; tiny scissor cut between lower left stamps, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $292 as singles (photo on web
site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2932 HH/Ha 3¢ violet, Offset imperf (535), matched set of plate blocks of 6, bright color; bottom plate block has repaired tear, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $340 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

2933

2934

2933 HHa
1¢ gray green, Offset, perf 12½ (536), full wide top margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Scott $400.
Estimate $300 - 400
2934 HHa
1¢ gray green, Offset, perf 12½ (536), full wide top margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, deep dark
shade, Very Fine. Scott $400.
Estimate $300 - 400
2935 HHa
1¢ gray green, Offset, perf 12½ (536), wide right margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, fresh,
F.-V.F. Scott $400 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2936 H/m/)a 1919-20 Washington-Franklin coil waste issues (538//542), ten pages of examples, all mounted and
with notes; includes #538, 538a, 540, 540a, 541 and 542, most all with useful duplication; note #538 and 540 blocks
of four imperf at selvage, S30 and star plate blocks, a used #538a block of four, and a block of six of #540 on a Special Delivery cover, tied by Sept 3, 1924, Washington DC duplex; see the lot in its entirety on our Web site, o.g.,
some never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F. with better mixed in. Scott approximately $4,230 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $600 - 800
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2937 HH/Ha 1¢ green and 2¢ carmine, rotary coil waste, perf 11 x 10, imperf horizontally (538a, 540a), blocks of
4, o.g., hinge remnants (bottom pair of each block never hinged), Very Fine. Scott $300 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2938 HHa
2¢ carmine rose, type III, rotary coil waste, perf 11 x 10 (540), bottom block of 24, imperforate along
bottom margin, o.g., never hinged, bright and fresh color; a few tiny gum skips, F.-V.F. Scott $660 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2939 HH/Ha 2¢ carmine rose, type III, rotary coil waste, perf 11 x 10 (540), two top plate number and “S 30" blocks
of 8, one with the scarce plate number 9465, o.g., top center stamps are lightly hinged (remaining 6 stamps of each
plate block are never hinged), F.-V.F. Scott $430 as plate block & singles (photo on web site). Estimate $150 200
2940 HHa
2¢ carmine rose, type III, rotary coil waste, perf 11 x 10 (540), top plate number and star block of 10,
imperforate along top margin, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $440 as plate block & singles (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2941 Ha
3¢ violet, rotary coil waste, perf 11 x 10 (541), top plate block of 6, o.g., hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $360
(photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

2942

2944

2943

2942 HHa
1¢ green, rotary coil waste, perf 11 (545), top margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged (hinge remnants in selvage); straight edge at left, pencil inscriptions on reverse of bottom left and bottom right stamps,
V.G.-Fine. Scott $3,150.
Estimate $600 - 800
2943 ma
1¢ green and 2¢ carmine rose, rotary coil waste, perf 11 (545-546), blocks of 4, V.G.-Fine as is usual
for these; both with 1994 P.S.E. certificates. Scott $2,050.
Estimate $500 - 750
2944 Ha
2¢ carmine rose, rotary coil waste, perf 11 (546), top plate block of 4 with “S 30", o.g. with hinge remnant in selvage and some glazed gum spots, lovely color; small staple hole below plate number, Fine overall. Scott
$700.
Estimate $200 - 300

2945

2946

2945 HH/Ha $2 carmine & black (547), centerline block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged (2 bottom stamps never hinged),
deep rich colors, approaching the carmine-lake, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate for block.
Scott $800.
Estimate $600 - 800
2946 HHa
$2 carmine & black (547), left margin arrow block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; with 1992 P.S.E.
certificate. Scott $960.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2947 H/m/)a Pilgrim issue complete (548-550), blocks of 4 and up, neatly presented in mounts on seven homemade
pages, including interesting usages; #548: four plate blocks of 6 (2 n.h.) and a block of 4 (n.h.); 549: four plate
blocks of 6 (2 n.h.) and two blocks of 4 (1 n.h.: upper right corner); 550: two plate blocks of 6, two blocks of 4 (n.h.),
plus a n.h. corner block with initials; additionally, there are a used block of 4 of #550; an irregular block of 22 #549
used on piece, tied by Auburn NY double-oval cancels; and a block of 10 #548 used on cacheted Seattle–Los Angeles Sept. 14, 1926, C.A.M. 8 First Flight Cover, many hinged blocks, generally F.-V.F. Scott $1,400+ (photo on
web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

1922-1925 Regular Issue
2948 HHa
1922-26, ½¢//30¢ Definitive Issues (551-55, 557, 559-68, 622-23), blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged,
bright and fresh group, Very Fine. Scott $1,534 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2949 HHa
1½¢ yellow brown (553), top right complete pane of 100, o.g., never hinged; gum creases affecting 17
stamps, usual staple holes in right selvage of plate number, F.-V.F. Scott $536 (photo on web site).
Estimate
$150 - 200

2950

2952

2953

2950 HHa
6¢ red orange (558), bottom margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, fabulous deep rich color; light
gum wrinkle at left, Very Fine. Scott $650.
Estimate $300 - 400
2951 HHa
7¢ black (559), wide full margin top plate strip block of 20, o.g., never hinged, bright and fresh; light selvage perforation separations away from plate block, F.-V.F. Scott $387 (photo on web site).Estimate $150 - 200
2952 HHa
20¢ carmine rose (567), wide top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged; a couple tiny gum skips at top,
F.-V.F. Scott $400.
Estimate $200 - 300
2953 ma
20¢ carmine rose (567), left margin plate block of 6, difficult to find as a full used plate block, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

2954 HH/Ha 50¢ lilac (570), bottom margin plate block of 12, signed in selvage by Director of the B.E.P., Louis A. Hill,
as well as by Acting Postmaster General, Irving Glover, dated November 11, 1922, o.g., top center stamps lightly
hinged (7 stamps never hinged), F.-V.F. Scott $932.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2955 ma
50¢ lilac (570), left margin plate block of 6, De Kalb, Ill. double-oval cancels, scarce used plate block; light corner tip crease in lower selvage, F.-V.F., unpriced as a used plate block.
Estimate $200 - 300

2956 HHa
$1 violet black (571), bottom arrow and double plate #18681 block of 20, o.g., never hinged, spectacular
appearance; minor faults (a bit of a wrinkle) in lower left outer selvage, F.-V.F., though right-hand plate block verges
on Very Fine; with 1988 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,650.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2957 HHa

2958

390

$2 deep blue (572), top margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, bright and fresh, F.-V.F. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $500 - 750

$5 carmine & blue (573), full pane of 100, this is a jaw-dropper: $500 of postage on a large cardboard
piece; single Church St. Annex/New York, N.Y. double-oval cancel at top right, with the remaining stamps cancelled
by mute double-ovals; one really wonders what was in this package, eye-popping color and incredibly sharp printing; separated selvage perforations, and one selvage tab completely missing at bottom, most certainly from the
time the stamps were applied, or from handling in the mails; a couple bottom stamps with crease or small tear, but
these cannot detract from this breathtaking piece, F.-V.F., an exhibit-worthy showpiece; don’t miss out, incredibly
rare to find such an item—could it be unique? . Scott $1,500 as used singles (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1923-2002 Issues
2959 HH/Ha 1923-25, flat plate imperfs, 1¢ to 3¢ complete (575-577), complete position blocks of 4, all four arrow
blocks and a centerline block of four for each (right marginal 1½¢ lacking the arrow, but a centerline block nonetheless), amazingly fresh, Very Fine. Scott $222 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

2960
2960 ma

2961

2962

2964

1923, 1¢ green, rotary coil waste (578), block of 4, extremely light cancels, Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $350 - 500

2961 HHa
1923, 2¢ carmine, rotary coil waste (579), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $640.
Estimate $200 - 300
2962 HHa
1924, 2¢ carmine, rotary (583), plate block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, choice
and undervalued; with 2012 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $110.
Estimate $200 - 300
2963 HHa
1925, 3¢ violet, rotary (584), top right margin block of 12, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $720 (photo
on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2964 HHa
1923, 2¢ carmine, rotary coil waste (595), top plate block of 4, o.g., never hinged, premium quality example in Post Office fresh mint condition; this is surprisingly much nicer than usually seen on this coil waste issue,
F.-V.F. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
2965 HH/Ha 1923, 2¢ Harding, the 3 major perf types complete (610-612), blocks, of four to 44, mounted on five
homemade album pages in page protectors, each perforation type represented by multiple examples (including position pieces); comprises #610: lower left block of 44 (n.h., with breakable plate block at left, plate number single at
bottom, corner block with initials) and full top plate block of 6 (n.h.); 611: right plate block of 6 (n.h.), top right corner
margin block of 4 (n.h.), left arrow block of 4, two center line blocks of 4 (1 n.h., 1 right margin), left margin horizontal
pair (n.h.), and vertical pair used (with “Airmail Saves Time” bi-plane machine cancel); 612: block of 9 (7 n.h.), lower
left plate block of 4, three blocks of 4 (n.h., 1 bottom margin), and a horizontal pair (n.h.), pretty color and some
nicely centered stamps; #612 block of nine remarkably centered, generally F.-V.F. with better interspersed,
inspection invited. Scott $900+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

2966 HHa
1923, 2¢ Harding, imperf (611), block of 4 with vertical guide line,
o.g., never hinged, with the highest grade attainable—a GEM-100J —with picture-frame margins showing portions of surrounding 12 stamps, Superb; with
2014 P.S.E. certificate graded Gem 100J. Scott $36 for singles.
Estimate $150 - 200
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2967 H/m/)a 1924-32, Commemorative Medley (614//725), 31 pages of mint and used, on cover and off, plate and
position blocks…including some scarce and difficult material; everything is imaged on our Web site, but several
items worthy of note are a Wharton NJ-precancelled #614 plate block, plus a normal plate used on #U236 originating in St. Thomas, VI; #615 & 616 top plate First Day Covers, plus side plate FDCs on Federal Trade Commission
Penalty envelopes; a complete lower left pane of #618; blocks of #647-648 cancelled Honolulu on an A.C.
Roessler airmail cover; a #655 plate with very neat bear fancy cancels; #649 block of 4 with plate number and
green Conference first day cancel, plus #650 with octagonal C.A.M. 9 First Flight cancel from Rochester, MN;
#680 block of 12 autographed by sculptor Bruce Wilder Saville; and a mint block of 72 #719 (four corner stamps
hinged, others n.h.); plus a few earlier and later issues thrown in for good measure, F.-V.F. with some better, a
lovely group of items; worth your time to view. Scott $4,000+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2968 HHa
1925, 5¢ Lexington-Concord (619), full wide top margin “F” plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh, Very Fine. Scott $300 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

2969 HH/Ha 1925, Norse-American complete (620-621), top plate blocks of 12, o.g., never hinged (hinged in selvage only), nicely centered; 2¢ with a little extraneous gum on front selvage, Very Fine. Scott $736 as hinged.
Estimate $300 - 400

Ex 2970

2971

2972

2970 ma
1925, Norse-American complete (620-621), plate blocks of 8, 2¢ cancelled by double-ring Truro Mass
Parcel Post strikes, 5¢ by Kansas City MO roller, both cancels surprisingly unobtrusive, 2¢ particularly fresh; vertical crease through center left selvage and top stamp of 5¢, F.-V.F., difficult plate blocks used, especially this nice.
Estimate $300 - 400
2971 HHa
1925, 5¢ Norse-American (621), top margin plate block of 8, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine. Scott $700.
Estimate $500 - 750
2972 HHa
1925, 5¢ Norse-American (621), top plate block of 8, o.g., never hinged, exceedingly fresh high-quality
example with splendid color and razor-sharp impression, Very Fine. Scott $700.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2973

2974

2973 HHa
1928, 2¢ carmine, rotary, type II (634A), bottom left plate block of 4, o.g., never hinged, extraordinary
top-quality plate with gleaming rich color and exceptional centering; this is among the choicest examples of this
Type II plate block we have encountered, Very Fine. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2974 HHa
1928, 2¢ carmine, rotary, type II (634A), bottom left plate block of 4, o.g., never hinged, immaculate example with strong color, wonderfully preserved, F.-V.F. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2975 HHa
1928, Hawaii complete (647-648), full panes of 100, #647 a lower left pane with plate number 19054,
#648 an upper right pane with plate 18907; #647 Fine-Very Fine, #648 Very Fine, o.g., never hinged, both fresh and
obviously well cared for; each sheet previously folded between rows 3 & 4 and 7 & 8, F.-V.F., priced as plate blocks
plus 96 singles. Scott $3,315 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Ex 2976

Ex 2978

Ex 2979

2976 HH/Ha 1929, Kans.-Nebr., 1¢ to 10¢ complete (658-679), plate blocks of 4, o.g., lightly hinged or never hinged
(658, 659, 662, 664, 667, 668, 669, 670, 672, 674 and 675 are never hinged, 663 has disturbed o.g.), overall fresh
and attractive set; 673 and 677 have small blue owners marks on reverse, 671 has selvage creases and small
creases on 679, F.-V.F.; 666 with 1973 P.F. certificate. Scott $8,075.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2977 HHa
1929, Kans., 1¢ to 10¢ complete (658-668), block of 4 set, o.g., never hinged, bright and fresh, F.-V.F.
Scott $1,726 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
2978 HHa
1929, Kans., 1¢ to 10¢ complete (658-668), blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, 8¢ block is nice; pencil inscriptions on bottom stamps with slight disturbed gum spots from attempted erasure, F.-V.F. Scott $1,726.
Estimate $400 - 600
2979 HH/Ha 1929, Kans., 1¢ to 10¢ complete (658-668), blocks of 4, o.g., lightly hinged (a few small hinge remnants,
some bottom stamps never hinged), F.-V.F. Scott $865.
Estimate $250 - 350
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2980 HHa
1929, 1¢-2¢ Kans. (658-660), plate blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, impressive low value Kansas plates;
selected for color and centering; 658 with minor crease present in top right stamp, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $250
(photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

2981

2983

2984

2981 HHa
1929, 7¢ Kans. (665), top left plate block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, well centered Kansas Nebraska Issue plate blocks are scarce; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $700.
Estimate $500 - 750
2982 HHa
1929, Nebr., 1¢ to 10¢ complete (669-679), blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged (a little gum disturbance of 1
stamp of 670 block); a little gum disturbance, F.-V.F. Scott $2,119 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2983 HH/Ha 1929, Nebr., 1¢ to 10¢ complete (669-679), blocks of 4, o.g., lightly hinged (some bottom stamps never
hinged), F.-V.F. Scott $1,061.
Estimate $300 - 400
2984 HHa
1929, 10¢ Nebr. (679), top margin block of 4, o.g., never hinged, fabulous example of this “key” value with
gorgeous rich color, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $720 for singles. SMQ XF 90;
$1,200 for singles.
Estimate $600 - 800

2985

Ex 2986

2985 Ha
1930, 2¢ Von Steuben (689), bottom right block of 6, o.g., small hinge remnants, eye catching misperf
caused by pre-printing paper foldover; a nice exhibition piece, Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
2986 HHa
1931, Rotary Definitives, 11¢ to 50¢ complete (692-701), plate blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, Post Office-fresh and choice set of plates; each with lively bright colors, Very Fine. Scott $660.
Estimate $200 - 300
2987 HHa
1931, 50¢ lilac, rotary (701), top margin block of 50, o.g., never hinged, very pretty and Post Office-fresh,
plate number at upper right, Very Fine. Scott $2,530 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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2988 HHa
1931, 50¢ lilac and red lilac, rotary (701), plate blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $460
(photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
2989 HHa
1931, 50¢ lilac and red lilac shades, rotary (701), plate blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged; red lilac with
slightly reduced selvage, Very Fine. Scott $460 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 2990

Ex 2991

2990 HHa
½¢-$5 Presidential complete (803-834), plate blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged (834 plate with minor gum
skips), wonderful complete set in Post Office-fresh condition, Very Fine. Scott $630.
Estimate $300 - 400
2991 HHa
1938, ½¢-$5 Presidential complete (803-834), plate blocks of 4, with additional 2¢ electric eye plate,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $680.
Estimate $200 - 300

2992 HHa
$1 Presidential, dry printing (832c), complete sheet of 100, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $600 as
singles.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2993

2994

2995

2993 HHa

$5 Presidential (834), centerline block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $375.
Estimate $300 - 400

2994 HHa

$5 Presidential (834), centerline block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $375.
Estimate $200 - 300

2995 HHa
1960, 4¢ SEATO, imperf between (1151a), two vertical pairs in a block of 6 with two normal, o.g., never
hinged, Extremely Fine, less than 200 pairs issued, grossly undervalued in the catalog. Scott $250.
Estimate $150 - 200
2996 HHa
1994, 29¢ Legends of the West, recalled (2870), 6 full pane of 20, each mounted on an album page, all
top plate positions (one upper left, four upper center, one upper right), o.g., never hinged, bright and fresh, Very
Fine, dealers take note. Scott $1,140 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

2997 HHa
2002, 34¢ Langston Hughes, imperf (3557a), full pane of 20, o.g., never hinged, serpentine perforations omitted, Very Fine, it is believed that only a few panes exist; with 2004 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $8,500 as ten
pairs, unpriced.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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including Blocks, Plate Blocks and Imprint Strips
Confederate States
United States Possessions
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Airmail

2998 HH
2013, Inverted Jenny, limited edition boxed souvenir kit (4806 var.), commemorative box containing
a selection of proof material and sheets, including sheets of six with vignette only, frame only, complete stamps but
without background design, albino stamps with background design, die cleaned sheet, also normal sheet and first
day precancelled sheet, plus 48-page booklet, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, recently realized $1,652 at NY Public
Auction, only a few of these kits were sold before the Postal Service ended their sales of this issue.
Estimate
$1,000 - 1,500

Ex 2999

3000

2999 HH
1923, Second Issue complete (C4-C6), o.g., never hinged, select top quality examples with vibrant colors, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $310.
Estimate $200 - 300
3000 HH
1923, 24¢ carmine (C6), o.g., never hinged, lovely color and impression, Extremely Fine; with 2008
P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $250.
Estimate $150 - 200
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3001

3002

3001 HH
1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), o.g., never hinged, immaculate clean set, Very Fine. Scott
$1,900.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
3002 HH
1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), o.g., never hinged, fresh-appearing set; a few gum bends
and small gum skips, F.-V.F. Scott $1,900.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

3003

3004

3003 HH/H 1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), o.g., previously hinged, #C15 is never hinged, bright and
fresh set; $2.60 has tiny perf disc indent, Very Fine. Scott $1,555.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3004 H

1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), o.g., hinged, popular set; small thins, F.-V.F. Scott $1,165.
Estimate $500 - 750
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3005

3006

3007

3005 H
1930, 65¢ & $1.30 Graf Zeppelins (C13-C14), o.g., small hinge remnants, fresh color; single gum
soaked perf on the $1.30, couple light gum bends, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $555.
Estimate $150 - 200
3006 HH/H 1930, 65¢ - $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (C13-C14), #C14 is o.g., never hinged, #C13 is lightly hinged (looks like
gum skips); light crease on #C13, Very Fine. Scott $755.
Estimate $350 - 500
3007 m

1930, 65¢ - $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (C13-C14), Very Fine. Scott $500.

3008

Estimate $250 - 350

3009

3010

3008 HH
1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (C13), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF
90. SMQ XF 90; $475.
Estimate $350 - 500
3009 HH
1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (C13), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate for pair. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300
3010 HH
1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (C13), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with photocopy of 2017
P.F. certificate for pair. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

3011

3012

3013

3011 HH
1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (C14), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded VF 80.
Scott $625. SMQ VF 80; $650.
Estimate $400 - 600
3012 H
1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (C14), o.g., previously hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $475.
Estimate $350 - 500
3013 H

400

1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (C14), o.g., previously hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $400.
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3014

3015

3014 m
1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (C14), Varick St. Sta. N.Y. machine slogan cancel, deep rich color and impression, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $475.
Estimate $350 - 500
3015 m
1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (C14), neatly-struck cancellation, wide margins and brilliant fresh color; a gorgeous example, Very Fine; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $350. SMQ VF 80; $400.
Estimate $300 - 400

3016

3017

3016 HH
1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (C15), o.g., never hinged, magnificent top quality example with stupefying
color; centered much better than the conservatively graded certificate of “XF-90" would indicate, Extremely Fine;
with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $975. SMQ XF 90; $1,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3017 HH
1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (C15), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded
XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $1,250.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

3018

3019

3018 HH
1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (C15), left margin single with plate number, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine;
with 2006 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $1,050.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3019 HH
1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (C15), o.g., never hinged, premium stamp in a wonderful mint state, with gorgeous rich color, F.-V.F. Scott $925.
Estimate $500 - 750

3020
3020 HH

3021

1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (C15), o.g., never hinged; a couple light gum bends, F.-V.F. Scott $925.
Estimate $400 - 600

3021 H
1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (C15), o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded VF
80. Scott $550. SMQ VF 80; $575.
Estimate $400 - 600
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3022 H

1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (C15), o.g., lightly hinged; light gum wrinkle, F.-V.F. Scott $550.
Estimate $250 - 350

3023 m
1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (C15), machine slogan cancel; perforations lightly toned, Extremely Fine;
with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $925.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

3024 m
1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (C15), neatly placed slogan cancellation, stunning showpiece in tip-top condition; with delightful fresh color and sharp clear impression, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF
90. Scott $600. SMQ XF 90; $925.
Estimate $600 - 800

3025 HH
1938, 6¢ Eagle, imperf horizontally (C23a), vertical pair, o.g., never hinged, gorgeous multiple with
gleaming rich colors, Very Fine, grossly undervalued in the catalog relative to its true rarity; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Blocks and Plate Blocks
3026 HH/Ha 1918-23, First and Second Issues complete (C1-C6), blocks of 4, #C3 a centerline block, o.g., lightly
hinged (bottom pairs of #C2 and C4-C6 never hinged); #C3 has perforation thin on upper right stamp, C4 with gum
skips at bottom, F.-V.F. Scott $1,760 (no photo).
Estimate $600 - 800

Ex 3027

Ex 3028

3027 HH/Ha 1918, First Issue complete (C1-C3), full centerline blocks of 4, incredibly bright colors on uncommonly
fresh white paper, F.-V.F. Scott $1,215.
Estimate $400 - 600
3028 Ha
1918, First Issue complete (C1-C3), blocks of 4 (#C2 is centerline block), o.g., lightly hinged (a couple
small hinge remnants at top of C2), F.-V.F. Scott $755.
Estimate $250 - 350
3029 HH/Ha 1918, First Issue complete (C1-C3), left margin arrow blocks of 4, o.g., hinge remnants, bottom two
stamps of #C2 are never hinged, attractive set, F.-V.F. Scott $830 (no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350
3030 HH/Ha 1918-23, First & Second Issues selection (C1-C2, C5, C6), blocks of 4, #C1 with plate number at top,
C2 with horizontal centerline, two blocks of #C5; #C1 lower left stamp n.h., C2 bottom pair n.h., C5 bottom pair of
one block and entire second block (on fresher paper!) n.h.; #C1 small thins at top left and bottom right, small inclusion at top left, C2 has thin at top left and wrinkle on left stamps, C5 has a perforation disc indent on lower left stamp
of n.h. block, C6 has tiny thins at top, a nice selection of these popular issues. Scott $1,680 (no photo).
Estimate $400 - 600

3031
3031 HHa

3032

1918, 6¢ orange (C1), centerline block of 4, o.g., never hinged, bright fresh color, F.-V.F. Scott $440.
Estimate $250 - 350

3032 HH/Ha 1918, 6¢ orange (C1), top arrow block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged (3 stamps never hinged), F.-V.F. Scott
$385 as singles.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3033 HH/Ha 1918, 6¢ orange (C1), lower left corner margin block of 25, o.g., lightly hinged (16 stamps never hinged),
great position piece; a little light oxidation along left, gum wrinkle on two stamps, a couple small inclusions and
pulled perforation on upper right stamp, F.-V.F. Scott $2,255 (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750

3034 HH/Ha 1918, 6¢ orange (C1), top margin plate block of 6, o.g., lightly hinged (4 stamps never hinged), Very Fine,
ex-Wampler. Scott $700.
Estimate $350 - 500
3035 HH/Ha 1918, 6¢ orange (C1), top margin plate block of 6, o.g., top center stamp lightly hinged (other 5 never
hinged), fresh color; two light indentations in top right stamp, F.-V.F. Scott $700 (no photo). Estimate $250 - 350

3036 HH/Ha 1918, 6¢ orange (C1), top margin plate block of 8; gum skips at right, a couple light gum bends, F.-V.F.
Scott $810.
Estimate $250 - 350

3037 ma
1918, 6¢ orange (C1), top margin plate block of 8, incredibly bright color and overall freshness, Very Fine
to Extremely Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
3038 HH/Ha 1918-23, First & Second Issue (C1-C2, C4-C5), blocks of 4, o.g., bottom two stamps of #C1 are never
hinged, C2 has hinge remnant in center, C4 and C5 are never hinged, nice fresh group; small thin on bottom right
stamp of #C2, F.-V.F. Scott $1,190 (no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350
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3039 ma
1918-23, first issues (C2, C3, C5), blocks of 4, two each of #C2 and C5, four of C3; only a few small
faults, F.-V.F., great elusive group of early airmail blocks. Scott $940 as singles (no photo). Estimate $250 - 350

3040 HHa
1918, 16¢ green (C2), left margin arrow block of 4, o.g., never hinged, lovely color; inclusion on bottom
left stamp, F.-V.F. Scott $480.
Estimate $200 - 300

3041

3042

3041 Ha
1918, 16¢ green (C2), top plate block of 6, o.g., hinge remnant, marvelous rich shade; a pretty multiple,
F.-V.F. Scott $900.
Estimate $500 - 750
3042 Ha
1918, 16¢ green (C2), top plate block of 6, o.g., previously hinged, well-centered with deep, rich color,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $900.
Estimate $500 - 750

3043

3044

3043 HH/Ha 1918, 16¢ green (C2), top plate block of 6, o.g., previously hinged (2 stamps never hinged), F.-V.F.; with
2014 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $900.
Estimate $400 - 600
3044 ma
1918, 16¢ green (C2), top plate block of 8, cancelled Brooklyn, N.Y. Recd./Sta. B/Apr 4 1919 c.d.s.’s,
beautiful richness in color and centering, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
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3045 ma
1918, 16¢ dark green (C2), top plate block of 8, cancelled Brooklyn, N.Y. Recd./Sta. B/Apr 4 1919
c.d.s.’s, perfect color on clean white paper, great detail in design, Very Fine.
Estimate $350 - 500

3046

3047

3046 HHa
1918, 24¢ carmine rose & blue (C3), left arrow block of 4, o.g., never hinged, top right stamp is exceptionally centered, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $520.
Estimate $400 - 600
3047 HHa
1918, 24¢ carmine rose & blue (C3), left arrow block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F.
certificate. Scott $520.
Estimate $200 - 300

3048 HHa
1918, 24¢ carmine rose & blue (C3), top margin red and blue TOP plate block of 12, a nice high-flying
Jenny, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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3049

3050

3049 HH/Ha 1918, 24¢ carmine rose & blue (C3), top margin red and blue TOP plate block of 12, slightly fast plane,
o.g., some never hinged/some lightly hinged, great color and appearance, F.-V.F. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $600 - 800
3050 HHa
1918, 24¢ carmine rose & blue (C3), top margin red and blue TOP plate block of 12, o.g., never hinged
(previously hinged in selvage only), bright and fresh; a few light gum skips on left and right stamps, small ink mark
on gum of position 2, F.-V.F. Scott $1,250 as hinged.
Estimate $600 - 800

3051

3052

3051 HHa
1918, 24¢ carmine rose & blue (C3), top margin red and blue TOP plate block of 12, o.g., never hinged
(previously hinged in selvage only); light gum bends and gum skips at top right and top left stamps, F.-V.F.; with
1996 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3052 ma
1918, 24¢ carmine rose & blue (C3), top margin red and blue TOP plate block of 12; light crease on position 5 and light perforation separations, F.-V.F., incredibly scarce used.
Estimate $600 - 800

Ex 3053

3055

3053 HH/Ha 1923, Second Issue complete (C4-C6), blocks of 4, o.g., lightly hinged (some bottom stamps never
hinged), F.-V.F. Scott $790.
Estimate $250 - 350
3054 HHa
1923, 8¢ dark green (C4), block of 30, o.g., never hinged, crisply printed with a fresh appearance; horizontal crease spanning first three stamps on bottom row, Fine. Scott $1,050 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
3055 HHa
1923, 8¢ dark green (C4), left plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, well-centered multiple; short selvage at
left cuts into plate number; the singles on this plate are so choice, it should be broken up for the quality examples,
Very Fine. Scott $330.
Estimate $150 - 200
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3056

3057

3058

3059

3056 HHa
1923, 8¢ dark green (C4), left margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged; inclusion in center selvage,
Very Fine. Scott $330.
Estimate $150 - 200
3057 HHa
1923, 16¢ dark blue (C5), top margin block of 4 with plate number, o.g., never hinged, rich color, Very
Fine. Scott $480.
Estimate $250 - 350
3058 HHa
1923, 16¢ dark blue (C5), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, stunning deep dark shade printed on clean white
paper; a very pleasing multiple, particularly the top left stamp which is an extremely fine JUMBO, F.-V.F. Scott $520
as singles.
Estimate $200 - 300
3059 HHa
1923, 16¢ dark blue (C5), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, attractive multiple with intense color; top right
stamp with minor stain along right margin, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $520 as singles.
Estimate $150 - 200

3060

3061

3060 HHa

1923, 16¢ dark blue (C5), full wide top margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $2,150.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

3061 HHa

1923, 16¢ dark blue (C5), left margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $2,150.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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3062 HH/Ha 1923, 16¢ dark blue (C5), top plate block of 6, deep rich color, F.-V.F. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $500 - 750

3063

3064

3063 ma
1923, 16¢ dark blue (C5), bottom plate block of 6; short perforation upper right, small thins at top center
and bottom center, light perforation disc indent at lower right, F.-V.F., scarce used.
Estimate $300 - 400
3064 ma
1923, 16¢ dark blue (C5), bottom plate block of 12; minor perforation separations and reinforcements,
F.-V.F., scarce large multiple. Scott $330 as singles.
Estimate $300 - 400

3065

3066

3065 HHa

1923, 24¢ carmine (C6), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $520.
Estimate $200 - 300

3066 HHa

1923, 24¢ carmine (C6), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $520.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3067

3069

3067 HH/Ha 1923, 24¢ carmine (C6), right margin plate block of 6, o.g., lightly hinged (3 stamps never hinged), deep,
rich color; inclusion on top left stamp, light gum bend on top right stamp and light perforation separations, F.-V.F.
Scott $2,150.
Estimate $600 - 800
3068 HH/Ha 1923, 24¢ carmine (C6), left margin plate block of 6, o.g., hinged (3 stamps never hinged), lovely bright
color; oil spots on top left stamp, otherwise Very Fine, ex-Wampler. Scott $1,850 (no photo).
Estimate $400 - 600
3069 ma

1923, 24¢ carmine (C6), bottom margin plate block of 6, F.-V.F., scarce used.

Estimate $600 - 800

3070 ma
1923, 24¢ carmine (C6), full wide top margin plate block of 6, lovely New York postmarks; light wrinkle on
center stamp and a couple tiny thin specks, Very Fine, plate blocks are scarce used.
Estimate $500 - 750
3071 HHa
1926-27, Map & Planes complete (C7-C9), full panes of 50, #C7 upper left, C8-C9 upper right, o.g.,
never hinged, sharp color and impression on all, #C9 on bright white paper; gum bends on each, a few selvage
creases on #C8, #C7 & C9 F.-V.F. with #C8 Very Fine or better, each sheet priced as two plate blocks and 38 singles. Scott $1,188 (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400
3072 HHa
1927, 10¢ Lindbergh (C10), full pane of 50, a lovely upper right pane on clean white paper, o.g., never
hinged, great color and impression; a few light gum bends (and some skips in right-hand selvage only), and a small
stain on upper right single, F.-V.F., priced as two plate blocks and 38 singles, get lucky with this Lindy. Scott $735
(no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
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3073 HHa
1928, 5¢ Beacon (C11), block of 25, with full selvage at bottom and natural straight edge at left, guide
lines left and along upper perforation tips, o.g., never hinged, cleanly printed with fresh color, jumbo well centered
examples, F.-V.F. Scott $250 (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200

Ex 3074
3074 HHa
1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, bright and fresh; light bend on
left two $1.30 stamps, gum skips on right two $2.60 stamps. Scott $7,000.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
3075 HHa
1931-32, 5¢ violet & 8¢ olive bister Winged Globe (C16, C17), full panes of 50, 5¢ a lower left pane, 8¢
upper right, o.g., never hinged, each with fresh color and crisp design; a few inconsequential selvage separations
(none affecting plate blocks), F.-V.F. with the 5¢ sheet harboring some Very Fine examples, priced as plate blocks
of 4 plus 46 singles. Scott $696 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

3076 HHa
1933, 50¢ “Chicago” Zeppelin (C18), top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, exceedingly fresh example with gleaming color; a gorgeous full wide top that would please the most discriminating collector, Extremely
Fine. Scott $675.
Estimate $400 - 600

3077

3078

3077 HHa
1933, 50¢ “Chicago” Zeppelin (C18), wide top margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, remarkably
clean, Very Fine. Scott $675.
Estimate $350 - 500
3078 HHa
1933, 50¢ “Chicago” Zeppelin (C18), top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, brilliantly colored example
in exquisite condition, Very Fine. Scott $675.
Estimate $250 - 350
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3079 HH/Ha 1933, 50¢ “Chicago” Zeppelin (C18), bottom plate block of 6, o.g., lightly hinged (4 stamps never
hinged), attractive "baby" Zeppelin plate block; tiny selvage tear, some light gum bends and gum skips at lower
right, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300

3080 HHa
1933, 50¢ “Chicago” Zeppelin (C18), bottom plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, vivid and fresh example of this popular plate with sterling color, F.-V.F. Scott $675.
Estimate $200 - 300
3081 HHa
1935-37, China Clipper complete (C20-C22), full panes of 50, #C20 upper left, C21 upper right, C22
lower right; wide full top plate blocks on C20-21, with C22 sporting a wide full bottom plate, o.g., never hinged, gorgeous color on each, with the sheets in Post Office-fresh condition, #C20 Fine-Very Fine, with C21-C22 Very Fine,
each valued as plate block plus 44 singles. Scott $1,220 (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400
3082 HHa
1937, 20¢ China Clipper (C21), 3 bottom left full panes of 50, each with full bottom plate, numbers
21622, 21623, 21627, o.g., never hinged, bright and fresh, F.-V.F. Scott $1,575 (no photo). Estimate $300 - 400
3083 HHa
1937, 50¢ China Clipper (C22), full pane of 50, an eye-catching upper right pane; some light gum bends
and a few slight perforation separations in selvage, part arrow and guide line at bottom, o.g., never hinged, nice,
fresh color, F.-V.F. overall, priced as a plate block and 46 singles. Scott $569 (no photo). Estimate $150 - 200
3084 HHa
1939, 30¢ Transatlantic (C24), top right full pane of 50, with wide top plate block, part arrows top left and
bottom right, guide line along vertical left perforation tips, o.g., never hinged, crisp color and sound perforations,
F.-V.F., plate block nearly Very Fine. Scott $594 (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200
3085 HHa
1941-44, Transport complete (C25-C31), full panes of 50, o.g., never hinged, each bright and fresh;
blind perforation on lower right stamp of 50¢ plate block, still F.-V.F., with 15¢ and 50¢ Very Fine, inspect. Scott
$951 (no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350
3086 HHa
1941-44, Transport complete (C25-C31), full panes of 50, o.g., never hinged, each looking like it was
just bought at the Post Office, F.-V.F., with 8¢,10¢, 20¢ and 30¢ Very Fine. Scott $951 (no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350
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The Rare 5¢ Buffalo Balloon - An Airmail Classic

3087 H
Airmail Semi-Official, 1877, 5¢ Buffalo Balloon (CL1), o.g., previously hinged, complete impression
and bright color within large margins, without the normal faults that plague this issue, Extremely Fine to Superb,
only 300 were printed, not yet recognized in the SMQ price guide; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded XF-SUP 95.
Scott $7,500. SMQ XF-SUP 95.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
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3088

3089

3090

3088 HH
1885, 10¢ blue (E1), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded
VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $2,100.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3089 H
1885, 10¢ blue (E1), o.g., hinged, bold color and sharp impression; an impressive example of this tough
stamp, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $550.
Estimate $500 - 750
3090 m

1888, 10¢ blue (E2), Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $45.

3091

3092

Estimate $150 - 200

3093

3091 HH
1895, 10¢ blue (E5), o.g., never hinged, tremendous example of this tough stamp; much nicer than the
conservatively graded P.S.A.G. certificate would indicate; with riveting color printed on clean white paper, Extremely Fine; with 2011 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 90. Scott $500. SMQ XF 90; $1,200. Estimate $750 - 1,000
3092 HH
1895, 10¢ blue (E5), o.g., never hinged, vivid rich color on bright white paper; barely visible fingerprint on
gum, Very Fine; with photocopy of 1986 P.F. certificate for strip of 4 from which this stamp was taken, this being position 3. Scott $500.
Estimate $350 - 500
3093 HH
1902, 10¢ ultramarine (E6), o.g., never hinged, brilliant, fresh stamp in immaculate mint condition, Fine.
Scott $525.
Estimate $200 - 300

3094 HH
1908, 10¢ green (E7), o.g., never hinged, handsome wide margined example with awesome color and
impression, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $140. SMQ XF 90; $275.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3095

3096

3097

3095 HH
1908, 10¢ green (E7), o.g., never hinged, bold proof-like color—the deepest and darkest we’ve seen on
this issue; very pleasing; fiber inclusion present along lower right margin shouldn’t be considered a fault, otherwise
Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $140. SMQ XF 90; $275.
Estimate $100 - 150
3096 HH
1914, 10¢ ultramarine (E9), o.g., never hinged, delicate pale ultramarine and complete impression, all
perforations intact which is most uncommon for this perforated 10 issue, Very Fine; with photocopy of 2015 P.F.
certificate for block. Scott $425.
Estimate $250 - 350
3097 H
1914, 10¢ ultramarine (E9), o.g., hinge remnant, awesome top-quality example with huge margins; incredible color, Extremely Fine. Scott $190.
Estimate $150 - 200

3098

3099

3098 HH
1916, 10¢ pale ultramarine (E10), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded VF 80.
Scott $700.
Estimate $500 - 750
3099 H
1916, 10¢ pale ultramarine (E10), left margin single, o.g., very lightly hinged, rich delicate color and
sharp complete impression, all within lovely balanced margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2011 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $355.
Estimate $250 - 350

Blocks, Plate Blocks and Imprint Strips

3100 Ha
1885, 10¢ blue (E1), block of 4, o.g., hinge remnant, bright and fresh appearance; light crease at bottom
right, tiny thin top right, F.-V.F. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $600 - 800
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3101 HHa
1893, 10¢ orange (E3), left margin block of 4, o.g., never hinged, bright and fresh appearance; top left
stamp with short perforation, F.-V.F.; with 1980 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,700.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

3102 H
1894, 10¢ blue, unwatermarked (E4), top left plate number strip of 4, o.g., scarce plate number strip;
trivial thin speck on left stamp and in selvage, F.-V.F. Scott $6,100.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

3103 HH

1895, 10¢ blue (E5), top left plate number strip of 4, o.g., never hinged, Fine. Scott $2,100.
Estimate $500 - 750

3104 H
1902, 10¢ ultramarine (E6), top margin plate number strip of 3, o.g., heavy hinge remnants to reinforce
perforations, F.-V.F. Scott $825.
Estimate $300 - 400
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3105 HHa
1902, 10¢ ultramarine (E6), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, exceedingly fresh and choice example of this
elusive multiple; with brilliant color and full, unblemished gum; we cannot recall offering another never hinged #E6
block, F.-V.F. Scott $2,100 for singles.
Estimate $500 - 750

3106 HHa
1902, 10¢ dark ultramarine (E6), top margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, beautiful deep, rich
color, overall Very Fine. Scott $4,750.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

3107

3108

3107 HHa
1908, 10¢ dark green (E7), left margin block of 4, o.g., never hinged, fresh and very nicely centered,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1996 P.F. certificate. Scott $560.
Estimate $500 - 750
3108 HHa

1908, 10¢ green (E7), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $560.
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3109 HH/Ha 1908, 10¢ green (E7), top margin plate block of 6, o.g., bottom center stamp lightly hinged (other 5 never
hinged); a couple light diagonal gum bends, Very Fine. Scott $1,075.
Estimate $500 - 750
3110 HH/Ha 1911-71, selection of blocks & multiples (E8//E23), 19 pages of mounted material, starting with a bottom plate strip of 3 of #E8, and continuing with plate blocks through E23, with three #FA1 plates as well; the entire
group is imaged on our Web site, but a couple highlights include a full top n.h. plate block of #E11, plus a block of 4 in
dark ultramarine shade; a n.h. block of 4 of #E12; a n.h. block of 4 of #E13 with simply eye-popping color; and a full
pane of 50 of #E14; #E14 sheet with bit of selvage torn from left plate number tab, F.-V.F. overall, with better singles
interspersed, well worth a look. Scott $1,800 for the better items (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

3111 HH/Ha 1911, 10¢ ultramarine (E8), top margin plate block of 6, o.g., lightly hinged (3 stamps never hinged),
Very Fine. Scott $1,850.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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3112 HH/Ha 1914, 10¢ ultramarine (E9), left margin plate block of 6 without imprint, o.g., lightly hinged (3 stamps
never hinged); light gum bends on bottom right stamps, Very Fine. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

3113 HHa
1914, 10¢ blue (E9a), right margin plate block of 6 without imprint, o.g., never hinged, deep rich color,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $6,000.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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3114 HHa
1916, 10¢ pale ultramarine (E10), full wide top margin plate block of 6 without imprint, o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $7,250.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

3115

3116

3115 HHa
1917, 10¢ ultramarine, aniline ink “Pink back” variety (E11var), left plate block of 6, o.g., never
hinged; light gum bend and light ink mark on gum of top left stamp, otherwise F.-V.F., quite a scarce variety. Scott
approximately $5,500.
Estimate $500 - 750
The aniline ink used on some printings of #E11 permeated the paper, causing a pink tinge to appear on the back.
Per Scott (see footnote following #E11), their value is approximately five times that of the normal stamp.
3116 Ha
1917, 10¢ blue (E11c), right margin plate block of 6, o.g., previously hinged, difficult shade; light thin in
top selvage, a few light perforation separations, Very Fine. Scott $2,100.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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3117

3118

3117 HHa
1917, 10¢ gray violet (E11b), right margin plate block of 6, without imprint, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Scott $475.
Estimate $300 - 400
3118 HHa

1922, 10¢ gray violet (E12), full wide top margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $800.
Estimate $400 - 600

3119

3120

3119 HH/Ha 1922, 10¢ deep ultramarine (E12a), block of 4, o.g., hinge remnant (bottom 2 stamps never hinged), a
pristine example of this premium color variety; trivial pulled perforation at top left, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott
$370.
Estimate $200 - 300
3120 HHa
1925, 15¢ deep orange (E13), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, bright and brilliant color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300

3121

3122

3121 HHa
1925, 15¢ deep orange (E13), right margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, bright fresh color, Very
Fine. Scott $700.
Estimate $350 - 500
3122 HHa
1925, 15¢ deep orange (E13), top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged (minor gum crease affects bottom
center stamp, slight short gumming between top stamps and selvage), intact and fresh example with tremendous
rich color; this plate is rarely found as a choice full wide top, F.-V.F. Scott $700.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3123

Ex 3124

3125

3126

3123 H
1879, 1¢ brown (J1), a massive jumbo, o.g., previously hinged, rich color and complete impression
within matchless elephantine margins, Superb, according to the P.S.E. population report, this is the highest possible grade of this stamp mint or used; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98J. SMQ SUP 98J.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3124 H
1879, 3¢ and 50¢ brown, 1¢-2¢ and 5¢-30¢ red brown (J3, J7, J15-16, J18-20), o.g., hinge remnants;
light creases and hinge thins, F.-V.F. centering. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $300 - 400
3125 H
1879, 10¢ brown (J5), o.g., hinge remnant, handsome example of this notoriously difficult stamp; a completely sound and attractive example of the seldom-offered 10¢ brown, missing from even advanced collections,
F.-V.F. Scott $900.
Estimate $250 - 350
3126 H
1879, 10¢ brown (J5), o.g., hinge remnant, great impression and color; light smudges at top and tiny
black ink spot on gum, F.-V.F. Scott $900.
Estimate $150 - 200

3127 (H)
1879, 30¢ deep brown, Special Printing (J13), unused without gum, excellent appearing example of
this terribly elusive stamp; bright color and razor sharp impression; thin spot, and horizontal crease at top, otherwise F.-V.F., only 179 reportedly sold; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $7,500 for “o.g.” Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

3128

3129

3128 H
1884, 3¢ red brown (J17), o.g., hinged, large margins and unusually bright color; with a few slightly scissor-blunted perforation tips along the upper right, and minor gum inclusion, otherwise Very Fine; with 2013 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $200 - 300
3129 H
1884, 5¢ red brown (J18), o.g., hinge remnant, remarkably fresh and pleasing example; bold color and
sharp impression, F.-V.F. Scott $600.
Estimate $250 - 350
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3130 H
1891, 1¢ to 50¢ complete (J22-J28), o.g., hinged; small hinge thins, F.-V.F. centering. Scott $1,570
(photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

3131

3132

3133

3134

3131 HH
1891, 30¢ bright claret (J27), o.g., never hinged, astounding rich color and clear impression; an immensely rare never hinged stamp that is seldom seen with such attributes, F.-V.F.; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate.
Scott $1,700.
Estimate $500 - 750
3132 H

1891, 30¢ bright claret (J27), disturbed o.g., lively color and sharp impression, F.-V.F. Scott $575.
Estimate $200 - 300

3133 H
$575.

1891, 30¢ bright claret (J27), disturbed o.g., warm, rich color and detailed impression, F.-V.F. Scott
Estimate $200 - 300

3134 H
1891, 50¢ bright claret (J28), o.g., very lightly hinged, premium large-margined stamp with breathtaking
fresh color; quite elusive in this choice condition; small gum inclusion at top, Very Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $250 - 350
3135 H
1894-95, 1¢ to 50¢ complete (J31-J37), o.g., hinged; hinge thins, straight edges on 10¢ and 50¢, light
crease on 50¢, F.-V.F. centering. Scott $3,335 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

3136

3137

Ex 3138

3139

3136 HH
1895, 30¢ pale rose (J36b), o.g., never hinged, lovely example of the shade; brilliant color on clean white
paper; this stamp is seldom found in this wonderful state of preservation, F.-V.F.; with 2014 P.F. certificate graded
F-VF 75. Scott $1,100. SMQ F-VF 75; $675.
Estimate $500 - 750
3137 H
1895, 30¢ pale rose (J36b), o.g., barest trace of hinge, wonderfully fresh and choice example of this difficult pale rose shade; a top-quality example of this stamp with incredible centering, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F.
certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $400 - 600
3138 H
1895-97, 2¢ to 50¢ (J39-J44), o.g., small hinge remnants; straight edge on 30¢, F.-V.F. centering. Scott
$1,309.
Estimate $300 - 400
3139 HH
1896, 50¢ deep claret (J44), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2012 P.S.E. certificate
graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $1,200.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
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3140

3141

3142

3140 HH

1910, 3¢ deep claret (J47), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

3141 H

1912, 50¢ deep claret (J50), o.g., previously hinged; tiny thin speck, F.-V.F. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $200 - 300

3142 m
1912, 50¢ deep claret (J50), light black cancellation, nice-appearing example of this tough Postage Due
issue; reperforated at right, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $175.
Estimate $100 - 150

3143

3144

3145

3146

3147

3143 HH
1914, 1¢ carmine lake (J52), o.g., never hinged, outstanding rich color printed on lily-white paper; incredible state of freshness, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $220. SMQ XF 90;
$375.
Estimate $350 - 500
3144 HH
1914, 2¢ dull rose (J53a), o.g., never hinged, wide margins, a choice stamp with strong color; Post Office-fresh mint example, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.S.A.G. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $180.
SMQ VF-XF 85; $200.
Estimate $150 - 200
3145 H
1914, 30¢ carmine lake (J57), o.g., very lightly hinged, boardwalk margins and crisp, clear impression,
F.-V.F. Scott $225.
Estimate $100 - 150
3146 HH
1916, 2¢ rose (J60), o.g., never hinged, outstanding example with incredibly rich color, Extremely Fine;
with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $500 - 750
3147 HH
1916, 2¢ rose (J60), o.g., never hinged, lovely example in the true rose shade; as fresh and choice as the
day it was issued, F.-V.F.; with photocopy of 2011 P.S.E. certificate for block of 4 from which it was taken, bottom left
stamp. Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300
3148 HH
1930, 10¢ carmine (J74), vertical strip of 3 and of 4, seven stamps in total, o.g., never hinged; some gum
skips, Very Fine. Scott $665 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
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Blocks and Plate Blocks

3149

3151

Ex 3153

3149 Ha
1879, 1¢ brown (J1), block of 4, o.g., hinge remnants, delicate color and sharp impression; small thin on
bottom right stamp, light crease along top, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $400.
Estimate $150 - 200
3150 HH/H/ma
1879-1931, Classics collection (J3//J86), great collection of multiples, mint, used and on piece; from
mint strips of three to cancelled full sheets, it’s all here; everything is imaged on the Web, but a couple highlights include (mint, unless noted): #J3 (two blocks of 4, two strips of 4, three blocks of 8); four plate number and imprint
strips of 3 of #J38, #J42 plate and imprint strip of three (with 2014 Weiss certificate); J52a (block of 8) and J53b
(plate strip of 3) with 2014 Weiss certificates, #J55 plate and imprint with 2014 A.P.S. certificate, #J69 sheet (no
margin) used on piece, full sheet of #J78 used; shades, cancels and positions galore, F.-V.F. overall, worth the time
to inspect. Scott $23,000+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
3151 HHa
1879, 3¢ brown (J3), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, sharp impression; light crease along bottom, a few
light perforation separations, blind perforation at left bottom, lovely Very Fine appearance overall. Scott $1,120.
Estimate $250 - 350
3152 H/ma 1884-1985, Postage Dues Collection (J15//J104), many dozens of examples, mint, used, on piece and
as full sheets (again, mint and used); a great compilation, with the majority of issues from the 1959 series, but individual items and groups stretching back to the Classics issues; note #J88 as a full sheet, plate block and 15 used
plate blocks; two complete panes of J101 used, used blocks and plate blocks, etc., etc., F.-V.F. with some better, interesting stock; inspect. Scott approximately $3,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
3153 HH/Ha 1884, 1¢ & 2¢ red brown (J15-J16), blocks of 4, o.g., 2 stamps never hinged on 1¢, 2¢ hinged and part
o.g., some of the nicest color you’ll see on this issue—particularly on the 1¢; 1¢ has horizontal crease on top
stamps; 2¢ has thin on top left stamp and bottom, light creases at bottom, F.-V.F. Scott $880.
Estimate $200 - 300

3154 HHa
1884, 30¢ red brown (J20), top plate block of 10, o.g., never hinged, bright fresh color, immaculate and
Very Fine, if you were to calculate the unlisted plate block premium, Scott would be $8,125. Scott $5,000 as NH singles.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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3155

3156

3157

3155 HH/Ha 1891, 10¢ bright claret (J26), block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged (3 stamps never hinged), Very Fine. Scott
$1,665.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
3156 HHa

1895, 2¢ deep claret (J39), bottom margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $450.
Estimate $250 - 350

3157 HH/Ha 1895, 10¢ deep claret (J42), bottom margin plate block of 6, o.g., hinge remnant (1 stamp never hinged),
bright, fresh color; crease along bottom stamps, reinforced horizontal perforations, F.-V.F. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $200 - 300
3158 ma
1897, 30¢ deep claret (J43), used block of 8, full original gum, never hinged; light crease along two top
right stamps, F.-V.F. Scott $900 (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

3159

3160

3159 HHa
1910, 2¢ rose carmine (J46a), full wide top margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, brilliant fresh
color; perforation disc indents at bottom right and top center, Very Fine. Scott $850.
Estimate $400 - 600
3160 Ha
1910, 10¢ rose carmine (J49a), bottom plate block of 6, o.g., previously hinged, radiant color; some reinforced perforation separations, pencil notation in plate number selvage tab, Very Fine. Scott $1,400. Estimate
$500 - 750
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3161

3163

3161 Ha
1914, 1¢ dull rose (J52a), full wide top margin plate block of 8, o.g., previously hinged, nice and fresh appearance; light bend in top selvage and perforation disc indent on top center stamp, F.-V.F. Scott $920.
Estimate $400 - 600
3162 HHa
site).

1914, 2¢ vermilion (J53b), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, lovely color, Fine. Scott $720 (photo on web
Estimate $250 - 350

3163 HHa
1914, 5¢ carmine lake (J55), left margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, rich color, F.-V.F. Scott
$1,100.
Estimate $400 - 600

3164

3165

3166

3164 ma
1916, 2¢ rose (J60), block of 4, scintillating color and incredibly light cancels, F.-V.F., very pretty; with
2003 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $375.
Estimate $200 - 300
3165 ma
1916, 2¢ rose (J60), bottom left corner margin block of 6, a good-looking multiple; natural straight edges
at left and bottom, Very Fine; with 2003 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $525.
Estimate $200 - 300
3166 HHa
3167

1917, 30¢ carmine rose (J66), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $950. Estimate $250 - 350

1917, 50¢ carmine rose (J67), bottom margin plate block of 100, each with Patterson, N.J. precancel;
some wrinkling, straight edges at top and left, missing selvage at right, F.-V.F., an uncommon find (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200
sa
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Ex 3168

3170

3171

3172

3173

3168 H
1919, 2¢ to 60¢, $2 (K1-14, K16), o.g., hinge remnants; short perfs at top of 30¢, $2 centered to top, a
couple light bends, F.-V.F. Scott $1,370.
Estimate $350 - 500
3169 H
1919, group (K2//K14), pairs and multiples, #K2 vertical pair and block of four; K7 vertical strip of three;
K10 & K14 vertical pairs, o.g., heavy hinge remnants, lovely fresh colors and overall state of freshness, K10 is extremely fine, F.-V.F. Scott $712 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
3170 HH
1919, 6¢ on 3¢ violet (K3), o.g., never hinged (minor gum wrinkle), great color; an impressive stamp with
nicely balanced margins, Extremely Fine; with 2005 P.F. certificate. Scott $140.
Estimate $100 - 150
3171 HH
1919, 8¢ on 4¢ brown (K4), o.g., never hinged, stunning showpiece in a quality rarely seen; large margins and gleaming unblemished gum, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95.
Scott $150. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $975.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
3172 HH
1919, 8¢ on 4¢ brown (K4), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with photocopy of 2017
P.S.E. certificate for block. Scott $150.
Estimate $200 - 300
3173 HH
1919, 12¢ on 6¢ red orange (K6), o.g., never hinged, radiant bright color and impression within balanced
margins, simply breathtaking, Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $500.
Estimate $350 - 500

3174

3175

3176

3174 HH
1919, 18¢ on 9¢ salmon red (K9), o.g., never hinged, magnificent showpiece that defies description;
large margins and vivacious color printed on lily white paper; a true World-Class GEM, Superb; with 2014 P.S.A.G.
certificate graded 100. Scott $170. SMQ SUP 98; $2,650.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
3175 HH
1919, 40¢ on 20¢ deep ultramarine (K13), top plate number single, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh,
F.-V.F.; with 2012 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300
3176 HH
1919, 60¢ on 30¢ orange red (K14), o.g., never hinged, fresh with large margins, Very Fine; with 2017
P.F. certificate. Scott $260.
Estimate $150 - 200
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3177 HH
1919, $1 on 50¢ light violet (K15), a GEM-quality example with incredible depth of color, o.g., never
hinged, fiery rich color and impression upon lily-white paper and completely balanced margins, Post Office fresh,
Extremely Fine to Superb, an amazing example of this difficult stamp—particularly when found in choice never
hinged condition; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $6,250.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
This stamp is one of six examples achieving the impressive grade of XF-Sup-95, with just two grading higher.

3178

3179

3180

3181

3182

3178 HH
1919, $1 on 50¢ light violet (K15), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.; with 2014 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott
$1,250.
Estimate $400 - 600
3179 HH

1919, $1 on 50¢ light violet (K15), o.g., never hinged, Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $300 - 400

3180 m
1919, $1 on 50¢ light violet (K15), U.S. Postal Agency, Shanghai, China double-oval Registry cancel,
Fine, scarce postally used; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $300 - 400
3181 (H)
1919, $2 on $1 violet brown (K16), regummed, large margins and deep, rich color, Extremely Fine; with
2011 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $425 for an “o.g.” example.
Estimate $150 - 200
3182 HH
1922, 4¢ on 2¢ carmine (K18), o.g., never hinged (diagonal gum bend), vivid and fresh example with
strong color, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $210.
Estimate $100 - 150
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3183 HH/Ha 1919, 2¢ on 1¢ green (K1), top plate block of 6, Very Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300

3184 HHa
1919, 40¢ on 20¢ deep ultramarine (K13), complete right margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged,
lovely pastel deep ultramarine color and impression; usual staple hole in bottom selvage, Fine; with 2000 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $600 - 800
3185 HHa
1922, 2¢ on 1¢ green (K17), top left complete pane of 100, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh; a few
slight perf separations, V.G.-Fine. Scott $23,300 (no photo).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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Ex 3186

3187

3188

3189

3190

3186 H/(H)
Agriculture Dept., 1873, 1¢-30¢ complete (O1-O9), all o.g., hinged except #O1 and O4, which are
regummed, sensational set of Agriculture issues, each with brilliant color and select centering; #O4 with a bit of paper wrinkling from the regumming, F.-V.F., rarely offered as a choice complete set. Scott $3,090.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3187 H

Agriculture Dept., 1873, 3¢ yellow (O3), o.g., hinged, deeply saturated color, Fine. Scott $225.
Estimate $75 - 100

3188 H
Agriculture Dept., 1873, 10¢ yellow (O5), o.g., lightly hinged, fiery bright color; a handsome
well-margined example of this tough Official stamp, F.-V.F.; with photocopy of 1990 P.F. certificate for block of 4
from which it came, the bottom left stamp. Scott $525.
Estimate $250 - 350
3189 H
Agriculture Dept., 1873, 15¢ yellow (O7), o.g., hinged, radiating color and razor sharp impression
within near perfect centering, oh what a stamp! Extremely Fine to Superb, the highest price in the SMQ is a grade of
90, higher grades are worth much more; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF 90; $975.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3190 H
Executive Dept., 1873, 10¢ carmine (O14), o.g., lightly hinged, flawless example with spectacular, rich
color; simply gorgeous, Fine; with 1995 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $400 - 600

3191

3192

3193

3194

3191 HH
Justice Dept., 1873, 1¢ purple (O25), o.g., never hinged, exceedingly fresh and choice, F.-V.F., a condition rarity as these Official stamps are seldom encountered in immaculate mint condition. Scott $550.
Estimate $200 - 300
3192 HH
Justice Dept., 1873, 1¢ purple (O25), o.g., never hinged, as fresh as the very first day it was issued,
Fine, a truly lovely stamp. Scott $525.
Estimate $150 - 200
3193 H
Justice Dept., 1873, 6¢ purple (O28), o.g., lightly hinged, remarkably fresh and choice example; a select
stamp, F.-V.F. Scott $310.
Estimate $150 - 200
3194 H
Justice Dept., 1873, 10¢ purple (O29), o.g., hinge remnant, bold proof-like color with razor-sharp impression, F.-V.F. Scott $310.
Estimate $150 - 200
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3195

3196

3197

3198

3199

3195 H
Justice Dept., 1873, 24¢ purple (O32), o.g., hinged, desirable example of this terribly difficult Justice
Department issue; an immaculate stamp with fantastic color, F.-V.F. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $300 - 400
3196 H
Justice Dept., 1873, 30¢ purple (O33), disturbed o.g., marvelous example of this tough stamp, with
warm, rich color, F.-V.F. Scott $1,300.
Estimate $350 - 500
3197 H
Justice Dept., 1873, 90¢ purple (O34), o.g., hinged, good-looking 90¢ Justice; warm, rich color and detailed impression, F.-V.F. Scott $1,900.
Estimate $400 - 600
3198 H
Navy Dept., 1873, 30¢ ultramarine (O44), o.g., hinged, generous margins and incredibly fresh color,
F.-V.F. Scott $350.
Estimate $150 - 200
3199 H
Navy Dept., 1873, 90¢ ultramarine (O45), o.g., hinged, awesome top-quality example of this difficult
stamp; an elite gem with gorgeous color, Very Fine; with 1997 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $500 - 750

3200

3201

3202

3203

3204

3200 H
State Dept., 1873, 1¢ dark green (O57), o.g., hinge remnant, striking rich shade; a choice example of
this impossible State Department issue, F.-V.F.; with 1991 P.F. certificate. Scott $260.
Estimate $150 - 200
3201 H
State Dept., 1873, 15¢ dark green (O64), o.g., hinged (with old time hinge remnant), deep rich color,
F.-V.F. Scott $320.
Estimate $150 - 200
3202 (H)
State Dept., 1873, 24¢ dark green (O65), regummed, an impressive stamp with bold, rich color and fantastic centering; reperforated at right, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $275 for without gum.
Estimate $100 - 150
3203 H
State Dept., 1873, 30¢ dark green (O66), o.g., hinged, big, beautiful margins and bold color; this State
Department issue is seldom seen so nice; reperforated at left, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300
3204 H
State Dept., 1873, 30¢ dark green (O66), o.g., lightly hinged, deep proof-like color; a gorgeous-appearing stamp with excellent appeal; reperforated at left, otherwise Very Fine; with 2009 P.F. certificate. Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3205

3206

3207

3208

3209

3205 H
Treasury Dept., 1873, 7¢ brown (O76), disturbed o.g., a handsome and affordable example of this
stamp, Very Fine; with 2001 P.F. and 2017 P.S.E. certificates. Scott $250.
Estimate $100 - 150
3206 H
Treasury Dept., 1873, 15¢ brown (O79), o.g., very lightly hinged (natural gum crease at bottom left corner), exceedingly fresh with lively color, Very Fine; with photocopy of 2014 P.F. certificate for block of 4 from which it
came, the bottom left stamp. Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200
3207 H
Treasury Dept., 1873, 30¢ brown (O81), o.g., lightly hinged with only slight gum disturbance, deep rich
captivating color and impression within oversized margins so uncommon for this issue, Choice Very Fine. Scott
$400.
Estimate $150 - 200
3208 HH
War Dept., 1873, 10¢ rose (O88), o.g., never hinged (natural gum crease), strong color and clear impression, F.-V.F. Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200
3209 HH
War Dept., 1873, 15¢ rose (O90), o.g., never hinged (natural gum bend), choice example with warm, rich
color, Very Fine. Scott $190.
Estimate $150 - 200

3210 (H)
Agriculture Dept., 1879, 1¢ yellow (O94), without gum as issued, among the choicest examples of this
rarely offered 1 cent Agriculture; completely sound in every respect with fiery bright color; an amazing stamp,
F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $6,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
3211 (H)
Interior Dept., 1879, 24¢ vermilion (O103), regummed; filled thins, repairs along right side and bottom,
small surface scuffs and toned spots, V.G.-Fine, and affordable example of a scarce stamp; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,100 (photo on website).
Estimate $300 - 400

3212 H
Treasury Dept., 1879, 90¢ brown (O113), part o.g., great color and impression; a couple thin specks
and corner crease at upper left, F.-V.F. centering, scarce soft-paper Official; with 2016 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott
$9,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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3213

3214

3213 H
War Dept., 1879, 30¢ rose red (O120), o.g., hinge remnants, fabulous top-quality example with lively
color and crystal-clear impression, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott
$225. SMQ VF-XF 85; $295.
Estimate $200 - 300
3214 HH
Postal Savings Official, 1911, $1 ultramarine (O123), bottom margin single with part imprint, o.g.,
never hinged, lovely delicate pastel color and sharp impression within jumbo margins, bright and Post Office fresh,
Choice Very Fine; with 2010 P.F. certificate for pair. Scott $450.
Estimate $500 - 750

Newspaper Stamps

3215

3216

3217

3215 (H)
1865, 10¢ blue green (PR2), without gum as issued; horizontal and small vertical creases at top, Very
Fine centering. Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200
3216 (H)
1875 Reprint, 10¢ dark bluish green (PR6), without gum as issued, nicely centered example with incredible depth of color; simply outstanding, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, only 7,765 sold; with 2017 P.F. certificate.
Scott $250.
Estimate $250 - 350
3217 (H)
1880 Reprint, 5¢ dark blue (PR8), without gum as issued, nice-appearing example with brilliant color;
tiny thin, otherwise F.-V.F., only 6,684 sold. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3218

3219

3220

3221

3218 H
1875, 24¢ rose (PR17), o.g., hinge remnant, vivid shade; an extremely handsome example of this tough
stamp, F.-V.F. Scott $850.
Estimate $250 - 350
3219 H
1875, 72¢ rose (PR21), o.g., lightly hinged, lively fresh shade; a flawless example of this scarce Newspaper stamp, Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $500 - 750
3220 H
1875, $9 yellow orange (PR27), o.g., lightly hinged, select top-quality example of this rare Newspaper
stamp; a well-margined example with phenomenal color and clear impression; among the very finest obtainable,
Very Fine; with 1995 and 2017 P.F. certificates. Scott $4,500.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
3221 (H)
1875 Special Printing, 3¢ gray black (PR34), without gum as issued, attractive example of this challenging issue, Fine. Scott $700.
Estimate $200 - 300

3222

3223

3224

3225

3222 (H)
1875 Special Printing, 4¢ gray black (PR35), without gum as issued, exceedingly fresh example with
brilliant color and clear impression, Fine. Scott $700.
Estimate $200 - 300
3223 (H)
1875 Special Printing, 9¢ gray black (PR38), without gum as issued, premium example with jet-black
color printed on clean white paper, F.-V.F. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $300 - 400
3224 (H)
1875 Special Printing, 10¢ gray black (PR39), without gum as issued, Very Fine; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3225 (H)
1875 Special Printing, 10¢ gray black (PR39), without gum as issued, incredibly fresh and choice example with vivid color, Fine. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $300 - 400
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3226

3227

3228

3229

3226 (H)
1875 Special Printing, 24¢ pale rose (PR41), without gum as issued, gorgeous color and sharp impression; a flawless sound Special Printing, Fine, only 411 examples reportedly sold; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott
$2,100.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3227 (H)
1875 Special Printing, 48¢ pale rose (PR43), without gum as issued (pencil mark on reverse), vibrant
shade; a decent example of this seldom-seen 1875 Special Printing, V.G.-Fine, only 268 reportedly sold. Scott
$3,750.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3228 (H)
1875 Special Printing, 72¢ pale rose (PR45), without gum as issued, F.-V.F., only 174 issued; with
1974 P.F. certificate. Scott $4,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3229 (H)
1875 Special Printing, 84¢ pale rose (PR46), without gum as issued, well-centered example of this rare
1875 Special Printing, with phenomenal color; a wonderful opportunity, as this stamp is missing from even the most
advanced collections; single short perforation along bottom right side, otherwise F.-V.F., only 164 reportedly sold.
Scott $5,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3230 H
Newspapers, 1879-85, group (PR63-70), o.g., some old time hinge remnants; light creases, thins and
straight edge on 12¢ and 48¢-96¢, otherwise Very Good-Very Fine. Scott $8,200 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3231 H
Newspapers, 1879-85, group (PR71-79), o.g., some old time hinge remnants; light creases, thins and
straight edge on $3, $9, $12, $36 and $48, severe fault on $24 (not counted), Very Good-Very Fine. Scott $6,425
(photo onweb site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3232 H
Newspapers, 1879-85, group (PR57-62, PR81), o.g., some old time hinge remnants; small thins and
straight edge on 1¢ and 6¢, Very Good-Very Fine. Scott $735 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

3233

3234

3233 (H)
1879, 2¢ black (PR57), without gum as issued, incredible color and choice centering; a beautifully appearing example of this Special Printing; reperforated at left, otherwise Extremely Fine, 4,514 reportedly sold. Scott
$1,700.
Estimate $350 - 500
3234 H
1879, $9 orange (PR74), o.g., very lightly hinged, bright color; natural straight edge at top, Very Fine centering; with 2003 A.I.E.P. Rendon certificate. Scott $800.
Estimate $300 - 400
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3235

3236

3237

3238

3235 HH
1879, $12 yellow green (PR75), o.g., never hinged, Fine centering; with 2003 A.I.E.P. Rendon certificate. Scott $850.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3236 H

1879, $48 yellow brown (PR78), o.g., hinged, Fine. Scott $900.

Estimate $200 - 300

3237 (H)
1883 Special Printing, 2¢ intense black (PR80), unused without gum, bold jet black color; two small
thins at top, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,750.
Estimate $350 - 500
3238 HH
1885, 1¢ black (PR81), o.g., never hinged, tremendous example with fantastic rich color; Post Office-fresh mint condition, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $225.
Estimate $150 - 200

3239

3240

3241

3242

3239 H
1885, 72¢ carmine (PR87), o.g., hinge remnant (pencil mark on gum), choice example with charming
color; an incredibly fresh stamp, Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $200 - 300
3240 H
1885, 96¢ carmine (PR89), disturbed o.g., brilliantly fresh stamp with deeply etched impression, Fine.
Scott $750.
Estimate $200 - 300
3241 HH
$900.

1894, 1¢ intense black (PR90), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; with 2012 Weiss certificate. Scott
Estimate $800 - 1,200

3242 H
1895, 5¢ black (PR104), o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2018 P.F. certificate
graded VF-XF 85. Scott $300. SMQ VF-XF 85; $410.
Estimate $300 - 400
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3243

3244

Ex 3245

3243 m
1895, $2 scarlet (PR108), manuscript cancel; reperforated at bottom, Fine, scarce used stamp; with
2016 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $250 - 350
3244 H
1895, $100 purple (PR113), slightly disturbed o.g., large margins at the right and at the bottom; light
shade, centered to the top, mount disturbed o.g. showing a small glazed spot on the gum, Fine and scarce; with
2017 Crowe certificate. Scott $3,500.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
While the Post Office and the BEP did not keep separate numbers for the without watermark and with watermark
stamps, there were only 41,000 of both issued. The unwatermarked stamp is exceptionally rare and much more
difficult to find the watermarked variety.
3245 HH
1895-97, 1¢ to $100 complete (PR114-PR125), o.g., never hinged; 1¢ with light gum crease at bottom,
F.-V.F., popular set. Scott $905.
Estimate $300 - 400

Parcel Post

Ex 3246

Ex 3247

3246 H
1913, 1¢ to $1 complete (Q1-Q12), o.g., lightly hinged or hinged, bright fresh set; small thin on 50¢,
F.-V.F. Scott $895.
Estimate $300 - 400
3247 H
1913, 1¢ to $1 complete (Q1-Q12), o.g., small hinge remnants; pencil inscription on the back of each
stamp and small thin on 2¢, F.-V.F. centering. Scott $896.
Estimate $200 - 300
3248 H
Parcel Post, 1913, stamps mounted on page on First Day of Issue (Q1-2, Q4-9), page previously
folded in three, not affecting any of the stamps, affixed to page with Postmaster’s inscription, “1st set sold to Charles
W. Prescott, Jan 1, 1913.”; each stamp with natural straight edge(s), light crease at top of 15¢, F.-V.F., ex-Lawrence
S. Fisher. Scott $321 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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3249

3250

3249 H
1913, 20¢ carmine rose (Q8), o.g., lightly hinged, rich radiant color and impression within blanced and
generous margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $110.
Estimate $100 - 150
3250 HH
1913, 75¢ carmine rose (Q11), o.g., never hinged, dark rich color with jumbo margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $320.
Estimate $250 - 350

Blocks and Plate Blocks
3251 ma
1913, 1¢ to $1 complete (Q1-Q12), blocks of 4, #Q6 is block of six; some small faults (light creases, a few
trivial perforation faults, etc), F.-V.F., difficult to find as a complete set of blocks. Scott $1,157 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
3252 HH/Ha Parcel Post, 1913, selection of multiples (Q1-Q4), comprising mostly plate blocks of 6 or 8; #Q1 two
bottom plate blocks of 6 (one wide margin), right plate block of 8, a wide top plate strip of 5, top plate number block of
4 with imprint; Q2 bottom and left plate blocks; Q3 bottom plate block of 6 with imprint and part arrow; and Q4 bottom
plate blocks with imprint (one of 8, one of 4), plus used vertical block of 6, generally F.-V.F., inspection invited. Scott
$1,670 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
3253 HH/Ha 1913, 1¢ carmine rose (Q1), bottom right complete pane of 45, with plate numbers, imprints and engraver’s initials at lower right corner, o.g., lightly hinged (41 stamps never hinged); a few light perf separations,
F.-V.F. Scott $653 (no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350
3254 HHa
1913, 1¢ carmine rose (Q1), bottom left complete pane of 45, with plate numbers (no imprint), and engraver’s initials in lower left corner, o.g., never hinged; a few light perforation separations, and a wrinkle on two
stamps, F.-V.F. Scott $746 (no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350
3255 HHa
1913, 1¢ carmine rose (Q1), three full top margin plate blocks of 6; 6230, 6206 & 6377, in three distinct
shades, o.g., never hinged (one plate block is lightly hinged in selvage), F.-V.F. Scott $505 (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

Ex 3256
3256 HH/Ha Parcel Post, 1913, 2¢ to 25¢ (Q2-Q9), blocks of 4, o.g., hinged, some stamps never hinged, a lovely
grouping; 15¢ has a little black paper remnant and thin specks on right stamps, 20¢ has light creases at top and left,
25¢ has thins on three stamps, F.-V.F. Scott $1,783.
Estimate $500 - 750
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3257 HH/Ha 1913, 2¢ carmine rose (Q2), bottom left complete pane of 45, with plate numbers only (no imprints), and
engraver’s initials lower left, o.g., lightly hinged (37 stamps never hinged); tiny thin on top left stamp and tiny wrinkle
on position 6, F.-V.F. Scott $737 (no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350
3258 HH/Ha 1913, 2¢ carmine rose (Q2), bottom right complete pane of 45, with plate numbers and imprints; engraver’s initials in lower right corner, o.g., lightly hinged (some glazed o.g., 23 stamps never hinged); several perforation separations and reinforcements, F.-V.F. Scott $545 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

3259

3260

3259 HHa
1913, 3¢ carmine rose (Q3), right margin plate block of 8, o.g., never hinged; few perf separations which
have been strengthened, F.-V.F. Scott $525.
Estimate $250 - 350
3260 HHa
1913, 3¢ carmine rose (Q3), left plate block of 8, o.g., never hinged, fresh and choice example in a wonderful state of preservation; gleaming fresh gum; the slightest of gum skips, Very Fine. Scott $525.
Estimate $150 - 200

3261 HHa
Parcel Post, 1913, 3¢ deep carmine (Q3), right margin plate block of 10, o.g., never hinged, magnificent
deep, rich color, Very Fine. Scott $573.
Estimate $400 - 600
3262 HHa
1913, 3¢ carmine rose (Q3), top left full pane of 45, with two plate and imprint blocks, fresh color and perforations intact; a couple light diagonal gum bends at left, F.-V.F. Scott $3,347 (no photo). Estimate $600 - 800
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3263

3264

3263 HHa
1913, 4¢ carmine rose (Q4), full wide top margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, bright and fresh,
Very Fine. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3264 HHa
1913, 4¢ carmine rose (Q4), left margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, bright and fresh; perforation
separation at bottom, Very Fine. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3265 HH/Ha 1913, 5¢ carmine rose (Q5), bottom left plate block of 45 (missing selvage at left), plate number only (no
imprint), o.g., lightly hinged (43 stamps never hinged), bright and fresh; several perforation separations, light gum
bends on 19 stamps, two stamps with tiny thins, natural straight edge on 13 stamps at top and right, F.-V.F. Scott
$3,347 as plate block & singles (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750
3266 HHa
1913, 5¢ carmine rose (Q5), bottom left complete pane of 45, nice full sheet with plate numbers, without
imprint, and engraver’s initials in lower left corner, o.g., never hinged, bright and fresh; some usual perforation separations, F.-V.F. Scott $5,162 (no photo).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3267 ma
1913, 5¢ carmine rose (Q5), top margin plate block of 10, with full o.g.; reinforced perforation separations at top, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

3268

3269

3268 HHa
1913, 10¢ carmine rose (Q6), full wide bottom margin plate block of 6 with imprint; small gum skips at
right, F.-V.F. Scott $1,305.
Estimate $500 - 750
3269 HH/Ha 1913, 10¢ carmine rose (Q6), top plate block of 6, o.g., hinge remnants (3 stamps never hinged), huge
jumbo margins, F.-V.F., ex-Wampler. Scott $975.
Estimate $350 - 500
3270 Ha
1913, 15¢ carmine rose (Q7), block of 4, o.g., previously hinged, small hinge remnant at bottom, right
stamps are extremely fine, Very Fine. Scott $280 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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3271 Ha
1913, 15¢ carmine rose (Q7), top margin plate block of 6 with imprint, o.g., hinge remnants, one stamp
n.h.; some reinforced perforation separations, F.-V.F. Scott $2,600.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

3272

3273

3272 Ha
1913, 15¢ carmine rose (Q7), left margin plate block of 6, o.g., hinge remnants; some reinforced perforation separations, and horizontal wrinkle across two center stamps, Very Fine. Scott $2,300.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3273 Ha
1913, 15¢ carmine rose (Q7), top margin plate block of 6, o.g., previously hinged, great looking plate
block; small thin on lower left stamp, Extremely Fine appearance. Scott $2,300.
Estimate $500 - 750
3274 HHa
1913, 25¢ carmine rose (Q9), top left complete pane of 45, plate numbers, without imprint, o.g., never
hinged (hinged in top selvage only), bright and fresh; some usual perforation separations, with reinforcements in
top selvage, F.-V.F., a very scarce pane. Scott $11,135 (no photo).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
3275 HH/Ha 1913, 50¢ carmine rose (Q10), left margin block of 4 with plate number, o.g., lightly hinged (bottom 2
stamps never hinged), bright and fresh; slight perforation separations and small hole in plate number selvage, Fine.
Scott $1,780 as singles (no photo).
Estimate $350 - 500
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3276

3277

3276 HHa
1913, 50¢ carmine rose (Q10), wide bottom margin plate block of 4 with imprint, o.g., never hinged; trivial
perforation separations at bottom, Very Fine. Scott $2,750.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3277 HH/Ha 1913, 50¢ carmine rose (Q10), plate block of 4 with imprint, o.g., hinge remnant (bottom pair never
hinged), Very Fine, ex-Wampler. Scott $1,750.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3278 Ha
1913, 75¢ carmine rose (Q11), top margin block of 4 with plate number, o.g., previously hinged, great
fresh appearance, F.-V.F. Scott $375 (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200

3279 HHa
1913, 75¢ carmine rose (Q11), bottom right corner margin block of 6 with engraver’s initials and plate
number, o.g., never hinged, great fresh appearance, F.-V.F. Scott $1,140.
Estimate $300 - 400

3280 HHa
1913, 75¢ carmine rose (Q11), full wide top margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, fresh, with bright
color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $4,500.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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3281

3282

3281 HHa
1913, 75¢ carmine rose (Q11), left margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, bright and fresh; light gum
bend on two stamps at top right, Very Fine. Scott $4,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3282 HHa
1913, 75¢ carmine rose (Q11), left margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, great fresh plate block,
overall Very Fine; with 1985 P.F. certificate. Scott $4,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

3283

3284

3283 Ha
1913, 75¢ carmine rose (Q11), full wide bottom margin plate block of 6, o.g., previously hinged, Very
Fine for this top value parcel post plate block; with 2016 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $3,600.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3284 ma
1913, 75¢ carmine rose (Q11), top margin plate block of 6, Des Moines Iowa roller cancel (precancel?),
lovely used plate; minor perforation separations at top, Choice Very Fine.
Estimate $350 - 500
3285 H/ma Parcel Post Postage Dues, 1913, used multiples (JQ3, JQ5), blocks of 4 of #JQ3 (mint and used) and
JQ5 (used), but without doubt the highlight of this Lot is the used block of 18 (3 x 6) of #JQ5; lower right corner
block (8 stamps with natural straight edges), all bearing light upside-down Chicago Illinois roller cancels or
precancels—an exhibition showpiece, F.-V.F. with several stamps Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
3286 HH/Ha 1928-29, 10¢ to 25¢ complete (QE1-QE4), a lovely collection presented in a G&K binder, with all items
mounted on homemade pages; most plate blocks of 6, with pairs, blocks of four and blocks of 8 thrown in for good
measure; both wet and dry printings of each issue included, as is a #QE3 plate block of 6 cancelled on unaddressed
envelope, F.-V.F. with many better (several of the plate blocks are particularly pretty), definitely worth viewing, by
collector and dealer alike, either in person or on our Web site. Scott $3,190 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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3287 HHa
Special Handling, 1925-55, various ssues (QE1-QE3), full panes of 50, comprising sheets of #QE1 (2:
1 wet printing, 1 dry), QE1a, QE2 and QE3 (2), o.g., never hinged, intact and fresh, each with two plate blocks that
could be broken out, F.-V.F. with wet print QE1, QE2 and one sheet of QE3 Very Fine, a lovely selection, and great
stock for the dealer looking to replenish. Scott $2,255 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

3288

3289

3288 HHa
Special Handling, 1929, 25¢ deep green (QE4), full wide top margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine. Scott $525.
Estimate $400 - 600
3289 HHa
Special Handling, 1925, 25¢ yellow green (QE4a), left margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $360.
Estimate $250 - 350

Booklet

3290 HH
Booklet, 1927, 97¢, red on blue cover, carmine-lake (BK82a (634e)), complete and unexploded, contains eight panes of the color variety, o.g., never hinged, the actual panes are centered to touching, F.-V.F., a great
rarity, we cannot recall having offerred this item before; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $7,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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3291 (H)a
Adams & Co.’s Express, 1854, 25¢ black on pink (1L3), top left corner margin block of 4, unused without gum, lovely position piece; light corner crease in top left selvage, Very Fine. Scott $160 (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200
3292 Ha
Adams’ City Express Post, 1850-51, 2¢ blue reprint (2L5), full pane of 50; light creases affecting 10
stamps, generally F.-V.F., a difficult full sheet (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

3293

3294

3293 H
City Despatch Post, 1842, 3¢ black on grayish (40L1), o.g., lightly hinged, large margins all around,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1983 P.F. certificate. Scott $375.
Estimate $200 - 300
3294 Ha
City Despatch Post, 1842, 3¢ black on grayish (40L1), left margin block of 4, o.g., hinged, magnificent
multiple of this first adhesive issue; eight light owner’s handstamps in purple ink showing on gum side are inconsequential, especially on a beautiful showpiece like this; light horizontal crease between the stamps, otherwise Extremely Fine, rarely offered. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

3295

3296

3295 m
Humboldt Express, 1863, 25¢ brown (86L1), blue oval “Langton’s Pioneer Express” cancellation, tremendous top-quality example; completely sound and attractive—rare thus, as these scarce Locals are almost
never found in fault-free condition; a beautifully fresh example deserving placement in the finest collection, Very
Fine; with 2002 A.P.S. and 2010 P.F. certificates. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
3296 m
Wells Fargo & Co., 1861, $1 red (143L3), blue oval San Francisco “Pony Express” cancellation, awesome top-quality example with sensational rich color; completely fault-free—scarce thus, Very Fine; with 2003 and
2013 P.F. certificates. Scott $900.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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Postal Stationery

3297

3298

3299

3297 m

1861, 1¢ blue on manila, die 3 (W25), cut square, 24.5 x 30 mm, cork cancel, Very Fine. Scott $1,750.
Estimate $350 - 500

3298 H

1874, 1¢ dark blue on cream, die 1 (U110), cut square, 31 x 32.5 mm, Very Fine and rare. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $300 - 400

Known only as a cut square.
3299 H
1920, 2¢ on 3¢ dark violet, die 1 (U479a), cut square (full corner), 47 x 48 mm, Extremely Fine; signed J.
M. Bartels. Scott $625.
Estimate $200 - 300

3300 H
1914, 1¢ green on buff, paste-up single (UX27), with 7/16" manila tape overlap on left end, pristine,
Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350
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3301

3302

3303

3305

3301 m
1862, 25¢ Protest, imperf (R49a), horizontal pair, four full, large margins, light manuscript cancels, Extremely Fine; with 2009 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $200.
Estimate $200 - 300
3302 m
1862, 50¢ Surety Bond, imperf (R63a), manuscript cancel, sharp blue color and complete impression
within “skate around the borders” jumbo margins, Superb, a true condition rarity; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded
SUP 98. Scott $400. SMQ SUP 98.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3303 m
1862, 70¢ Foreign Exchange, imperf (R65a), light handstamp cancel, four full, generously large margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $725.
Estimate $500 - 750
3304 m
1864, $200 U.S. Internal Revenue, perf’d (R102c); ironed out creases and small faults, F.-V.F., a presentable example of a notoriously difficult stamp. Scott $850 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
3305 H
1871, 50¢ blue & black, center inverted (R115b), o.g., hinge remnant, F.-V.F., true mint examples are
rare; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,150 for used.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

3306

3307

3306 m
1871, 50¢ blue & black, center inverted (R115b), removed manuscript cancel, repaired punch cancels
and added handstamp cancel; a couple thin specks, F.-V.F., scarce invert. Scott $1,150. Estimate $300 - 400
3307 m
Documentary, 1871, Second Issue, $1.60 blue & black (R121), canceled by bold blue double-ovals of
“Duncan Sherman & Co.”, New York bankers, F.-V.F. Scott $800.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3308

3309

3310

3311

3308 m
Documentary, 1871, Second Issue, $20 blue & black (R129), difficult to find this nice with perfs intact;
hinge remnants and handstamp on reverse, Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $300 - 400
3309 m
Documentary, 1872, Third Issue, $5 green & black (R149), neat 1872 manuscript cancellation, outstanding rich color; a very attractive example, F.-V.F.; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $400.
Estimate $250 - 350
3310 m
Documentary, 1874, 2¢ orange & black on green, center inverted (R151a), F.-V.F., a great looking
copy. Scott $800.
Estimate $250 - 350
3311 m
Documentary, 1944, $500 carmine (R409), neat handstamped, cut and punched cancels, Very Fine.
Scott $1,250.
Estimate $200 - 300

3312 m
Proprietary, 1873, $5 green & black, violet paper (RB10a), bold manuscript cancel, deep, rich green
color—just a lovely example of this very difficult key high value; horizontal creases, tear at right, small thins and repaired corner and short perforation at upper right, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $11,000. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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3313

3314

3315

3313 m
Stock Transfer, 1943, $60 bright green (RD159), neat blue “W-E-B-M/ Mar 13 1944/ Chicago”
handstamp and unobtrusive cut cancel, fresh, bright and beautifully centered, Extremely Fine. Scott $850.
Estimate $400 - 600
3314 m
Stock Transfer, 1944, $500 bright green (RD184), light magenta “Bankers Trust” handstamp dated
Sep 28, 1945, bright and fresh; very light cut cancel, F.-V.F., a lovely handstamped example of this rare Stock
Transfer. Scott $1,750.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3315 HH
Stock Transfer, 1952, $4 bright green (RD370), o.g., never hinged, bright and fresh, F.-V.F., an outstanding mint example of the rare 1952 $4 Stock Transfer. Scott $1,500 for hinged.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3316 Ha
Wines, 1942-54, 1/5¢ to $10, 56 different (RE108//RE203), full panes of 50 or 100 as issued, 100 of
each, includes Scott #RE108-113, 115-1125, 127, 128, 130-131, 133, 135-141, 144-147, 149, 151-154, 160
173-174, 180, 183-186, 188, 190-193, 195-196, 199-200, 203, without gum as issued, never hinged, Very Fine.
Scott $33,750 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3317 (H)a
Wine, 1942-54, 1/5¢ to $10, 57 different values (RE108//RE203), full panes of 50 or 100 as issued, includes Scott #RE108-113, 115-128, 130-131, 133, 135-141, 144-147, 149, 151-154, 160, 173-174, 180, 183-186,
188, 190-193, 195-196, 199-200, 203, without gum as issued, never hinged, Face Value is $5,997.00, Very Fine.
Scott $33,750 (no photo).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3318 HHa
1960, $1-$3 Boating Stamps complete (RVB1-RVB2), plate blocks of 4, pristine left margin blocks;
#RVB1 with one set of staple holes, RVB2 with two; RVB2 plate number shows faint inking of a piece of improperly
set spacing material, Very Fine. Scott $350 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

3319 m
Trailer Permit, 1939, 50¢ bright blue (RVT1), used on 1944 U.S. Department of the Interior National
Park Service License to Operate Motor Vehicle; straight edge at left, vertical crease, toned perforations, short perf
and scuff at bottom, F.-V.F. appearing, incredibly rare with only a handful of examples known to exist—and few of
those are on license. Scott $5,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Duck Stamps

3320

3321

3322

3320 HH
1961, $3 Mallards (RW28), o.g., never hinged, Superb; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded Gem 100.
SMQ Gem 100; $600.
Estimate $400 - 600
3321 m
1962, $3 Pintail Drakes (RW29), unpriced in SMQ as used, Superb; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded
Gem 100. SMQ Gem 100; $1,200 for mint NH.
Estimate $300 - 400
3322 HH
1971, $3 Cinnamon Teals (RW38), bottom left corner margin single, o.g., never hinged, Superb; with
2016 P.S.E. certificate graded Gem 100. SMQ Gem 100; $325.
Estimate $200 - 300

Blocks, Plate Blocks and Full Sheets

3323 HHa
1934, $1 Mallards (RW1), top left block of 16, o.g., never hinged, bright and fresh appearance; natural
straight edges at top and right, several light gum creases, tiny spot of gum disturbance on position 15, usual staple
holes in selvage, Very Fine centering. Scott $12,000.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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3324

3325

3324 HHa
1935, $1 Canvasbacks (RW2), top margin block of 4 with plate number, o.g., never hinged, fresh and attractive, F.-V.F. Scott $2,900 as singles.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3325 HHa
1936, $1 Canada Geese (RW3), wide top margin block of 4 with plate number, o.g., never hinged, fresh
and attractive; a couple light gum bends, Fine. Scott $1,300 as singles.
Estimate $350 - 500

3326

3327

3326 HH/Ha 1937, $1 Scaup Ducks (RW4), bottom margin plate block of 6, o.g., top center stamp lightly hinged (5
stamps never hinged), lovely color, F.-V.F. Scott $3,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3327 ma
1937, $1 Scaup Ducks (RW4), block of 4, each stamp with centrally-struck magenta Lansing, Mich. double-oval cancel, interesting postal usage, full o.g.; straight edge at right and corner crease at bottom of upper right
stamp, F.-V.F. Scott $260.
Estimate $300 - 400
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3328

3329

3328 HH/Ha 1938, $1 Pintail Drakes (RW5), bottom right corner margin block of 4 with plate number, o.g., lightly
hinged (3 stamps never hinged), fresh color; small thins and diagonal gum crease from upper left to lower right,
Very Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $400 - 600
3329 Ha
1939, $1 Green-Winged Teals (RW6), wide top margin block of 4 with plate number, o.g., lightly hinged,
fresh color; light gum bends at bottom and left, Very Fine. Scott $400.
Estimate $200 - 300

3330

3331

3330 HHa
1940, $1 Black Mallards (RW7), bottom right plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, fresh appearance,
Fine. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $500 - 750
3331 HHa
1941, $1 Ruddy Ducks (RW8), top left corner margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, fresh and attractive,
Very Fine. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

3332 HHa
1942, $1 Baldpates (RW9), wide top right corner
margin block of 4 with plate number, o.g., never hinged, strong
color, F.-V.F. Scott $900.
Estimate $250 - 350

3332
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3333

3334

3333 HHa
1942, $1 Baldpates (RW9), bottom right corner margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, fresh, Very
Fine. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3334 HHa
1943, $1 Wood Ducks (RW10), top left corner margin plate block of 8, o.g., never hinged, top two rows of
sheet with attractive color; natural straight edge at right, Very Fine. Scott $940.
Estimate $400 - 600

3335

3336

3335 HHa
1944, $1 White-Fronted Geese (RW11), top left corner margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, fresh
and attractive; gum skips on two, F.-V.F. Scott $750.
Estimate $300 - 400
3336 HHa
1944, $1 White-Fronted Geese (RW11), bottom right corner margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged,
alluring color; crease in selvage, Very Fine. Scott $750.
Estimate $250 - 350

3337

3338

3337 HHa
1945, $1 Shoveller Ducks (RW12), top right corner margin plate block of 6 with “C”, o.g., never hinged,
pristine, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $400 - 600
3338 HHa
1945, $1 Shoveller Ducks (RW12), bottom right corner margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, lovely
color, F.-V.F. Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400
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3339 HHa
1946, $1 Redhead Ducks (RW13), bottom right plate block of 28, o.g., never hinged, bright and fresh appearance; light gum bends and vertical gum skips on center stamps, F.-V.F. Scott $750 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
3340 HHa
1947, $1 Snow Geese (RW14), top right complete pane of 28, a great variety with plate number on front,
plus a plate number (Pl. 47510) on reverse for the inscription text, o.g., never hinged, bright and fresh appearance;
usual light gum bends and wrinkles, F.-V.F. Scott $1,550 as plate block & singles (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

3341

3342

3341 HHa
1948, $1 Buffleheads (RW15), wide bottom right plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, fresh, Very Fine.
Scott $400.
Estimate $250 - 350
3342 HHa
1948, $1 Buffleheads (RW15), bottom right corner margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, pristine
and fresh, Very Fine. Scott $400.
Estimate $250 - 350

3343

3345

3343 HHa
1948, $1 Buffleheads (RW15), wide bottom left plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, crisp color on bright
paper, Very Fine. Scott $400.
Estimate $200 - 300
3344 HHa
1948, $1 Buffleheads (RW15), lower right complete pane of 28, o.g., never hinged, bright and fresh appearance; a few light gum bends, and vertical gum skip along right stamps, F.-V.F. Scott $1,720 as plate block &
singles (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3345 HHa
1949, $2 Goldeneye Ducks (RW16), bottom right corner margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged,
choice, F.-V.F. Scott $425.
Estimate $200 - 300
3346 HH/H 1949-81, collection (RW16-RW48), a few light gum bends and skips, but overall sound, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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3347

3348

3347 HHa
1950, $2 Trumpeter Swans (RW17), top left corner margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, lovely;
four right stamps with natural gum skips, Very Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $200 - 300
3348 HH/Ha 1951, $2 Gadwall Ducks (RW18), bottom right corner margin plate block of 6, o.g., lightly hinged (4
stamps never hinged), incredibly fresh, Very Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $250 - 350

3349

3351

3349 HHa
1952, $2 Harlequin Ducks (RW19), bottom right corner margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, fresh
and attractive, F.-V.F. Scott $550.
Estimate $200 - 300
3350 HHa
1953-58, blocks complete (RW20-RW25), blocks of 4 with plate number, o.g., never hinged, each fresh
and clean, F.-V.F., with #RW24 Very Fine, a great opportunity for the dealer; catalogued as singles with no premium
for plate number singles. Scott $2,060 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
3351 HHa
1953, $2 Blue-Winged Teals (RW20), bottom right corner margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged,
luxuriant color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $400 - 600
3352 Ha
1957-58, $2 Duck Stamps (RW24-RW25), bottom left blocks of 4, each with plate numbers, disturbed
o.g., F.-V.F. Scott $680 (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

3353 HHa
1958, $2 Canada Geese (RW25), top left corner margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, lovely; gum
bend in selvage, Very Fine. Scott $575.
Estimate $300 - 400
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3354 HHa
1959-70, complete (RW26-RW37), plate blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged; #RW31 a plate block of 4, Very
Fine, a very pretty group; be sure to hunt them down on the Web site. Scott $4,630 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3355 HHa
1961-71, Plate Block Selection (RW28//RW38), comprising #RW28, RW29, RW31 (as a block of four
with plate number—not a full plate of six), RW33, RW37 and RW38, o.g., never hinged, each bright and fresh; minor
gum issues on #RW29 and RW33, still F.-V.F. overall, priced as plates plus #RW31 as four singles. Scott approximately $2,200 (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750
3356 ma
1964-72, a Flock ofFfunny Ducks (RW31//RW39), now here’s something you don’t see every day: Duck
Stamps with postal cancels; each block cancelled Buhl, Idaho, except #RW31, cancelled Oconto Falls, Wisconsin;
RW31 a bottom right margin block of four, RW34 a lower left margin block of 8 plus a lower right plate block of 4,
RW36 a top right plate block of four cancelled on the last day the stamps were valid, RW38 a lower left plate block of
4 and RW39 a lower left plate block of six, o.g., all never hinged except one, F.-V.F., with the #RW34 block of eight
and RW38 Very Fine, favor cancels almost certainly, but what a fun addition to any Duck collection or exhibit. Scott
$288 as used singles (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200

3357 HHa
1964, $3 Nene Geese (RW31), plate block of 6, This plate block is unique among the $3 denominations
with the plate number in the center of the sheet instead of in the corner, making this a plate block of 6 rather than a
plate block of 4 and producing less plate blocks per sheet. This the key plate block of the $3ducks, o.g., never
hinged, fresh and attractive; two staple holes in right selvage, F.-V.F. Scott $1,950.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3358 HHa
1966-72, Plate Block Miscellany (RW33//RW39), plate blocks of 4, six in all, comprising #RW33, RW36,
RW38 (3) and RW39, o.g., never hinged, fresh and clean, F.-V.F., inspect. Scott $1,440 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
3359 HHa
1971-2002, a sinkful of plates (RW38//RW69), plate blocks of 4, nearly 65 in all, presented in a G&K
binder; all mounted and annotated, with useful duplication; also includes top and bottom “plate” blocks of six
J.N. Ding Darling Foundation labels celebrating the 50th Anniversary Conservation Stamp, o.g., never
hinged, all fresh and pristine, F.-V.F. with some better, these Ducks will make excellent stock for the dealer or a
tasty treat for the collector; inspection invited. Scott $5,000+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3360 HHa
1972-92, sheets selection (RW39//RW59), full panes of 30, nearly a skein, comprising #RW39, RW40
(2), RW41, RW42, RW43, RW44, RW45 and RW59, o.g., never hinged, each sheet as fresh as they day it was
bought, F.-V.F. overall, a great source for singles and plate blocks; face value of $1,650 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3361 HHa

1981-88, collection (RW48-RW55), plate blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $480 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
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U.S. AIRMAIL AND BACK-OF-THE-BOOK ISSUES: Duck Stamps

3362 HHa
1985-88, complete, signed by artists (RW52-RW55), full panes of 30, each issue in a pristine pane,
with each stamp signed by the artist: Gerald Mobley on #RW52; Burton E. Moore, Jr., on RW53; Arthur G. Anderson
on RW54; and Daniel Smith on RW55; light wrinkle in bottom selvage of #RW52, otherwise F.-V.F. and clean, each
sheet priced as a plate block of 4 plus 26 singles, without premium for the artist’s signatures. Scott $1,950.
Estimate $600 - 800

3363 HHa
Hunting Permit, 1984, $7.50 Widgeons, Special Printing (Scott RW51x), complete uncut sheet of four
panes with thirty stamps on each pane and plate number 173872, with gold "50th Anniversary" and "4 of 15" inscriptions at the top or bottom of each pane, measuring 20 3/8 inches wide by 18 inches high, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
Fifteen sheets were specially produced for the Golden (50th) Anniversary of Duck Stamps and auctioned by the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife service. Some released sheets have been broken up and number 15 of 15 was donated to
the Smithsonian Museum making this stamp exceptionally rare. The sheet and accompanying letter (from
Secretary of the Interior personally thanking the owner for his bid), mounted in large leather presentation folded .
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U.S. AIRMAIL AND BACK-OF-THE-BOOK ISSUES: War Savings - Conferate States

War Savings

3364 HH

1919, $5 carmine (WS5), o.g., never hinged; reperforated at bottom, Very Fine. Scott $1,750.
Estimate $500 - 750

Confederate States

3365

3366

3365 (H)
1862, 5¢ blue (4), unused without gum, dazzling color; a sound and attractive stamp, F.-V.F.; with 2017
P.S.E. certificate graded F-VF 75. Scott $150.
Estimate $100 - 150
3366 HH
1862, 5¢ light blue, De La Rue printing (6), massive margins with adjoining stamps all around, o.g.,
never hinged; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate graded Gem 100J (the SMQ does not list this stamp in this grade). SMQ
Gem 100J; $400 for grade 100.
Estimate $300 - 400

Please Visit Our Web Site
www.kelleherauctions.com
Most lots in this sale have photographs on our site.
Also, you can bid on our site, and the site is fully searchable.
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U.S. AIRMAIL AND BACK-OF-THE-BOOK ISSUES: Confederate States

Three Rare “Frame Lines” Issues

3367 H
1863, 10¢ blue, “frame lines” (10), full frame line at left and partial frame lines at top and bottom, o.g.,
previously hinged, F.-V.F., rare to find sound; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $5,750.Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

3368

1863, 10¢ blue, “frame lines” (10), complete frame line at right and partial frame line at bottom and left,
tied to piece with GA town postmark, F.-V.F., a truly premium example, scarce this nice; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate.
Scott $2,100.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
s

Scott value is for examples showing partial frame lines.

3369 (H)
1863, 10¢ milky blue, “frame lines” (10a), full frame line at left and right with large part of frame line at
bottom, unused without gum, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $3,500. SMQ XF 90;
$6,350.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
Scott value is for examples showing partial frame lines.
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U.S. AIRMAIL AND BACK-OF-THE-BOOK ISSUES: Confederate States

3370
3370 m
1863, 10¢ blue (11), wide bottom right corner margin strip of 3, double strikes of Crawfordsville, GA town
cancellations, a magnificent multiple; incredibly fresh and choice showpiece in a condition rarely encountered on
this fragile issue, Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate. Scott $65.
Estimate $400 - 600

3371

3372

3371 HH
1863, 10¢ greenish blue (11c), o.g., never hinged, eye popping JUMBO showing portions of eight surrounding stamps; a magnificent little GEM for the finest collection, Superb; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate graded Gem
100J. Scott $30 for hinged. SMQ Gem 100J.
Estimate $400 - 600
3372 HHa
1863, 10¢ greenish blue (11c), right margin block of 4, o.g., never hinged; tiny inclusion on top right
stamp (mentioned only for accuracy), Extremely Fine; with 1987 P.F. certificate. Scott $340.
Estimate $150 - 200

3373

3374

3373 HH
1863, 10¢ blue (12), o.g., never hinged, portions of eight other stamps present surrounding its borders
which are indeed gargantuan; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate graded Gem 100J; the SMQ does not price this stamp
higher than Gem 100. SMQ Gem 100J; $700 for plain 100.
Estimate $500 - 750
3374 HH
1863, 10¢ blue (12), massive margins showing portions of the surrounding eight stamps, o.g., never
hinged, Superb; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98J (the SMQ does not list this stamp as a 98J). SMQ SUP
98J; $300 as 98.
Estimate $250 - 350
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U.S. POSSESSIONS: Canal Zone

U.S. Possessions
Canal Zone

3375

Ex 3376

3375 m
1904, 10c yellow (3), socked-on-the-nose “British Packet Agency/Colon” c.d.s., Jul 20, 1904, fresh and
well-centered, Very Fine. Scott $230+.
Estimate $150 - 200
3376 H
1904, 1¢-10¢ overprinted U.S. complete (4-8), a bright, fresh, unusually well-centered set, o.g.; 1¢
straight edge at top, Very Fine. Scott $435.
Estimate $150 - 200

3377

3378

3377 HH
1920, 2c orange vermilion & black, missing overprint (56d), bottom left corner margin horizontal pair,
left stamp without overprint, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, only 20 pairs known; certainly one of, if not the finest; with
2007 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,000 for hinged.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
3378 H
1920, 2c orange vermilion & black, “ZONE” double (56f), horizontal pair, left stamp with doubled
“ZONE” overprint, o.g., lightly hinged (“previously hinged”, per certificate), Very Fine, only 10 pairs known; with
2007 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Ex 3379

3380

3379 m
1941, 5¢-40¢ complete, type II (CO8-CO12), canceled to order as always, full o.g., fresh and bright,
F.-V.F. Scott $855.
Estimate $350 - 500
3380 m
1941, 50¢ rose lilac, type Ia (O8), canceled to order as always, with lightly hinged o.g., F.-V.F. Only
1,000 were issued; with 1981 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $550.
Estimate $250 - 350
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U.S. POSSESSIONS: Cuba - Hawaii

Cuba
3381 P
1899, 1¢-10¢ Republic and Special Delivery Issues, large die on india paper (227P1-231P1, E3P1),
each measuring roughly 153 x 202 mm; 1¢ has light bend at top left, Very Fine, any discoloration in images is due to
sleeves; the proofs are fresh and pristine. Scott $1,375 (no photo).
Estimate $600 - 800

Hawaii
3382 (H)
Kahului 6¢ and 18¢, top corner margin singles, matching left and right, without gum as issued, incredible
jumbo margins and perfect centering, unmatchable quality, Very Fine to Extremely Fine (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200

3383
3383 (H)

3384

3385

3386

1864, 1¢ black (23), four full margins all around, unused without gum, Very Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200

3384 (H)
1864, 2¢ black (24), unused without gum, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded
XF-SUP 95. Scott $325.
Estimate $500 - 750
3385 H
1864, 2¢ black (24), plate 7-A, type IV, position 4, o.g., previously hinged, a spectacular top-quality example with four full large margins and bold color on bleach-white paper; a true GEM worthy of the finest collection;
light diagonal gum bend (not mentioned on certificate), otherwise Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2014 P.F.
certificate. Scott $325.
Estimate $250 - 350
3386 HH
1869, 2¢ red, re-issue (29), o.g., never hinged, the most amazing example of this stamp we have ever offered; Jumbo margins including portions of adjacent 5 stamps at top, left and bottom; a matchless GEM deserving
placement in a collection of distinction, Superb; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded Gem 100J. Scott $45.
Estimate $400 - 600
3387 HH/Ha 1871, 1¢ purple and 1893, 1¢ green (30, 55), complete sheets of 50; a few light bends, perf separations
including some that completely separate the panes; 1¢ purple is completely missing selvage at top and bottom with
stains in three stamps at top, F.-V.F. Scott $650+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

3388 H
1883, 12¢ red lilac (46), o.g., previously hinged, radiant color, phenomenal
centering with generous margins all around, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, it would be
tough to locate a finer example; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate for block. Scott $85.
Estimate $150 - 200

3388
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U.S. POSSESSIONS: Hawaii

3389

3390

3389 HH
1893, 50¢ red, double black overprint (72f), one overprint heavy, the second light, left margin single,
o.g., never hinged, deep vibrant color; slight surface rub at upper left, trivial, Just Fine; with photocopy of 2011 P.F.
certificate for block. Scott $1,000 for hinged.
Estimate $250 - 350
3390 m
1894, 2¢ brown - “Flying Goose” variety (75A), black duplex cancellation, interesting example; position 48LR2, Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $350 - 500

3391

3392

3393

3391 SHH
1899, 1¢ dark green, “Specimen” overprint (80S), vertical pair, o.g., never hinged, extremely fresh
multiple with punched hole in each stamp, F.-V.F.; with 2015 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $250 - 350
3392 SHHa 1899, 2¢ rose, “Specimen” overprint (81S), top imprint block of 6, o.g., never hinged, extraordinary
plate position block, each stamp with hole punch, Very Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3393 SHHa 1899, 5¢ blue, “Specimen” overprint (82S), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, incredibly deep, rich color
and amazingly well-centered; each stamp with hole punch, Very Fine, a choice multiple; with 2015 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $600 - 800

3394
3394 SHH
1897, $1 dark blue, “Specimen” overprint (R11S), o.g., never hinged, vibrant shade; a premium-quality example; hole punch at bottom left, F.-V.F.; with 2015 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $150 - 200
464
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U.S. POSSESSIONS: Philippines - Puerto Rico

Philippines

3395 Ha
1904, $1 black (237), block of 4, o.g., previously hinged, razor sharpcolor and impression within jumbo
balanced margins, Very Fine, uncommon to find quality this nice in a single let alone in a multiple; with 2017 P.S.E.
certificate. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

3396
3396 m
1944, 30c orange red, handstamped “VICTORY” (482), crisp impression with exceedingly light cancel,
F.-V.F., a beautiful postally used example of this rare stamp; with 1970 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $400 - 600

3397 HHa
1899, 5¢ deep claret (J3), right margin arrow block of 36, o.g., never hinged, hinged in selvage only;
some minor perf separations, F.-V.F. Scott $1,080 as singles.
Estimate $300 - 400

Puerto Rico
3398 H
1899, “Porto Rico” Overprints (210-214), plate number strips of 10, tropicalized o.g.; some perf separations and/or reinforcements; 1¢ is completely separated between 4th and 5th stamps, selvage crease on 5¢,
F.-V.F. Scott $860 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
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U.S. POSSESSIONS: Ryukyus

Ryukyus

Ex 3399
3399 (H)
1958, U.S. Currency Provisional, ½¢ orange through 10¢ aquamarine, imperf between (44b-50a),
horizontal pairs (½¢, 2¢ & 3¢ part of strips of 3 or 4), without gum as issued, Very Fine. Scott $1,775.
Estimate $600 - 800

Ex 3400
3400 (H)
1964, 8¢ Microwave Tower, overprint omitted (123a), regummed, beautifully centered; expertly filled
thins, Extremely Fine appearance. Scott $3,500. J.S.C.A. 126va.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Ex 3401
3401 P
Airmail, 1951, Second Issue, 13y and 30y, imperf plate proofs (C4P5, C6P5), left margin vertical
pairs, positions 31 & 36 for each, without gum as issued, pristine with excellent margins, Very Fine, a lovely and rare
set. Scott $4,800.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

End of Sale - Thank You
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